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Chapter One : Linux System
Linux History:
Linux is an operating system that was initially created as a hobby by a young student, Linus
Torvalds, at the University of Helsinki in Finland. Linus had an interest in Minix, a small UNIX
system, and decided to develop a system that exceeded the Minix standards. He began his work
in 1991 when he released version 0.02 and worked steadily until 1994 when version 1.0 of the
Linux Kernel was released. The kernel, at the heart of all Linux systems, is developed and
released under the GNU General Public License and its source code is freely available
to everyone. It is this kernel that forms the base around which a Linux operating system
is developed. There are now literally hundreds of companies and organizations and an
equal number of individuals that have released their own versions of operating systems based
on the Linux kernel. More information on the kernel can be found at our sister site, LinuxHQ
and at the official Linux Kernel Archives. The current full-featured version is 2.6 (released
December 2003) and development continues.
Apart from the fact that it's freely distributed, Linux's functionality, adaptability and robustness,
has made it the main alternative for proprietary Unix and Microsoft operating systems. IBM,
Hewlett-Packard and other giants of the computing world have embraced Linux and support its
ongoing development. Well into its second decade of existence, Linux has been adopted
worldwide primarily as a server platform. Its use as a home and office desktop operating system
is also on the rise. The operating system can also be incorporated directly into microchips in a
process called "embedding" and is increasingly being used this way in appliances and devices.

Linux Licensing:
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING,
DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the
copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The
"Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"
means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work
containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or
translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in
the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".
Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License;
they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output
from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program
(independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on
what the Program does.
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You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in
any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy
an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that
refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the
Program a copy of this License along with the Program.
You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option
offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

Linux Distributions:
A Linux distribution (also called GNU/Linux distribution by some vendors and users) is a
member of the family of Unix-like software distributions built on top of the Linux kernel. Such
distributions (often called distros for short) consist of a large collection of software applications
such as word processors, spreadsheets, media players and database applications. The operating
system will consist of the Linux kernel and, usually, a set of libraries and utilities from the GNU
project, with graphics support from the X Window System. Distributions optimized for size may
not contain X, and tend to use more compact alternatives to the GNU utilities such as
Busybox, uClibc or dietlibc. There are currently over six hundred Linux distributions. Over
three hundred of those are in active development, constantly being revised and improved.
Because most of the kernel and supporting packages are free and open source software,
Linux distributions have taken a wide variety of forms — from fully featured desktop and
server operating systems to minimal environments (typically for use in embedded systems,
or for booting from a floppy disk). Aside from certain custom software (such as
installers and configuration tools), a distribution is most simply described as a particular
assortment of applications installed on top of a set of libraries married with a version of the
kernel, such that its "out-of-the-box" capabilities meet most of the needs of its particular enduser base.
One can distinguish between commercially backed distributions, such as Fedora (Red
Hat), openSUSE (Novell), Ubuntu (Canonical Ltd.), and Mandriva Linux (Mandriva) and
entirely community-driven distributions such as Debian and Gentoo, though there are other
distributions that are driven neither by a corporation nor a community, perhaps most famously
Slackware.

Linux Kernel:
What is a Kernel?

An operating system kernel is the piece or pieces of software that is responsible for servicing
resource requests from applications and the management of resources. A kernel has facilities to
receive resource requests and grant access to resources such as allocating space for a new file
or creating a network connection. To generalize, kernels use a system call (or syscall) interface
to handshake with applications.
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Note that some kernels do not follow the exact system call method as will be seen later. A kernel
may be thought of as a gate-keeper. When an application needs something it requires a set of
hardware resources. The kernel is the middle-man between application and resources.
Why Have a Gate-keeper?
Except for single purpose operating systems, all modern operating systems are both
multitasking and multiuser. In truth, no operating system (with the exception of some
that are fully multiprocessor supporting) are actually performing more than one task at a
time. The kernel employs a trick by sharing time at such a high speed, it appears that the
computer is multitasking for multiple users. Because the system is sharing resources there must
be a gate-keeper for two primary reasons:



Facilitating timesharing.
To make sure users do not violate other users' resources.

Timesharing is accomplished by context switching. In simple terms, context switching is:




Current process context is saved out of the system registers.
New process is copied in and performs operations in the allotted time.
Repeat ...

Conversely, the protection of user resources from other user resources is a broad and complex
statement. When a new user process (or group of processes) start, the processes are allocated
resources such as memory and disk space. Kernels have a variety of protection methods
for system resources. Many kernels have differing protection methods yet some are similar
because they share some sort of heritage.
Resource management
The kernel is also responsible for resource management. Resource management has
several contexts:




servicing requests from applications
servicing systemic interrupts
tracking/managing available resources

Components of a Linux System
The Linux system has three main bodies of code, in sequence with, most conventional UNIX
implementations.
1- THE KERNEL: "The kernel" is in charge for maintaining all the vital abstractions of the
operating system, together with such things as virtual memory and processes. The Linux kernel
forms the central part of Linux operating system. It provides all the functionality compulsory
to run processes, and it also provides "system services" to give arbitrated and sheltered or
protected
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access to hardware resources. The kernel implements every feature that is required to be
eligible as an operating system.
2THE SYSTEM LIBRARIES: "the system libraries" describe a typical set of functions
through which applications can interrelate through the kernel. And which apply much of the
operating system functionality that does not require the full rights or privileges of kernel code.
3THE SYSTEM UTILITIES: "the system utilities" are the programs that execute individual,
particular and specialized managing tasks. some of the system utilities may be invoked just
once to initialize and configure some features of the system; others (known as daemons in
UNIX language ) may run enduringly, conducting such tasks as responding to inward or
incoming network connections, accepting logon requests terminals or updating log records and
files.
The whole kernel code executes in the privileged mode of processor along with the full access to
all the physical resources of the computer. This privileged mode in Linux is referred as "kernel
mode", equal to the monitor mode. In Linux user-mode code is not built into the kernel. Any
operating-system-support code that does not require to execute in kernel mode is located into
the system libraries as an alternative.
System
Management

User Processes

User utility
programs

compilers

Programs
System Shared Libraries
Linux Kernel
Loadable Kernel modules

Kernel Modules:
The Linux kernel has the ability to load and unload arbitrary sections of kernel code on demand.
These loadable kernel modules run in privileged kernel mode and as a consequence have
full access to the hardware capabilities of the machine on which they run. Kernel Modules
are convenient of several reasons. Kernel Modules allow a Linux System to be set up
with a standard, minimal kernel without any extra device drivers built in. Any device drivers
that the users needs can be either loaded explicitly by the system at startup or loaded
automatically by the system on demand and unloaded when not in use. For example, a CDROM driver might be loaded when a CD is mounted and unloaded from memory when the CD
is dismounted from the file system.
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The module support under Linux has three components:
1) The Module Management allows modules to be loaded into memory and to
talk to the rest of the kernel
2) The driver registration allows modules to tell the rest of the kernel that a new
driver has become available.
3) A conflict-resolution mechanism allows different device drivers to reserve
hardware resources and to protect those resources from accidental use by another
driver.
1.)Module Management

Loading a module requires more than just loading its binary contents into kernel memory. The
system must also make sure that any references the modules makes to kernel symbols or entry
points are updated to point to the correct locations in the kernels address space. Linux deals with
this reference updating by splitting the job of module loading into two separate sections the
management of sections of module code in kernel memory and the handling of symbols
that modules are allowed to reference.
Linux maintains an internal symbol table in the kernel. This symbol table does not contain
the full set of symbols defined in the kernel during the latter‘s compilation rather a symbol
must be exported explicitly by the kernel. The set of exported symbols constitutes a well
defined interface by which a module can interact with the kernel.

The loading of module is performed in two stages. First the module loader untility askes the
kernel to reserve a continous area of virtual kernel memory for the module. The kernel returns
the address of the memory allocated and the loader utility can use this address to relocate
the modules machine code to the correct loading address. A second system call then passes
the module plus any symbol table that the new module wants to export, to the kernel. The
module itself is now copied verbatim into the previously allocated space and the kernel‘s
symbol table is updated with the new symbols for the possible use by other modules not yet
loaded.
The final module-management component is the module requestor. The kernel defines a
communication interface to which a module management program can connect. With this
connect established the kernel will inform the management process whenever a process request a
device driver, file system or network service that is not currently loaded and will give the
manager the opportunity to load that service. The Original service request will complete once the
module is loaded.
2.)Driver Registration
Once a module is loaded it remains no more than an isolated region of memory until it lets the
rest of the kernel know what new functionality it provides. The kernel maintains dynamic tables
of all known drivers and provides a set of routines to allow drivers to be added to or removed
from these tables at any time. The kernel makes sure that it calls a module‘s startup routine
when
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that module is loaded and calls the modules cleanup routine before that module is
unloaded. These routines are responsible for registering the modules functionality.
A module may register many types of drivers and may register more than one driver if it wishes.
For example a device driver might want to register two separate mechanisms for accessing the
device. Registration tables include the following items:
1) Device Drivers : These drivers include character devices (such as printers, terminals and
mice), block devices (including all disk drivers) and network interface devices.
2) File Systems: The file system may be anything that implements Linux virtual file system
calling routines. It might implement a format for storing files on a disk but it might
equally well be a network file system such as NFS or a virtual file system whose contents
are generated on demand such as Linux/ proc file system.
3) Network Protocols : A module may implement an entire networking protocol such as
IPX or simply a new set of packet-filtering rules for a network firewall.
4) Binary Format : The format specifies a way of recognizing and loading a new type of
executable file.
3.)Conflict Resolution
Linux provides a central conflict resolution mechanism to help arbitrate access to
certain hardware resources. Its aim as follows:
1) To prevent modules from clashing over access to hardware resources.
2) To prevent autoprobes – device driver probes that auto detect device configuration from

interfering with existing device drivers.
3) To resolve conflicts among multiple drivers trying to access the same hardware. For eg as
when both the parallel printer driver and the parallel line IP(PLIP) network driver try to
talk to the parallel printer port.
To these ends, the kernel maintains lists of allocated hardware resources. The PC has a limited
number of possible input/output ports, interrupt lines and DMA channels when any device driver
wants to access such a resource, it is expected to reserve the resource with the kernel database
first. This requirement incidentally allows the system administrator to determine exactly which
resources have been allocted by which driver at any given point.A module is expected to use this
mechanism to reserve in advance any hardware resource that it expects to use.

Process Management:
A process is the basic context within which all user-requested activity is serviced within the
operating system. To be compatible with other UNIX systems, Linux must use a process model
similar to those of other versions of UNIX. Linux operates differently from UNIX in a few key
places.
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The fork() and exec() Process Model
The basic principle of UNIX process management is to separate two operations: the creation of a
process and the running of a new program. A new process is created by the fork() system call
and a new program is run after a call to exec(). These are two distinctly separate functions. A
new process may be created with fork() without a new program being run – the new subprocess
created with fork() without a new program being run – the new subprocess simply continues to
execute exactly the same program that the first, parent process was running. Equally, running a
new program does not require that a new process be created first: Any process may call exec() at
any time. The currently running program is immediately terminated and the new program starts
executing in the context of the existing process.

The model has the advantage of great simplicity. Rather than having to specify every detail of
the environment of a new program in the system call that runs that program, new programs
simply run in their existing environment. If a parent process wishes to modify the environment in
which a new program is to be run it can fork and then still running the original program in a
child process make any system calls it requires to modify that child process before finally
executing the new program.
Broadly process properties fall into three groups: the process identity, environment and
context.
1.)Process Identity:

1) Process ID(PID) : Each process has a unique identifier. PID‘s are used to specify
processes to the operating system when an application makes a system call to signal,
modify or wait for another process. Additional identifiers associate the process with a
process group (typically a tree of processes forked by a single user command) and login
session.
2) Credentials: Each process must have an associated user ID and one or more group ID‘s
that determine the rights of a process to access system resources and files.
3) Personality: Process personalities are not traditionally found on UNIX systems but under
Linux each process has an associated personality identifier that can modify slightly the
semantics of certain system calls. Personalities are primarily used by emulation
libraries to request that system calls be compatible with certain flavors of UNIX.
2.)Process Environment:
A process environment is inherited from its parent and is composed of two null terminated
vectors: the argument vector and the environment vector. The argument vector simply lists the
command line arguments used to invoke the running program it conventionally starts with the
name of the program itself. The environment is a list of NAME=VALUE pairs that associates
named environement variables with arbitrary textual values. The environment is not held in
kernel memory but is stored in the process own user mode address space as the first datum at the
top of the process stack.
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The argument and environment vectors are not altered when a new process is created.The new
child process will inherit the environment that is parent possesses. However a completely new
environment is set up when a new program is invoked. On calling exec() a process must supply
the environment for the new program. The kernel passes these environment variables to the
net program replacing the process current environment. The kernel otherwise leaves the
environment and command line vectors alone their interpretation is left entirely to the user
mode libraries and applications.
The passing of environment variables from one process to the next and the inheriting of these
variables by the children of a process provide flexible ways to pass information to componenets
of the user mode system software. Various important environment variables have conventional
meanings to related parts of the system software.

3.)Process Context:
The Process identity and environment properties are usually set up when a process is created and
not changed until that process exits. A process may choose to change some aspects of its identity
if it needs to do so or it may alter its environment. In contrast, process context is the state of the
running program at any time, it changes constantly. Process context includes the following parts:
1) Scheduling context: The most important part of the process context is its scheduling
context, the information that the scheduler needs to suspend and restart the process. This
information includes saved copies of all the process registers. Floating point registers are
stored separately and are restored only when needed so that processes do no use floating
point arithmetic do not incur the overhead of saving that state. The scheduling
context also includes information about scheduling priority and about any outstanding
signals waiting to be delivered to the process. Both system calls and interrupts that
occur while the process is executing will use this stact.
2) Accounting: The kernel maintains information about the resources currently being
consumes by each process and the total resources consumed by the process in its entire
lifetime so far.
3) File Table : The file table is an array of pointers to kernel file structures. When making
the file I/ O system calls, processes refer to files by their index into this table.
4) File System Context : Whereas the file table lists the existing open files, the file system
context applies to requests to open new files. The current root and default directories to
be used for new file searches are: stored here.
5) Signal handler table: UNIX systems can deliver asynchronous signals to a process in
response to various external events. The signal handler table defines the routine in the
process address space to be called when specific signals arrive.
6) Virtual Memory Context : The Virtual memory context describes the full contents of a
process private address space.
Processes and Threads:
Linux provides the fork() system call with the traditional functionality of duplicating a
process. Linux also provides the ability to create threads using the clone() system call.
However Linux
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does not distinguish between processes and threads. In fact, Linux generally uses the term task –
rather than process or thread when referring to a flow of control within a program. When clone()
is invoked, it is passes a set of flags that determine how much sharing is to take place between
the parent and child tasks. Some of these flags are listed below:
Flag
CLONE_FS
CLONE_VM
CLONE_SIGHAND
CLONE_FILES

Meaning
File-system information is required
The same memory space is shared
Signal handlers are shared
The set of open files is shared

Thus if clone() is passed the flags CLONE_FS, CLONE_VM, CLONE_SIGHAND and
CLONE_FILES, the parent and child tasks will share the same file system information, the same
memory space, the same signal handlers and the same set of open files. Using clone() in this
fashion is equivalent to creating a thread in other systems, since the parent task shares most of its
resources with its child task. However if none of these flags is set when clone() is invoked, no
sharing takes place, resulting in functionality similar to the fork() system call.

Scheduling:
Scheduling is the job of allocating CPU time to different tasks within an operating system.
Normally we think of scheduling as being the running and interrupting of processes, but another
aspect of scheduling is also important to Linux, the running of the various kernel tasks. Kernel
tasks encompass both tasks that are requested by a running process and tasks that execute
internally on behalf of a device driver.
Process Scheduling:
Linux has two separate process scheduling algorithms. One is a time sharing algorithm for fair
preemptive scheduling among multiple processes, the other is designed for real time tasks
where absolute priorities are most important.
The scheduling algorithm used for routine, time-sharing tasks received a major a major
overhaul with version 2.5 of the kernel. The Linux kernel ran a variation of the
traditional UNIX scheduling algorithm. Among other issues problem with the traditional UNIX
scheduler are that it does not provide adequate support for SMP systems and that it does not
scale well as the number of tasks of the system grows. The overhaul of the scheduler of the
kernel now provides a scheduling algorithm that runs in constant time regardless of the
number of tasks on the system.The new scheduler also provides increased support for SMP,
including processor affinity and load balancing as well as maintaining fairness and support for
interactive levels.
The Linux scheduler is a preemptive priority based algorithm with two separate priority ranges
a real time range from 0 to 99 and a nice value ranging from 100 to 140. These two ranges
map into a global priority scheme whereby numerically lower values indicate higher priorities.
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A runnable task is considered eligible for execution on the CPU so long as it has time remaining
in its time slice. When a task has exhausted its time slice, it is considered expired and is not
eligible for execution again until all other tasks have also exhausted their time quanta. The
kernel maintains a list of all runnable tasks in a runqueue data structure. Because of its support
for SMP each processor maintains its own runqueue and schedules itself independently. It
contains two priority arrays active and expired.
Linux real time scheduling is simpler still. Linux implements the two real time scheduling
classes required by POSIX, first-come, first served (FCFS) and round-robin. In both cases, each
process has a priority in addition to its scheduling class. Processes of different priorities can
compete with one another to some extent in time sharing scheduling.
Kernel Synchronization:
The way the kernel schedules its own operations is fundamentally different from the way it
schedules processes. A request for kernel mode execution can occur in two ways. A running
program may request an operating system service, either explicitly via a system call or
implicitly…when a page fault occurs. Alternatively a device driver may deliver a hardware
interrupt that causes the CPU to start executing a kernel defined handler for the interrupt.
The linux kernel provides spinlocks and semaphores for locking in the kernel. On SMP
machines, the fundamental locking mechanism is a spinlock the kernel is designed so that the
spinlock is held only for short durations. On single-processor machines, spinlocks are
inappropriate for use and are replaced by enabling and disabling kernel preemption. That is, on
single processor machines, rather than holding a spinlock, the task disables kernel preemption.
When the task would otherwise release the spinlock, it enables kernel preemption. The pattern is
summarized below:
Single processor
Disable kernel preemption
Enable kernel preemption

Multiple processors
Accqire spin lock
Release spin lock

Linux uses an interesting approach to disable and enable kernel preemption. It provides
two system calls – preempt.disable() and preempt.enable() for disabling and enabling
kernel preemption. However in addition the kernel is not preemptible if a kernel mode task is
holding a lock.
To enforce this rule, each task in the system has a thread-info structure that includes the field
preempt_count which is a counter indicating the number of locks being held by the task. When a
lock is acquired preempt_count is incremented. Likewise it is decremented when a lock
is released. If the value of preempt_count for the task currently running is greater than zero, it
is not safe to preempt the kernel, as this task currently holds a lock. If the count is zero, the
kernel can safely be interrupted assuming there are no outstanding calls to preempt_disable().
The second protection technique that Linux uses applies to critical sections that occur in
interrupt service routines. The basic tool is the processors interrupt control hardware. By
disabling
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interrupts or using spinlocks during a critical section, the kernel guarantees that it can
proceed without the risk of concurrent access of shared data structures.
Top Half Interrupt handlers
Bottom Half Interrupt handlers
Kernel-System service routines (preemptible)
User Mode programs (preemptible)
The top half is a normal interrupt service routine and runs into recursive interrupts disabled
;interrupts of a higher priority may interrupt the routine, but interrupts of the same or lower
priority are disabled. The bottom half of a service routine is run with all interrupts enabled by a
miniature scheduler that ensures that bottom halves never interrupt themselves. The bottomhalf scheduler is invoked automatically whenever an interrupt service routine exits.
Symmetric MultiProcessing
The Linux 2.0 kernel was the first stable Linux kernel to support symmetric
multiprocessor(SMP) hardware, allowing separate processes to execute in parallel on separate
processors. Originally, the implementation of SMP imposed the restriction that only one
processor at a time could be executing kernel mode code.

Memory Management:
Memory Management under Linux has two components. The first deals with allocating and
freeing physic al memory – pages, groups of pages and small blocks of memory. The second
handles virtual memory, which is memory mapped into the address space of running processes.
In this section, we describe these two components and then examine the mechanisms by which
the loadable components of a new program are brought into a process‘s virtual memory in
response to an exec() system call.
Management of Physical Memory
Due to specific hardware characteristics, Linux separates physical memory into three
different zones identifying different regions of memory. The zones are identified as :
1) ZONE_DMA
2) ZONE_NORMAL
3) ZONE_HIGHMEM
These zones are architecture specific. The first 16 MB of physical memory is ZONE_DMA.
ZONE_NORMAl identifies physical memory that is mapped to the CPU‘s address space. This
zone is used for most routine memory requests. For architectures that do not limit what DMA
can access, ZONE_DMA is not present and ZONE_NORMAL is used. Finally
ZONE_HIGHMEM for high memory refers to physical memory that is not mapped into the
kernel address space.
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Zone
Zone_DMA
Zone_NORMAL
Zone_HIGHMEM

Physical Memory
<16 MB
16…896 MB
>896 MB

The primary physical memory manager in the Linux kernel is the page allocator. Each zone has
its own allocator which is responsible for allocating and freeing all physical pages for the
zone and it is capable of allocating ranges of physically contiguous pages on request.The
allocator uses a buddy system to keep track of available physical pages. They are combined
to form a larger region – a buddy heap. The most important are the virual memory system the
kmalloc() variable length allocator,
Another strategy adopted by Linux for allocating kernel memory is known as slab allocation. A
slab is used for allocating memory for kernel data structures and is made up of one or more
physically contiguous pages. A cache consists of one or more slabs and there is a single cache for
each unique kernel data structure. When a cache is create a number of objects which are
initially marked as free are allocated to the cache. In Linux a slab may be in one of three possible
states:
1) Full : All objects in the slab are marked as used.
2) Empty : All objects in the slab are marked as free.
3) Partial : The slab consists of both used and free objects.
The page cache is the kernels main cache for block-oriented devices and memory mapped
files and is the main mechanism through which the I/O devices is performed.
Virtual Memory
The Linux virtual memory system is responsible for maintaining the address space visible to
each process. It creates pages of virtual memory on demand and manages the loading of those
pages from disk or their swapping back out to disk as required. Under Linux, the virtual memory
maintains two separate views of a process address space as a set of separate regions and as a set
of pages. Each region is described internally by a single vm_area_struct structure that defines the
properties of the region including the process read, write and execute permissions in the region
and information about any files associated with the region. The regions for each address space
are linked into a balanced binary tree to allow fast lookup of the region corresponding to any
virtual address. The kernel also maintais a second physical view of each address space. This
view is stored in the hardware page tables for the process.
Virtual Memory Regions and LifeTime of a Virtual Address Space
Linux implements several types of virtual memory regions. The first property that characterizes a
type of virtual memory is the backing store for the region which describes where the pages for a
region come from. Most memory regions are backed either by a file or by nothing. A region
backed by nothing is the simplest types of virtual memory. Such a region represents demand zero
memory. When a process tries to read a page in such a region it is simply given back a page of
memory filled with zeroes.
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The kernel will create a new virtual address space in two situations: when a process runs a new
program with the exec() system call and on creation of a new process by the fork() system call.
The first case is easy: When a new program is executed, the process is given a new completely
empty virtual address space. The second space creating a new process with fork() involves
creating a complete copy of the existing process virtual address space.
Swapping and Paging:
If a process needs to bring a virtual page into physical memory and there are no free
physical pages available, the operating system must make room for this page by discarding
another page from physical memory.
If the page to be discarded from physical memory came from an image or data file and has
not been written to then the page does not need to be saved. Instead it can be discarded and if
the process needs that page again it can be brought back into memory from the image or data
file.

However, if the page has been modified, the operating system must preserve the contents of that
page so that it can be accessed at a later time. This type of page is known as a dirty page and
when it is removed from memory it is saved in a special sort of file called the swap file. Accesses
to the swap file are very long relative to the speed of the processor and physical memory and the
operating system must juggle the need to write pages to disk with the need to retain them in
memory to be used again.
The paging system can be divided into two sections : First the policy algorithm decides when
pages to write out to disk and when to write them. Second the paging mechanism carries out the
transfer and pages data back into physical memory when they are needed again.
The pageout policy allows the pager to select the pages to page out based on a least
frequently used (LFU) policy.
Kernel Virtual Memory
Linux reserves for its own internal use a constant, architecture – dependent region of the
virtual address space of every process. The page table entries that map to the kernel pages are
marked as protected, so that pages are not visible or modifiable when the processor is running in
user mode. This kernel virtual memory area contains 2 regions. The first is a static area that
contains a page table references to every available physical page of memory in the system,
so that a simple translation from physical to virtual addresses occurs when kernel code is
run. The core of the kernel along with all pages allocated by the normal page allocator, resides
in this region.
The remainder of the kernels reserved section of address space is not reserved for any specific
purpose. Page table entries in this address range can be modified by the kernel to point to any
other areas of memory. The kernel provides a pair of facilities that allow processes to use these
virtual memory. The vmalloc() function allocates an arbitrary number of physical pages of
memory that may not be physically contiguous into a single region of virtually contiguous
kernel
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memory. The vremap() function maps a sequence of virtual addresses to point to an area of
memory used by a device driver for memory mapped I/O.
Execution and loading of user programs:

The Linux Kernel‘s execution of user programs is triggered by a call to the exec() system
call. This call commands the kernel to run a new program within the current process,
completely overwriting the current execution context with the initial context of the new
program. The first job of the system service is to verify that the calling process has
permission rights to the file being executed. Once that matter has been checked, the kernel
invokes a loader routine to start running the program. The loader does not necessarily load the
contents of the program file into physical memory, but it does at least setup the mapping of the
program into virtual memory.
There is no single routine in Linux for loading a new program . instead , Linux maintains a table
of possible loader functions, and it gives each such functions a opportunity to try loading
the given file when an exec() system call is made. Linux system use the more modern ELF
format for binary files.
Mapping of Programs into Memory
The Binary Loader does not load a binary file into physical memory. Rather the pages of the
binary file are mapped into regions of virtual memory. Only when the program tries to access a
given page will a page fault result in the loading of that page into physical memory using
demand paging.
It is the responsibility of the kernels binary loader to set up the initial memory mapping. An
ELF-format binary file consists of a header followed by several page aligned sections.
The loaders job is to set up the initial memory mapping to allow the execution of the program
to start. The regions that need to be initialized include the stack and the programs text and
data regions.
The stack is created at the top of the user mode virtual memory it grows downward toward
lower-numbered addresses. It includes copies of the arguments and environment variables given
to the program in the exec() system call. The other regions are created near the bottom end of
virtual memory. The sections of the binary file that contain program text or read only data are
mapped into memory as a write protected region.
Kernel Virtual Memory
Stack
Memory mapped region
Run time data
Uninitialized data
Initialized data
Program text
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Memory layout for ELF Programs
Static and Dynamic Linking
The main advantage of static linking is that every program generated must contain copies
of exactly the same common system library functions. It is more efficient, in terms of both
physical memory and disk-space usage, to load the system libraries into memory only once.
Dynamic linking allows this single loading to happen. Linux implements dynamic linking in
user mode through a special linker library. Every dynamically linked program contains a
small, statically linked function that is called when the program starts. This static function
just maps the link library into memory and runs the code that the function contains. The link
library determines the dynamic libraries required by the program and the names of the
variables and functions needed from those libraries by reading the information contained in
sections of the ELF library. It then maps the libraries into the middle of virtual memory and
resolves the references to the symbols contained in those libraries. It does not matter exactly
when in memory these shared libraries are mapped. They are compiled into position
independent code which can run at any address in memory.

File Systems:
Linux retains UNIX standard file-system model. In UNIX a file does not have to be an object
stored on disk or fetched over a network from a remote file server. Rather, UNIX files can be
anything capable of handling the input or output of a stream of data. Device drivers can appear
as files and interprocess communications channels or network connections also look like files to
the user.
The Linux kernel handles all these types of file by hiding the implementation details of
any single file type behind a layer of software the virtual file system(VFS).
The Virtual File System:The Linux VFS is designed around object-oriented principles. It has two components : a set of
definitions that specify what file-system objects are allowed to look like and a layer of
software to manipulate the objects. The VFS defines four main object types:
1)
2)
3)
4)

An inode object represents an individual file
A file object represents an open file
A superblock object represents an entire file system
A deentry object represents an individual directory entry

For each of these four object types, the VFS defines a set of operations. Every object of one of
these types contains a pointer to a function table. The function table lists the addresses of the
actual functions that implement the defined operations for that object. For example,
an abbreviated API for some of the file objects operations includes:
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1)
2)
3)
4)

int open(…..) – Open a file
ssize_t read(…)-Read from a file
ssize-t write(…) – Write to a file
int map(…) – Memory-map a file

The complete definition of the file object is specified in the struct file operations which is
located in the file /usr/include/linux/fs.h. An implementation of the file object (for a specific file
type) is required to implement each function specified in the definition of the file object.
The VFS software layer can perform an operation on one of the file system objects by calling the
appropriate function from the objects function table without having to know in advance
exactly what kind of object it is dealing with. The VFS does not care whether an inode
represents a networked file, a disk file, a network socket or a directory file. The appropriate
function for that files read() operation will always be at the same place in its function table and
the VFS software layer will call the function without caring how the data are actually read.
The inode and file objects are the mechanisms used to access files. An inode object is a data
structure containing pointers to the disk blocks that contain the actual file contents and a file
object represents a point of access to the data in an open file. A process cannot access an inodes
contents without first obtaining a file object pointing to the inode. The file object keeps a track
of where in the file the process is currently reading or writing to keep track of sequential file I/O.
It also remembers whether the process asked for write permissions when the file was opened
and tracks the process activity if necessary to perform adaptive, read-ahead , fetching file data
into memory before the process requests the data to improve performance. File objects belong
to a single process, but inode objects do not.
A superblock object represents a connected set of files that form a self-contained file system. The
operating system kernel maintains a single superblock object for each device mounted as a
file system and for each networked file system currently connected.
Finally a dentry object represents a directory entry that may include the name of a directory
in the path of a file(such as/usr) or the actual file such as stdio.h. For example
the file/usr/include/stdio.h contains the directory entries (1)/, (2) usr (3)include and (4)stdio.h.
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The Linux ext2fs File System

The Second Extended File system was devised (by Rémy Card) as an extensible and powerful
file system for Linux. It is also the most successful file system so far in the Linux community
and is the basis for all of the currently shipping Linux distributions.
The EXT2 file system, like a lot of the file systems, is built on the premise that the data held in
files is kept in data blocks. These data blocks are all of the same length and, although that length
can vary between different EXT2 file systems the block size of a particular EXT2 file system is
set when it is created . Every file's size is rounded up to an integral number of blocks. If the
block size is 1024 bytes, then a file of 1025 bytes will occupy two 1024 byte blocks.
Unfortunately this means that on average you waste half a block per file. Usually in computing
you trade off CPU usage for memory and disk space utilisation. In this case Linux, along with
most operating systems, trades off a relatively inefficient disk usage in order to reduce the
workload on the CPU. Not all of the blocks in the file system hold data, some must be used to
contain the information that describes the structure of the file system. EXT2 defines the file
system topology by describing each file in the system with an inode data structure. An inode
describes which blocks the data within a file occupies as well as the access rights of the file, the
file's modification times and the type of the file. Every file in the EXT2 file system is
described by a single inode and each inode has a single unique number identifying it. The
inodes for the file system are all kept together in inode tables. EXT2 directories are
simply special files (themselves described by inodes) which contain pointers to the inodes of
their directory entries.
The figure above shows the layout of the EXT2 file system as occupying a series of blocks in a
block structured device. So far as each file system is concerned, block devices are just a series of
blocks that can be read and written. A file system does not need to concern itself with where on
the physical media a block should be put, that is the job of the device's driver. Whenever a file
system needs to read information or data from the block device containing it, it requests that its
supporting device driver reads an integral number of blocks. The EXT2 file system divides the
logical partition that it occupies into Block Groups.
Each group duplicates information critical to the integrity of the file system as well as holding
real files and directories as blocks of information and data. This duplication is neccessary should
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a disaster occur and the file system need recovering. The subsections describe in more detail the
contents of each Block Group.
One benefit of the ext2fs over the extfs is the size of the file systems that can be managed.
Currently (after some enhancements in the VFS layer), the ext2fs can access file systems as large
as 4TB. In contrast to other UNIXs, the ext2fs uses a variable length directory and can have files
names that are as long as 255 characters.
When creating the file system, the ext2fs enables you to choose what size block you want. Using
larger blocks will speed up the data transfer because the head disk does not need to look (seek)
as much. However, if you have a lot of small files, a larger block size means you waste more
space.
Also to speed up access, the ext2fs uses a technique called a "fast symbolic link." On many
UNIX systems, the files to which symbolic links point are stored as files themselves. This means
that each time a file is read as a symbolic link, the disk is accessed to get the inode of the link,
the path is read out of the file, and its inode needs to be read, and then the actual file can
be accessed.
With a fast symbolic link, the path to the file is stored in the inode. This not only speeds up
access but also saves the space that the file is no longer taking on the hard disk. The only
drawback is that when the path to the real file has more than 60 characters, it cannot fit in the
inode and must sit in a file. Therefore, if you are using symbolic links and want to increase
performance, make sure the path has fewer than 60 characters.
Another advantages of the ext2fs is its reliability. The ext2fs is made of what are called "block
groups." Each block group has a block group descriptor, which provides an information copy of
the superblock, as well as a block bitmap, inode bitmap, a piece of the inode table, and
data blocks.
There is also an entry that contains the number of directories within the group block. When
creating a new directory, the system will try to put the directory into the block group with the
fewest directories. This makes accessing any one directory quicker.
Because the block group contains copies of the primary control structures, it can be repaired
by these copies should the superblock at the start of the disk get corrupted. In addition, because
the inode table, as such, is spread out across the disk, you have to search less. Plus, the
distance between the inode table and the data block is reduced, thereby increasing
performance ever further.

Journaling :
To sum up, journaling file systems are fault-resilient file systems that use a journal to log
changes before they're committed to the file system to avoid metadata corruption.
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Journaling file systems use a journal to buffer changes to the file system (which is also used in
crash recovery) but can use different strategies for when and what is journaled. Three of the most
common strategies are writeback, ordered, and data.
In writeback mode, only the metadata is journaled, and the data blocks are written directly
to their location on the disk. This preserves the file system structure and avoids corruption, but
data corruption can occur (for example, if the system crashes after the metadata is
journaled but before the data block is written). To solve this problem, you can use ordered
mode. Ordered mode is metadata journaling only but writes the data before journaling the
metadata. In this way, data and file system are guaranteed consistent after a recovery. Finally,
data journaling can also be supported. In data mode, both metadata and data are journaled. This
mode offers the greatest protection against file system corruption and data loss but can
suffer from performance degradation, as all data is written twice (first to the journal, then to the
disk).
The journal commit policy can also differ in the various approaches. The third extended file
system (ext3fs) is the most popular journaling file system.
The Linux Proc File System
The /proc filesystem was originally developed to provide information on the processes in
a system. But given the filesystem's usefulness, many elements of the kernel use it both to
report information and to enable dynamic runtime configuration.
The /proc filesystem contains directories (as a way of organizing information) and virtual files. A
virtual file can present information from the kernel to the user and also serve as a means
of
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sending information from the user to the kernel. It's not actually required to do both, but this
article show you how to configure the filesystem for input and output.
It does demonstrate a couple of uses to give you an idea of how powerful /proc can be. Listing 1
is an interactive tour of some of the /proc elements. It shows the root level of the /proc
filesystem. Note the series of numbered files on the left. Each of these is a directory representing
a process in the system. Because the first process created in GNU/Linux is the init process, it has
a process-id of 1. Next, performing an ls on the directory shows a list of files. Each file provides
details on the particular process. For example, to see the command-line entry for init, simply
cat the cmdline file.
The /proc file system must implement two things: a directory structure and the file
contents within. Given that a UNIX file system is defined as a set of file and directory inodes
identified by their inode numbers, the /proc file system must define a unique and persistent
inode number for each directory and the associated files. When data are read from one of these
files, the /proc file system will collect the appropriate information, format it into textual form
and place it into the requesting process read buffer.
The mapping from inode number to information type splits the inode number into two fields.
In linux, a PID is 16 bits wide, but an inode number is 32 bits. The top 16 bits of the inode
number are interpreted as a PID, and the remaining bits define what type of information
is being requested about that process.
It also maintains a tree data structure of registered global /proc file-system entries. Each
entry contains the file inode number, file name and access permissions along with the special
functions used to generate the files contents.

Input and Output:
To the user, the I/O System in Linux looks much like that in any UNIX system. That is to the
extent possible all device drivers appear as normal files. A user can open an access channel to a
device in the same way she opens any other file – devices can appear as objects within the
file system.
Linux splits all devices into three classes: Block devices, character devices and network devices.
1) Block Devices : include all devices that allow random access to completely
independent, fixed sized blocks of data, including hard disks and floppy disks, CDROM‘s and flash memory. Block devices are typically used to store the systems, but
direct access to a block device is also allowed so that programs can create and repair
the file system that the device contains. Applications can also access these block
devices directly if they wish, for example a database application may prefer to perform
its own, fine tuned laying out of data onto the disk, rather than using the general purpose
file system.
2) Character Devices : include most other devices such as mice and keyboards. The
fundamental difference between block and character devices is random access –
block devices may be accessed randomly while character devices are only accessed
serially.
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3) Network Devices: are dealt differently from block and character devices. Users cannot
directly transfer data to network devices, instead they must communicate indirectly
by opening a connection to the kernels networking subsystem.
Block Devices:
Block devices provide the main interface to all disk devices in a system. Performance
is particularly important for disks and the block device system must provide functionality to
ensure that disk access is as fast as possible. The functionality is achieved through the
scheduling of I/O operations:

In the context of block devices a block represents the unit with which the kernel performs I/O.
When a block is read into memory it is stored in a buffer. The request manager is the layer of
software that manages the reading and writing of buffer contents to and from a block-device
driver.
A separate list of requests is kept for each block-device driver. Traditionally, these requests have
been scheduled according to a unidirectional-elevator algorithm that exploits the order in
which requests are inserted in and removed from per-device lists. The requests lists are
maintained in sorted order of increasing starting sector number. When a request is accepted for
processing by a block-device driver, it is not removed from the list.
The schedule of I/O operations changed somewhat with version 2.6 of the kernel. The
fundamental problem with the elevator algorithm is that I/O operations concentrated in a
specific region of the disk can result in starvation of requests that need to occur in other
regions of the disk. The deadline I/O scheduler works similarly to the elevator algorithm
except that it also associates a deadline with each request thus addressing the starvation
issue. The deadline scheduler maintains a sorted queue of pending I/O operations sorted
by the sector number. However, it also maintains two other queues – a read queue for read
operations and a write queue for write operations.
Character Devices
A character device driver can be almost any device driver that does not offer random access to
fixed blocks of data. Any character-device drivers registered to the Linux kernel must also
register a set of functions that implement the file I/O operations that the driver can handle. The
kernel performs almost no preprocessing of a file read or write request to a character device
it simply passes the request to the device in question and lets the device deal with the request.
The main exception to this rule is the special subset of character device drivers that
implement terminal devices. The kernel maintains a standard Interface to these drivers by
means of a set of tty_struct structures. Each of these structures provides buffering and flow
control on the data stream from the terminal device and feeds those data to line discipline.
A line discipline is an interpreter for the information from the terminal device. The most
common line discipline is the tty discipline which glues the terminals data stream onto
the standard input and output streams of a users running process, allowing those
processes to
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communicate directly with the users terminal. This job is complicated by the fact that
several such processes may be running simultaneously and the tty line discipline is
responsible for attaching and detaching the terminals input and output from the various
processes conneted to it as those processes are suspended or awakened by the user.

The PPP and SLIP networking protocols are ways of encoding a networking connection over a
terminal device such as a serial line. These protocols are implemented under Linux as
drivers that at one end appear to the terminal system as line disciplines and at the other end
appear to the networking system as network-device drivers. After one of these line
disciplines has been enabled on a terminal device, any data appearing on that terminal will be
routed directly to the appropriate network-device driver.
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Chapter Two : Linux Basics
Before you can dive into working with the Linux command line and shells, it‘s a good idea to
first understand what Linux is, where it came from, and how it works. This chapter walks you
through what Linux is, and explains where the shell and command line fit in the overall Linux
picture.
What Is Linux?
If you‘ve never worked with Linux before, you may be confused as to why there are so many
different versions of it available. I‘m sure that you have heard various terms such as distribution,
LiveCD, and GNU when looking at Linux packages and been confused. Trying to wade through
the world of Linux for the first time can be a tricky experience. This chapter will take some
of the mystery out of the Linux system before we start working on commands and scripts.
For starters, there are four main parts that make up a Linux system:
■ The Linux kernel
■ The GNU utilities
■ A graphical desktop environment
■ Application software
Each of these four parts has a specific job in the Linux system. Each of the parts by itself
isn‘t very useful. Figure 1-1 shows a basic diagram of how the parts fit together to create the
overall Linux system.

This section describes these four main parts in detail, and gives you an overview of how they
work together to create a complete Linux system.
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Looking into the Linux kernel
The core of the Linux system is the kernel. The kernel controls all of the hardware and software
on the computer system, allocating hardware when necessary, and executing software when
required. If you‘ve been following the Linux world at all, no doubt you‘ve heard the name Linus
Torvalds. Linus is the person responsible for creating the first Linux kernel software while he
was a student at the University of Helsinki. He intended it to be a copy of the Unix system, at the
time a popular operating system used at many universities.
After developing the Linux kernel, Linus released it to the Internet community and
solicited suggestions for improving it. This simple process started a revolution in the world of
computer operating systems. Soon Linus was receiving suggestions from students as well as
professional programmers from around the world.
Allowing anyone to change programming code in the kernel would result in complete chaos. To
simplify things, Linus acted as a central point for all improvement suggestions. It was ultimately
Linus‘s decision whether or not to incorporate suggested code in the kernel. This same concept is
still in place with the Linux kernel code, except that instead of just Linus controlling the
kernel code, a team of developers has taken on the task.
The kernel is primarily responsible for four main functions:
■ System memory management
■ Software program management
■ Hardware management
■ Filesystem management
The following sections explore each of these functions in more detail.
System memory management
One of the primary functions of the operating system kernel is memory management. Not only
does the kernel manage the physical memory available on the server, it can also create and
manage virtual memory, or memory that does not actually exist. It does this by using space on
the hard disk, called the swap space. The kernel swaps the contents of virtual memory locations
back and forth from the swap space to the actual physical memory. This allows the system to
think there is more memory available than what physically exists (shown in Figure).
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The memory locations are grouped into blocks called pages. The kernel locates each page
of memory either in the physical memory or the swap space. The kernel then maintains a table
of the memory pages that indicates which pages are in physical memory, and which pages
are swapped out to disk.

The kernel keeps track of which memory pages are in use and automatically copies
memory pages that have not been accessed for a period of time to the swap space area (called
swapping out), even if there‘s other memory available. When a program wants to access a
memory page that has been swapped out, the kernel must make room for it in physical
memory by swapping out a different memory page, and swap in the required page from the swap
space. Obviously, this process takes time, and can slow down a running process. The process of
swapping out memory pages for running applications continues for as long as the Linux system
is running.
You can see the current status of the virtual memory on your Linux system by viewing the
special /proc/meminfo file. Here‘s an example of a sample /proc/meminfo entry:
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The Mem: line shows that this Linux server has 256MB of physical memory. It also shows that
about 4 MB is not currently being used (free). The output also shows that there is about 512MB
of swap space memory available on this system.
By default, each process running on the Linux system has its own private memory pages. One
process cannot access memory pages being used by another process. The kernel maintains its
own memory areas. For security purposes, no processes can access memory used by the kernel
processes.
To facilitate data sharing, you can create shared memory pages. Multiple processes can read and
write to and from a common shared memory area. The kernel maintains and administers the
shared memory areas and allows individual processes access to the shared area.
The special ipcs command allows you to view the current shared memory pages on the system.
Here‘s the output from a sample ipcs command:

Each shared memory segment has an owner that created the segment. Each segment also has
a standard Linux permissions setting that sets the availability of the segment for other users.
The key value is used to allow other users to gain access to the shared memory segment.
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Software Program Management
The Linux operating system calls a running program a process. A process can run in the
foreground, displaying output on a display, or it can run in background, behind the scenes. The
kernel controls how the Linux system manages all the processes running on the system.
The kernel creates the first process, called the init process, to start all other processes on the
system. When the kernel starts, it loads the init process into virtual memory. As the kernel starts
each additional process, it gives it a unique area in virtual memory to store the data and code
that the process uses.
Some Linux implementations contain a table of processes to start automatically on bootup. On
Linux systems this table is usually located in the special file /etc/inittabs. The Linux
operating system uses an init system that utilizes run levels. A run level can be used to
direct the init process to run only certain types of processes, as defined in the /etc/inittabs file.
There are five init run levels in the Linux operating system.
At run level 1, only the basic system processes are started, along with one console terminal
process.
This is called single user mode. Single user mode is most often used for emergency filesystem
maintenance when something is broken. Obviously, in this mode only one person (usually the
administrator) can log in to the system to manipulate data.
The standard init run level is 3. At this run level most application software such as network
support software is started. Another popular run level in Linux is run level 5. This is the run level
where the system starts the graphical X Window software, and allows you to log in using a
graphical desktop window.

The Linux system can control the overall system functionality by controlling the init run level.
By changing the run level from 3 to 5, the system can change from a console-based system to an
advanced, graphical X Window system. Later on (in Chapter 4) you‘ll see how to use the ps
command to view the processes currently running on the Linux system. Here‘s an example of
what you‘ll see using the ps command:
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The first column in the output shows the process ID (or PID) of the process. Notice that the first
process is our friend the init process, and assigned PID 1 by the Linux system. All other
processes that start after the init process are assigned PIDs in numerical order. No two processes
can have the same PID.
The third column shows the current status of the process (S for sleeping, SW for sleeping and
waiting, and R for running). The process name is shown in the last column. Processes that are in
brackets are processes that have been swapped out of memory to the disk swap space due to
inactivity. You can see that some of the processes have been swapped out, but most of the
running processes have not.
Hardware management
Still another responsibility for the kernel is hardware management. Any device that the Linux
system must communicate with needs driver code inserted inside the kernel code. The driver
code allows the kernel to pass data back and forth to the device, acting as a middle man
between
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applications and the hardware. There are two methods used for inserting device driver code
in the Linux kernel:
■ Drivers compiled in the kernel
■ Driver modules added to the kernel
Previously, the only way to insert device driver code was to recompile the kernel. Each time you
added a new device to the system, you had to recompile the kernel code. This process became
even more inefficient as Linux kernels supported more hardware. Fortunately, Linux developers
devised a better method to insert driver code into the running kernel.
Programmers developed the concept of kernel modules to allow you to insert driver code into a
running kernel without having to recompile the kernel. Also, a kernel module could be removed
from the kernel when the device was finished being used. This greatly simplified and expanded
using hardware with Linux.
The Linux system identifies hardware devices as special files, called device files. There are
three different classifications of device files:
■ Character
■ Block
■ Network
Character device files are for devices that can only handle data one character at a time.
Most types of modems and terminals are created as character files. Block files are for devices
that can handle data in large blocks at a time, such as disk drives.
The network file types are used for devices that use packets to send and receive data. This
includes network cards and a special loopback device that allows the Linux system
to communicate with itself using common network programming protocols.
Linux creates special files, called nodes, for each device on the system. All communication with
the device is performed through the device node. Each node has a unique number pair that
identifies it to the Linux kernel. The number pair includes a major and a minor device number.
Similar devices are grouped into the same major device number. The minor device number is
used to identify a specific device within the major device group. This is an example of a few
device files on a Linux server:
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Different Linux distributions handle devices using different device names. In this distribution,the
sda device is the first SCSI hard drive, and the ttyS devices are the standard IBM PC COM ports.
The listing shows all of the sda devices that were created on the sample Linux system.
Not all are actually used, but they are created in case the administrator needs them. Similarly, the
listing shows all of the ttyS devices created.
The fifth column is the major device node number. Notice that all of the sda devices have the
same major device node, 8, while all of the ttyS devices use 4. The sixth column is the minor
device node number. Each device within a major number has its own unique minor device node
number.
The first column indicates the permissions for the device file. The first character of the
permissions indicates the type of file. Notice that the SCSI hard drive files are all marked as
block (b) device, while the COM port device files are marked as character (c) devices.
Filesystem management
Unlike some other operating systems, the Linux kernel can support different types of filesystems
to read and write data to and from hard drives. Besides having over a dozen filesystems of its
own, Linux can read and write to and from filesystems used by other operating systems, such as
Microsoft Windows. The kernel must be compiled with support for all types of filesystems that
the system will use. Table 1-1 lists the standard filesystems that a Linux system can use to read
and write data.

Any hard drive that a Linux server accesses must be formatted using one of the filesystem types
listed in Table below.
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The Linux kernel interfaces with each filesystem using the Virtual File System (VFS). This
provides a standard interface for the kernel to communicate with any type of filesystem. VFS
caches information in memory as each filesystem is mounted and used.

The GNU utilities
Besides having a kernel to control hardware devices, a computer operating system needs
utilities to perform standard functions, such as controlling files and programs. While Linus
created the Linux system kernel, he had no system utilities to run on it. Fortunately for him, at
the same time he was working, a group of people were working together on the Internet
trying to develop a standard set of computer system utilities that mimicked the popular Unix
operating system.
The GNU organization (GNU stands for GNU‘s Not Unix) developed a complete set of Unix
utilities, but had no kernel system to run them on. These utilities were developed under
a software philosophy called open source software (OSS).
The concept of OSS allows programmers to develop software and then release it to the world
with no licensing fees attached. Anyone can use the software, modify it, or incorporate it into his
or her own system without having to pay a license fee. Uniting Linus‘s Linux kernel with the
GNU operating system utilities created a complete, functional, free operating system. While
the
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bundling of the Linux kernel and GNU utilities is often just called Linux, you will see some
Linux purists on the Internet refer to it as the GNU/Linux system to give credit to the GNU
organization for its contributions to the cause.
The core GNU utilities
The GNU project was mainly designed for Unix system administrators to have a Unix-like
environment available. This focus resulted in the project porting many common Unix system
command line utilities. The core bundle of utilities supplied for Linux systems is called the
coreutils package.
The GNU coreutils package consists of three parts:
■ Utilities for handling files
■ Utilities for manipulating text
■ Utilities for managing processes
These three main groups of utilities each contain several utility programs that are invaluable
to the Linux system administrator and programmer. This book covers each of the utilities
contained in the GNU coreutils package in detail.
The shell
The GNU/Linux shell is a special interactive utility. It provides a way for users to start programs,
manage files on the filesystem, and manage processes running on the Linux system. The core of
the shell is the command prompt. The command prompt is the interactive part of the shell.
It allows you to enter text commands, interprets the commands, then executes the commands in
the kernel.

The shell contains a set of internal commands that you use to control things such as copying
files, moving files, renaming files, displaying the programs currently running on the system, and
stopping programs running on the system. Besides the internal commands, the shell also allows
you to enter the name of a program at the command prompt. The shell passes the program name
off to the kernel to start it.
There are quite a few Linux shells available to use on a Linux system. Different shells have
different characteristics, some being more useful for creating scripts and some being more useful
for managing processes. The default shell used in all Linux distributions is the bash shell. The
bash shell was developed by the GNU project as a replacement for the standard Unix
shell, called the Bourne shell (after its creator). The bash shell name is a play on this wording,
referred to as the ‗‗Bourne again shell‘‘.
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Most Linux distributions include more than one shell, although usually they pick one of them to
be the default. If your Linux distribution includes multiple shells, feel free to experiment with
different shells and see which one fits your needs.

The Linux desktop environment
In the early days of Linux (the early 1990s) all that was available was a simple text interface
to the Linux operating system. This text interface allowed administrators to start programs,
control program operations, and move files around on the system.
With the popularity of Microsoft Windows, computer users expected more than the old text
interface to work with. This spurred more development in the OSS community, and the Linux
graphical desktops emerged.
Linux is famous for being able to do things in more than one way, and no place is this more
relevant than in graphical desktops. There are a plethora of graphical desktops you can choose
from in Linux. The following sections describe a few of the more popular ones.

The X Windows system
There are two basic elements that control your video environment — the video card in your
PC and your monitor. To display fancy graphics on your computer, the Linux software
needs to know how to talk to both of them. The X Windows software is the core element in
presenting graphics.
The X Windows software is a low-level program that works directly with the video card and
monitor in the PC, and controls how Linux applications can present fancy windows and graphics
on your computer.

Linux isn‘t the only operating system that uses X Windows; there are versions written for many
different operating systems. In the Linux world, there are only two software packages that can
implement it.
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The XFree86 software package is the older of the two, and for a long time was the only X
Windows package available for Linux. As its name implies, it‘s a free open source version of the
X Windows software.
Recently, a new package called X.org has come onto the Linux scene. It too provides an open
source software implementation of the X Windows system. It is becoming increasingly popular,
with many Linux distributions starting to use it instead of the older XFree86 system.
Both packages work the same way, controlling how Linux uses your video card to display
content on your monitor. To do that, they have to be configured for your specific system. That is
supposed to happen automatically when you install Linux.
When you first install a Linux distribution, it attempts to detect your video card and monitor
and then creates an X Windows configuration file that contains the required information.
During installation you may notice a time when the installation program scans your
monitor for supported video modes. Sometimes this causes your monitor to go blank for a
few seconds. Because there are lots of different types of video cards and monitors out there,
this process can take a little while to complete.
This is where many of the customized Linux distributions can be lifesavers. Most of them take
great effort to automatically detect video hardware and settings without asking you any
technical questions.
Unfortunately, sometimes the installation can‘t autodetect what video settings to use, especially
with some of the newer, more complicated video cards. Unfortunately, some Linux distributions
will fail to install if they can‘t find your specific video card settings. Others will ask a
few questions during installation to help manually gather the necessary information. Still
others default to the lowest common denominator and produce a screen image that is not
customized for your video environment.
To complicate matters more, many PC users have fancy video cards, such as 3-D accelerator
cards, so they can play high-resolution games. In the past, this caused a lot of problems if you
tried to install Linux. But lately, video card companies are helping to solve this problem by
providing Linux drivers. And many of the customized Linux distributions now include drivers
for specialty video cards.
The core X Windows software produces a graphical display environment, but nothing else.
While this is fine for running individual applications, it is not too useful for day-to-day computer
use. There is no desktop environment allowing users to manipulate files or launch programs. To
do that, you need a desktop environment on top of the X Windows system software.
The KDE desktop
The K Desktop Environment (KDE) was first released in 1996 as an open source project to
produce a graphical desktop similar to the Microsoft Windows environment. The KDE desktop
incorporates all of the features you are probably familiar with if you are a Windows user.
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The KDE desktop allows you to place both application and file icons on the desktop area. If you
single-click an application icon, the Linux system starts the application. If you single-click on
a file icon, the KDE desktop attempts to determine what application to start to handle the file.
The bar at the bottom of the desktop is called the Panel. The Panel consists of four parts:
■ The K menu: Similarly to the Windows Start menu, the K menu contains links to start installed
applications.
■ Program shortcuts: These are quick links to start applications directly from the Panel.
■ The taskbar: The taskbar shows icons for applications currently running on the desktop.
■ Applets: These are small applications that have an icon in the Panel that often can change
depending on information from the application.

All of the Panel features are similar to what you would find in Windows. Besides the desktop
features, the KDE project has produced a wide assortment of applications that run in the KDE
environment. These applications are shown in Table above (You may notice the trend of using a
capital K in KDE application names.)
This is only a partial list of applications produced by the KDE project. There are lots
more applications that are included with the KDE desktop.
The GNOME desktop
The GNU Network Object Model Environment (GNOME) is another popular Linux desktop
environment.
First released in 1999, GNOME has become the default desktop environment for many
Linux distributions (the most popular being Red Hat Linux).
While GNOME chose to depart from the standard Microsoft Windows look-and-feel, it
incorporates many features that most Windows users are comfortable with:
■ A desktop area for icons
■ Two panel areas
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■ Drag-and-drop capabilities
Figure below shows the standard GNOME desktop used in the Fedora Linux distribution.
Not to be outdone by KDE, the GNOME developers have also produced a host of graphical
applications that integrate with the GNOME desktop. These are shown in Table 1-4.
As you can see, there are also quite a few applications available for the GNOME desktop.
Besides all of these applications, most Linux distributions that use the GNOME desktop also
incorporate the KDE libraries, allowing you to run KDE applications on your GNOME desktop.
A GNOME desktop on a Fedora Linux system

Other desktops
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The downside to a graphical desktop environment is that they require a fair amount of system
resources to operate properly. In the early days of Linux, a hallmark and selling feature of Linux
was its ability to operate on older, less powerful PCs that the newer Microsoft desktop products
couldn‘t run on. However, with the popularity of KDE and GNOME desktops, this hallmark has
changed, as it takes just as much memory to run a KDE or GNOME desktop as the latest
Microsoft desktop environment.
If you have an older PC, don‘t be discouraged. The Linux developers have banded together to
take Linux back to its roots. They‘ve created several low-memory-oriented graphical
desktop applications that provide basic features that run perfectly fine on older PCs.
While these graphical desktops don‘t have a plethora of applications designed around them, they
still run many basic graphical applications that support features such as word processing,
spreadsheets, databases, drawing, and, of course, multimedia support.

Linux Distributions
Now that you have seen the four main components required for a complete Linux system, you
may be wondering how you are going to get them all put together to make a Linux system.
Fortunately, there are people who have already done that for us.
A complete Linux system package is called a distribution. There are lots of different Linux
distributions available to meet just about any computing requirement you could have. Most
distributions are customized for a specific user group, such as business users, multimedia
enthusiasts, software developers, or normal home users. Each customized distribution includes
the software packages required to support specialized functions, such as audio- and videoediting software for multimedia enthusiasts, or compilers and integrated development
environments (IDEs) for software developers.
The different Linux distributions are often divided into three categories:

■ Full core Linux distributions
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■ Specialized distributions
■ LiveCD test distributions
The following sections describe these different types of Linux distributions, and show some
examples of Linux distributions in each category.

Core Linux distributions
A core Linux distribution contains a kernel, one or more graphical desktop environments, and
just about every Linux application that is available, precompiled for the kernel. It provides
one- stop shopping for a complete Linux installation. Table 1-6 shows some of the more popular
core Linux distributions.
In the early days of Linux, a distribution was released as a set of floppy disks. You had to
download groups of files and then copy them onto disks. It would usually take 20 or more disks
to make an entire distribution! Needless to say, this was a painful experience.
Nowadays, with home computers commonly having CD and DVD players built in, Linux
distributions are released as either a CD set or a single DVD. This makes installing Linux much
easier. However, beginners still often run into problems when they install one of the core Linux
distributions.
To cover just about any situation in which someone might want to use Linux, a single
distribution has to include lots of application software. They include everything from high-end
Internet database servers to common games. Because of the quantity of applications available for
Linux, a complete distribution often takes four or more CDs.

While having lots of options available in a distribution is great for Linux geeks, it can become
a nightmare for beginning Linux users. Most distributions ask a series of questions during
the installation process to determine which applications to load by default, what
hardware is connected to the PC, and how to configure the hardware. Beginners often find
these questions
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confusing. As a result, they often either load way too many programs on their computer or don‘t
load enough and later discover that their computer won‘t do what they want it to.
Fortunately for beginners, there‘s a much simpler way to install Linux.

Specialized Linux distributions
A new subgroup of Linux distributions has started to appear. These are typically based on one of
the main distributions but contain only a subset of applications that would make sense for a
specific area of use.
Besides providing specialized software (such as only office products for business users),
customized Linux distributions also attempt to help beginning Linux users by autodetecting
and autoconfiguring common hardware devices. This makes installing Linux a much more
enjoyable process. Table below shows some of the specialized Linux distributions available and
what they specialize in. That‘s just a small sampling of specialized Linux distributions. There
are literally hundreds of specialized Linux distributions, and more are popping up all the time on
the Internet. No matter what your specialty, you‘ll probably find a Linux distribution made for
you.
Many of the specialized Linux distributions are based on the Debian Linux distribution. They use
the same installation files as Debian but package only a small fraction of a full-blown
Debian system.

The Linux LiveCD
A relatively new phenomenon in the Linux world is the bootable Linux CD distribution. This lets
you see what a Linux system is like without actually installing it. Most modern PCs can boot
from a CD instead of the standard hard drive. To take advantage of this, some Linux distributions
create a bootable CD that contains a sample Linux system (called a Linux LiveCD). Because
of the limitations of the single CD size, the sample can‘t contain a complete Linux system,
but you‘d be surprised at all the software they can cram in there. The result is that you can boot
your PC from the CD and run a Linux distribution without having to install anything on your
hard drive!
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This is an excellent way to test various Linux distributions without having to mess with your PC.
Just pop in a CD and boot! All of the Linux software will run directly off the CD. There are lots
of Linux LiveCDs that you can download from the Internet and burn onto a CD to test drive.
Table below shows some popular Linux LiveCDs that are available.

You may notice a familiarity in this table. Many specialized Linux distributions also have a
Linux LiveCD version. Some Linux LiveCD distributions, such as Ubuntu, allow you to install
the Linux distribution directly from the LiveCD. This enables you to boot with the CD, test drive
the Linux distribution, and then if you like it, install it on your hard drive. This feature is
extremely handy and user-friendly. As with all good things, Linux LiveCDs have a few
drawbacks. Since you access everything from the CD, applications run more slowly, especially if
you‘re using older, slower computers and CD drives. Also, since you can‘t write to the CD, any
changes you make to the Linux system will be gone the next time you reboot.

But there are advances being made in the Linux LiveCD world that help to solve some of
these problems. These advances include the ability to:
■ Copy Linux system files from the CD to memory
■ Copy system files to a file on the hard drive
■ Store system settings on a USB memory stick
■ Store user settings on a USB memory stick
Some Linux LiveCDs, such as Puppy Linux, are designed with a minimum number of Linux
system files and copy them directly into memory when the CD boots. This allows you to remove
the CD from the computer as soon as Linux boots. Not only does this make your applications run
much faster (since applications run faster from memory), but it also gives you a free CD tray to
use for ripping audio CDs or playing video DVDs from the software included in Puppy Linux.
Other Linux LiveCDs use an alternative method that allows you to remove the CD from the tray
after booting. It involves copying the core Linux files onto the Windows hard drive as a single
file. After the CD boots, it looks for that file and reads the system files from it. The dyne:bolic
Linux LiveCD uses this technique, which is called docking. Of course, you must copy the system
file to your hard drive before you can boot from the CD.
A very popular technique for storing data from a live Linux CD session is to use a common USB
memory stick (also called a flash drive and a thumb drive). Just about every Linux LiveCD
can recognize a plugged-in USB memory stick (even if the stick is formatted for Windows) and
read
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and write files to and from it. This allows you to boot a Linux LiveCD, use the Linux
applications to create files, store them on your memory stick, and then access them from
your Windows applications later (or from a different computer).

The Linux Console
In the early days of Linux, when you booted up your system you would see a login prompt on
your monitor, and that‘s all. As mentioned earlier, this is called the Linux console. It was the
only place you could enter commands for the system.
With modern Linux systems, when the Linux system starts it automatically creates several
virtual consoles. A virtual console is a terminal session that runs in memory on the Linux
system. Instead of having six dumb terminals connected to the PC, the Linux system starts seven
(or sometimes even more) virtual consoles that you can access from the single PC keyboard and
monitor.

In most Linux distributions, you can access the virtual consoles using a simple keystroke
combination. Usually you must hold down the Ctl+Alt key combination, then press a function
key (F1 through F8) for the virtual console you want to use. Function key F1 produces virtual
console 1, key F2 produces virtual console 2, and so on.
The first six virtual consoles use a full-screen text terminal emulator to display a text
login screen , as shown in Figure

After logging in with your user ID and password, you are taken to the Linux bash shell CLI. In
the Linux console you do not have the ability to run any graphical programs. You can only use
text programs to display on the Linux text consoles.
After logging in to a virtual console, you can keep it active and switch to another virtual
console without losing your active session. You can switch between all of the virtual
multiple
consoles,active
with sessions running.
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The last two virtual consoles are normally reserved for X Windows graphical desktops. Some
distributions only assign one or the other, so you may have to test both Ctl+Alt+F7 and
Ctl+Alt+F8 to see which one your particular distribution uses. Most distributions automatically
switch to one of the graphical virtual consoles after the boot sequence completes, providing a
complete graphical login and desktop experience.
Logging in to a text virtual terminal session then switching over to a graphical one can
get tedious. Fortunately, there‘s a better way to jump between graphical and text mode on the
Linux system: terminal emulation packages are a popular way to access the shell CLI from
within a graphical desktop session.

The Linux Architecture:
The entire UNIX system is supported by a handful of essentially simple, though somewhat
abstract concepts. The success of the UNIX, according to Thompson and Ritchie, ―lies not so
much in new inventions but rather in the full exploitation of a carefully selected set of
fertile ideas, and especially in showing that they can be keys to the implementation of a small
and yet powerful operating system.‖ UNIX is no longer a small system, but it certainly is a
powerful one. Before we examine the features of UNIX, we need to understand its software
architecture--- its foundation.
Division of Labor: Kernel and Shell:
Foremost among these ―fertile ideas‖ is the division of labor between two agencies --- the kernel
and the shell. The kernel interacts with the machine‘s hardware and the shell with the user. Both
of these have been seen in action in the hands-on session though the kernel wasn‘t mentioned
by name.

The kernel is the core of the operating system—a collection of routines mostly written in C. It is
loaded into memory when the system is booted and communicates directly with the hardware.
User programs (the applications) that need to access the hardware (like the hard disk or
the terminal) use the services of the kernel, which performs the job on the user‘s behalf.
These programs access the kernel through a set of functions called system calls, which
will be explained later.
Apart from providing support to user programs, the kernel has a great deal of housekeeping to
do. It manages the system‘s memory, schedules processes, decides their priorities, and performs
other tasks also. The kernel has to do a lot of this work even if no user program is running. It is
often called the operating system ---- a program‘s gateway to the computer‘s resources.

Computers don‘t have any inherent capability of translating commands into action. That requires
a command interpreter, a job that is handled by the ―outer part‖ of the operating system --- the
shell. It is actually the interface between the user and the kernel. Even though there‘s only
one kernel running on the system, there could be several shells in action--- one for each user
who is logged in.
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When you enter a command through the keyboard, the shell thoroughly examines the keyboard
input for special characters. If it finds any, it rebuilds a simplified command line, and finally
communicates with the kernel to see that the command is executed. The shell can be seen
in action when the >(1.4.10) and |(1.4.12) symbols are used. As a simplifier example of how
the shell examines and tampers with the input, consider this echo command which has lots of
spaces between the arguments:
$ echo Sun Solaris
Sun Solaris
In the course of processing, the shell compresses all multiple contiguous spaces in the above
command line to a single one. The echo command then runs with spaces compressed. But since
this tampering should not happen all the time, the shell itself provides features to prevent its own
interference.
The File and Process:
Two simple entities support the UNIX system--- the file and the process--- and Kaare Christian
(The UNIX Operating System, john Wiley) detects two powerful illusions in them: ―
Files have
places and processes have life.‖ The two abstractions can be explained in the following manner:
A file is just an array of bytes and can contain virtually anything. It is also related to another file
by being a part of a single hierarchical structure. Hence one should be able to locate a file
with reference to a predetermined place. Further, a user can also be ―placed‖ at a specific
location in this hierarchy (the file system), and can also ―
move‖ from one place to another.
This real life model makes the UNIX file system easily comprehensible.
UNIX doesn‘t need to know the type of file being used. It considers even the directories and
devices as members of the file system. The dominant file type is text, and the behavior of the
system is mainly controlled by text files. UNIX provides a vast array of text manipulation tools
that can edit these files without using an editor.
The second entity is the process, which is the name given to a file when it is executed as a
program. A process is simply the ―time image‖ of an executable file. Like files, processes also
belong to a separate hierarchical tree structure. Processes can also be treated as living organisms
which have parents, children and grandchildren, and are born and die. UNIX provides the tools
that allow controlling processes, move them between foreground and background, and even kill
them.
The System Calls:
The UNIX system ----comprising the kernel, shell and applications--- is written in C. Though
there are over a thousand commands in the system, they all use a handful of functions, called
system calls, to communicate with the kernel. All UNIX flavors have one thing in common:
They use the same system calls. These system calls are described in the POSIX specification. If
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an operating system uses the different system calls, then it won‘t be UNIX. The reason why
Linux can‘t replace UNIX is that Linux uses the same system calls; Linux is UNIX.
A typical UNIX command writes a file with the write system call without going into the innards
that actually achieve the write operation. Often the same system call can access both a file and
a device; the open system call opens both. These system calls are built into the kernel,
and interaction through them represents an efficient means of communication with the system.
This also means that once software has been developed on one UNIX system, it can easily be
ported to another UNIX machine.
C programmers on a Windows system use the standard library functions for everything. The
write system call cannot be used on a Windows system instead a library function like fprintf can
be used. In contrast, the C programmer in the UNIX environment has complete access to the
entire system call library as well as the standard library functions.

Features of Linux:
Linux is an operating system, so it has all the features an operating system is expected to
have. However, Linux also looks at a few things differently and possesses features unique to
itself. The following sections present the major features of this operating system.
I: Linux: A Multiuser System:

From a fundamental point of view, Linux is a multiprogramming system; it permits multiple
programs to run and compete for the attention of the CPU. This can happen in two ways:



Multiple users can run separate jobs.
A single user can also run multiple jobs.

In fact, several processes can be seen constantly running on a Linux system. The feature of
multiple users working on a single system often baffles Windows users. Windows is essentially a
single-user system where the CPU, memory and hard disk are all dedicated to a single user. In
Linux, the resources are actually shared between all users; Linux is also a multiuser system.
Multiuser technology is the great socialize that has time for everyone.

For creating the illusory effect, the computer breaks up a unit of time into several segments, and
each user is allotted a segment. So at any point of time, the machine will be doing the job of
a single user. The moment the allocated time expires, the previous job is kept in abeyance and
the next user‘s job is taken up. This process goes on until the clock has turned full-circle and the
first user‘s job is taken up once again. The kernel does several times in one second and
keeps all ignorant and happy.
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II. Linux: A Multitasking System Too:
A single user can also run multiple tasks concurrently; Linux is a multitasking system. It is
usual for a user to edit a file, print another one on the printer, send e-mail to a friend and browses
the World Wide Web--- all without leaving any of the applications. The kernel is designed to
handle a user‘s multiple needs.
In a multitasking environment, a user sees one job running in the foreground; the rest run in the
background. Jobs can be switched between background and foreground, suspended or even
terminated. Programmers can use this feature in a very productive way. A C program can be
edited and then suspended to run the compiler; the editor need not be quit to do that. This feature
is provided by most shells (except the original Bourne Shell).
III. The Building Block Approach:
The designers never attempted to pack too many features into a few tools. Instead, they felt
―small is beautiful‖, and developed a few hundred commands each of which performed one
simple job only. When two commands are used with the | (pipe) to count the number of files in a
directory and no separate command was designed to perform that task, such commands can be
connected in a way called as filters. This is because they filter or manipulate data in
different ways.
It‘s through pipes and filters that Linux implements the small-is-beautiful philosophy. Now,
many Linux tools are designed with the requirement that the output of one tool be used as input
to another. That‘s why the architects of Linux had to make sure that commands didn‘t throw out
excessive verbiage and clutter the output--- one reason why Linux programs are not
interactive. If the output of the 1s command contained column headers, or if it prompted
the user for specific information, this output couldn‘t have been used as useful input to the wc
command.
By interconnecting a number of tools, a large number of combinations of their usage can be
found. That‘s why it is better for a command to handle a specialized function rather than solve
multiple problems. Though Linux started with this concept, it was somewhat forgotten when
tools were added to the system later.
IV. The Linux Toolkit:
By one definition, Linux represents the kernel, but the kernel by itself doesn‘t do much that can
benefit the user. To properly exploit the power of Linux, host of applications need to be used that
are shipped with every Linux system. These applications are quite diverse in cope. There are
general purpose tools, text manipulation utilities (called filters), compilers and
interpreters, networked applications, system administration tools and a choice of shells.
This is one area that‘s constantly changing with every Linux release. New tools are being added
and the older ones are being removed or modified. The shell and the utilities form part of
the POSIX specification. There are open source versions for most of these utilities and one is
able to download these tools and configure them to run on the machine.
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V. Pattern Matching:
Linux features very sophisticated pattern matching features. The chapters of the text can be
listed by using the 1s command with an unusual argument (chap*) instead of explicitly
specifying all filenames. The * is a special character used by the system to indicate that it can
match a number of file names.
The * (known as metacharacter)isn‘t the only special character used by the Linux system; there
are several others. Linux features elaborate pattern matching schemes that use several
characters from this metacharacter set. The matching isn‘t confined to filenames only. Some
of the most advanced and useful tools also use a special expression called a regular expression
that is framed with characters from this set.
VI. Programming Facility:
The Linux shell is also a programming language; it was designed for a programmer, not a casual
end user. It has all the necessary ingredients, like control structures, loops and variables, that
establish it as a powerful programming language in its own right. These features are used to
design shell scripts ----- programs that can also invoke the Linux commands.
Many of the system‘s functions can be controlled and automated by using these shells scripts.
Proficient Linux programmers seldom take recourse to any other language (except per1) for
text manipulation problems.
VII. Documentation:
Linux documentation is no longer the sore point it once was. Even though it‘s sometimes
uneven, at most times the treatment is quite lucid. The principal online help facility available
is the man command, which remains the most important reference for commands and
their configuration files.
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Chapter Three: Basic Bash Shell Commands
Starting the Shell
The GNU bash shell is a program that provides interactive access to the Linux system. It runs as
a regular program, normally started whenever a user logs in to a terminal. The shell that the
system starts depends on your user ID configuration.
The /etc/passwd file contains a list of all the system user accounts, along with some basic
configuration information about each user. Here‘s a sample
entry from a /etc/passwd file:
rich:x:501:501:Rich Blum:/home/rich:/bin/bash
Each entry has seven data fields, with each field separated by a colon. The system uses the
data in these fields to assign specific features for the user.

These fields are:
■ The username
■ The user‘s password (or a placeholder if the password is stored in another file)
■ The user‘s system user ID number
■ The user‘s system group ID number
■ The user‘s full name
■ The user‘s default home directory
■ The user‘s default shell program
Most Linux systems use the default bash shell when starting a command line interface (CLI)
environment for the user. The bash program also uses command line parameters to modify the
type of shell you can start. Table lists the command line parameters available in bash that define
what type of shell to use.

By default, when the bash shell starts, it automatically processes commands in the .bashrc file in
the user‘s home directory. Many Linux distributions use this file to also load a common file that
contains commands and settings for everyone on the system. This common file is normally
located in the file /etc/bashrc. This file often sets environment variables used in various
applications.
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The Shell Prompt
Once you start a terminal emulation package or log in from the Linux console, you get access
to the shell CLI prompt. The prompt is your gateway to the shell. This is the place where you
enter shell commands.
The default prompt symbol for the bash shell is the dollar sign ($). This symbol indicates that the
shell is waiting for you to enter text. However, you can change the format of the prompt used by
your shell. The different Linux distributions use different formats for the prompt.
You can configure the prompt to provide basic information about your environment. The first
example above shows three pieces of information in the prompt:
■ The username that started the shell
■ The current virtual console number
■ The current directory (the tilde sign is shorthand for the home directory)
The second example provides similar information, except that it uses the hostname instead of
the virtual console number. There are two environment variables that control the format of
the command line prompt:
■ PS1: Controls the format of the default command line prompt
■ PS2: Controls the format of the second-tier command line prompt
The shell uses the default PS1 prompt for initial data entry into the shell. If you enter a command
that requires additional information, the shell displays the second-tier prompt specified by
the PS2 environment variable.
To display the current settings for your prompts, use the echo command:
rich@1[~]$ echo $PS1
\u@\l[\W]\$
rich@1[~]$ echo $PS2
>
rich@1[~]$
The format of the prompt environment variables can look pretty odd. The shell uses special
characters to signify elements within the command line prompt. Table shows the special
characters that you can use in the prompt string.
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Notice that all of the special prompt characters begin with a backslash (\). This is what delineates
a prompt character from normal text in the prompt. In the earlier example, the prompt
contained both prompt characters and a normal character (the ‗‗at‘‘ sign, and the square
brackets). You can create any combination of prompt characters in your prompt. To create a new
prompt, just assign a new string to the PS1 variable:
[rich@testbox ~]$ PS1="[\t][\u]\$ "
[14:40:32][rich]$
This new shell prompt now shows the current time, along with the username. The new PS1
definition only lasts for the duration of the shell session. When you start a new shell, the default
shell prompt definition is reloaded.

The bash Manual
Most Linux distributions include an online manual for looking up information on shell
commands, as well as lots of other GNU utilities included in the distribution. It is a good idea to
become familiar with the manual, as it‘s invaluable for working with utilities, especially
when trying to figure out various command line parameters.
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The man command provides access to the manual pages stored on the Linux system. Entering
the man command followed by a specific utility name provides the manual entry for that utility.
The manual page divides information about the command into separate sections, shown in Table
.

You can step through the man pages by pressing the spacebar or using the arrow keys to scroll
forward and backward through the man page text (assuming that your terminal
emulation package supports the arrow key functions).
To see information about the bash shell, look at the man pages for it using the command:
$ man bash
This allows you to step through the entire man pages for the bash shell. This is extremely handy
when building scripts, as you don‘t have to refer back to books or Internet sites to look up
specific formats for commands. The manual is always there for you in your session.

Filesystem Navigation
As you can see from the shell prompt, when you start a shell session you are usually placed in
your home directory. Most often, you will want to break out of your home directory and want to
explore other areas in the Linux system. This section describes how to do that using command
line commands. Before we do that though, we should take a tour of just what the Linux fileystem
looks like so we know where we‘re going.

The Linux filesystem
If you‘re new to the Linux system, you may be confused by how it references files and
directories, especially if you‘re used to the way that the Microsoft Windows operating system
does that. Before exploring the Linux system, it helps to have an understanding of how it‘s laid
out. The first difference you‘ll notice is that Linux does not use drive letters in pathnames. In the
Windows world, the physical drives installed on the PC determine the pathname of the file.
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Windows assigns a letter to each physical disk drive, and each drive contains its own directory
structure for accessing files stored on it.
For example, in Windows you may be used to seeing the file paths such as:

c:\Documents and Settings\Rich\My Documents\test.doc.
This indicates that the file test.doc is located in the directory My Documents, which itself
is located in the directory rich. The rich directory is contained under the directory Documents
and Settings, which is located on the hard disk partition assigned the letter C (usually the first
hard drive on the PC).
The Windows file path tells you exactly which physical disk partition contains the file named
test.doc. If you wanted to save a file on a floppy disk, you would click the icon for the A drive,
which automatically uses the file path a:\test.doc. This path indicates that the file is located at
the root of the drive assigned the letter A, which is usually the PC‘s floppy disk drive.

This is not the method used by Linux. Linux stores files within a single directory structure, called
a virtual directory. The virtual directory contains file paths from all the storage devices installed
on the PC, merged into a single directory structure.
The Linux virtual directory structure contains a single base directory, called the root. Directories
and files beneath the root directory are listed based on the directory path used to get to
them, similar to the way Windows does it.
You’ll notice that Linux uses a forward slash (/) instead of a backward slash (\) to denote
directories in filepaths. The backslash character in Linux denotes an escape character, and
causes all sorts of problems when you use it in a filepath. This may take some getting used to
if you’re coming from a Windows environment.
For example, the Linux file path /home/rich/Documents/test.doc only indicates that the
file test.doc is in the directory Documents, under the directory rich, which is contained in
the directory home. It doesn‘t provide any information as to which physical disk on the PC the
file is stored on.
The tricky part about the Linux virtual directory is how it incorporates each storage device.
The first hard drive installed in a Linux PC is called the root drive. The root drive contains the
core of the virtual directory. Everything else builds from there.
On the root drive, Linux creates special directories called mount points. Mount points
are directories in the virtual directory where you assign additional storage devices.
The virtual directory causes files and directories to appear within these mount point
directories, even though they are physically stored on a different drive.
Often the system files are physically stored on the root drive, while user files are stored on a
different drive, as shown in Figure .
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In Figure , there are two hard drives on the PC. One hard drive is associated with the root of the
virtual directory (indicated by a single forward slash). Other hard drives can be mounted
anywhere in the virtual directory structure. In this example, the second hard drive is mounted
at the location /home, which is where the user directories are located.
The Linux filesystem structure has evolved from the Unix file structure. Unfortunately, the Unix
file structure has been somewhat convoluted over the years by different flavors of Unix.
Nowadays it seems that no two Unix or Linux systems follow the same filesystem structure.
However, there are a few common directory names that are used for common functions. Table
lists some of the more common Linux virtual directory names.
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When you start a new shell prompt your session starts in your home directory, which is a unique
directory assigned to your user account. When you create a user account, the system normally
assigns a unique directory for the account.

In the Windows world, you‘re probably used to moving around the directory structure using a
graphical interface. To move around the virtual directory from a CLI prompt, you‘ll need to learn
to use the cd command.

Traversing directories
The change directory command (cd) is what you‘ll use to move your shell session to another
directory in the Linux filesystem. The format of the cd command is pretty simplistic:
cd destination
The cd command may take a single parameter, destination, which specifies the directory name
you want to go to. If you don‘t specify a destination on the cd command, it will take you to your
home directory.
The destination parameter, though, can be expressed using two different methods:
■ An absolute filepath
■ A relative filepath
The following sections describe the differences between these two methods.
Absolute filepaths
You can reference a directory name within the virtual directory using an absolute filepath. The
absolute filepath defines exactly where the directory is in the virtual directory structure,
starting at the root of the virtual directory. Sort of like a full name for a directory.
Thus, to reference the apache directory, that‘s contained within the lib directory, which in turn is
contained within the usr directory, you would use the absolute filepath:
/usr/lib/apache
With the absolute filepath there‘s no doubt as to exactly where you want to go. To move to a
specific location in the filesystem using the absolute filepath, you just specify the full
pathname in the cd command:
rich@1[~]$cd /etc
rich@1[etc]$
The prompt shows that the new directory for the shell after the cd command is now /etc.
You can move to any level within the entire Linux virtual directory structure using the absolute
filepath:
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rich@1[~]$ cd /usr/lib/apache
rich@1[apache]$
However, if you‘re just working within your own home directory structure, often using absolute
filepaths can get tedious. For example, if you‘re already in the directory /home/rich, it
seems somewhat cumbersome to have to type the command:
cd /home/rich/Documents
just to get to your Documents directory. Fortunately, there‘s a simpler solution.

Relative filepaths
Relative filepaths allow you to specify a destination filepath relative to your current
location, without having to start at the root. A relative filepath doesn‘t start with a
forward slash, indicating the root directory.
Instead, a relative filepath starts with either a directory name (if you‘re traversing to a
directory under your current directory), or a special character indicating a relative location to
your current directory location. The two special characters used for this are:
■ The dot (.) to represent the current directory
■ The double dot (..) to represent the parent directory

The double dot character is extremely handy when trying to traverse a directory hierarchy. For
example, if you are in the Documents directory under your home directory and need to go
to your Desktop directory, also under your home directory, you can do this:
rich@1[Documents]$ cd ../Desktop
rich@1[Desktop]$
The double dot character takes you back up one level to your home directory, then the /Desktop
portion then takes you back down into the Desktop directory. You can use as many double dot
characters as necessary to move around. For example, if you are in your home directory.
(/home/rich) and want to go to the /etc directory, you could type:

rich@1[~]$ cd ../../etc
rich@1[etc]$
Of course, in a case like this, you actually have to do more typing to use the relative
filepath rather than just typing the absolute filepath, /etc!
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File and Directory Listing
The most basic feature of the shell is the ability to see what files are available on the system. The
list command (ls) is the tool that helps do that. This section describes the ls command, and all of
the options available to format the information it can provide.

Basic listing
The ls command at its most basic form displays the files and directories located in your
current directory:

Notice that the ls command produces the listing in alphabetical order (in columns rather
than rows). If you‘re using a terminal emulator that supports color, the ls command may also
show different types of entries in different colors. The LS COLORS environment variable
controls this feature. Different Linux distributions set this environment variable depending on
the capabilities of the terminal emulator.
If you don‘t have a color terminal emulator, you can use the -F parameter with the ls command
to easily distinguish files from directories. Using the -F parameter produces the following output:

The -F parameter now flags the directories with a forward slash, to help identify them in the
listing. Similarly, it flags executable files (like the myprog file above) with an asterisk, to help
you find the files that can be run on the system easier.
The basic ls command can be somewhat misleading. It shows the files and directories contained
in the current directory, but not necessarily all of them. Linux often uses hidden files to store
configuration information. In Linux, hidden files are files with filenames that start with a period.
These files don‘t appear in the default ls listing (thus they are called hidden).

Modifying the information presented
As you can see in the basic listings, the ls command doesn‘t produce a whole lot of information
about each file. For listing additional information, another popular parameter is -l. The l parameter produces a long listing format, providing more information about each file in
the directory:
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The long listing format lists each file and directory contained in the directory on a single line.
Besides the filename, it shows additional useful information. The first line in the output shows
the total number of blocks contained within the directory. Following that, each line contains the
following information about each file (or directory):
■ The file type (such as directory (d), file (-), character device (c), or block device (b)
■ The permissions for the file
■ The number of hard links to the file (see the section ‗‗Linking files‘‘ in this chapter)
■ The username of the owner of the file
■ The group name of the group the file belongs to
■ The size of the file in bytes
■ The time the file was modified last
■ The file or directory name
The -l parameter is a powerful tool to have. Armed with this information you can see just about
any information you need to for any file or directory on the system.

The complete parameter list
There are lots of parameters for the ls command that can come in handy as you do
file management.
If you use the man command for ls, you‘ll see several pages of available parameters for you to
use to modify the output of the ls command.
The ls command uses two types of command line parameters:
■ Single-letter parameters
■ Full-word (long) parameters
The single-letter parameters are always
are more descriptive and are preceded by
letter and full-word version, while some
popular parameters
that‘ll
help
command.

preceded by a single dash. Full-word parameters
a double dash. Many parameters have both a singlehave only one type. Table lists some of the more
you
out
with
using
the
bash
ls
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You can use more than one parameter at a time if you want to. The double dash parameters must
be listed separately, but the single dash parameters can be combined together into a string behind
the dash. A common combination to use is the -a parameter to list all files, the -i parameter to list
the inode for each file, the -l parameter to produce a long listing, and the -s parameter to list
the block size of the files. The inode of a file or directory is a unique identification number
the kernel assigns to each object in the filesystem. Combining all of these parameters creates
the easy-to-remember -sail parameter.

Besides the normal -l parameter output information, you‘ll see two additional numbers added
to each line. The first number in the listing is the file or directory inode number. The
second number is the block size of the file. The third entry is a diagram of the type of file, along
with the file‘s permissions.
Following that, the next number is the number of hard links to the file section), the owner of the
file, the group the file belongs to, the size of the file (in bytes), a timestamp showing the last
modification time by default, and finally, the actual filename.

Filtering listing output
As you‘ve seen in the examples, by default the ls command lists all of the files in a directory.
Sometimes this can be overkill, especially when you‘re just looking for information on a single
file.
Fortunately, the ls command also provide a way for us to define a filter on the command line. It
uses the filter to determine which files or directories it should display in the output.
The filter works as a simple text-matching string. Include the filter after any command
line parameters you want to use:
$ ls -l myprog
-rwxr--r-- 1 rich rich 30 2007-08-23 21:42 myprog
$
When you specify the name of specific file as the filter, the ls command only shows the
information for that one file. Sometimes you might not know the exact name of the file
you‘re looking for.
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The ls command also recognizes standard wildcard characters and uses them to match
patterns within the filter:
■ A question mark to represent one character
■ An asterisk to represent zero or more characters
The question mark can be used to replace exactly one character anywhere in the filter string.
For example:

The filter mypro? matched two files in the directory. Similarly, the asterisk can be used to match
zero or more characters

The asterisk matches zero characters in the myprob file, but it matches three characters in
the myproblem file.
This is a powerful feature to use when searching for files when you‘re not quite sure of the
filenames.

File Handling
The bash shell provides lots of commands for manipulating files on the Linux filesystem. This
section walks you through the basic commands you will need to work with files from the CLI for
all your file-handling needs.

Creating files
Every once in a while you will run into a situation where you need to create an empty file.
Sometimes applications expect a log file to be present before they can write to it. In
these situations, you can use the touch command to easily create an empty file
$ touch test1
$ ls -il test1
1954793
-rw-r--r-- 1
$

rich

rich

0

Sep 1 09:35

test1
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The touch command creates the new file you specify, and assigns your username as the file
owner. Since I used the -il parameters for the ls command, the first entry in the listing shows the
inode number assigned to the file. Every file on the Linux system has a unique inode number.

Notice that the file size is zero, since the touch command just created an empty file. The
touch command can also be used to change the access and modification times on an
existing file without changing the file contents.

The modification time of test1 is now updated from the original time. If you want to change only
the access time, use the -a parameter. To change only the modification time, use the –m
parameter. By default touch uses the current time. You can specify the time by using the –t
parameter with a specific timestamp.

Now the modification time for the file is set to a date significantly in the future from the
current time.

Copying files
Copying files and directories from one location in the filesystem to another is a common
practice for system administrators. The cp command provides this feature.
In it‘s most basic form, the cp command uses two parameters: the source object and the
destination object:
cp

source

destination

When both the source and destination parameters are filenames, the cp command copies the
source file to a new file with the filename specified as the destination. The new file acts like a
brand new file, with an updated file creation and last modified times.

The new file test2 shows a different inode number, indicating that it‘s a completely new file.
You‘ll also notice that the modification time for the test2 file shows the time that it was created.
If the destination file already exists, the cp command will prompt you to answer whether or not
you want to overwrite it.
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If you don‘t answer y, the file copy will not proceed. You can also copy a file to an existing
Directory

The new file is now under the dir1 directory, using the same filename as the original. These
examples all used relative pathnames, but you can just as easily use the absolute pathname
for both the source and destination objects.
To copy a file to the current directory you‘re in, you can use the dot symbol:

As with most commands, the cp command has a few command line parameters to help you
out. These are shown in Table.

Linking files
You may have noticed a couple of the parameters for the cp command referred to linking files.
This is a pretty cool option available in the Linux filesystems. If you need to maintain two (or
more) copies of the same file on the system, instead of having separate physical copies, you can
use one physical copy and multiple virtual copies, called links. A link is a placeholder in a
directory that points to the real location of the file. There are two different types of file links in
Linux:
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The hard link creates a separate file that contains information about the original file and where
to
locate it. When you reference the hard link file, it‘s just as if you‘re referencing the original file:

The -l parameter created a hard link for the test1 file called test4. When I performed the file
listing, you can see that the inode number of both the test1 and test4 files are the same,
indicating that, in reality, they are both the same file. Also notice that the link count (the third
item in the listing) now shows that both files have two links.
You can only create a hard link between files on the same physical medium. You can’t create a
hard link between files under separate mount points. In that case, you’ll have to use a soft
link.
On the other hand, the -s parameter creates a symbolic, or soft, link:
$ cp -s test1 test5
$ ls -il test*
total 16
1954793
-rw-r--r-2
1954794
-rw-r--r-- 1
1954888
-rw-r--r-- 1
1954793
-rw-r--r-- 2
1954891
lrwxrwxrwx 1
$

rich
rich
rich
rich
rich

rich
rich
rich
rich
rich

6
0
0
6
5

Sep 1 09:51
Sep 1 09:39
Dec 25 2008
Sep 1 09:51
Sep 1 09:56

test1
test2
test3
test4
test5 -> test1

There are a couple of things to notice in the file listing, First, you‘ll notice that the new test5
file has a different inode number than the test1 file, indicating that the Linux system treats it
as a separate file. Second, the file size is different. A linked file needs to store only information
about the source file, not the actual data in the file. The filename area of the listing
shows the relationship between the two files.
Instead of using the cp command, if you want to link files you can also use the ln command.
By default the ln command creates hard links. If you want to create a soft link, you’ll still need
to use the -s parameter.
Be careful when copying linked files. If you use the cp command to copy a file that‘s linked
to another source file, all you‘re doing is making another copy of the source file. This can
quickly get confusing. Instead of copying the linked file, you can create another link to the
original file. You can have many links to the same file with no problems. However, you also
don‘t want to
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create soft links to other soft-linked files. This creates a chain of links that can not only be
confusing but also be easily broken, causing all sorts of problems.

Renaming files
In the Linux world, renaming files is called moving. The mv command is available to move
both files and directories to another location:

Notice that moving the file changed the filename but kept the same inode number and
the timestamp value. Moving a file with soft links is a problem:

The test4 file that uses a hard link still uses the same inode number, which is perfectly fine.
However, the test5 file now points to an invalid file, and it is no longer a valid link.
You can also use the mv command to move directories:
$ mv
dir2
dir4

Deleting files
Most likely at some point in your Linux career you‘ll want to be able to delete existing files.
Whether it‘s to clean up a filesystem or to remove a software package, there‘s always
opportunities to delete files.
In the Linux world, deleting is called removing. The command to remove files in the bash shell is
rm. The basic form of the rm command is pretty simple:

Notice that the command prompts you to make sure that you‘re serious about removing the file.
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There‘s no trashcan in the bash shell. Once you remove a file it‘s gone forever.
Now, here‘s an interesting tidbit about deleting a file that has links to it:

I removed the test1 file, which had both a hard link with the test4 file and a soft link with the
test5 file. Noticed what happened. Both of the linked files still appear, even though the test1 file
is now gone (although on my color terminal the test5 filename now appears in red). When I look
at the contents of the test4 file that was a hard link, it still shows the contents of the file.
When I look at the contents of the test5 file that was a soft link, bash indicates that it doesn‘t
exist any more.
Remember that the hard link file uses the same inode number as the original file. The hard link
file maintains that inode number until you remove the last linked file, preserving the data! All the
soft link file knows is that the underlying file is now gone, so it has nothing to point to. This is an
important feature to remember when working with linked files.
One other feature of the rm command, if you‘re removing lots of files and don‘t want to be
bothered with the prompt, is to use the -f parameter to force the removal. Just be careful!

As with copying files, you can use wildcard characters with the rm command. Again, use
caution when doing this, as anything your remove, even by accident, is gone forever!

Directory Handling
In Linux there are a few commands that work for both files and directories (such as the cp
command), and some that only work for directories. To create a new directory, you‘ll need to use
a specific command, which I‘ll discuss in this section. Removing directories can get
interesting, so we‘ll look at that as well in this section.

Creating directories
There‘s not much to creating a new directory in Linux, just use the mkdir command:
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The system creates a new directory and assigns it a new inode number.

Deleting directories
Removing directories can be tricky, but there‘s a reason for that. There are lots of opportunity for
bad things to happen when you start deleting directories. The bash shell tries to protect us from
accidental catastrophes as much as possible.
The basic command for removing a directory is rmdir:
$ rmdir dir3
$ rmdir dir1
rmdir: dir1: Directory not empty
$
By default, the rmdir command only works for removing empty directories. Since there is a
file in the dir1 directory, the rmdir command refuses to remove it. You can remove
nonempty directories using the --ignore-fail-on-non-empty parameter.

Our friend the rm command can also help us out some when handling directories.
If you try using it with not parameters, as with files, you‘ll be somewhat disappointed:

However, if you really want to remove a directory, you can use the -r parameter to recursively
remove the files in the directory, then the directory itself:

While this works, it‘s somewhat awkward. Notice that you still must verify every file that gets
removed. For a directory with lots of files and subdirectories, this can become tedious.
The ultimate solution for throwing caution to the wind and removing an entire directory, contents
and all, is the rm command with both the -r and -f parameters:

That‘s it. No warnings, no fanfare, just another shell prompt. This, of course, is an extremely
dangerous tool to have, especially if you‘re logged in as the root user account. Use it sparingly,
and only after triple checking to make sure that you‘re doing exactly what you want to do.
You may have noticed in the last example that I combined two command line parameters
using one dash. This is a feature in the bash shell that allows us to combine command line
parameters to help cut down on typing.
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Viewing File Contents
So far we‘ve covered everything there is to know about files, except for how to peek inside of
them. There are several commands available for taking a look inside files without having to pull
out an editor. This section demonstrates a few of the commands you have available to help you
examine files.

Viewing file statistics
You‘ve already seen that the ls command can be used to provide lots of useful information about
files. However, there‘s still more information that you can‘t see in the ls command (or at least
not all at once).
The stat command provides a complete rundown of the status of a file on the filesystem:

The results from the stat command show just about everything you‘d want to know about the file
being examined, even down the major and minor device numbers of the device where the file
is being stored.

Viewing the file type
Despite all of the information the stat command produces, there‘s still one piece of
information missing — the file type. Before you go charging off trying to list out a 1000-byte
file, it‘s usually a good idea to get a handle on what type of file it is. If you try listing a binary
file, you‘ll get lots of gibberish on your monitor, and possibly even lock up your terminal
emulator.
The file command is a handy little utility to have around. It has the ability to peek inside of a
file and determine just what kind of file it is:

The file command classifies files into three categories:
■ Text files: Files that contain printable characters
■ Executable files: Files that you can run on the system
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■ Data files: Files that contain nonprintable binary characters, but that you can‘t run on the
system.
The first example shows a text file. The file command determined not only that the file
contains text but also the character code format of the text. The second example shows a text
script file.
While the file is text, since it‘s a script file you can execute (run) it on the system. The
final example is a binary executable program. The file command determines the platform
that the program was compiled for and what types of libraries it requires. This is an
especially handy feature if you have a binary executable program from an unknown source.

Viewing the whole file
If you have a large text file on your hands, you may want to be able to see what‘s inside of it.
There are three different commands in Linux that can help you out here.
The cat command
The cat command is a handy tool for displaying all of the data inside a text file:

Nothing too exciting, just the contents of the text file. There are a few parameters you can
use with the cat command, though, that can help you out.
The -n parameter numbers all of the lines for us:

That feature will come in handy when you‘re examining scripts. If you just want to number the
lines that have text in them, the -b parameter is for you:

If you need to compress multiple blank lines into a single blank line, use the -s parameter:
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Finally, if you don‘t want tab characters to appear, use the -T parameter:

The -T parameter replaces any tabs in the text with the ^I character combination.
For large files, the cat command can be somewhat annoying. The text in the file will just quickly
scroll off of the monitor without stopping. Fortunately, there‘s a simple way to solve this
problem.
The more command
The main drawback of the cat command is that you can‘t control what‘s happening once you
start it. To solve that problem, developers created the more command. The more command
displays a text file, but stops after it displays each page of data. A sample more screen is shown
in Figure.

Notice that at the bottom of the screen in Figure the more command displays a tag showing that
you‘re still in the more application and how far along in the text file you are. This is the prompt
for the more command. At this point you can enter one of several options, shown in Table.
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The less command

Although from its name it sounds like it shouldn‘t be as advanced as the more command, the less
command is actually a play on words and is an advanced version of the more command (the less
command uses the phrase ‗‗less is more‘‘). It provides several very handy features for scrolling
both forward and backward through a text file, as well as some pretty advanced searching
capabilities.
The less command also has the feature of being able to display the contents of a file before
it finishes reading the entire file. This is a serious drawback for both the cat and more
commands when using extremely large files.
The less command operates much the same as the more command, displaying one screen of text
from a file at a time. Figure shows the less command in action.
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Notice that the less command provides additional information in its prompt, showing the
total number of lines in the file, and the range of lines currently displayed. The less
command supports the same command set as the more command, plus lots more options. To
see all of the options available, look at the man pages for the less command. One set of features
is that the less command recognizes the up and down arrow keys, as well as the page up and
page down keys (assuming that you‘re using a properly defined terminal). This gives you
full control when viewing a file.

Viewing parts of a file
Often the data you want to view is located either right at the top or buried at the bottom of a
text file. If the information is at the top of a large file, you still need to wait for the cat or
more commands to load the entire file before you can view it. If the information is located
at the bottom of a file (such as a log file), you need to wade through thousands of lines of text
just to get to the last few entries. Fortunately, Linux has specialized commands to solve both
of these problems.
The tail command
The tail command displays the last group of lines in a file. By default, it‘ll show the last 10 lines
in the file, but you can change that with command line parameters, shown in Table.
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The -f parameter is a pretty cool feature of the tail command. It allows you to peek inside a
file as it‘s being used by other processes. The tail command stays active and continues to
display new lines as they appear in the text file. This is a great way to monitor the system log
file in real- time mode.
The head command
While not as exotic as the tail command, the head command does what you‘d expect, it
displays the first group of lines at the start of a file. By default, it‘ll display the first 10 lines of
text.
Similar to the tail command, it supports the -c, and -n parameters so that you can alter what‘s
displayed.
Usually the beginning of a file doesn‘t change, so the head command doesn‘t support the –f
parameter feature. The head command is a handy way to just peek at the beginning of a file
if you‘re not sure what‘s inside, without having to go through the hassle of displaying the
entire file.
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Chapter Four: More Bash Shell Commands
Monitoring Programs
One of the toughest jobs of being a Linux system administrator is keeping track of what‘s
running on the system — especially now, when graphical desktops take a handful of programs
just to produce a single desktop. There are always a lot of programs running on the system.
Fortunately, there are a few command line tools that can help make life easier for you. This
section covers a few of the basic tools you‘ll need to know how to use to manage programs on
your Linux system.

Peeking at the processes
When a program runs on the system, it‘s referred to as a process. To examine these processes,
you‘ll need to become familiar with the ps command, the Swiss Army knife of utilities. It can
produce lots of information about all the programs running on your system.
Unfortunately, with this robustness comes complexity — in the form of numerous parameters —
making the ps command probably one of the most difficult commands to master. Most system
administrators find a subset of these parameters that provide the information they want, and then
stick with using only those.
That said, however, the basic ps command doesn‘t really provide all that much information:

Not too exciting. By default the ps command shows only the processes that belong to the
current user and that are running on the current terminal. In this case, I only had my bash shell
running (remember, the shell is just another program running on the system) and, of
course, the ps command itself.
The basic output shows the process ID (PID) of the programs, the terminal (TTY) that they are
running from, and the CPU time the process has used.
The tricky feature of the ps command (and the part that makes it so complicated) is that at one
time there were two versions of it. Each version had its own set of command line parameters
controlling what information it displayed, and how. Recently, Linux developers have combined
the two ps command formats into a single ps program (and of course added their own
touches).
The GNU ps command that‘s used in Linux systems supports three different types of command
line parameters:
■ Unix-style parameters, which are preceded by a dash
■ BSD-style parameters, which are not preceded by a dash
■ GNU long parameters, which are preceded by a double dash
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The following sections examine the three different parameter types and show examples of
how they work.
Unix-style parameters
The Unix-style parameters originated with the original ps command that ran on the AT&T Unix
systems invented by Bell Labs. These parameters are shown in Table:-

Most Linux system administrators have their own sets of commonly used parameters that they
remember for extracting pertinent information. For example, if you need to see
everything running on the system, use the -ef parameter combination (the ps command lets
you combine parameters together like this):
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This example uses two parameters, the -e parameter, which shows all of the processes running on
the system, and the -f parameter, which expands the output to show a few useful columns of
information:
■ UID: The user responsible for launching the process
■ PID: The process ID of the process
■ PPID: The PID of the parent process (if a process is started by another process)
■ C: Processor utilization over the lifetime of the process
■ STIME: The system time when the process started
■ TTY: The terminal device from which the process was launched
■ TIME: The cumulative CPU time required to run the process
■ CMD: The name of the program that was started
This produces a reasonable amount of information, which is what many system administrators
would like to see. For even more information, you can use the -l parameter, which produces the
long format output:

Notice the extra columns that appear when you use the -l parameter:
■ F: System flags assigned to the process by the kernel
■ S: The state of the process (O = running on processor; S = sleeping; R = runnable, waiting to
run; Z = zombie, process terminated but parent not available; T = process stopped)
■ PRI: The priority of the process (higher numbers mean lower priority)
■ NI: The nice value, which is used for determining priorities
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■ ADDR: The memory address of the process
■ SZ: Approximate amount of swap space required if the process was swapped out
■ WCHAN: Address of the kernel function where the process is sleeping
Before moving on, there‘s one more extremely handy parameter to remember, -H. The -H
parameter organizes the processes in a hierarchical format, showing which processes
started which other processes. Here‘s an extraction from an -efH-formatted listing:

Notice the shifting in the CMD column output. This shows the hierarchy of the processes that are
running. First, the sshd process started by the root user (this is the Secure Shell (SSH) server
session, which listens for remote SSH connections). Next, when I connected from a remote
terminal to the system, the main SSH process spawned a terminal process (pts/0), which in turn
spawned a bash shell.
From there, I executed the ps command, which appears as a child process from the bash process.
On a multi-user system, this is a very useful tool when trying to troubleshoot runaway processes,
or when trying to track down which userid or terminal they belong to.
BSD-style parameters

Now that you‘ve seen the Unix parameters, let‘s take a look at the BSD-style parameters. The
Berkeley Software Distribution (BSD) was a version of Unix developed at (of course) the
University of California, Berkeley. It had many subtle differences from the AT&T Unix system,
thus sparking many Unix wars over the years. The BSD version of the ps command parameters
are shown in Table.
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As you can see, there‘s a lot of overlap between the Unix and BSD types of parameters. Most of
the information you can get from one you can also get from the other. Most of the time which
one you use depends on which format you‘re more comfortable with (for example, if you were
used to a BSD environment before using Linux).
When you use the BSD-style parameters, the ps command automatically changes the output to
simulate the BSD format. Here‘s an example using the l parameter:
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Notice that while many of the output columns are the same as when we used the Unixstyle parameters, there are a couple of different ones:
■ VSZ: The size in kilobytes of the process in memory
■ RSS: The physical memory that a process has used that isn‘t swapped out
■ STAT: A two-character state code representing the current process state
Many system administrators like the BSD-style l parameter because it produces a more
detailed state code for processes (the STAT column). The two-character code more precisely
defines exactly what‘s happening with the process than the single-character Unix-style output.
The first character uses the same values as the Unix-style S output column, showing when a
process is sleeping, running, or waiting. The second character further defines the process‘s
status:
■ <: The process is running at high priority.
■ N: The process is running at low priority.
■ L: The process has pages locked in memory.
■ s: The process is a session leader.
■ l: The process is multi-threaded.
■ +: The process is running in the foreground.
From the simple example shown above, you can see that the bash command is sleeping, but it
is a session leader (it‘s the main process in my session), while the ps command was running in
the foreground on the system.
The GNU long parameters
Finally, the GNU developers put their own touches on the new, improved ps command by adding
a few more options to the parameter mix. Some of the GNU long parameters copy existing
Unix- or BSD-style parameters, while others provide new features. Table below lists the GNU
long parameters available.
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You can combine GNU long parameters with either Unix- or BSD-style parameters to really
customize your display. One cool feature of GNU long parameters that I really like is the –forest
parameter. It displays the hierarchical process information, but using ASCII characters to draw
cute charts:

This format makes tracing child and parent processes a snap!

Real-time process monitoring
The ps command is great for gleaning information about processes running on the system, but
it has one drawback. The ps command can only display information for a specific point in time.
If you‘re trying to find trends about processes that are frequently swapped in and out of
memory, it‘s hard to do that with the ps command.
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Instead, the top command can solve this problem. The top command displays process
information similarly to the ps command, but it does it in real-time mode. Figure below is
a snapshot of the top command in action.

The first section of the output shows general system information. The first line shows the current
time, how long the system has been up, the number of users logged in, and the load average on
the system.
The load average appears as three numbers, the 1-minute, 5-minute, and 15-minute
load averages.
The higher the values, the more load the system is experiencing. It‘s not uncommon for the
1- minute load value to be high for short bursts of activity. If the 15-minute load value is high,
your system may be in trouble.
The trick in Linux system administration is defining what exactly a high load average value is.
This value depends on what’s normally running on your system and the hardware
configuration. What’s high for one system might be normal for another. Usually, if your load
averages start getting over 2, things are getting busy on your system.
The second line shows general process information (called tasks in top): how many processes are
running, sleeping, stopped, and zombie (have finished but their parent process hasn‘t responded).
The next line shows general CPU information. The top display breaks down the CPU utilization
into several categories depending on the owner of the process (user versus system processes) and
the state of the processes (running, idle, or waiting). Following that, there are two lines that
detail the status of the system memory. The first line shows the status of the physical memory
in the system, how much total memory there is, how much is currently being used, and how
much is free. The second memory line shows the status of the swap memory area in the system
(if any is installed), with the same information.
Finally, the next section shows a detailed list of the currently running processes, with some
information columns that should look familiar from the ps command output:
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■ PID: The process ID of the process
■ USER: The user name of the owner of the process
■ PR: The priority of the process
■ NI: The nice value of the process
■ VIRT: The total amount of virtual memory used by the process
■ RES: The amount of physical memory the process is using
■ SHR: The amount of memory the process is sharing with other processes
■ S: The process status (D = interruptible sleep, R = running, S = sleeping, T = traced or stopped,
or Z = zombie)
■ %CPU: The share of CPU time that the process is using
■ %MEM: The share of available physical memory the process is using
■ TIME+: The total CPU time the process has used since starting
■ COMMAND: The command line name of the process (program started)
By default, when you start top it sorts the processes based on the %CPU value. You can change
the sort order by using one of several interactive commands while top is running. Each
interactive command is a single character you can press while top is running and changes the
behavior of the program. These commands are shown in Table :-
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You have lots of control over the output of the top command. Using this tool, you can often find
offending processes that have taken over your system. Of course, once you find one, the next job
is to stop it, which brings us to the next topic.

Stopping processes
A crucial part of being a system administrator is knowing when and how to stop a process.
Sometimes a process gets hung up and just needs a gentle nudge to either get going again or
stop. Other times, a process runs away with the CPU and refuses to give it up. In both cases, you
need a command that will allow you to control a process. Linux follows the Unix
method of interprocess communication.
In Linux, processes communicate between each other using signals. A process signal is a
predefined message that processes recognize and may choose to ignore or act on. The developers
program how a process handles signals. Most well-written applications have the ability to
receive and act on the standard Unix process signals. These signals are shown in Table .

There are two commands available in Linux that allow us to send process signals to
running processes.

The kill command
The kill command allows you to send signals to processes based on their process ID (PID).
By default the kill command sends a TERM signal to all the PIDs listed on the command
line.
Unfortunately, you can only use the process PID instead of its command name, making the kill
command difficult to use sometimes.
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To send a process signal, you must either be the owner of the process or be logged in as the root
user.

The TERM signal tells the process to kindly stop running. Unfortunately, if you have a runaway
process, most likely it‘ll ignore the request. When you need to get forceful, the -s parameter
allows you to specify other signals (either using their name or signal number).
The generally accepted procedure is to first try the TERM signal. If the process ignores that, try
the INT or HUP signals. If the program recognizes these signals, it‘ll try to gracefully stop doing
what it was doing before shutting down. The most forceful signal is the KILL signal. When a
process receives this signal, it immediately stops running. This can lead to corrupt files.
As you can see from the following example, there‘s no output associated with the kill command.
# kill -s
#

HUP

3940

To see if the command was effective, you‘ll have to perform another ps or top command to see if
the offending process stopped.
The killall command
The killall command is a powerful way to stop processes by using their names rather than the
PID numbers. The killall command allows you to use wildcard characters as well, making it a
very useful tool when you‘ve got a system that‘s gone awry.
Be extremely careful using the killall command when logged in as the root user.
It’s easy to get carried away with wildcard characters and accidentally stop important system
processes. This could lead to a damaged filesystem.

Monitoring Disk Space
Another important task of the system administrator is to keep track of the disk usage on
the system. Whether you‘re running a simple Linux desktop or a large Linux server, you‘ll
need to know how much space you have for your applications.
There are a few command line commands you can use to help you manage the
media environment on your Linux system. This section describes the core commands you‘ll
likely run into during your system administration duties.
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Mounting media
As discussed , the Linux filesystem combines all media disks into a single virtual directory.
Before you can use a new media disk on your system, you need to place it in the virtual
directory. This task is called mounting.
In today‘s graphical desktop world, most Linux distributions have the ability to
automatically mount specific types of removable media. A removable media device is a
medium that (obviously) can be easily removed from the PC, such as CD-ROMs, floppy disks,
and, recently, USB memory sticks.
If you‘re not using a distribution that automatically mounts and unmounts removable
media, you‘ll have to do it yourself. This section describes the Linux command line commands
to help you manage your removable media devices.
The mount command
Oddly enough, the command used to mount media is called mount. By default, the
mount command displays a list of media devices currently mounted on the system:
There are four pieces of information the mount command provides:

■ The device location of the media
■ The mount point in the virtual directory where the media is mounted
■ The filesystem type
■ The access status of the mounted media
The last entry in the example above is a USB memory stick that the GNOME desktop
automatically mounted at the /media/disk mount point. The vfat filesystem type shows that it
was formatted on a Microsoft Windows PC.
To manually mount a media device in the virtual directory, you‘ll need to be logged in as the
root user. The basic command for manually mounting a media device is:

mount -t type device directory
The type parameter defines the filesystem type the disk was formatted under. There are lots and
lots of different filesystem types that Linux recognizes. If you share removable media devices
with your Windows PCs, the types you‘re most likely to run into are:
■ vfat: Windows long filesystem.
■ ntfs: Windows advanced filesystem used in W Windows NT, XP, and Vista.
■ iso9660: The standard CD-ROM filesystem.
Most USB memory sticks and floppies are formatted using the vfat filesystem. If you need to
mount a data CD, you‘ll have to use the iso9660 filesystem type.
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The next two parameters define the location of the device file for the media device and
the location in the virtual directory for the mount point. For example, to manually mount the
USB memory stick at device /dev/sdb1 at location /media/disk, you‘d use the command.

mount -t vfat /dev/sdb1 /media/disk
Once a media device is mounted in the virtual directory, the root user will have full access to the
device, but access by other users will be restricted. You can control who has access to the device
using directory permissions.
In case you need to use some of the more exotic features of the mount command, the
available parameters are shown in Table:-

The -o option allows you to mount the filesystem with a comma-separated list of
additional options. The popular options to use are:
■ ro: Mount as read-only.
■ rw: Mount as read-write.
■ user: Allow an ordinary user to mount the filesystem.
■ check=none: Mount the filesystem without performing an integrity check.
■ loop: Mount a file.
A popular thing in Linux these days is to distribute a CD as a .iso file. The .iso file is a complete
image of the CD in a single file. Most CD-burning software packages can create a new CD based
on the .iso file. A feature of the mount command is that you can mount a .iso file directly to your
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Linux virtual directory without having to burn it onto a CD. This is accomplished using the -o
parameter with the loop option:

The mount command mounted the .iso CD image file just as if it were a real CD and allowed
us to maneuver around within its filesystem.
The umount command
To remove a removable media device, you should never just remove it from the system. Instead,
you should always unmount it first.
Linux doesn’t allow you to eject a mounted CD. If you ever have trouble removing a CD
from the drive, most likely it means the CD is still mounted in the virtual directory.
Unmount it first, then try to eject it.
The command used to unmount devices is umount (yes, there‘s no ‗‗n‘‘ in the command, which
gets confusing sometimes). The format for the umount command is pretty simple:
umount

[directory | device ]

The umount command gives you the choice of defining the media device by either its device
location or its mounted directory name. If there are any open files contained on the device,
the system won‘t let you unmount it.

Using the df command
Sometimes you need to see how much disk space is available on an individual device. The df
command allows us to easily see what‘s happening on all of the mounted disks:
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The df command shows each mounted filesystem that contains data. As you can see from the
mount command earlier, some mounted devices are used for internal system purposes. The
command displays:
■ The device location of the device
■ How many 1024-byte blocks of data it can hold
■ How many 1024-byte blocks are used
■ How many 1024-byte blocks are available
■ The amount of used space as a percentage
■ The mount point where the device is mounted

There are a few different command line parameters available with the df command, most of
which you‘ll never use. One popular parameter is -h, which shows the disk space in human
readable form, usually as an M for megabytes or a G for gigabytes Now instead of having to
decode those ugly block numbers, all of the disk sizes are shown using ‗‗normal‘‘ sizes. The df
command is invaluable in troubleshooting disk space problems on the system.
Remember, the Linux system always has processes running in the background that handle
files. The values from the df command reflect what the Linux system thinks are the current
values at that point in time. It’s possible that you have a process running that has created or
deleted a file, but has not released the file yet. This value is not included in the free space
calculation.

Using the du command
With the df command, knowing that a disk is running out of space is easy. The next problem for
the system administrator is to know what to do when that happens.
Another useful command to help us out is the du command. The du command shows the disk
usage for a specific directory (by default, the current directory). This is a quick way to determine
if you have any obvious disk hogs on the system.
By default, the du command displays all of the files, directories, and subdirectories under the
current directory, and it shows how many disk blocks each file or directory takes. For a
standardized directory, this can be quite a listing. Here‘s a partial listing of using the du
command:
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The number at the right of each line is the number of disk blocks that each file or directory takes.
Notice that the listing starts at the bottom of a directory and works its way up through the files
and subdirectories contained within the directory.
The du command by itself can be somewhat useless. It‘s nice to be able to see how much disk
space each individual file and directory takes up, but it can be meaningless when you have
to wade through pages and pages of information before you find what you‘re looking for.
There are a few command line parameters that you can use with the du command to make
things a little more legible:
■-c: Produce a grand total of all the files listed.
■-h: Print sizes in human-readable form, using K for kilobyte, M for megabyte, and G for
gigabyte.
■ -s: Summarize each argument.
The next step for the system administrator is to use some file-handling commands
for manipulating large amounts of data.

Working with Data Files
When you have a large amount of data, it‘s often difficult to handle the information and make it
useful. As you saw with the du command in the previous section, it‘s easy to get data overload
when working with system commands.
The Linux system provides several command line tools to help us manage large amounts of data.
This section covers the basic commands that every system administrator — as well as any
everyday Linux user — should know how to use to make their lives easier.
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Sorting data
One popular function that comes in handy when working with large amounts of data is the sort
command. The sort command does what it says — it sorts data.
By default, the sort command sorts the data lines in a text file using standard sorting rules for the
language you specify as the default for the session.
By default, the sort command interprets numbers as characters and performs a standard character
sort, producing output that might not be what you want. To solve this problem, use the -n
parameter, which tells the sort command to recognize numbers as numbers instead of characters,
and to sort them based on their numerical values.
Another common parameter that‘s used is -M, the month sort. Linux log files usually contain
a timestamp at the beginning of the line to indicate when the event occurred.

Searching for data
Often in a large file you have to look for a specific line of data buried somewhere in the
middle of the file. Instead of manually scrolling through the entire file, you can let the grep
command search for you. The command line format for the grep command is:
grep

[options]

pattern

[file]
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The grep command searches either the input or the file you specify for lines that
contain characters that match the specified pattern. The output from grep is the lines that
contain the matching pattern.

Here are two simple examples of using the grep command with the file1 file used in the
Sorting data section:

The first example searches the file file1 for text matching the pattern three. The grep
command produces the line that contains the matching pattern. The next example searches the
file file1 for the text matching the pattern t. In this case, there were two lines that matched
the specified pattern, and both are displayed.
Because of the popularity of the grep command, it has undergone lots of development changes
over its lifetime. There are lots of features that have been added to the grep command. If
you look over the man pages for the grep command, you‘ll see how versatile it really is.
If you want to reverse the search (output lines that don‘t match the pattern) use the -v parameter:
If you need to find the line numbers where the matching patterns are found, use the -n parameter:
If you just need to see a count of how many lines contain the matching pattern, use the c parameter:
If you need to specify more than one matching pattern, use the -e parameter to specify
each individual pattern:
By default, the grep command uses basic Unix-style regular expressions to match patterns. A
Unix-style regular expression uses special characters to define how to look for matching
patterns.
Here‘s a simple example of using a regular expression in a grep search:

The square brackets in the regular expression indicate that grep should look for matches
that contain either a t or an f character. Without the regular expression, grep would search for
text that would match the string tf.
The egrep command is an offshoot of grep, which allows you to specify POSIX extended regular
expressions, which contain more characters for specifying the matching pattern . The fgrep
command is another version that allows you to specify matching patterns as a list of fixed-string
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values, separated by newline characters. This allows you to place a list of strings in a file, then
use that list in the fgrep command to search for the strings in a larger file.

Compressing data
If you‘ve done any work in the Microsoft Windows world, no doubt you‘ve used zip files. It
became such a popular feature that Microsoft eventually incorporated it into the Windows XP
operating system. The zip utility allows you to easily compress large files (both text and
executable) into smaller files that take up less space.
Linux contains several file compression utilities. While this may sound great, it often leads to
confusion and chaos when trying to download files. Table 4-8 lists the file compression utilities
available for Linux.

The compress file compression utility is not often found on Linux systems. If you download a
file with a .Z extension, you can usually install the compress package (called ncompress in
many Linux distributions) and then uncompress the file with the uncompress command.
The bzip2 utility
The bzip2 utility is a relatively new compression package that is gaining popularity, especially
when compressing large binary files. The utilities in the bzip2 package are:
■ bzip2 for compressing files
■ bzcat for displaying the contents of compressed text files
■ bunzip2 for uncompressing compressed .bz2 files
■ bzip2recover for attempting to recover damaged compressed files
By default, the bzip2 command attempts to compress the original file, and replaces it with
the compressed file, using the same filename with a .bz2 extension:
To uncompress the file, just use the bunzip2 command:
As you can see, the uncompressed file is back to the original file size. Once you compress a text
file, you can‘t use the standard cat, more, or less commands to view the data. Instead, you need
to use the bzcat command:
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The bzcat command displays the text inside the compressed file, without uncompressing
the actual file.
The gzip utility
By far the most popular file compression utility in Linux is the gzip utility. The gzip package is a
creation of the GNU Project, in their attempt to create a free version of the original
Unix compress utility. This package includes the files:
■ gzip for compressing files
■ gzcat for displaying the contents of compressed text files
■ gunzip for uncompressing files
The gzip command compresses the file you specify on the command line
The zip utility
The zip utility is compatible with the popular PKZIP package created by Phil Katz for MS-DOS
and Windows. There are four utilities in the Linux zip package:
■ zip creates a compressed file containing listed files and directories.
■ zipcloak creates an encrypted compress file containing listed files and directories.
■ zipnote extracts the comments from a zip file.
■ zipsplit splits a zip file into smaller files of a set size (used for copying large zip files to floppy
disks).
■ unzip extracts files and directories from a compressed zip file.
When you use the recursion feature in the zip command, files are stored in the same directory
structure in the zip file. Files contained in subdirectories are stored in the zip file within the
same subdirectories. You must be careful when extracting the files, the unzip command will
rebuild the entire directory structure in the new location. Sometimes this gets confusing when
you have lots of subdirectories and files.

Archiving data
While the zip command works great for compressing and archiving data into a single file, it‘s
not the standard utility used in the Unix and Linux worlds. By far the most popular archiving
tool used in Unix and Linux is the tar command.

The tar command was originally used to write files to a tape device for archiving. However, it
can also write the output to a file, which has become a popular way to archive data in Linux.
The format of the tar command is:
tar

function

[options]

object1

object2 ...

The function parameter defines what the tar command should do, as shown in Table
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Each function uses options to define a specific behavior for the tar archive file. Table lists the
common options that you can use with the tar command.

As you can see, using the tar command is a simple way to create archive files of entire
directory structures. This is a common method for distributing source code files for open source
applications in the Linux world.
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Chapter Five:The Linux Environment Variable
What Are Environment Variables?
The bash shell uses a feature called environment variables to store information about the shell
session and the working environment (thus the name environment variables). This feature also
allows you to store data in memory that can be easily accessed by any program or script
running from the shell. This is a handy way to store persistent data that identifies features of
the user account, system, shell, or anything else you need to store.
There are two types of environment variables in the bash shell:
■ Global variables
■ Local variables
Even though the bash shell uses specific environment variables that are consistent, different
Linux distributions often add their own environment variables. The environment variable
examples you see in this chapter may differ slightly from what’s available in your specific
distribution. If you run into an environment variable not covered here, check the
documentation for your Linux distribution.

Global environment variables
Global environment variables are visible from the shell session, and any child processes that the
shell spawns. Local variables are only available in the shell that creates them. This makes global
environment variables useful in applications that spawn child processes that require
information from the parent process.
The Linux system sets several global environment variables when you start your bash session
(for more details about what variables are started at that time, see the ‗‗Locating System
Environment Variables‘‘ section later in this chapter). The system environment variables always
use all capital letters to differentiate them from normal user environment variables.
To view the global environment variables, use the printenv command:
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As you can see, there are lots of global environment variables that get set for the bash shell.
Most of them are set by the system during the login process.
To display the value of an individual environment variable, use the echo command. When
referencing an environment variable, you must place a dollar sign before the environment
variable name:

Local environment variables
Local environment variables, as their name implies, can be seen only in the local process
in which they are defined. Don‘t get confused though about local environment variables, they
are just as important as global environment variables. In fact, the Linux system also defines
standard local environment variables for you by default.
Trying to see the list of local environment variables is a little tricky. Unfortunately there isn‘t a
command that displays only local environment variables. The set command displays all of the
environment variables set for a specific process. However, this also includes the global
environment variables.
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You‘ll notice that all of the global environment variables seen from the printenv command
appear in the output from the set command. However, there are quite a few additional
environment variables that now appear. These are the local environment variables.

Setting Environment Variables
You can set your own environment variables directly from the bash shell. This section shows
how to create your own environment variables and reference them from your interactive shell
or shell script program.

Setting local environment variables
Once you start a bash shell (or spawn a shell script), you‘re allowed to create local variables
that are visible within your shell process. You can assign either a numeric or a string value
to an environment variable by assigning the variable to a value using the equal sign:

If you need to assign a string value that contains spaces, you‘ll need to use a single quotation
mark to delineate the beginning and the end of the string:
$ test=‘testing a long string‘

Without the single quotation marks, the bash shell assumes that the next character is another
command to process. Notice that for the local environment variable I defined, I used lowercase letters, while the system environment variables we‘ve seen so far have all used
upper-case letters.
This is a standard convention in the bash shell. If you create new environment variables, it
is recommended (but not required) that you use lower-case letters. This helps distinguish
your personal environment variables from the scores of system environment variables.
It’s extremely important that there are no spaces between the environment variable name, the
equal sign, and the value. If you put any spaces in the assignment, the bash shell interprets the
value as a separate command:
Once you set a local environment variable, it‘s available for use anywhere within your shell
process.
However, if you spawn another shell, it‘s not available in the child shell.
Similarly, if you set a local environment variable in a child process, once you leave the child
process the local environment variable is no longer available.
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Setting global environment variables
Global environment variables are visible from any child processes created by the process
that sets the global environment variable. The method used to create a global environment
variable is to create a local environment variable, then export it to the global environment.
This is done by using the export command:

Notice that when exporting a local environment variable, you don’t use the dollar sign to
reference the variable’s name.

Removing Environment Variables
Of course, if you can create a new environment variable, it makes sense that you can also
remove an existing environment variable. This is done by using the unset command.
When referencing the environment variable in the unset command, remember not to use
the dollar sign.
When dealing with global environment variables, things get a little tricky. If you‘re in a child
process and unset a global environment variable, it only applies to the child process. The
global environment variable is still available in the parent process.

Default Shell Environment Variables
There are specific environment variables that the bash shell uses by default to define the
system environment. You can always count on these variables being set on your Linux system.
Since the bash shell is a derivative of the original Unix Bourne shell, it also includes
environment variables originally defined in that shell.
Table below shows the environment variables the bash shell provides that are compatible with
the original Unix Bourne shell.
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By far the most important environment variable in this list is the PATH environment variable.
When you enter a command in the shell command line interface (CLI), the shell must search
the system to find the program. The PATH environment variable defines the directories it
searches looking for commands. On my Linux system, the PATH environment variable looks like
this:

This shows that there are six directories where the shell looks for commands. Each directory in
the PATH is separated by a colon. There‘s nothing at the end of the PATH variable indicating
the end of the directory listing. You can add additional directories to the PATH simply by adding
another colon, and adding the new directory. The PATH also shows the order in which it looks
for commands.
Besides the default Bourne environment variables, the bash shell also provides a few variables
of its own, shown in Table below.
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Setting the PATH Environment Variable
The PATH environment variable seems to cause the most problem on Linux systems. It defines
where the shell looks for commands you enter on the command line. If it can‘t find
the command, it produces an error message.
The problem is that often applications place their executable programs in directories that
aren‘t in the PATH environment variable. The trick is ensuring that your PATH environment
variable includes all of the directories where your applications reside.
You can add new search directories to the existing PATH environment variable without having
to rebuild it from scratch. The individual directories listed in the PATH are separated by a colon.
All you need to do is reference the original PATH value, and add any new directories to the
string.
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This looks something like this.

By adding the directory to the PATH environment variable, you can now execute your program
from anywhere in the virtual directory structure.
A common trick for programmers is to include the single dot symbol in their PATH environment
variable. The single dot symbol represents the current directory.

Locating System Environment Variables
The Linux system uses environment variables to identify itself in programs and scripts. This
provides a convenient way to obtain system information for your programs. The trick is in how
these environment variables are set.
When you start a bash shell by logging in to the Linux system, by default bash checks several
files for commands. These files are called startup files. The startup files bash processes depend
on the method you use to start the bash shell. There are three ways of starting a bash shell:
■ As a default login shell at login time
■ As an interactive shell that is not the login shell
■ As a non-interactive shell to run a script
The following sections describe the startup files the bash shell executes in each of these
startup methods.

Login shell
When you log in to the Linux system, the bash shell starts as a login shell. The login shell looks
for four different startup files to process commands from. The order in which the bash shell
processes the files is:
■ /etc/profile
■ $HOME/.bash profile
■ $HOME/.bash login
■ $HOME/.profile
The /etc/profile file is the main default startup file for the bash shell on the system. Every user
on the system executes this startup file when they log in. The other three startup files are specific
for each user and can be customized for each user‘s requirements. Let‘s take a closer look at
these files.
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The /etc/profile file
The /etc/profile file is the main default startup file for the bash shell. Whenever you log in to the
Linux system, bash executes the commands in the /etc/profile startup file. Different
Linux distributions place different commands in this file.
The $HOME startup files
The remaining three startup files are all used for the same function — to provide a userspecific startup file for defining user-specific environment variables. Most Linux distributions
use only one of these three startup files:
■ $HOME/.bash profile
■ $HOME/.bash login
■ $HOME/.profile

Notice that all three files start with a dot, making them hidden files (they don‘t appear in
a normal ls command listing). Since they are in the user‘s HOME directory, each user can edit
the files and add his or her own environment variables that are active for every bash shell
session they start.

Interactive shell
If you start a bash shell without logging into a system (such as if you just type bash at a CLI
prompt), you start what‘s called an interactive shell. The interactive shell doesn‘t act like
the login shell, but it still provides a CLI prompt for you to enter commands.
If bash is started as an interactive shell, it doesn‘t process the /etc/profile file. Instead, it
checks for the .bashrc file in the user‘s HOME directory.
The .bashrc file does two things. First, it checks for a common bashrc file in the /etc directory.
Second, it provides a place for the user to enter personal aliases and private script functions . The
common /etc/bashrc startup file is run by everyone on the system who starts an interactive shell
session.

Non-interactive shell
Finally, the last type of shell is a non-interactive shell. This is the shell that the system starts to
execute a shell script. This is different in that there isn‘t a CLI prompt to worry about. However,
there may still be specific startup commands you want to run each time you start a script on your
system.
To accommodate that situation, the bash shell provides the BASH ENV environment variable.
When the shell starts a non-interactive shell process, it checks this environment variable for
the name of a startup file to execute. If one is present, the shell executes the commands in the
file.
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Variable Arrays
A really cool feature of environment variables is that they can be used as arrays. An array is a
variable that can hold multiple values. Values can be referenced either individually or as a whole
for the entire array.
To set multiple values for an environment variable, just list them in parentheses, with each value
separated by a space:
$ mytest=(one two three four five)
If you try to display the array as a normal environment variable, you‘ll be disappointed. Only the
first value in the array appears. To reference an individual array element, you must use a
numerical index value, which represents its place in the array. The numeric value is enclosed in
square brackets:
$ echo ${mytest[2]}
To display an entire array variable, you use the asterisk wildcard character as the index value:
$ echo ${mytest[*]}
You can also change the value of an individual index position:
$ mytest[2]=seven
You can even use the unset command to remove an individual value within the array.
$ unset mytest[2]
Finally, you can remove the entire array just by using the array name in the unset command:
$ unset mytest
Sometimes variable arrays just complicate matters, so they‘re often not used in shell script
programming.
They‘re not very portable to other shell environments, which is a downside if you do lots of shell
programming for different shells. There are a couple of bash system environment variables that
use arrays (such as BASH VERSINFO), but overall you probably won‘t run into them very
often.
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Using Command Aliases
While not environment variables per se, shell command aliases behave in much the
same manner.
A command alias allows you to create an alias name for common commands (along with their
parameters) to help keep your typing to a minimum.
Most likely your Linux distribution has already set some common command aliases for you. To
see a list of the active aliases, use the alias command with the -p parameter:
$ alias -p
You can create your own aliases by using the alias command.

alias li=‘ls -il‘
Once you define an alias value, you can use it at any time in your shell, including in shell scripts.
Command aliases act like local environment variables. They‘re only valid for the shell process in
which they‘re defined.
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Chapter Six : Understanding Linux File Permissions
No system is complete without some form of security. There must be a mechanism available to
protect files from unauthorized viewing or modification. The Linux system follows the Unix
method of file permissions, allowing individual users and groups access to files based on a set of
security settings for each file and directory

Linux Security
The core of the Linux security system is the user account. Each individual who accesses a Linux
system should have a unique user account assigned.
The permissions users have to objects on the system depend on the user account they log in with.
User permissions are tracked using a user ID (often called a UID), which is assigned to an
account when it‘s created. The UID is a numerical value, unique for each user. However, you
don‘t log in to a Linux system using your UID. Instead, you use a login name. The login name is
an alphanumeric text string of eight characters or fewer that the user uses to log in to the system
(along with an associated password).
The Linux system uses special files and utilities to track and manage user accounts on
the system. Before we can discuss file permissions, we need to discuss how Linux handles
user accounts. This section describes the files and utilities required for user accounts so that
you can understand how to use them when working with file permissions.

The /etc/passwd file
The Linux system uses a special file to match the login name to a corresponding UID value. This
file is the /etc/passwd file. The /etc/passwd file contains several pieces of information about
the user. Here‘s what the /etc/passwd file looks like on my Linux system.
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The root user account is the administrator for the Linux system and is always assigned UID 0. As
you can see, the Linux system creates lots of user accounts for various functions that aren‘t
actual users. These are called system accounts. A system account is a special account that
services running on the system use to gain access to resources on the system. All services that
run in background mode need to be logged in to the Linux system under a system user account.

Before security became a big issue, these services often just logged in using the root user
account. Unfortunately, if an unauthorized person broke into one of these services, he instantly
gained access to the system as the root user. To prevent this, now just about every service that
runs in background on a Linux server has its own user account to log in with. This way, if a
troublemaker does compromise a service, he still can‘t necessarily get access to the
whole system.
Linux reserves UIDs below 500 for system accounts. Some services even require specific UIDs
to work properly. When you create accounts for normal users, most Linux systems assign the
first available UID starting at 500 (although this is not necessarily true for all
Linux distributions).

You probably noticed that the /etc/passwd file contains lots more than just the login name and
UID for the user. The fields of the /etc/passwd file contain the following information:
■ The login username
■ The password for the user
■ The numerical UID of the user account
■ The numerical group ID (GID) of the user account
■ A text description of the user account (called the comment field)
■ The location of the HOME directory for the user
■ The default shell for the user.
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The password field in the /etc/passwd file is set to an x. This doesn‘t mean that all of the user
accounts have the same password. In the old days of Linux, the /etc/passed file contained an
encrypted version of the user‘s password. However, since lots of programs need to access the
/etc/passwd file for user information, this became somewhat of a security problem.
With the advent of software that could easily decrypt encrypted passwords, the bad guys had a
field day trying to break user passwords stored in the /etc/passwd file. Linux developers
needed to rethink that policy.
Now, most Linux systems hold user passwords in a separate file (called the shadow file, located
at /etc/shadow). Only special programs (such as the login program) are allowed access to this
file.
As you can see, the /etc/passwd file is a standard text file. You can use any text editor to
manually perform user management functions (such as adding, modifying, or removing
user accounts) directly in the /etc/passwd file. However, this is an extremely dangerous practice.
If the /etc/passwd file becomes corrupt, the system won‘t be able to read it, and it will prevent
anyone (even the root user) from logging in. Instead, it‘s safer to use the standard Linux user
management utilities to perform all user management functions.

The /etc/shadow file
The /etc/shadow file provides more control over how the Linux system manages passwords.
Only the root user has access to the /etc/shadow file, making it more secure than the /etc/
passwd file.
The /etc/shadow file contains one record for each user account on the system. A record looks like
this:
rich:$1$.FfcK0ns$f1UgiyHQ25wrB/hykCn020:11627:0:99999:7:::
There are nine fields in each /etc/shadow file record:
■The login name corresponding to the login name in the /etc/passwd file
■ The encrypted password
■ The number of days since January 1, 1970 that the password was last changed
■ The minimum number of days before the password can be changed
■ The number of days before the password must be changed
■ The number of days before password expiration that the user is warned to change the password
■ The number of days after a password expires before the account will be disabled
■The date (stored as the number of days since January 1, 1970) since the user account was
disabled
■ A field reserved for future use
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Using the shadow password system, the Linux system has much finer control over user
passwords.
It can control how often a user must change his or her password, and when to disable the account
if the password hasn‘t been changed.

Adding a new user
The primary tool used to add new users to your Linux system is useradd. This command
provides an easy way to create a new user account and set up the user‘s HOME directory
structure all at once. The useradd command uses a combination of system default values and
command line parameters to define a user account. To see the system default values used on your
Linux distribution, enter the useradd command with the -D parameter.
/usr/sbin/useradd -D
Some Linux distributions place the Linux user and group utilities in the /usr/sbin directory,
which may not be in your PATH environment variable. If that’s the case in your Linux
distribution, either add the directory to your PATH or use the absolute filepath to run it.
The -D parameter shows what defaults the useradd command uses if you don‘t specify them in
the command line when creating a new user account. This example shows the following
default values:
■ The new user will be added to a common group with group ID 100.
■ The new user will have a HOME account created in the directory /home/loginname.
■ The account will not be disabled when the password expires.
■ The new account will not be set to expire at a set date.
■ The new account will use the bash shell as the default shell.
■ The system will copy the contents of the /etc/skel directory to the user‘s HOME directory.
■ The system will create a file in the mail directory for the user account to receive mail.
The next-to-the-last value is interesting. The useradd command allows an administrator to create
a default HOME directory configuration, then uses that as a template to create the new user‘s
HOME directory. This allows you to place default files for the system in every new user‘s
HOME directory automatically. On my Linux system, the /etc/skel directory has the following
files:
ls -al /etc/skel
You can test this by creating a new user account using the default system parameters and then
looking at the HOME directory for the new user:
/usr/sbin/useradd test
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As expected, the useradd command created the new HOME directory, using the files in the
/etc/skel directory. If you want to override a default value when creating a new user, you can do
that with command line parameters. These are shown in Table .

As you can see, you can override all of the system default values when creating a new user
account just by using command line parameters. However, if you find yourself having to
override a value all the time, it‘s easier to just change the system default value.
You can change the system default new user values by using the -D parameter, along with a
parameter representing the value you need to change. These parameters are shown in Table.

Removing a user
If you want to remove a user from the system, the userdel command is what you need. By
default, the userdel command only removes the user information from the /etc/passwd file.
It doesn‘t remove any files the account owns on the system.
If you use the -r parameter, userdel will remove the user‘s HOME directory, along with the
user‘s mail directory. However, there may still be other files owned by the deleted user account
on the system. This can be a problem in some environments.
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Here‘s an example of using the userdel command to remove an existing user account:
/usr/sbin/userdel -r test
After using the -r parameter, the user‘s old /home/test directory no longer exists.
Be careful when using the -r parameter in an environment with lots of users. You never
know if a user had important files stored in his or her HOME directory that are used by
someone else or another program. Always check before removing a user’s HOME
directory!

Modifying a user
Linux provides a few different utilities for modifying the information for existing user
accounts. Table shows these utilities.

Each of these utilities provides a specific function for changing information about user
accounts. The following sections describe each of these utilities.
usermod
The usermod command is the most robust of the user account modification utilities. It provides
options for changing most of the fields in the /etc/passwd file. To do that you just need to use the
command line parameter that corresponds to the value you want to change. The parameters are
mostly the same as the useradd parameters (such as -c to change the comment field, -e to
change the expiration date, and -g to change the default login group). However, there are a
couple of additional parameters that might come in handy:
■ -l to change the login name of the user account
■ -L to lock the account so the user can‘t log in
■ -p to change the password for the account
■ -U to unlock the account so that the user can log in.
The -L parameter is especially handy. Use this to lock an account so that a user can‘t log in
without having to remove the account and the user‘s data. To return the account to normal, just
use the -U parameter.
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passwd and chpasswd
A quick way to change just the password for a user is the passwd command. If you just use the
passwd command by itself, it‘ll change your own password. Any user in the system can change
their own password, but only the root user can change someone else‘s password. The -e option is
a handy way to force a user to change the password on the next log in. This allows you to set the
user‘s password to a simple value, then force them to change it to something harder that they can
remember.
If you ever need to do a mass password change for lots of users on the system, the chpasswd
command can be a lifesaver. The chpasswd command reads a list of login name and password
pairs (separated by a colon) from the standard input, and automatically encrypts the password
and sets it for the user account.
chsh, chfn, and chage
The chsh, chfn, and chage utilities are specialized for specific functions. The chsh command
allows you to quickly change the default login shell for a user. You must use the full pathname
for the shell, and not just the shell name:
chsh -s /bin/csh test

The chfn command provides a standard method for storing information in the comments field in
the /etc/passwd file. Instead of just inserting random text, such as names, nicknames, or even just
leaving the comment field blank, the chfn command uses specific information used in the
Unix finger command to store information in the comment field. The finger command allows
you to easily find information about people on your Linux system.
Because of security concerns, many Linux system administrators disable the finger
command on their systems.
If you use the chfn command with no parameters, it queries you for the appropriate values
to enter in to the comment field:

All of the finger information is neatly stored away in the /etc/passwd file entry. Finally, the
chage command helps us manage the password aging process for user accounts.
There are several parameters to set individual values, shown in Table below.
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One neat feature of the chage command is that it allows you to set an expiration date for
an account. Using this feature, you can create temporary user accounts that automatically expire
on a set date, without your having to remember to delete them! Expired accounts are
similar to locked accounts. The account still exists, but the user can‘t log in with it.

Using Linux Groups
User accounts are great for controlling security for individual users, but they aren‘t so good at
allowing groups of users to share resources. To accomplish this, the Linux system uses another
security concept, called groups.
Group permissions allow multiple users to share a common set of permissions for an object on
the system, such as a file, directory, or device (more on that later in the ‗‗Decoding File
Permissions‘‘ section).

Linux distributions differ somewhat on how they handle default group memberships. Some
Linux distributions create just one group which contains all of the user accounts as members.
You need to be careful if your Linux distribution does this, as your files may be readable by all
other users on the system. Other distributions create a separate user account for each user, to
provide a little more security.
Each group has a unique GID, which, like UIDs, is a unique numerical value on the system.
Along with the GID, each group has a unique group name. There are a few group utilities you
can use to create and manage your own groups on the Linux system. This section discusses how
group information is stored, and how to use the group utilities to create new groups and modify
existing groups

The /etc/group file
Just like user accounts, group information is stored in a file on the system. The /etc/group file
contains information about each group used on the system.
Similarly to UIDs, GIDs are assigned using a special format. Groups used for system accounts
are assigned GIDs below 500, and user groups are assigned GIDs starting at 500. The /etc/group
file uses four fields:
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■ The group name
■ The group password
■ The GID
■ The list of user accounts that belong to the group
The group password allows a non-group member to temporarily become a member of the group
by using the password. This feature is not used all that commonly, but it does exist.
You should never add users to groups by editing the /etc/group file. Instead, use the usermod
command (discussed earlier in the ‗‗Linux Security‘‘ section) to add a user account to a group.
Before you can add users to different groups, you must create the groups.
The list of user accounts is somewhat misleading. You’ll notice that there are several groups
in the list that don’t have any users listed. This isn’t because they don’t have any members.
When a user account uses a group as the default group in the /etc/passwd file, the user
account doesn’t appear in the /etc/group file as a member. This has caused confusion for
more than one system administrator over the years!

Creating new groups
The groupadd command allows you to create new groups on your system:
/usr/sbin/groupadd shared
When you create a new group, there are no users assigned to it by default. The groupadd
command doesn‘t provide an option for adding user accounts to the group. Instead, to add new
users, use the usermod command:
/usr/sbin/usermod -G shared test

Be careful when assigning groups for user accounts. If you use the -g parameter, the group
name you specify replaces the default group for the user account. The –G parameter adds
the group to the list of groups the user belongs to, keeping the default group intact.

Modifying groups
As you can see from the /etc/group file, there isn‘t too much information about a group for you
to modify. The groupmod command allows you to change the GID (using the -g parameter)
or the group name (using the -n parameter) of an existing group:
/usr/sbin/groupmod -n sharing shared

When changing the name of a group, the GID and group members remain the same, only the
group name changes. Since all security permissions are based on the GID, you can change the
name of a group as often as you wish without adversely affecting file security.
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Decoding File Permissions
Now that you know about users and groups, it‘s time to decode the cryptic file permissions
you‘ve seen when using the ls command. This section describes how to decipher the permissions
and where they come from.

Using file permission symbols
If you remember, the ls command allows us to see the file permissions for files,
directories, and devices on the Linux system:

The first field in the output listing is a code that describes the permissions for the files
and directories.
The first character in the field defines the type of the object:
■ - for files
■ d for directories
■ l for links
■ c for character devices
■ b for block devices
■ n for network devices

After that, there are three sets of three characters. Each set of three characters defines an
access permission triplet:
■ r for read permission for the object
■ w for write permission for the object
■ x for execute permission for the object
If a permission is denied, a dash appears in the location. The three sets relate the three levels
of security for the object:
■ The owner of the object
■ The group that owns the object
■ Everyone else on the system
This is broken down in Figure
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The file myprog has the following sets of permissions:
■ rwx for the file owner (set to the login name rich)
■ rwx for the file group owner (set to the group name rich)
■ r-x for everyone else on the system
These permissions indicate that the user login name rich can read, write, and execute the
file (considered full permissions). Likewise, members in the group rich can also read, write,
and execute the file. However, anyone else not in the rich group can only read and execute the
file; the w is replaced with a dash, indicating that write permissions are not assigned to this
security level.

Default file permissions
You may be wondering about where these file permissions come from. The answer, is umask.
The umask command sets the default permissions for any file or directory you create:
The touch command created the file using the default permissions assigned to my user
account. The umask command shows and sets the default permissions:
$ umask
0022
$

Unfortunately, the umask command setting isn‘t overtly clear, and trying to understand exactly
how it works makes things even muddier. The first digit represents a special security feature
called the sticky bit. We‘ll talk more about that later on in this chapter in the ‗‗Sharing Files‘‘
section.
The next three digits represent the octal values of the umask for a file or directory. To understand
how umask works, you first need to understand octal mode security settings.
Octal mode security settings take the three rwx permission values and convert them into a 3bit binary value, represented by a single octal value. In the binary representation, each position
is a binary bit. Thus, if the read permission is the only permission set, the value becomes r--,
relating to a binary value of 100, indicating the octal value of 4. Table shows the possible
combinations you‘ll run into.
Permissions

Binary

Octal

Description

---

000

0

No permissions

--x

001

1

Execute-only
permission
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-w-

010

2

Write-only permission

-wx

011

3

Write and execute
permissions

r--

100

4

Read-only permission

r-x

101

5

Read and execute
permissions

rw-

110

6

Read and write permissions

rwx

111

7

Read, write, and execute
permissions

Octal mode takes the octal permissions and lists three of them in order for the three
security levels (user, group, and everyone). Thus, the octal mode value 664 represents read
and write permissions for the user and group, but read-only permission for everyone else.
Now that you know about octal mode permissions, the umask value becomes even more
confusing.
The octal mode shown for the default umask on my Linux system is 0022, but the file I created
had an octal mode permission of 644. How did that happen?
The umask value is just that, a mask. It masks out the permissions you don‘t want to give to the
security level. Now we have to dive into some octal arithmetic to figure out the rest of the story.
The umask value is subtracted from the full permission set for an object. The full permission for
a file is mode 666 (read/write permission for all), but for a directory it‘s 777 (read/write/execute
permission for all).
Thus, in the example, the file starts out with permissions 666, and the umask of 022 is applied,
leaving a file permission of 644.
The umask value is normally set in the /etc/profile startup file. You can specify a different
default umask setting using the umask command.
By setting the umask value to 026, the default file permissions become 640, so the new file now
is restricted to read-only for the group members, and everyone else on the system has no
permissions to the file.
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Since the default permissions for a directory are 777, the resulting permissions from the umask
are different from those of a new file. The 026 umask value is subtracted from 777, leaving the
751 directory permission setting.

Changing Security Settings
If you‘ve already created a file or directory, and need to change the security settings on it, there
are a few different utilities available in Linux. This section shows how to change the existing
permissions, the default owner, and the default group settings for a file or directory.

Changing permissions
The chmod command allows you to change the security settings for files and directories.
The format of the chmod command is:

chmod options mode file
The mode parameter allows you to set the security settings using either octal or symbolic mode.
The octal mode settings are pretty straightforward; just use the standard three-digit octal
code you want the file to have.
The octal file permissions are automatically applied to the file indicated. The symbolic
mode permissions are not so easy to implement.
Instead of using the normal string of three sets of three characters, the chmod command takes a
different approach. The format for specifying a permission in symbolic mode is:

[ugoa...][[+-=][rwxXstugo...]
Makes perfectly good sense, doesn‘t it? The first group of characters defines to whom the new
permissions apply:
■ u for the user
■ g for the group
■ o for others (everyone else)
■ a for all of the above
Next, a symbol is used to indicate whether you want to add the permission to the existing
permissions (+), subtract the permission from the existing permission (−), or set the permissions
to the value (=).
Finally, the third symbol is the permission used for the setting. You may notice that there are
more than the normal rwx values here. The additional settings are:
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■X to assign execute permissions only if the object is a directory or if it already had execute
permissions
■ s to set the UID or GID on execution
■ t to save program text
■ u to set the permissions to the owner‘s permissions
■ g to set the permissions to the group‘s permissions
■ o to set the permissions to the other‘s permissions
Using these permissions looks like this:
chmod o+r newfile
The options parameters provide a few additional features to augment the behavior of the
chmod command. The -R parameter performs the file and directory changes recursively. You
can use wildcard characters for the filename specified, changing the permissions on multiple
files with just one command.

Changing ownership
Sometimes you need to change the owner of a file, such as when someone leaves an organization
or a developer creates an application that needs to be owned by a system account when it‘s
in production. Linux provides two commands for doing that. The chown command to makes it
easy to change the owner of a file, and the chgrp command allows you to change the default
group of a file.
The format of the chown command is:
chown options owner[.group] file
You can specify either the login name or the numeric UID for the new owner of the file:
chown dan newfile
The chown command also allows you to change both the user and group of a
file: chown dan.dan newfile
Finally, if your Linux system uses individual group names that match user login names, you can
change both with just one entry:
chown test. Newfile
The chown command uses a few different option parameters. The -R parameter allows you to
make changes recursively through subdirectories and files, using a wildcard character. The –h
parameter also changes the ownership of any files that are symbolically linked to the file.
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Only the root user can change the owner of a file. Any user can change the default group of a
file, but the user must be a member of the groups the file is changed from and to.
The chgrp command provides an easy way to change just the default group for a file or
directory: chgrp shared newfile

Sharing Files
As you‘ve probably already figured out, creating groups is the way to share access to files on the
Linux system. However, for a complete file-sharing environment, things are more complicated.
As you‘ve already seen in the ‗‗Decoding File Permissions‘‘ section, when you create a new file,
Linux assigns the file permissions of the new file using your default UID and GID. To allow
others access to the file, you need to either change the security permissions for the
everyone security group or assign the file a different default group that contains other users.
This can be a pain in a large environment if you want to create and share documents among
several people. Fortunately, there‘s a simple solution for how to solve this problem.
There are three additional bits of information that Linux stores for each file and directory:
■The set user id (SUID): When a file is executed by a user, the program runs under the
permissions of the file owner.
■The set group id (SGID): For a file, the program runs under the permissions of the file group.
For a directory, new files created in the directory use the directory group as the default group.
■ The sticky bit: The file remains (sticks) in memory after the process ends.
The SGID bit is important for sharing files. By enabling the SGID bit, you can force all new files
created in a shared directory to be owned by the directory‘s group and now the individual user‘s
group.
The SGID is set using the chmod command. It‘s added to the beginning of the standard threedigit
octal value (making a four-digit octal value), or you can use the symbol s in symbolic mode.
If you‘re using octal mode, you‘ll need to know the arrangement of the bits, shown in Table :-
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So, to create a shared directory that always sets the directory group for all new files, all you
need to do is set the SGID bit for the directory.
The first step is to create a directory that you want to share using the mkdir command. Next,
the chgrp command is used to change the default group for the directory to a group that contains
the members who need to share files. Finally, the SGID bit is set for the directory, to ensure that
any files created in the directory use the shared group name as the default group.
For this environment to work properly, all of the group members need to have their umask values
set to make files writable by group members. This is why I changed my umask to 002.
After all that‘s done, I can go to the shared directory and create a new file. As expected, the new
file uses the default group of the directory, not my user account‘s default group. Now any user in
the shared group can access this file.
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Chapter: Seven Basic Script Building
Using Multiple Commands
So far you‘ve seen how to use the command line interface (CLI) prompt of the shell to enter
commands and view the command results. The key
to shell scripts is the ability to enter multiple commands, and process the results from each
command, even possibly passing the results of one command to another. The shell allows you to
chain commands together into a single step. If you want to run two commands together, you can
enter them on the same prompt line, separated with a semicolon:
date ; who
While using this technique is fine for small scripts, it has a major drawback in that you have to
enter the entire command at the command prompt every time you want to run it. Instead
of having to manually enter the commands onto a command line, you can combine the
commands into a simple text file. When you need to run the commands, just simply run the text
file.

Creating a Script File
To place shell commands in a text file, use vi to create a file, then enter the commands into the
file. When creating a shell script file, you must specify the shell you are using in the first line of
the file. The format for this is:
#!/bin/bash
In a normal shell script line, the pound sign (#) is used as a comment line. A comment line in a
shell script isn‘t processed by the shell. However, the first line of a shell script file is a special
case, and the pound sign followed by the exclamation point tells the shell what shell to run
the script under (yes, you can be using a bash shell and run your script using another shell).
After indicating the shell, commands are entered onto each line of the file, followed by a
carriage return. As mentioned, comments can be added by using the pound sign. An example
looks like this:-

You can use the semicolon and put both commands on the same line if you want to, but in a shell
script, you can list commands on separate lines. The shell will process commands in the order in
which they appear in the file.
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Also notice that I added another line that starts with the pound symbol and adds a comment.
Lines that start with the pound symbol (other than the first #! line) aren‘t interpreted by the shell.
This is a great way to leave comments for yourself about what‘s happening in the script, so when
you come back to it two years later you can easily remember what you did.
Save this script in a file called test1
The first hurdle to jump is getting the bash shell to find your script file. the shell uses an
environment variable called PATH to find commands. Looking at the PATH environment
variable explains my problem.
The PATH environment variable is set to look for commands only in a handful of directories. To
get the shell to find my test1 script, I need to do one of two things:
■ Add the directory where the shell script file is located to the PATH environment variable.
■ Use an absolute or relative filepath to reference my shell script file in the prompt.
Some Linux distributions add the $HOME/bin directory to the PATH environment
variable. This creates a place in every user’s HOME directory to place files where the shell
can find them to execute.
When I created the new test1 file, my umask value determined the default permission settings
for the new file. Since my umask is set to 022 , the system created the file with only
read/write permissions for myself.
The next step is to give myself permission to execute the file, using the chmod
command. chmod u+x test1

Displaying Messages
Most shell commands produce their own output, which is displayed on the console monitor
where the script is running. Many times though you will want to add your own text messages to
help the script user know what is happening within the script. This is done using the echo
command. The echo command can display a simple text string if you add the string following the
command:
echo This is a test
Notice that by default you don‘t need to use quotes to delineate the string you‘re displaying.
The echo command uses either double or single quotes to delineate text strings. If you use them
within your string, you need to use one type of quote within the text, and the other type to
delineate the string:
$ echo "This is a test to see if you‘re paying attention"
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$ echo ‘Rich says "scripting is easy".‘
You can add echo statements anywhere in your shell scripts where you need to display additional
Information.
if you want to echo a text string on the same line as a command output? You can use the -n
parameter for the echo statement to do that. Just change the first echo statement line to:
echo -n

"The time and date are: "

Using Variables
Just running individual commands from the shell script is useful, but this has its limitations.
Often you‘ll want to incorporate other data in your shell commands to process information. You
can do this by using variables. Variables allow you to temporarily store information within the
shell script for use with other commands in the script. This section shows how to use variables
in your shell scripts.

Environment variables
You‘ve already seen one type of Linux variable in action. You can access these values from
your shell scripts as well.
The shell maintains environment variables that track specific system information, such as
the name of the system, the name of the user logged in to the system, the user‘s system ID
(called UID), the default home directory of the user, and the search path used by the shell
to find programs.

You can tap into these environment variables from within your scripts by using the environment
variable‘s name preceded by a dollar sign. This is demonstrated as:echo "User info for userid: $USER"
echo UID: $UID
echo HOME: $HOME
Whenever the script sees a dollar sign within quotes, it assumes you‘re referencing a variable. To
display an actual dollar sign, you must precede it with a backslash character:
$ echo "The cost of the item is \$15"

User variables
Besides the environment variables, a shell script allows you to set and use your own variables
within the script. Setting variables allows you to temporarily store data and use it throughout
the script, making the shell script more like a real computer program.
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User variables can be any text string of up to 20 letters, digits, or an underscore character. User
variables are case sensitive, so the variable Var1 is different from the variable var1.
Values are assigned to user variables using an equal sign. No spaces can appear between the
variable, the equal sign, and the value.

Here are a few examples of assigning values to user variables:
var1=10
var2=-57
var3=testing
var4="still more testing"
The shell script automatically determines the data type used for the variable value. Variables
defined within the shell script maintain their values throughout the life of the shell script but
are deleted when the shell script completes.

Just like system variables, user variables can be referenced using the dollar sign:
Each time the variable is referenced, it produces the value currently assigned to it. It‘s important
to remember that when referencing a variable value you use the dollar sign, but when
referencing the variable to assign a value to it, you do not use the dollar sign.
value1=10
value2=$value1

The backtick
One of the most useful features of shell scripts is the lowly back quote character, usually called
the backtick (`) in the Linux world. Be careful, this is not the normal single quotation mark
character you are used to using for strings. Since it is not used very often outside of shell scripts,
you may not even know where to find it on your keyboard. You should become familiar with it,
because it‘s a crucial component of many shell scripts (hint: on a U.S. keyboard, it is usually on
the same key as the tilde symbol (∼)).
The backtick allows you to assign the output of a shell command to a variable. While this doesn‘t
seem like much, it is a major building block in script programming.
You must surround the entire command line command with backtick characters: testing=`date`
The shell runs the command within the backticks, and assigns the output to the variable
testing.

Redirecting Input and Output
There are times when you‘d like to save the output from a command instead of just having
it displayed on the monitor. The bash shell provides a few different operators that allow you
to redirect the output of a command to an alternative location (such as a file). Redirection can
be
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used for input as well as output, redirecting a file to a command for input. This section describes
what you need to use redirection in your shell scripts.

Output redirection
The most basic type of redirection is sending output from a command to a file. The bash shell
uses the greater-than symbol for this:
command > outputfile
Anything that would appear on the monitor from the command instead is stored in the output
file specified:
$ date > test6
The redirect operator created the file test6 (using the default umask settings) and redirected
the output from the date command to the test6 file. If the output file already exists, the
redirect operator overwrites the existing file with the new file data.
Sometimes, instead of overwriting the file‘s contents, you may need to append output from a
command to an existing file, for example if you‘re creating a log file to document an action
on the system. In this situation, you can use the double greater-than symbol (>>) to append data:
$ date >> test6

Input redirection
Input redirection is the opposite of output redirection. Instead of taking the output of a
command and redirecting it to a file, input redirection takes the content of a file and
redirects it to a command.
The input redirection symbol is the less-than symbol (<):
command < inputfile
The easy way to remember this is that the command is always listed first in the command line,
and the redirection symbol ‗‗points‘‘ to the way the data is flowing. The less-than symbol
indicates that the data is flowing from the input file to the command.
Here‘s an example of using input redirection with the wc command:
$ wc < test6
The wc command provides a count of text in the data. By default it produces three values:
■ The number of lines in the text
■ The number of words in the text
■ The number of bytes in the text.
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There‘s another method of input redirection, called inline input redirection. This method allows
you to specify the data for input redirection on the command line instead of in a file. This may
seem somewhat odd at first, but there are a few applications for this process (such as those
shown in the ‗‗Performing Math‘‘ section later).
The inline input redirection symbol is the double less-than symbol (<<). Besides this symbol,
you must specify a text marker that delineates the beginning and end of the data used for
input. You can use any string value for the text marker, but it must be the same at the beginning
of the data and the end of the data:
command << marker
data
marker
Here‘s how this looks when you use it:
$ wc << EOF
> test string 1
> test string 2
> test string 3
> EOF

Pipes
There are times when you need to send the output of one command to the input of
another command.
This process is called piping. The pipe symbol is the bar operator (|):
command1 | command2
Piping provides a way to link commands to provide more detailed output. Don‘t think of piping
as running two commands back to back though. The Linux system actually runs both commands
at the same time, linking them together internally in the system. As the first command produces
output, it‘s sent immediately to the second command. No intermediate files or buffer areas are
used to transfer the data.
Here‘s how it is used:ls -l | sort
There‘s no limit to the number of pipes you can use in a command (up to the 255 character
limit on the line length). You can continue piping the output of commands to other
commands to refine your operation.
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To get even fancier, you can use redirection along with piping, to save your output to a file
$ ls -l | sort > f1

Performing Math
Another feature crucial to any programming language is the ability to manipulate numbers.
Unfortunately, for shell scripts this process is a bit awkward. There a two different ways to
perform mathematical operations in your shell scripts.

The expr command
Originally, the Bourne shell provided a special command that was used for processing
mathematical equations. The expr command allowed the processing of equations from
the command line.
$ expr 1 + 5
6
The expr command recognizes a few different mathematical and string operators, shown in
Table.

While the standard operators work fine in the expr command, the problem comes in
actually using them from a script or the command line. Many of the expr command operators
have other
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meanings in the shell (such as the asterisk). Using them in the expr command produces odd
results:
$ expr 5 * 2
expr: syntax error
$
To solve this problem, you need to use the shell escape character (the backslash) to identify any
characters that may be misinterpreted by the shell before being passed to the expr command:
$ expr 5 \* 2

Using brackets
The bash shell includes the expr command to stay compatible with the Bourne shell; however, it
also provides a much easier way of performing mathematical equations. In bash, when assigning
a mathematical value to a variable, you can enclose the mathematical equation using a dollar
sign and square brackets ($[ operation ]):
$ var1=$[1 + 5]
Also notice that when using the square brackets method for calculating equations you don‘t
need to worry about the multiplication symbol, or any other characters, being misinterpreted
by the shell. The shell knows that it‘s not a wildcard character, since it is within the square
brackets.
The bash shell mathematical operators only support integer arithmetic. This is a huge limitation
if you‘re trying to do any sort of real-world mathematical calculations.

A floating-point solution
There have been several solutions for overcoming the bash integer limitation. The most
popular solution uses the built-in bash calculator (called bc).
The basics of bc
The bash calculator is actually a programming language that allows you to enter floating-point
expressions at a command line, then interprets the expressions, calculates them, and returns
the result. The bash calculator recognizes:
■ Numbers (both integer and floating point)
■ Variables (both simple variables and arrays)
■ Comments (lines starting with a pound sign or the C language /* */ pair
■ Expressions
■ Programming statements (such as if-then statements)
■ Functions
You can access the bash calculator from the shell prompt using the bc command:
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Each subsequent expression entered into the calculator is evaluated, and the result is
displayed. To exit the bash calculator, you must enter quit.
The floating-point arithmetic is controlled by a built-in variable called scale. You must set this
value to the desired number of decimal places you want in your answers, or you won‘t get what
you were looking for:
The default value for the scale variable is zero. Before the scale value is set, the bash
calculator provides the answer to zero decimal places. After you set the scale variable value
to four, the bash calculator displays the answer to four decimal places. The -q command
line parameter suppresses the lengthy welcome banner from the bash calculator.
Besides normal numbers, the bash calculator also understands variables.
Once a variable value is defined, you can use the variable throughout the bash calculator
session. The print statement allows you to print variables and numbers.

Using bc in scripts
Now you may be wondering how the bash calculator is going to help us with floating-point
arithmetic in your shell scripts. Do you remember our friend the backtick character? Yes, you
can use the backtick to run a bc command, and assign the output to a variable! The basic format
to use is:
variable=`echo "options; expression" | bc`
The first portion, options, allows us to set variables. If you need to set more than one variable,
separate them using the semicolon. The expression parameter defines the
mathematical expression
to evaluate using bc. While this looks pretty odd, trust me, it works like a champ. Here‘s a quick
example of doing this in a script.
var1=`echo " scale=4; 3.44 / 5" | bc`
This example sets the scale variable to four decimal places, then specifies a specific
calculation for the expression.
This method works fine for short calculations, but sometimes you need to get more involved
with your numbers. If you have more than just a couple of calculations, it gets confusing trying
to list multiple expressions on the same command line.
Instead of using a file for redirection, you can use the inline input redirection method, which
allows you to redirect data directly from the command line. In the shell script, you can assign
the output to a variable. This looks like this:
variable=`bc << EOF
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options
statements
expressions
EOF
`
The EOF text string indicates the beginning and end of the inline redirection data.
Remember that the backtick characters are still needed to assign the output of the bc
command to the variable. Now you can place all of the individual bash calculator elements
on separate lines in the script file. Here‘s an example of using this technique in a script:
$ cat test12
#!/bin/bash
var1=10.46
var2=43.67
var3=33.2
var4=71
var5=`bc << EOF
scale = 4
a1 = ( $var1 * $var2)
b1 = ($var3 * $var4)
a1 + b1
EOF
`
echo The final answer for this mess is $var5
$
Using this you can place each option and expression on a separate line in your script, making
things cleaner and easier to read and follow. The EOF string indicates the start and end of the
data to redirect to the bc command. Of course, you need to use the backtick characters to
indicate the command to assign to the variable.
You‘ll also notice in this example that you can assign variables within the bash calculator. It‘s
important to remember that any variables created within the bash calculator are only valid
within the bash calculator and can‘t be used in the shell script.

Exiting the Script
So far, in our sample scripts we terminated things pretty abruptly. When we were done with our
last command, we just ended the script. There‘s a more elegant way of completing things
available to us.

Every command that runs in the shell uses an exit status to indicate to the shell that it‘s done
processing.
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The exit status is an integer value between 0 and 255 that‘s passed by the command to the shell
when the command finishes running. You can capture this value and use
it in your scripts.

Checking the exit status
Linux provides the $? special variable that holds the exit status value from the last command that
executed. You must view or use the $? variable immediately after the command you want to
check. It changes values to the exit status of the last command executed by the shell.
By convention, the exit status of a command that successfully completes is zero. If a
command completes with an error, then a positive integer value is placed in the exit status:

The exit command
By default, your shell script will exit with the exit status of the last command in your script
You can change that to return your own exit status code. The exit command allows you to
specify an exit status when your script ends.
#!/bin/bash
# testing the exit status
var1=10
var2=30
var3=$[ $var1 + var2 ]
echo The answer is $var3
exit 5
$
When you check the exit status of the script, you‘ll get the value used as the parameter of the
exit
command. You can also use variables in the exit command parameter (exit $var3).
You should be careful with this feature though, as the exit status codes can only go up to 255.
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The exit status code is reduced to fit in the 0 to 255 range. The shell does this by using modulo
arithmetic. The modulo of a value is the remainder after a division. The resulting number is the
remainder of the specified number divided by 256. In the case of 300 (the result value), the
remainder is 44, which is what appears as the exit status code.
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Chapter: Eight Using Structured commands
The shell processed each individual command in the shell script in the order it appeared. This
works out fine for sequential operations, where you want all of thecommands to process in the
proper order. However, this isn‘t how all programs operate.

Many programs require some sort of logic flow control between the commands in the script. This
means that the shell executes certain commands given one set of circumstances, but it has the
ability to execute other commands given a different set of circumstances. There is a whole class
of commands that allows the script to skip over or loop through commands based on conditions
of variable values, or the result of other commands.
These commands are generally referred to as structured commands.
The structured commands allow you to alter the flow of operation of the program,
executing some commands under some conditions, while skipping others under other
conditions. There are quite a few structured commands available in the bash shell, so we‘ll
look at them individually. In this chapter, we‘ll look at the if-then statement.

Working with the if-then Statement
The most basic type of structured command is the if-then statement. The if-then statement
has the following format:
if command
then
commands
fi
If you‘re use to using if-then statements in other programming languages, this format may be
somewhat confusing. In other programming languages, the object after the if statement is an
equation that is evaluated for a TRUE or FALSE value. That‘s not how the bash shell if
statement works. The bash shell if statement runs the command defined on the if line. If the exit
status of the command is zero (the command completed successfully), the commands listed
under the then section are executed. If the exit status of the command is anything else, the
then commands aren‘t executed, and the bash shell moves on to the next command in the script.
Here‘s a simple example to demonstrate this concept:
#!/bin/bash
# testing the if statement
if date
then
echo "it worked"
fi
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This script uses the date command on the if line. If the command completes successfully, the
echo statement should display the text string.
The shell executed the date command listed on the if line. Since the exit status was zero, it
also executed the echo statement listed in the then section.
You‘re not limited to just one command in the then section. You can list commands just as in the
rest of the shell script. The bash shell treats the commands as a block, executing all of them if the
command in the if statement line returns a zero exit status or skipping all of them if the
command returns a non-zero exit status:
#!/bin/bash
# testing multiple commands in the then section
testuser=rich
if grep $testuser /etc/passwd
then
echo The bash files for user $testuser are:
ls -a /home/$testuser/.b*
fi
You might see an alternative form of the if-then statement used in some scripts:

if command ; then
commands
fi
By putting a semicolon at the end of the command to evaluate, you can include the then
statement on the same line, which looks more like how if-then statements are handled in
some other programming languages.

The if-then-else Statement
In the if-then statement, you only have one option of whether or not a command is successful.
If the command returns a non-zero exit status code, the bash shell just moves on to the next
command in the script. In this situation, it would be nice to be able to execute an alternate set
of commands. That‘s exactly what the if-then-else statement is for.
The if-then-else statement provides another group of commands in the statement:
if command
then
commands
else
commands
fi
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If the command in the if statement line returns with an exit status code of zero, the
commands listed in the then section are executed, just as in a normal if-then statement. If the
command in the if statement line returns a non-zero exit status code, the bash shell executes the
commands in the else section.

Now you can modify the test script to look like this:
#!/bin/bash
# testing the else section
testuser=badtest
if grep $testuser /etc/passwd
then
echo The files for user $testuser are:
ls -a /home/$testuser/.b*
else
echo "The user name $testuser doesn‘t exist on this system"
fi
Output:$ ./test4
The user name badtest doesn‘t exist on this system
$

Nesting ifs
Sometimes you must check for several situations in your script code. Instead of having to write
separate if-then statements, you can use an alternative version of the else section, called elif.
The elif continues an else section with another if-then statement:
if command1
then
commands
elif command2
then
more commands
fi
The elif statement line provides another command to evaluate, similarly to the original
if statement line. If the exit status code from the elif command is zero, bash executes
the commands in the second then statement section.
You can continue to string elif statements together, creating one huge if-then-elif
conglomeration:
if command1
then
command set 1
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elif command2
then
command set 2
elif command3
then
command set 3
elif command4
then
command set 4
fi
Each block of commands is executed depending on which command returns the zero exit status
code. Remember, the bash shell will execute the if statements in order, and only the first one that
returns a zero exit status will result in the then section being executed.

The case Command
Often you‘ll find yourself trying to evaluate the value of a variable, looking for a specific value
within a set of possible values. In this scenario, you end up having to write a lengthy if-thenelse
statement.
case variable in
pattern1) commands1;;
pattern2) commands2;;
pattern3 | pattern4) commands3;;
*) default commands;;
esac
The case command compares the variable specified against the different patterns. If the
variable matches the pattern, the shell executes the commands specified for the pattern. You can
list more than one pattern on a line, using the bar operator to separate each pattern. The asterisk
symbol is the catch-all for values that don‘t match any of the listed patterns. The case command
provides a much cleaner way of specifying the various options for each possible variable value.

The test Command
So far all you‘ve seen in the if statement line are normal shell commands. You might be
wondering if the bash if-then statement has the ability to evaluate any condition other than
the exit status code of a command.
The answer is no, it can‘t. However, there‘s a neat utility available in the bash shell that helps us
evaluate other things, using the if-then statement.
The test command provides a way to test different conditions in an if-then statement. If
the condition listed in the test command evaluates to true, the test command exits with a zero
exit
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status code, making the if-then statement behave in much the same way that if-then
statements work in other programming languages. If the condition is false, the test command
exits with a one, which causes the if-then statement to fail.

The format of the test command is pretty simple:
test condition
The condition is a series of parameters and values that the test command evaluates. When used
in an if-then statement, the test command looks like this:
if test condition
then
commands
fi

The bash shell provides an alternative way of declaring the test command in an if-then statement:
if [ condition ]
then
commands
fi
The square brackets define the condition that‘s used in the test command. Be careful; you
must have a space after the first bracket, and a space before the last bracket or you‘ll get an
error message.
There are three classes of conditions the test command can evaluate:
■ Numeric comparisons
■ String comparisons
■ File comparisons

Numeric comparisons
The most common method for using the test command is to perform a comparison of two
numeric values.
The numeric test conditions can be used to evaluate both numbers and variables. Here‘s an
example of doing that:
#!/bin/bash
# using numeric test comparisons
val1=10
val2=11
if [ $val1 -gt 5 ]
then
echo "The test value $val1 is greater than 5"
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fi

Both of the numeric test conditions evaluated as expected.

String comparisons
The test command also allows you to perform comparisons on string values. Performing
comparisons on strings can get tricky, as you‘ll see. Table shows the comparison functions you
can use to evaluate two string values.

By just using the greater-than symbol itself in the script, no errors are generated, but the results
are wrong. The script interpreted the greater-than symbol as an output redirection, so it created a
file called hockey. Since the redirection completed successfully, the test command returns a zero
exit status code, which the if statement evaluates as though things completed successfully. To fix
this problem, you need to properly escape the greater-than symbol by using the backslash(\) in
front of > or < sign.
Capitalized letters appear less than lower-case letters in the test command. However, when you
put the same strings in a file and use the sort command, the lower-case letters appear first. This is
due to the ordering technique each command uses. The test command uses standard ASCII
ordering, using each character‘s ASCII numeric value to determine the sort order. The sort
command uses the sorting order defined for the system locale language settings. For the English
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language, the locale settings specify that lower-case letters appear before upper-case letters
in sort order.
Notice that the test command uses the standard mathematical comparison symbols for string
comparisons, and text codes for numerical comparisons. This is a subtle feature that many
programmers manage to get reversed. If you use the mathematical comparison symbols for
numeric values, the shell interprets them as string values and may not produce the correct
results.
String size
The -n and -z comparisons are handy when trying to evaluate if a variable contains data or
not. The -n comparison determines if the variable is non-zero in length.
The -z comparison determines if the variable is zero in length.
Empty and uninitialized variables can have catastrophic effects on your shell script tests. If
you’re not sure of the contents of a variable, it’s always best to test if the variable contains a
value using -n or -z before using it in a numeric or string comparison.

File comparisons
The last category of test comparisons is quite possibly the most powerful and most used
comparisons in shell scripting. The test command allows you to test the status of files and
directories on the Linux filesystem.

These conditions give you the ability to check files in your filesystem within your shell
scripts, and they are often used in scripts that access files.
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Compound Condition Testing
The if-then statement allows you to use Boolean logic to combine tests. There are two
Boolean operators you can use:
■ [ condition1 ] && [ condition2 ]
■ [ condition1 ] || [ condition2 ]
The first Boolean operation uses the AND Boolean operator to combine two conditions. Both
conditions must be met for the then section to execute.
The second Boolean operation uses the OR Boolean operator to combine two conditions. If
either condition evaluates to a true condition, the then section is executed.

Advanced if-then Features
There are two relatively recent additions to the bash shell that provide advanced features that
you can use in if-then statements:
■ Double parentheses for mathematical expressions
■ Double square brackets for advanced string handling functions
The following sections describe each of these features in more detail.

Using double parentheses
The double parentheses command allows you to incorporate advanced mathematical formulas in
your comparisons. The test command only allows for simple arithmetic operations in the
comparison.
The double parentheses command provides more mathematical symbols that programmers
from other languages are used to using. The format of the double parentheses command is:
(( expression ))
The expression term can be any mathematical assignment or comparison expression.Besides the
standard mathematical operators that the test command uses, Table shows the list of additional
operators available for use in the double parentheses command.
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Notice that you don‘t need to escape the greater-than symbol in the expression within the
double parentheses. This is yet another advanced feature provided by the double parentheses
command.

Using double brackets
The double bracket command provides advanced features for string comparisons. The double
bracket command format is:
[[ expression ]]
The double bracketed expression uses the standard string comparison used in the test command.
However, it provides an additional feature that the test command doesn‘t, pattern matching.
In pattern matching, you can define a regular expression that‘s matched against the string value:
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Chapter Nine: More Structured Commands
In the previous chapter, you saw how to manipulate the flow of a shell script program by
checking the output of commands, and the values of variables. In this chapter, we‘ll continue to
look at structured commands that control the flow of your shell scripts. You‘ll see how you can
perform repeating processes, commands that can loop through a set of commands until an
indicated condition has been met. This chapter discusses and demonstrates the for, while, and
until bash shell looping commands.

The for Command
Iterating through a series of commands is a common programming practice.Often you need
to repeat a set of commands until a specific condition has been met, such as processing all of
the files in a directory, all of the users on a system, or all of the lines in a text file.
The bash shell provides the for command to allow you to create a loop that iterates through
a series of values. Each iteration performs a defined set of commands using one of the values
in the series. The basic format of the bash shell for command is:
for var in list
do
commands
done
You supply the series of values used in the iterations in the list parameter.

There are several different ways that you can specify the values in the list. In each iteration,
the variable var contains the current value in the list. The first iteration uses the first item in the
list, the second iteration the second item, and so on until all of the items in the list have been
used.
The commands entered between the do and done statements can be one or more standard
bash shell commands. Within the commands the $var variable contains the current list item
value for the iteration.
If you prefer, you can include the do statement on the same line as the for statement, but you
must separate it from the list items using a semicolon: for var in list; do.

Reading values in a list
The most basic use of the for command is to iterate through a list of values defined within the
for command itself.
#!/bin/bash
# basic for command
for test in Alabama Alaska Arizona Arkansas California Colorado
do
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echo The next state is $test
done
$ ./test1
The next state is Alabama
The next state is Alaska
The next state is Arizona
The next state is Arkansas
The next state is California
The next state is Colorado
$
Each time the for command iterates through the list of values provided, it assigns the
test variable the next value in the list. The $test variable can be used just like any other
script variable within the for command statements. After the last iteration, the $test variable
remains valid throughout the remainder of the shell script. It retains the last iteration value
(unless you change its value).

Reading complex values in a list
Things aren‘t always as easy as they seem with the for loop. There are times when you run into
data that causes problems. The shell may see the single quotation marks within the list values
and attempt to use them to define a single data value.
There are two ways to solve this problem:
■ Use the escape character (the backslash) to escape the single quotation mark.
■ Use double quotation marks to define the values that use single quotation marks.
The for command separates each value in the list witha space. If there are spaces in
the individual data values, you must accommodate them using double quotation marks.

Reading a list from a variable
Often what happens in a shell script is that you accumulate a list of values stored in a
variable and then need to iterate through the list. You can do this using the for command as well.
list="Alabama Alaska Arizona Arkansas Colorado"
list=$list" Connecticut"
for state in $list
do
echo "Have you ever visited $state?"
done
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Reading values from a command
Yet another way to generate values for use in the list is to use the output of a command. You use
the backtick characters to execute any command that produces output, then use the output of
the command in the for command.
for state in `cat $file`
do
echo "Visit beautiful $state"
done

Changing the field separator
The cause of this problem is the special environment variable IFS, called the internal
field separator. The IFS environment variable defines a list of characters the bash shell uses as
field separators. By default, the bash shell considers the following characters as field separators:
■ A space
■ A tab
■ A newline
If the bash shell sees any of these characters in the data, it‘ll assume that you‘re starting a
new data field in the list. When working with data that can contain spaces (such as
filenames), this can be annoying, as you saw in the previous script example. To solve this
problem, you can temporarily change the IFS environment variable values in your shell
script to restrict the characters the bash shell recognizes as field separators. However, there
is somewhat of an odd way of doing this. For example, if you want to change the IFS
value to only recognize the newline character, you need to do this:
IFS=$‘\n‘
Adding this statement to your script tells the bash shell to ignore spaces and tabs in data values.
file="states"
IFS=$‘\n‘
for state in `cat $file`
do
echo "Visit beautiful $state"
done
When working on long scripts, it’s possible to change the IFS value in one place, then
forget about it and assume the default value elsewhere in the script. A safe practice to get
into is to save the original IFS value before changing it, then restore it when you’re done.
This technique can be coded like this:
IFS.OLD=$IFS
IFS=$‘\n‘
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‹use the new IFS value in code›
IFS=$IFS.OLD
This ensures that the IFS value is returned to the default value for future operations within
the script.
There are other excellent applications of the IFS environment variable. Say that you want
to iterate through values in a file that are separated by a colon (such as in the /etc/passwd file).
All you need to do is set the IFS value to a colon:
IFS=:
If you want to specify more than one IFS character, just string them together on the assignment
line:
IFS=$‘\n‘: ; "

This assignment uses the newline, colon, semicolon, and double quotation mark characters as
field separators. There‘s no limit to how you can parse your data using the IFS characters.

Reading a directory using wildcards
Finally, you can use the for command to automatically iterate through a directory of files. To do
this, you must use a wildcard character in the file or pathname. This forces the shell to use file
globbing. File globbing is the process of producing file or path names that match a specified
wildcard character. This feature is great for processing files in a directory, when you don‘t know
all of the filenames.
for file in /home/rich/test/*
do
if [ -d "$file" ]
then
echo "$file is a directory"
elif [ -f "$file" ]
then
echo "$file is a file"
fi
done
The for command iterates through the results of the /home/rich/test/* listing. The code tests
each entry using the test command (using the square bracket method) to see if it‘s a directory
(using the -d parameter) or a file (using the -f parameter).
Notice in this example I did something different in the if statement
tests: if [ -d "$file" ]
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In Linux it‘s perfectly legal to have directory and filenames that contain spaces. To ccommodate
that, you should enclose the $file variable in double quotation marks. If you don‘t, you‘ll get an
error if you run into a directory or filename that contains spaces:
./test6: line 6: [: too many arguments
./test6: line 9: [: too many arguments
The bash shell interprets the additional words as arguments within the test command, causing an
error.You can also combine both the directory search method and the list method in the same for
statement, by listing a series of directory wildcards in the for command.
for file in /home/rich/.b* /home/rich/badtest
do
if [ -d "$file" ]
then
echo "$file is a directory"
elif [ -f "$file" ]
then
echo "$file is a file"
else
echo "$file doesn‘t exist"
fi
done
The for statement first uses file globbing to iterate through the list of files that result from
the wildcard character, then it iterates through the next file in the list. You can combine any
number of wildcard entries in the list to iterate through.
Notice that you can enter anything in the list data — even if the file or directory doesn’t
exist, the for statement attempts to process whatever you place in the list.
This can be a problem when working with files and directories. You have no way of
knowing if you’re trying to iterate through a nonexistent directory: It’s always a good idea
to test each file or directory before trying to process it.

The C-Style for Command
If you‘ve done any programming using the C programming language, you‘re probably surprised
by the way the bash shell uses the for command. In the C language, a for loop normally defines a
variable, which it then alters automatically during each iteration. Normally, programmers use
this variable as a counter, and either increment or decrement the counter by one in each iteration.
The bash for command can also provide this functionality. This section shows how you can use a
C-style for command in a bash shell script.

The C language for command
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The C language for command has a specific method for specifying a variable, a condition that
must remain true for the iterations to continue, and a method for altering the variable for
each iteration. When the specified condition becomes false, the for loop stops. The condition
equation is defined using standard mathematical symbols. For example, take the C language
code:
for (i = 0; i ‹ 10; i++)
{
printf("The next number is %d\n", i);
}
This code produces a simple iteration loop, where the variable i is used as a counter. The first
section assigns a default value to the variable. The middle section defines the condition under
which the loop will iterate. When the defined condition becomes false, the for loop stops
iterations. The last section defines the iteration process. After each iteration, the expression
defined in the last section is executed. In this example, the i variable is incremented by one
after each iteration.
The bash shell also supports a version of the for loop that looks similar to the C-style for loop,
although it does have some subtle differences, including a couple of things that‘ll confuse shell
script programmers. Here‘s the basic format of the C-style bash for loop:
for (( variable assignment ; condition ; iteration process ))
The format of the C-style for loop can be confusing for bash shell script programmers, as it uses
C-style variable references instead of the shell-style variable references. Here‘s what a C-style
for command looks like:

for (( a = 1; a ‹ 10; a++ ))
Notice that there are a couple of things that don‘t follow the standard bash shell for method:
■ The assignment of the variable value can contain spaces.
■ The variable in the condition isn‘t preceded with a dollar sign.
■ The equation for the iteration process doesn‘t use the expr command format.
The shell developers created this format to more closely resemble the C-style for command.
While this is great for C programmers, it can throw even expert shell programmers into a tizzy.
Be careful when using the C-style for loop in your scripts.

Here‘s an example of using the C-style for command in a bash shell program:
#!/bin/bash
# testing the C-style for loop
for (( i=1; i ‹= 10; i++ ))
do
echo "The next number is $i"
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done
The for loop iterates through the commands using the variable defined in the for loop (the letter
i in this example). In each iteration, the $i variable contains the value assigned in the for
loop. After each iteration, the loop iteration process is applied to the variable, which in this
example, increments the variable by one.

Using multiple variables
The C-style for command also allows you to use multiple variables for the iteration. The loop
handles each variable separately, allowing you to define a different iteration process for each
variable.
While you can have multiple variables, you can only define one condition in
the for loop:
#!/bin/bash
# multiple variables
for (( a=1, b=10; a ‹= 10; a++, b-- ))
do
echo "$a - $b"
done
The a and b variables are each initialized with different values, and different iteration processes
are defined. While the loop increases the a variable, it decreases the b variable for each
iteration.

The while Command
The while command is somewhat of a cross between the if-then statement and the for loop. The
while command allows you to define a command to test, then loop through a set of commands
for as long as the defined test command returns a zero exit status. It tests the test command at the
start of each iteration. When the test command returns a non-zero exit status, the while command
stops executing the set of commands.

Basic while format
The format of the while command is:
while test command
do
other commands
done
The test command defined in the while command is the exact same format as in ifthen statements. Just as in the if-then statement, you can use any normal bash shell command,
or you can use the test command to test for conditions, such as variable values.
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The key to the while command is that the exit status of the test command specified must
change, based on the commands run during the loop. If the exit status never changes, the while
loop will get stuck in an infinite loop.

The most common situation uses the test command brackets to check a value of a shell variable
that‘s used in the loop commands:
#!/bin/bash
# while command test
var1=10
while [ $var1 -gt 0 ]
do
echo $var1
var1=$[ $var1 - 1 ]
done
The while command defines the test condition to check for each
iteration: while [ $var1 -gt 0 ]
As long as the test condition is true, the while command continues to loop through the
commands defined. Within the commands, the variable used in the test condition must be
modified, or else you‘ll have an infinite loop. In this example, we use shell arithmetic to
decrease the variable value by one:
var1=$[ $var1 - 1 ]
The while loop stops when the test condition is no longer true.

Using multiple test commands
In somewhat of an odd situation, the while command allows you to define multiple test
commands on the while statement line. Only the exit status of the last test command is used
to determine when the loop stops. This can cause some interesting results if you‘re not careful.
Here‘s an example of what I mean:
#!/bin/bash
# testing a multicommand while loop
var1=10
while echo $var1
[ $var1 -ge 0 ]
do
echo "This is inside the loop"
var1=$[ $var1 - 1 ]
done
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Pay close attention to what happened in this example. There were two test commands defined
in the while statement:
while echo $var1
[ $var1 -ge 0 ]
The first test command simply displays the current value of the var1 variable. The
second command uses the test command to determine the value of the var1 variable. Inside the
loop, an echo statement displays a simple message, indicating that the loop was processed.
The while loop executed the echo statement for when the var1 variable was equal to zero,
then decreased the var1 variable value. Next, the test commands were executed for the next
iteration. The echo test command was executed, displaying the value of the var1 variable,
which is now less than zero. It‘s not until the shell executes the test test command that
the while loop terminates.

This demonstrates that in a multi-command while statement, all of the test commands
are executed in each iteration, including the last iteration when the last test command fails.
Be careful of this.

The until Command
The until command works exactly the opposite way from the while command. The until
command requires that you to specify a test command that normally produces a non-zero
exit status. As long as the exit status of the test command is non-zero, the bash shell
executes the commands listed in the loop. Once the test command returns a zero exit status, the
loop stops. As you would expect, the format of the until command is:

until test commands
do
other commands
done
Similar to the while command, you can have more than one test command in the until
command statement. Only the exit status of the last command determines if the bash shell
executes the other commands defined.
Here‘s an example of using the until command:
#!/bin/bash
# using the until command
var1=100
until [ $var1 -eq 0 ]
do
echo $var1
var1=$[ $var1 - 25 ]
done
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This example tests the var1 variable to determine when the until loop should stop. As soon as the
value of the variable is equal to zero, the until command stops the loop. The same caution as for
the while command applies when you use multiple test commands with the until command:
#!/bin/bash
# using the until command
var1=100
until echo $var1
[ $var1 -eq 0 ]
do
echo Inside the loop: $var1
var1=$[ $var1 - 25 ]
done
The shell executes the test commands specified and stops only when the last command is true.

Nesting Loops
A loop statement can use any other type of command within the loop, including other loop
commands.
This is called a nested loop. Care should be taken when using nested loops, as you‘re performing
an iteration within an iteration, which multiplies the number of times commands are being
run. Not paying close attention to this can cause problems in your scripts.
Here‘s a simple example of nesting a for loop inside another for loop:
#!/bin/bash
# nesting for loops
for (( a = 1; a ‹= 3; a++ ))
do
echo "Starting loop $a:"
for (( b = 1; b ‹= 3; b++ ))
do
echo " Inside loop: $b"
done
done
The nested loop (also called the inner loop) iterates through its values for each iteration of
the outer loop. Notice that there‘s no difference between the do and done commands for the
two loops. The bash shell knows when the first done command is executed that it refers to the
inner loop and not the outer loop.
The same applies when you mix loop commands, such as placing a for loop inside a while loop:
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#!/bin/bash
# placing a for loop inside a while loop
var1=5
while [ $var1 -ge 0 ]
do
echo "Outer loop: $var1"
for (( var2 = 1; $var2 ‹ 3; var2++ ))
do
var3=$[ $var1 * $var2 ]
echo " Inner loop: $var1 * $var2 = $var3"
done
var1=$[ $var1 - 1 ]
done
Again, the shell was able to distinguish between the do and done commands of the inner for loop
from the same commands in the outer while loop.
If you really want to test your brain, you can even combine until and while loops:
#!/bin/bash
# using until and while loops
var1=3
until [ $var1 -eq 0 ]
do
echo "Outer loop: $var1"
var2=1
while [ $var2 -lt 5 ]
do
var3=`echo "scale=4; $var1 / $var2" | bc`
echo " Inner loop: $var1 / $var2 = $var3"
var2=$[ $var2 + 1 ]
done
var1=$[ $var1 - 1 ]
done
The outer until loop starts with a value of three and continues until the value equals zero. The
inner while loop starts with a value of 1 and continues as long as the value is less than five. Each
loop must change the value used in the test condition, or the loop will get stuck infinitely.

Looping on File Data
Often, you must iterate through items stored inside a file. This requires combining two of the
techniques covered:
■ Using nested loops
■ Changing the IFS environment variable
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By changing the IFS environment variable, you can force the for command to handle each line
in the file as a separate item for processing, even if the data contains spaces. Once you‘ve
extracted an individual line in the file, you may have to loop again to extract data contained
within it.
The classic example of this is processing data in the /etc/passwd file. This requires that you
iterate through the /etc/passwd file line by line, then change the IFS variable value to a colon
so that you can separate out the individual components in each line.
Here‘s an example of doing that:
#!/bin/bash
# changing the IFS value
IFS.OLD=$IFS
IFS=$‘\n‘
for entry in `cat /etc/passwd`
do
echo "Values in $entry -"
IFS=:
for value in $entry
do
echo " $value"
done
done
$
This script uses two different IFS values to parse the data. The first IFS value parses the
individual lines in the /etc/passwd file. The inner for loop next changes the IFS value to
the colon, which allows you to parse the individual values within the /etc/passwd lines.
The inner loop parses each individual value in the /etc/passwd entry. This is also a great way to
process comma-separated data, a common way to import spreadsheet data.

Controlling the Loop
You might be tempted to think that once you start a loop, you‘re stuck until the loop finishes all
of its iterations. This is not true. There are a couple of commands that help us control what
happens inside of a loop:

■ The break command
■ The continue command
Each command has a different use in how to control the operation of a loop. The following
sections describe how you can use these commands to control the operation of your loops.
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The break command
The break command is a simple way to escape out of a loop in progress. You can use the break
command to exit out of any type of loop, including while and until loops.
There are several situations in which you can use the break command. This section shows each
of these methods.
Breaking out of a single loop
When the shell executes a break command, it attempts to break out of the loop that‘s currently
processing:
#!/bin/bash
# breaking out of a for loop
for var1 in 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
do
if [ $var1 -eq 5 ]
then
break
fi
echo "Iteration number: $var1"
done
echo "The for loop is completed"
The for loop should normally have iterated through all of the values specified in the list.
However, when the if-then condition was satisfied, the shell executed the break command, which
stopped the for loop.
This technique also works for while and until loops:
#!/bin/bash
# breaking out of a while loop
var1=1
while [ $var1 -lt 10 ]
do
if [ $var1 -eq 5 ]
then
break
fi
echo "Iteration: $var1"
var1=$[ $var1 + 1 ]
done
echo "The while loop is completed"
The while loop terminated when the if-then condition was met, executing the break command.
Breaking out of an inner loop
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When you‘re working with multiple loops, the break command automatically terminates
the innermost loop you‘re in:
#!/bin/bash
# breaking out of an inner loop
for (( a = 1; a ‹ 4; a++ ))
do
echo "Outer loop: $a"
for (( b = 1; b ‹ 100; b++ ))
do
if [ $b -eq 5 ]
then
break
fi
echo " Inner loop: $b"
done
done
The for statement in the inner loop specifies to iterate until the b variable is equal to
100. However, the if-then statement in the inner loop specifies that when the b variable value is
equal to five, the break command is executed. Notice that even though the inner loop is
terminated with the break command, the outer loop continues working as specified.
Breaking out of an outer loop
There may be times when you‘re in an inner loop but need to stop the outer loop. The break
command includes a single command line parameter value:
break n
where n indicates the level of the loop to break out of. By default, n is one, indicating to
break out of the current loop. If you set n to a value of two, the break command will stop the
next level of the outer loop:
#!/bin/bash
# breaking out of an outer loop
for (( a = 1; a ‹ 4; a++ ))
do
echo "Outer loop: $a"
for (( b = 1; b ‹ 100; b++ ))
do
if [ $b -gt 4 ]
then
break 2
fi
echo " Inner loop: $b"
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done
done

The continue command
The continue command is a way to prematurely stop processing commands inside of a loop but
not terminate the loop completely. This allows you to set conditions within a loop where the
shell won‘t execute commands. Here‘s a simple example of using the continue command in a for
loop:
#!/bin/bash
# using the continue command
for (( var1 = 1; var1 ‹ 15; var1++ ))
do
if [ $var1 -gt 5 ] && [ $var1 -lt 10 ]
then
continue
fi
echo "Iteration number: $var1"
done
When the conditions of the if-then statement are met (the value is greater than five and less
than 10), the shell executes the continue command, which skips the rest of the commands in the
loop, but keeps the loop going. When the if-then condition is no longer met, things return
back to normal.
You can use the continue command in while and until loops, but be extremely careful with what
you‘re doing. Remember, when the shell executes the continue command, it skips the remaining
commands. If you‘re incrementing your test condition variable in one of those conditions,
bad things will happen:

#!/bin/bash
# improperly using the continue command in a while loop
var1=0
while echo "while iteration: $var1"
[ $var1 -lt 15 ]
do
if [ $var1 -gt 5 ] && [ $var1 -lt 10 ]
then
continue
fi
echo " Inside iteration number: $var1"
var1=$[ $var1 + 1 ]
done
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You‘ll want to make sure you redirect the output of this script to the more command so you can
stop things. Everything seems to be going just fine, until the if-then condition is met, and the
shell executes the continue command. When the shell executes the continue command, it skips
the remaining commands in the while loop. Unfortunately, that‘s where I incremented the
counter variable that I tested in the while test command. That meant that the variable
wasn‘t incremented, as you can see from the continually displaying output.
Just as with the break command, the continue command allows you to specify what level of loop
to continue with a command line parameter:
continue n
where n defines the loop level to continue. Here‘s an example of continuing an outer for loop:
#!/bin/bash
# continuing an outer loop
for (( a = 1; a ‹= 5; a++ ))
do
echo "Iteration $a:"
for (( b = 1; b ‹ 3; b++ ))
do
if [ $a -gt 2 ] && [ $a -lt 4 ]
then
continue 2
fi
var3=$[ $a * $b ]
echo " The result of $a * $b is $var3"
done
done
The if-then statement:
if [ $a -gt 2 ] && [ $a -lt 4 ]
then
continue 2
fi
uses the continue command to stop processing the commands inside the loop, but continue the
outer loop. Notice in the script output that the iteration for the value 3 doesn‘t process any inner
loop statements, as the continue command stopped the processing, but continues with the
outer loop processing.

Processing the Output of a Loop
Finally, you can either pipe or redirect the output of a loop within your shell script. You do this
by adding the processing command to the end of the done command:
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for file in /home/rich/*
do
if [ -d "$file" ]
then
echo "$file is a directory"
elif
echo "$file is a file"
fi
done > output.txt
Instead of displaying the results on the monitor, the shell redirects the results of the for command
to the file output.txt.
Here‘s an example of redirecting the output of a for command to a file:

#!/bin/bash
# redirecting the for output to a file
for (( a = 1; a ‹ 10; a++ ))
do
echo "The number is $a"
done > test23.txt
echo "The command is finished."
The shell creates the file test23.txt, and redirects the output of the for command only to the
file. The shell displays the echo statement after the for command just as normal.
This same technique also works for piping the output of a loop to another command:
#!/bin/bash
# piping a loop to another command
for state in "North Dakota" Connecticut Illinois Alabama Tennessee
do
echo "$state is the next place to go"
done | sort
echo "This completes our travels"
The state values aren‘t listed in any particular order in the for command list. The output of
the for command is piped to the sort command, which will change the order of the for
command output. Running the script indeed shows that the output was properly sorted within the
script.
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Chapter :10 Handling User Input
So far you‘ve seen how to write scripts that interact with data, variables, and files on the Linux
system. Sometimes, you need to write a script that has to interact with the person running the
script. The bash shell provides a few different methods for retrieving data from people, including
command line parameters (data values added after the command), command line options
(single- letter values that modify the behavior of the command), and reading input directly
from the keyboard. This chapter discusses how to incorporate these different methods into your
bash shell scripts to obtain data from the person running your script.

Command Line Parameters
The most basic method of passing data to your shell script is by using command line parameters.
Command line parameters allow you to add data values to the command line when you execute
the script:
$ ./addem 10 30
This example passes two command line parameters (10 and 30) to the script addem. The script
handles the command line parameters using special variables.
The following sections describe how to use command line parameters in your bash shell scripts.

Reading parameters
The bash shell assigns special variables, called positional parameters, to all of the parameters
entered in a command line. This even includes the name of the program the shell executes. The
positional parameter variables are standard numbers, with $0 being the name of the program, $1
being the first parameter, $2 being the second parameter, and so on, up to $9 for the ninth
parameter.
Here‘s a simple example of using one command line parameter in a shell script:
#!/bin/bash
# using one command line parameter
factorial=1
for (( number = 1; number ‹= $1 ; number++ ))
do
factorial=$[ $factorial * $number ]
done
echo The factorial of $1 is $factorial
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You can use the $1 variable just like any other variable in the shell script. The shell script
automatically assigns the value from the command line parameter to the variable, you don‘t
need to do anything with it.

If you need to enter more command line parameters, each parameter must be separated by
a space on the command line:
#!/bin/bash
# testing two command line parameters
total=$[ $1 * $2 ]
echo The first paramerer is $1.
echo The second parameter is $2.
echo The total value is $total.
The shell assigns each parameter to the appropriate variable.

In this example, the command line parameters used were both numerical values. You can also
use text strings in the command line:
#!/bin/bash
# testing string parameters
echo Hello $1, glad to meet you.
$ ./test3 Rich
Hello Rich, glad to meet you.
$
The shell passes the string value entered into the command line to the script. However, you‘ll
have a problem if you try to do this with a text string that contains spaces Remember, each of the
parameters is separated by a space, so the shell interpreted the space as just separating the two
values. To include a space as a parameter value, you must use quotation marks (either single or
double quotation marks):
$ ./test3 ‘Rich Blum‘
Hello Rich Blum, glad to meet you.
$ ./test3 "Rich Blum"
Hello Rich Blum, glad to meet you.
$
Notice that the quotation marks aren‘t part of the data, they just delineate the beginning and end
of the data. If your script needs more than nine command line parameters, you can continue,
but the variable names change slightly. After the ninth variable, you must use braces around the
variable number, such as ${10}. Here‘s an example of doing that:
#!/bin/bash
# handling lots of parameters
total=$[ ${10} * ${11} ]
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echo The tenth parameter is ${10}
echo The eleventh parameter is ${11}
echo The total is $total
This technique allows you to add as many command line parameters to your scripts as you
could possibly need.

Reading the program name
You can use the $0 parameter to determine the name of the program that the shell started from
the command line. This can come in handy if you‘re writing a utility that can have
multiple functions. However, there‘s a small problem that you‘ll have to deal with. Look what
happens in this simple example:
#!/bin/bash
# testing the $0 parameter
echo The command entered is: $0
The actual string passed in the $0 variable is the entire path used for the program, not just the
program name.
If you want to write a script that performs different functions based on the name of the script run
from the command line, you‘ll have to do a little work. You need to be able to strip off whatever
path is used to run the script from the command line.
Fortunately, there‘s a handy little command available for us that does just that.
The basename command returns just the program name without the path. Let‘s modify the
example script and see how this works:
#!/bin/bash
# using basename with the $0 parameter
name=`basename $0`
echo The command entered is: $name
Now that‘s much better. You can now use this technique to write scripts that perform different
functions based on the script name used. Here‘s a simple example to demonstrate this:
#!/bin/bash
# testing a multi-function script
name=`basename $0`
if [ $name = "addem" ]
then
total=$[ $1 + $2 ]
elif [ $name = "multem" ]
then
total=$[ $1 * $2 ]
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fi
echo The calculated value is $total
The example creates two separate filenames from the test6 code, one by just copying the file
and the other by using a link to create the new file. In both cases, the script determines the
basename of the script and performs the appropriate function based on that value.

Testing parameters
You need to be careful when using command line parameters in your shell scripts. If the script
runs without the parameters, bad things can happen:
$ ./addem 2
./addem: line 8: 2 + : syntax error: operand expected
(error token is " ")
The calculated value is
$
When the script assumes there‘s data in a parameter variable, and there isn‘t, most likely you‘ll
get an error message from your script. This is not a good way to write scripts. It‘s always a good
idea to check your parameters to make sure there‘s really data there before using them:
#!/bin/bash
# testing parameters before use
if [ -n "$1" ]
then
echo Hello $1, glad to meet you.
else
echo "Sorry, you didn‘t identify yourself."
Fi
In this example, the -n parameter in the test command to check if there was data in the
command line parameter. In the next section you‘ll see there‘s yet another way to check for
command line parameters.

Special Parameter Variables
There are a few special variables available in the bash shell that track command line
parameters. This section describes what they are, and how to use them.

Counting parameters
As you saw in the last section, it‘s often a good idea to verify command line parameters before
using them in your script. For scripts that use multiple command line parameters, this can get
tedious.
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Instead of testing each parameter, you can just count how many parameters were entered on the
command line. The bash shell provides a special variable for this purpose.
The special $# variable contains the number of command line parameters included when
the script was run. You can use this special variable anywhere in the script, just as a normal
variable:
#!/bin/bash
# getting the number of parameters
echo There were $# parameters supplied.
Now you have the ability to test the number of parameters present before trying to use them:
#!/bin/bash
# testing parameters
if [ $# -ne 2 ]
then
echo Usage: test9 a b
else
total=$[ $1 + $2 ]
echo The total is $total
fi
The if-then statement uses the test command to perform a numeric test of the number of
parameters supplied on the command line. If the correct number of parameters isn‘t present,
you can print an error message that shows the correct usage of the script.
This variable also provides a cool way of grabbing the last parameter on the command line,
without having to know how many parameters were used. However, you need to use a little trick
to get there.
If you think this through, you might think that since the $# variable contains the value of the
number of parameters, then using the variable ${$#} would represent the last command line
parameter variable. Try that out and see what happens:
#!/bin/bash
# testing grabbing last parameter
echo The last parameter was ${$#}
Something wrong happened. It turns out that you can‘t use the dollar sign within the braces.
Instead, you must replace the dollar sign with an exclamation mark. Odd, but it works:
#!/bin/bash
# grabbing the last parameter
params=$#
echo The last parameter is $params
echo The last paramerer is ${!#}
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Perfect. This test also assigned the $# variable value to the variable params, then used that
variable within the special command line parameter variable format as well. Both
versions worked.
It‘s also important to notice that, when there weren‘t any parameters on the command line, the
$# value was zero, which is what appears in the params variable, but the ${!#} variable returns
the script name used on the command line.

Grabbing all the data
There are situations where you‘ll want to just grab all of the parameters provided on the
command line and iterate through all of them. Instead of having to mess with using the
$# variable to determine how many parameters are on the command line, then having to
loop through all of them, you can use a couple of other special variables.
The $* and $@ variables provide one-stop shopping for all of your parameters. Both of these
variables include all of the command line parameters within a single variable.
The $* variable takes all of the parameters supplied on the command line as a single word. The
word contains each of the values as they appear on the command line. Basically, instead of
treating the parameters as multiple objects, the $* variable treats them all as one parameter.
The $@ variable on the other hand, takes all of the parameters supplied on the command line as
separate words in the same string. It allows you to iterate through the value, separating out
each parameter supplied. This is most often accomplished using the for command.
It can easily get confusing as to how these two variables operate. If you take them both at face
value, you won‘t even see the difference:
#!/bin/bash
# testing $* and $@
echo "Using the \$* method: $*"
echo "Using the \$@ method: $@"
Notice that on the surface, both variables produce the same output, showing all of the
command line parameters provided at once.
Now, here‘s another example that‘ll demonstrate where the difference comes into play:
#!/bin/bash
# testing $* and $@
count=1
for param in "$*"
do
echo "\$* Parameter #$count = $param"
count=$[ $count + 1 ]
done
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count=1
for param in "$@"
do
echo "\$@ Parameter #$count = $param"
count=$[ $count + 1 ]
done
Now we‘re getting somewhere. By using the for command to iterate through the special
variables, you can see how they each treat the command line parameters differently. The $*
variable treated all of the parameters as a single word, while the $@ variable treated
each parameter separately.

This is a great way to iterate through command line parameters.

Being Shifty
Another tool you have in your bash shell toolbelt is the shift command. The bash shell provides
the shift command to help us manipulate command line parameters. The shift command does
what it says, it shifts the command line parameters in their relative positions.
When you use the shift command, it ‗‗downgrades‘‘ each parameter variable one position by
default. Thus, the value for variable $3 is moved to $2, the value for variable $2 is moved to $1,
and the value for variable $1 is discarded (note that the value for variable $0, the program
name, remains unchanged).
This is another great way to iterate through command line parameters, especially if you
don‘t know how many parameters are available. You can just operate on the first parameter,
shift the parameters over, then operate on the first parameter again.
Here‘s a short demonstration of how this works:
#!/bin/bash
# demonstrating the shift command
count=1
while [ -n "$1" ]
do
echo "Parameter #$count = $1"
count=$[ $count + 1 ]
shift
done
The script performs a while loop, testing the length of the first parameter‘s value. When the first
parameter‘s length is zero, the loop ends.
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After testing the first parameter, the shift command is used to shift all of the parameters one
position.
Alternatively, you can perform a multiple location shift by providing a parameter to the shift
command. Just provide the number of places you want to shift:
#!/bin/bash
# demonstrating a multi-position shift
echo "The original parameters: $*"
shift 2
echo "Here‘s the new first parameter: $1"
By using values in the shift command, you can easily skip over parameters you don‘t need.
Be careful when working with the shift command. When a parameter is shifted out, its
value is lost and can’t be recovered.

Working With Options
If you‘ve been following along in the book, you‘ve seen several bash commands that provide
both parameters and options. Options are single letters preceded by a dash that alter the
behavior of a command. This section shows three different methods for working with options in
your shell scripts.

Finding your options
On the surface, there‘s nothing all that special about command line options. They appear on the
command line immediately after the script name, just the same as command line parameters.
In fact, if you want, you can process command line options the same way that you
process command line parameters.
Processing simple options
In the test13 script earlier, you saw how to use the shift command to walk your way down the
command line parameters provided with the script program. You can use this same technique to
process command line options.
As you extract each individual parameter, use the case statement to determine when a parameter
is formatted as an option:
$ cat test15
#!/bin/bash
# extracting command line options as parameters
while [ -n "$1" ]
do
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case "$1" in
-a) echo "Found the -a option" ;;
-b) echo "Found the -b option";;
-c) echo "Found the -c option" ;;
*) echo "$1 is not an option";;
esac
shift
done
The case statement checks each parameter for valid options. When one is found, the
appropriate commands are run in the case statement.
This method works, no matter what order the options are presented on the command line:
Output:$ ./test15 -d -c -a
-d is not an option
Found the -c option
Found the -a option
$
The case statement processes each option as it finds it in the command line parameters. If
any other parameters are included on the command line, you can include commands in the
catch-all part of the case statement to process them.
Separating options from parameters
Often you‘ll run into situations where you‘ll want to use both options and parameters for a shell
script. The standard way to do this in Linux is to separate the two with a special character code
that tells the script when the options are done and when the normal parameters start.
For Linux, this special character is the double dash (--). The shell uses the double dash to
indicate the end of the option list. After seeing the double dash, your script can safely process the
remaining command line parameters as parameters and not options.
To check for the double dash, all you need to do is add another entry in the case statement:
$ cat test16
#!/bin/bash
# extracting options and parameters
while [ -n "$1" ]
do
case "$1" in
-a) echo "Found the -a option" ;;
-b) echo "Found the -b option";;
-c) echo "Found the -c option" ;;
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--) shift
break ;;
*) echo "$1 is not an option";;
esac
shift
done
count=1
for param in $@
do
echo "Parameter #$count: $param"
count=$[ $count + 1 ]
done
$
This script uses the break command to break out of the while loop when it encounters the
double dash. Because we‘re breaking out prematurely, we need to ensure that we stick in
another shift command to get the double dash out of the parameter variables.
For the first test, try running the script using a normal set of options and parameters:
Output:$ ./test16 -c -a -b test1 test2 test3
Found the -c option
Found the -a option
Found the -b option
test1 is not an option
test2 is not an option
test3 is not an option
$
The results show that the script assumed that all the command line parameters were
options when it processed them. Next, try the same thing, only this time using the double
dash to separate the options from the parameters on the command line:
Output:$ ./test16 -c -a -b -- test1 test2 test3
Found the -c option
Found the -a option
Found the -b option
Parameter #1: test1
Parameter #2: test2
Parameter #3: test3
$
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When the script reaches the double dash, it stops processing options and assumes that any
remaining parameters are command line parameters.
Processing options with values
Some options require an additional parameter value. In these situations, the command line
looks something like this:
$ ./testing -a test1 -b -c -d test2
Your script must be able to detect when your command line option requires an additional
parameter and be able to process it appropriately. Here‘s an example of how to do that:
$ cat test17
#!/bin/bash
# extracting command line options and values
while [ -n "$1" ]
do
case "$1" in
-a) echo "Found the -a option";;
-b) param="$2"
echo "Found the -b option, with parameter value $param"
shift 2;;
-c) echo "Found the -c option";;
--) shift
break;;
*) echo "$1 is not an option";;
esac
shift
done
count=1
for param in "$@"
do
echo "Parameter #$count: $param"
count=$[ $count + 1 ]
done

Output:-

$ ./test17 -a -b test1 -d
Found the -a option
Found the -b option, with parameter value test1
-d is not an option
$
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In this example, the case statement defines three options that it processes. The -b option also
requires an additional parameter value. Since the parameter being processed is $1, you know
that the additional parameter value is located in $2 (since all of the parameters are shifted after
they are processed). Just extract the parameter value from the $2 variable. Of course, since we
used two parameter spots for this option, you also need to set the shift command to shift two
positions.
Just as with the basic feature, this process works no matter what order you place the options in
(just remember to include the appropriate option parameter with the each option):
Output:$ ./test17 -b test1 -a -d
Found the -b option, with parameter value test1
Found the -a option
-d is not an option
$
Now you have the basic ability to process command line options in your shell scripts, but
there are limitations. For example, this won‘t work if you try to combine multiple options in
one parameter:
Output:$ ./test17 -ac
-ac is not an option
$
It is a common practice in Linux to combine options, and if your script is going to be
userfriendly, you‘ll want to offer this feature for your users as well. Fortunately, there‘s another
method for processing options that can help us.

Using the getopt command
The getopt command is a great tool to have handy when processing command line options
and parameters. It reorganizes the command line parameters to make parsing them in your
script easier.
The command format
The getopt command can take a list of command line options and parameters, in any form,
and automatically turn them into the proper format. It uses the command format:
getopt options

optstring parameters

The optstring is the key to the process. It defines the valid option letters used in the command
line. It also defines which option letters require a parameter value.
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First, list each command line option letter you‘re going to use in your script in the optstring.
Then, place a colon after each option letter that requires a parameter value. The getopt
command parses the supplied parameters based on the optstring you define.
Here‘s a simple example of how getopt works:
$ getopt ab:cd -a -b test1 -cd test2 test3
-a -b test1 -c -d -- test2 test3
$
The optstring defines four valid option letters, a, b, c, and d. It also defines that the option letter b
requires a parameter value. When the getopt command runs, it examines the provided
parameter list, and parses it based on the supplied optstring. Notice that it automatically
separated the -cd options into two separate options and inserted the double dash to
separate the additional parameters on the line.
If you specify an option not in the optstring, by default the getopt command produces an
error message:
$ getopt ab:cd -a -b test1 -cde test2 test3
getopt: invalid option -- e
-a -b test1 -c -d -- test2 test3
$

If you prefer to just ignore the error messages, use the -q option with the command:
$ getopt -q ab:cd -a -b test1 -cde test2 test3
-a -b ‘test1‘ -c -d -- ‘test2‘ ‘test3‘
$
Note that the getopt command options must be listed before the optstring. Now you should
be ready to use this command in your scripts to process command line options.
Using getopt in your scripts
You can use the getopt command in your scripts to format any command line options or
parameters entered for your script. It‘s a little tricky, though, to use.
The trick is to replace the existing command line options and parameters with the
formatted version produced by the getopt command. The way to do that is to use the set
command.
You saw the set command. The set command works with the different variables in the shell.
Chapter 5 showed how to use the set command to display all of the system environment
variables.
One of the options of the set command is the double dash, which instructs it to replace the
command line parameter variables with the values on the set command‘s command line.
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The trick then is to feed the original script command line parameters to the getopt
command, then feed the output of the getopt command to the set command to replace the
original command line parameters with the nicely formatted ones from getopt. This looks
something like this:
set -- `getopts -q ab:cd "$@"`
Now the values of the original command line parameter variables are replaced with the
output from the getopt command, which formats the command line parameters for us.
Using this technique, we can now write scripts that handle our command line parameters for us:
$ cat test18
#!/bin/bash
# extracting command line options and values with getopt
set -- `getopt -q ab:c "$@"`
while [ -n "$1" ]
do
case "$1" in
-a) echo "Found the -a option" ;;
-b) param="$2"
echo "Found the -b option, with parameter value $param"
shift ;;
-c) echo "Found the -c option" ;;
--) shift
break;;
*) echo "$1 is not an option";;
esac
shift
done
count=1
for param in "$@"
do
echo "Parameter #$count: $param"
count=$[ $count + 1 ]
done
$
You‘ll notice this is basically the same script as in test17. The only thing that changed is the
addition of the getopt command to help format our command line parameters.
Now when you run the script with complex options, things work much better:
Output:$ ./test18 -ac
Found the -a option
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Found the -c option
$
And of course, all of the original features work just fine as well:
Output:$ ./test18 -a -b test1 -cd test2 test3 test4
Found the -a option
Found the -b option, with parameter value ‘test1‘
Found the -c option
Parameter #1: ‘test2‘
Parameter #2: ‘test3‘
Parameter #3: ‘test4‘
$
Now things are looking pretty fancy. However, there‘s still one small bug that lurks in the getopt
command. Check out this example:
$ ./test18 -a -b test1 -cd "test2 test3" test4
Found the -a option
Found the -b option, with parameter value ‘test1‘
Found the -c option
Parameter #1: ‘test2
Parameter #2: test3‘
Parameter #3: ‘test4‘
$
The getopt command isn‘t good at dealing with parameter values with spaces. It interpreted
the space as the parameter separator, instead of following the double quotation marks and
combining the two values into one parameter. Fortunately for us, there‘s yet another solution that
solves this problem.

The more advanced getopts
The getopts command (notice that it‘s plural) is built into the bash shell. It looks a lot like
its getopt cousin, but has some expanded features.
Unlike getopt, which produces one output for all of the processed options and parameters found
in the command line, the getopts command works on the existing shell parameter
variables sequentially.
It processes the parameters it detects in the command line one at a time each time it‘s called.
When it runs out of parameters, it exits with an exit status greater than zero. This makes it
great for using in loops to parse all of the parameters on the command line.
The format of the getopts command is:
getopts optstring variable
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The optstring value is similar to the one used in the getopt command. List valid option letters
in the optstring, along with a colon if the option letter requires a parameter value. To suppress
error messages, start the optstring with a colon. The getopts command places the current
parameter in the variable defined in the command line.
There are two environment variables that the getopts command uses. The OPTARG environment
variable contains the value to be used if an option requires a parameter value. The OPTIND
environment variable contains the value of the current location within the parameter list
where getopts left off. This allows you to continue processing other command line
parameters after finishing the options.
Let‘s take a look at a simple example that uses the getopts command:
$ cat test19
#!/bin/bash
# simple demonstration of the getopts command
while getopts :ab:c opt
do
case "$opt" in
a) echo "Found the -a option" ;;
b) echo "Found the -b option, with value $OPTARG";;
c) echo "Found the -c option" ;;
*) echo "Unknown option: $opt";;
esac
done
Output:$ ./test19 -ab test1 -c
Found the -a option
Found the -b option, with value test1
Found the -c option
The while statement defines the getopts command, specifying what command line options
to look for, along with the variable name to store them in for each iteration.
You‘ll notice something different about the case statement in this example. When the getopts
command parses the command line options, it also strips off the leading dash, so you don‘t need
them in the case definitions.

There are several nice features in the getopts command. For starters, you can now include
spaces in your parameter values:
$ ./test19 -b "test1 test2" -a
Found the -b option, with value test1 test2
Found the -a option
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$
Another nice feature is that you can run the option letter and the parameter value
together without a space:
$ ./test19 -abtest1
Found the -a option
Found the -b option, with value test1
$
The getopts command correctly parsed the test1 value from the -b option. Yet another nice
feature of the getopts command is that it bundles any undefined option that it finds in the
command line into a single output, the question mark:
$ ./test19 -d
Unknown option: ?
$ ./test19 -acde
Found the -a option
Found the -c option
Unknown option: ?
Unknown option: ?
$
Any option letter not defined in the optstring value is sent to your code as a question mark.
The getopts command knows when to stop processing options, and leave the parameters for you
to process. As getopts processes each option, it increments the OPTIND environment. variable
by one. When you‘ve reached the end of the getopts processing, you can just use the OPTIND
value with the shift command to move to the parameters:
$ cat test20
#!/bin/bash
# processing options and parameters with getopts
while getopts :ab:cd opt
do
case "$opt" in
a) echo "Found the -a option" ;;
b) echo "Found the -b option, with value $OPTARG";;
c) echo "Found the -c option";;
d) echo "Found the -d option";;
*) echo "Unknown option: $opt";;
esac
done
shift $[ $OPTIND - 1 ]
count=1
for param in "$@"
do
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echo "Parameter $count: $param"
count=$[ $count + 1 ]
done

Now you have a full-featured command line option and parameter processing utility you can
use in all of your shell scripts.

Standardizing Options
When you create your shell script, obviously you‘re in control of what happens. It‘s completely
up to you as to which letter options you select to use, and how you select to use them.
However, there are a few letter options that have achieved somewhat of a standard meaning in
the Linux world. If you leverage these options in your shell script, it‘ll make your scripts
more user-friendly.
Table shows some of the common meanings for command line options used in Linux.

You‘ll probably recognize most of these option meanings just from working with the various
bash commands throughout the book. Using the same meaning for your options helps users
interact with your script without having to worry about manuals.
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Getting User Input
While providing command line options and parameters is a great way to get data from your
script users, sometimes your script needs to be more interactive. There are times when you need
to ask a question while the script is running and wait for a response from the person
running your script. The bash shell provides the read command just for this purpose.

Basic reading
The read command accepts input from the standard input (the keyboard), or from another
file descriptor (see next Chapter). After receiving the input, the read command places the data
into a standard variable. Here‘s the read command at its simplest:
$ cat test21
#!/bin/bash
# testing the read command
echo -n "Enter your name: "
read name
echo "Hello $name, welcome to my program."
$ ./test21
Enter your name: Rich Blum
Hello Rich Blum, welcome to my program.
$
That‘s pretty simple. Notice that the echo command that produced the prompt uses the –n
option. This suppresses the newline character at the end of the string, allowing the script user
to enter data immediately after the string, instead of on the next line. This gives your scripts a
more form- like appearance.
In fact, the read command includes the -p option, which allows you to specify a prompt
directly in the read command line:
$ cat test22
#!/bin/bash
# testing the read -p option
read -p "Please enter your age:" age
days=$[ $age * 365 ]
echo "That makes you over $days days old!"
$ ./test22
Please enter your age:10
That makes you over 3650 days old!
$
You‘ll notice in the first example that when I typed my name, the read command assigned both
my first name and last name to the same variable. The read command will assign all data
entered at the prompt to a single variable, or you can specify multiple variables. Each data
value entered
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is assigned to the next variable in the list. If the list of variables runs out before the data does, the
remaining data is assigned to the last variable:
$ cat test23
#!/bin/bash
# entering multiple variables
read -p "Enter your name: " first last
echo "Checking data for $last, $first..."
$ ./test23
Enter your name: Rich Blum
Checking data for Blum, Rich...
$
You can also specify no variables on the read command line. If you do that, the read command
places any data it receives in the special environment variable REPLY:

$ cat test24
#!/bin/bash
# testing the REPLY environment variable
read -p "Enter a number: "
factorial=1
for (( count=1; count ‹= $REPLY; count++ ))
do
factorial=$[ $factorial * $count ]
done
echo "The factorial of $REPLY is $factorial"
$ ./test24
Enter a number: 5
The factorial of 5 is 120
$
The REPLY environment variable will contain all of the data entered in the input, and it can be
used in the shell script as any other variable.

Timing out
There‘s a danger when using the read command. It‘s quite possible that your script will get stuck
waiting for the script user to enter data. If the script must go on regardless of if there was any
data entered, you can use the -t option specify a timer. The -t option specifies the number of
seconds
for the read command to wait for input. When the timer expires, the read command returns a
non-zero exit status:
$ cat test25
#!/bin/bash
# timing the data entry
if read -t 5 -p "Please enter your name: " name
then
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echo "Hello $name, welcome to my script"
else
echo
echo "Sorry, too slow!"
fi
Since the read command exits with a non-zero exit status if the timer expires, it‘s easy to use
the standard structured statements, such as an if-then statement or a while loop to track
what happened. In this example, when the timer expires, the if statement fails, and the shell
executes the commands in the else section.
Instead of timing the input, you can also set the read command to count the input characters.
When a preset number of characters has been entered, it automatically exits, assigning
the entered data to the variable:
$ cat test26
#!/bin/bash
# getting just one character of input
read -n1 -p "Do you want to continue [Y/N]? " answer
case $answer in
Y | y) echo
echo "fine, continue on...";;
N | n) echo
echo OK, goodbye
exit;;
esac
echo "This is the end of the script"
This example uses the -n option with the value of one, instructing the read command to
accept only a single character before exiting. As soon as you press the single character to
answer, the read command accepts the input and passes it to the variable. There‘s no need to
press the Enter key.

Silent reading
There are times when you need input from the script user, but you don‘t want that input to
display on the monitor. The classic example of this is when entering passwords, but there are
plenty of other types of data that you will need to hide.

The -s option prevents the data entered in the read command from being displayed on
the monitor (actually, the data is displayed, but the read command sets the text color to the
same as the background color). Here‘s an example of using the -s option in a script:
$ cat test27
#!/bin/bash
# hiding input data from the monitor
read -s -p "Enter your password: " pass
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echo
echo "Is your password really $pass?"
Output:$ ./test27
Enter your password:
Is your password really T3st1ng?
$
The data typed at the input prompt doesn‘t appear on the monitor but is assigned to the variable
just fine for use in the script.

Reading from a file
Finally, you can also use the read command to read data stored in a file on the Linux system.
Each call to the read command reads a single line of text from the file. When there are no
more lines left in the file, the read command will exit with a non-zero exit status.
The tricky part of this is getting the data from the file to the read command. The most
common method for doing this is to pipe the result of the cat command of the file directly
to a while
command that contains the read command. Here‘s an example of how to do this:
$ cat test28
#!/bin/bash
# reading data from a file
count=1
cat test | while read line
do
echo "Line $count: $line"
count=$[ $count + 1]
done
echo "Finished processing the file"
$ cat test
The quick brown dog jumps over the lazy fox.
This is a test, this is only a test.
O Romeo, Romeo! wherefore art thou Romeo?
Output:$ ./test28
Line 1: The quick brown dog jumps over the lazy fox.
Line 2: This is a test, this is only a test.
Line 3: O Romeo, Romeo! wherefore art thou Romeo?
Finished processing the file
$
The while command loop continues processing lines of the file with the read command, until
the read command exits with a non-zero exit status.
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Chapter Eleven : Presenting Data
Understanding Input and Output
So far, you've seen two methods for displaying the output from your scripts:
■ Display output on the monitor screen
■ Redirect output to a file
Both methods produced an all-or-nothing approach to data output. There are times though when
it would be nice to display some data on the monitor and other data in a file. For these instances,
it comes in handy to know how Linux handles input and output so that you can get your script
output to the right place.
The following sections describe how to use the standard Linux input and output system to your
advantage, to help direct script output to specific locations.

Standard file descriptors
The Linux system handles every object as a file. This includes the input and output process.
Linux identifies each file object using a file descriptor. The file descriptor is a non-negative
integer, which uniquely identifies open files in a session. Each process is allowed to have up to
nine open file descriptors at a time. The bash shell reserves the first three file descriptors ( 0 , 1 ,
and 2) for special purposes.
These three special file descriptors handle the input and output from your script. The shell uses
them to direct the default input and output in the shell to the appropriate location (which
by default is usually your monitor). The following sections describe each of these standard
file descriptors in more detail.
STDIN
The STDIN file descriptor references the standard input to the shell. For a terminal interface,
the standard input is the keyboard. The shell receives input from the keyboard on the STDIN
file descriptor, and processes each character as you type it.
When you use the input redirect symbol (<), Linux replaces the standard input file
descriptor with the file referenced by the redirection. It reads the file and retrieves data just
as if it were typed on the keyboard.
Many bash commands accept input from STDIN, especially if no files are specified on the
com- mand line. Here's an
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$ cat
this is a test
this is a test
this is a second test.
this is a second test.
When you enter the cat command on the command line by itself, it accepts input from
STDIN. As you enter each line, the cat command echoes the line to the display

example of using the cat command with data entered from STDIN:
However, you can also use the STDIN redirect symbol to force the cat command to accept input
from another file other than STDIN:
$ cat < testfile
This is the first line.
This is the second line.
This is the third line.
$
Now the cat command uses the lines that are contained in the testfile file as the input. You can
use this technique to input data to any shell command that accepts data from STDIN.
STDOUT
The STDOUT file descriptor references the standard output for the shell. On a terminal interface,
the standard output is the terminal monitor. All output from the shell (including programs and
scripts you run in the shell) is directed to the standard output, which is the monitor.
Most bash commands direct their output to the STDOUT file descriptor by default. you can
change that using output redirection:
$ l s -l > test2 $ cat test2 total 20
-rw-rw-r-- 1 rich rich 53 2007-10-26 11:30 test
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-rw-rw-r-- 1 rich rich 0 2007-10-26 11:32 test2
-rw-rw-r-- 1 rich rich 73 2007-10-26 11:23 testfile
$
With the output redirection symbol, all of the output that normally would have gone to the
monitor is instead redirected to the designated redirection file by the shell.
You can also append data to a file. You do this using the >> symbol:
$ who >> test2 $ cat test2 total 20
-rw-rw-r-- 1 rich rich 53 2007-10-26 11:30 test
-rw-rw-r-- 1 rich rich 0 2007-10-26 11:32 test2
-rw-rw-r-- 1 rich rich 73 2007-10-26 11:23 testfile
rich
pts/0
2007-10-27 15:34 (192.168.1.2)
$
The output generated by the who command is appended to the data already in the test2 file.
However, if you use the standard output redirection for your scripts, you can run into a problem.
Here's an example of what can happen in your script:
$ ls -al badfile > test3
ls: cannot access badfile: No such file or directory
$ cat test3
$
When a command produces an error message, the shell doesn't redirect the error message to
the output redirection file. The shell created the output redirection file, but the error
message appeared on the monitor screen.
The shell handles error messages separately from the normal output. If you're creating a shell
script that runs in background mode, often you must rely on the output messages being sent to a
log file. Using this technique, if any error messages occur, they won't appear in the log file.
You'll need to do something different.
STDERR
The shell handles error messages using the special STDERR file descriptor. The STDERR file
descriptor references the standard error output for the shell. This is the location where the shell
sends error messages generated by the shell or programs and scripts running in the shell.
By default, the STDERR file descriptor points to the same place as the STDOUT file descriptor
(even though they are assigned different file descriptor values). This means that, by default, all
error messages go to the monitor display.
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However, as you saw in the example, when you redirect STDOUT this doesn't automatically
redirect STDERR. When working with scripts, you'll often want to change that behavior,
especially if you're interested in logging error messages to a log file.
Redirecting errors
You've already seen how to redirect the STDOUT data by using the redirection symbol.
Redirecting the STDERR data isn't much different, you just need to define the STDERR
file descriptor when you use the redirection symbol. There are a couple of ways to do this.

Redirecting just errors
As you saw in Table 12-1, the STDERR file descriptor is set to the value 2. You can select to
redi-rect only error messages by placing this file descriptor value immediately before the
redirection symbol. The value must appear immediately before the redirection symbol or it won't
work:
$ ls -al badfile 2 > test4
$ cat test4
ls: cannot access badfile: No such file or directory
$
Now when you run the command, the error message doesn't appear on the monitor. Instead, the
output file contains any error messages that are generated by the command. Using this method,
the shell only redirects the error messages, not the normal data. Here's another example of
mixing STDOUT and STDERR messages in the same output:
$ ls -al test badtest test2 2 > test5
-rw-rw-r-- 1 rich rich 158 2007-10-26 11:32 test2
$ cat test5
ls: cannot access test: No such file or directory ls: cannot access badtest:
No such file or directory
$

The normal STDOUT output from the ls command still goes to the default STDOUT file
descriptor, which is the monitor. Since the command redirects file descriptor 2 output (STDERR)
to an output file, the shell sends any error messages generated directly to the specified
redirection file.
Redirecting errors and data
If you want to redirect both errors and the normal output, you'll need to use two redirection
symbols. You need to precede each with the appropriate file descriptor for the data you want to
redirect, then have them point to the appropriate output file for holding the data:
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$ ls -al test test2 test3 badtest 2 > test6 1 > test7
$ cat test6
ls: cannot access test: No such file or directory No
ls: cannot access badtest: such file or directory
$ cat test7
-rw-rw-r-- 1 rich rich 158 2007-10-26 11:32 test2
-rw-rw-r-- 1 rich rich 0 2007-10-26 11:33 test3
$
The shell redirects the normal output of the ls command that would have gone to STDOUT to the
test7 file using the 1> symbol. Any error messages that would have gone to STDERR were
redirected to the test6 file using the 2> symbol.

You can use this technique to separate normal script output from any error messages that occur
in the script. This allows you to easily identify errors without having to wade through thousands
of lines of normal output data.
Alternatively, if you want, you can redirect both STDERR and STDOUT output to the same
output file. The bash shell provides a special redirection symbol just for this purpose, the &>
symbol:
$ ls -al test test2 test3 badtest & > test7 $ cat test7
ls: cannot access test: No such file or directory
ls: cannot access badtest: No such file or directory
-rw-rw-r-- 1 rich rich 158 2007-10-26 11:32 test2
-rw-rw-r-- 1 rich rich 0 2007-10-26 11:33 test3
$
Using the &> symbol, all of the output generated by the command is sent to the same
location, both data and errors. You'll notice that one of the error messages is out of order from
what you'd expect. The error message for the badtest file (the last file to be listed) appears
second in the output file. The bash shell automatically gives error messages a higher priority
than the standard output. This allows you to view the error messages together, rather than
scattered throughout the output file.

Redirecting Output in Scripts
You can use the STDOUT and STDERR file descriptors in your scripts to produce output in
multiple locations simply by redirecting the appropriate file descriptors. There are two
methods for redirecting output in the script:
■ Temporarily redirecting each line
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■ Permanently redirecting all commands in the script
The following sections describe how each of these methods works.

Temporary redirections
If you want to purposely generate error messages in your script, you can redirect an individual
output line to STDERR. All you need to do is use the output redirection symbol to redirect the
output to the STDERR file descriptor. When you redirect to a file descriptor, you must precede
the file descriptor number with an ampersand sign (&):
echo "This is an error message" >&2
This line displays the text wherever the STDERR file descriptor for the script is pointing, instead
of the normal STDOUT. Here's an example of a script that uses this feature:
$ cat test8 #!/bin/bash
# testing STDERR messages
echo "This is an error" >&2
echo "This is normal output"
$
If you run the script as normal, you won't notice any difference:
$ ./test8
This is an error This is normal output
$
Remember, by default Linux directs the STDERR output to STDOUT. However, if you redirect
STDERR when running the script, any text directed to STDERR in the script will be redirected:
$ ./test8 2> test9
This is normal output
$ cat test9 This is an error
$
Perfect! The text that's displayed using STDOUT appears on the monitor, while the echo
statement text sent to STDERR is redirected to the output file.
This method is great for generating error messages in your scripts. If someone uses your scripts,
they can easily redirect the error messages using the STDERR file descriptor, as shown.
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Permanent redirections
If you have lots of data that you're redirecting in your script, it can get tedious having to
redirect every echo statement. Instead, you can tell the shell to redirect a specific file
descriptor for the duration of the script by using the exec command:
$ cat test10
#!/bin/bash
#
redirecting all output to a file exec 1 > testout
echo "This is a test of redirecting all output" echo "from a script
to another file."
echo "without having to redirect every individual line"
$ ./test10
$ cat testout
This is a test of redirecting all output from a script to
another file.
without having to redirect every individual line
$
The exec command starts a new shell, and redirects the STDOUT file descriptor to a file. All
output in the script that goes to STDOUT is instead redirected to the file.
You can also redirect the STDOUT in the middle of a script:
$ cat test11
#!/bin/bash
#
redirecting output to different locations exec
2>testerror
echo "This is the start of the script"
echo "now reidirecting all output to another
location" exec 1>testout
echo "This output should go to the testout file" echo "but this should go
to the testerror file" >&2
$./test11
This is the start of the script
now reidirecting all output to another location
$ cat testout
This output should go to the testout file $ cat testerror
but this should go to the testerror file
$
The script uses the exec command to redirect any output going to STDERR to the file testerror. Next, the
script uses the echo statement to display a few lines to STDOUT. After that, the exec command is used

again to redirect STDOUT to the testout file. Notice that even when STDOUT is redirected, you
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can still specify the output from an echo statement to go to STDERR, which in this case is
still redirected to the testerror file.
This feature can come in handy when you want to redirect the output of just parts of a script to
an alternative location, such as an error log. There's just one problem you'll run into when
using this.
Once you redirect STDOUT or STDERR, you can't easily redirect them back to their original
location. If you need to switch back and forth with your redirection, there's a trick you'll need to
learn. The ''Creating Your Own Redirection'' section later in this chapter discusses what this trick
is and how to use it in your shell scripts.

Redirecting Input in Scripts
You can use the same technique used to redirect STDOUT and STDERR in your scripts to
redirect STDIN from the keyboard. The exec command allows you to redirect STDIN to a file on
the Linux system:
exec 0< testfile

This command informs the shell that it should retrieve input from the file testfile instead
of STDIN. This redirection applies anytime the script requests input. Here's an example of this
in action:
$ cat test12
#!/bin/bash
# redirecting file input
exec 0< testfile count=1
while read line
do
echo "Line #$count: $line" count=$[ $count + 1 ] done
$ ./test12
Line #1: This is the first line.
Line #2: This is the second line.
Line #3: This is the third line.
$
Chapter showed how to use the read command to read data entered from the keyboard by a user.
By redirecting STDIN to a file, when the read command attempts to read from STDIN, i t
retrieves data from the file instead of the keyboard.
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This is an excellent technique to read data in files for processing in your scripts. A common task
for Linux system administrators is to read data from log files for processing. This is the easiest
way to accomplish that task.
Creating Your Own Redirection
When you redirect input and output in your script, you're not limited to the three default file
descriptors. I mentioned that you could have up to nine open file descriptors in the shell. The
other six file descriptors are numbered from three through eight and are available for you to use
as either input or output redirection. You can assign any of these file descriptors to a file, then
use them in your scripts as well. This section shows how to use the other file descriptors in your
scripts.
Creating output file descriptors
You assign a file descriptor for output by using the exec command. Just as with the standard file
descriptors, once you assign an alternative file descriptor to a file location, that redirection stays
permanent until you reassign it. Here's a simple example of using an alternative file descriptor
in a script:
$ cat test13

#!/bin/bash
# using an alternative file descriptor
exec 3>test13out
echo "This should display on the monitor"
echo "and this should be stored in the file" >&3
echo "Then this should be back on the monitor"
$ ./test13
This should display on the monitor Then this should be
back on the monitor $ cat test13out
and this should be stored in the file
$
The script uses the exec command to redirect file descriptor 3 to an alternative file
location. When the script executes the echo statements, they display on STDOUT as you
would expect. However, the echo statements that you redirect to file descriptor 3 go to the
alternative file. This allows you to keep normal output for the monitor, and redirect special
information to files, such as log files.
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Redirecting file descriptors
Now comes the trick to help you bring back a redirected file descriptor. You can assign an alternative file descriptor to a standard file descriptor, and vice versa. This means that you can
redirect the original location of STDOUT to an alternative file descriptor, then redirect that file
descriptor back to STDOUT. This might sound somewhat complicated, but in practice it's fairly
straightforward. Hopefully, this simple example will clear things up for you:
$ cat test14
#!/bin/bash
# storing STDOUT, then coming back to it
exec 3>&1
exec 1>test14out
echo "This should store in the output file" echo "along with
this line."
exec 1>&3
echo "Now things should be back to normal"
$ ./test14
Now things should be back to normal
$ cat test14out
This should store in the output file along with this line.
$
This example is a little crazy, so let's walk through it piece by piece. First, the script redirects file
descriptor 3 to the current location of file descriptor 1 , which is STDOUT. This means that any
output sent to file descriptor 3 will go to the monitor.
The second exec command redirects STDOUT to a file. The shell will now redirect any output
sent to STDOUT directly to the output file. However, file descriptor 3 still points to the original
location of STDOUT, which is the monitor. If you send output data to file descriptor 3 at this
point, it'll still go to the monitor, even though STDOUT is redirected.
After sending some output to STDOUT, which points to a file, the script then redirects STDOUT
to the current location of file descriptor 3 , which is still set to the monitor. This means that now
STDOUT is pointing to its original location, the monitor.
While this method can get confusing, it's a common way to temporarily redirect output in
script files then set the output back to the normal settings.
Creating input file descriptors
You can redirect input file descriptors exactly the same way as output file descriptors. Save the
STDIN file descriptor location to another file descriptor before redirecting it to a file, then
when you're done reading the file you can restore STDIN to its original location:
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$ cat test15
#!/bin/bash
# redirecting input file descriptors
exec 6<&0
exec 0< testfile
count=1
while read line
do
echo "Line #$count: $line" count=$[ $count + 1
] done
exec 0<&6
read -p "Are you done now? " answer
case $answer in
Y|y) echo "Goodbye";;
N|n) echo "Sorry, this is the end.";;
esac
$ ./test15
Line #1: This is the first line. Line #2: This is the
second line. Line #3: This is the third line. Are you
done now? y Goodbye
$
In this example, file descriptor 6 is used to hold the location for STDIN. The script then redirects
STDIN to a file. All of the input for the read command comes from the redirected STDIN,which
is now the input file.
When all of the lines have been read, the script returns STDIN to its original location by
redirect- ing it to file descriptor 6. The script tests to make sure that STDIN is back to normal
by using another read command, which this time waits for input from the keyboard.

Creating a read/write file descriptor
As odd as it may seem, you can also open a single file descriptor for both input and output. You
can then use the same file descriptor to both read data from a file and write data to the same
file.
You need to be especially careful with this method though. As you read and write data to and
from a file, the shell maintains an internal pointer, indicating where it is in the file. Any reading
or writing occurs where the file pointer last left off. This can produce some interesting results if
you're not careful. Take a look at this example:
$ cat test16 #!/bin/bash
# testing input/output file descriptor
exec 3<> testfile
read line <&3
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echo "Read: $line"
echo "This is a test line" >&3
$ cat testfile
This is the first line.
This is the second line.
This is the third line.
$ ./test16
Read: This is the first line.
$ cat testfile
This is the first line.
This is a test line
This is the third line.

This example uses the exec command to assign file descriptor 3 for both input and output sent
to and from the file testfile. Next, it uses the read command to read the first line in the file,
using the assigned file descriptor, then it displays the read line of data in STDOUT. After that,
it uses the echo statement to write a line of data to the file opened with the same file descriptor.
When you run the script, at first things look just fine. The output shows that the script read the
first line in the testfile file. However, if you display the contents of the testfile file after
running the script, you'll see that the data written to the file overwrote the existing data.
When the script writes data to the file, it starts where the file pointer is located. The
read command reads the first line of data, so it left the file pointer pointing to the first character
in the second line of data. When the echo statement outputs data to the file, it places the data
at the current location of the file pointer, overwriting whatever data was there.
Closing file descriptors
If you create new input or output file descriptors, the shell automatically closes them when the
script exits. There are situations though when you need to manually close a file descriptor
before the end of the script.
To close a file descriptor, redirect it to the special symbol &-. This is how this looks in the script:
exec 3>&This statement closes file descriptor 3 , preventing it from being used any more in the script.
Here's an example of what happens when you try to use a closed file descriptor:
$ cat badtest #!/bin/bash
#
testing closing file descriptors
exec 3> test17file
echo
"This is a test line of data" >&3
exec 3>&191
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echo "This won't work" >&3
$ ./badtest
./badtest: 3: Bad file descriptor
$
Once you close the file descriptor, you can't write any data to it in your script or the shell
produces an error message.
There's yet another thing to be careful of when closing file descriptors. If you open the same
output file later on in your script, the shell replaces the existing file with a new file. This
means that if you output any data, it'll overwrite the existing file. Here's an example of this
problem:
$ cat test17
#!/bin/bash
#
testing closing file descriptors
exec 3> test17file
echo "This is a test line of data" >&3
exec 3>&cat test17file
exec 3> test17file
echo "This'll be bad" >&3
$ ./test17
This is a test line of data

$ cat test17file
This'll be bad
$
After sending a data string to the test17file and closing the file descriptor, the script uses the cat
command to display the contents of the file. So far, so good. Next, the script reopens the output
file and sends another data string to it. When you display the contents of the output file, all you'll
see is the second data string. The shell overwrote the original output file.

Listing Open File Descriptors
With only nine file descriptors available to you, you'd think that it wouldn't be too hard keeping
things straight. Sometimes, though, it's easy to get lost when trying to keep track of which file
descriptor is redirected where. To help you keep your sanity, the bash shell provides the Isof
command.
The Isof command lists all of the open file descriptors on the entire Linux system. This is
somewhat of a controversial feature, as it can provide information about the Linux system
to
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non-system-administrators. Because of this, many Linux systems hide this command so that
users don't accidentally stumble across it.
On my Fedora Linux system, the Isof command is located in the /usr/sbin directory. To run it
with a normal user account, I have to reference it by its full pathname:

$ /usr/sbin/lsof
This produces an amazing amount of output. It displays information about every file
currently open on the Linux system. This includes all of the processes running on background,
as well as any user accounts logged in to the system.
There are plenty of command line parameters and options available to help filter out the
Isof output. The most commonly used are -p, which allows you to specify a process ID (PID),
and -d, which allows you to specify the file descriptor numbers to display.
To easily determine the current PID of the process, you can use the special environment variable
$$, which the shell sets to the current PID. The -a option is used to AND the results of the other
two options, to produce the following:
$ /usr/sbin/lsof -a -p $$ -d 0,1,2
COMMAND PID USER FD TYPE DEVICE SIZE NODE NAME
bash
3344 rich
0u CHR 136,0
2 /dev/pts/0
bash 3344 rich 1u CHR 136,0
2 /dev/pts/0
bash 3344 rich 2u CHR 136,0
2 /dev/pts/0
$
This shows the default file descriptors (0, 1, and 2) for the current process (the bash shell). The
default output of lsof contains several columns of information, described in Table.
The file type associated with STDIN, STDOUT,and STDERR is character mode. Since the
STDIN, STDOUT,and STDERR file descriptors all point to the terminal, the name of the output
file is the device name of the terminal. All three standard files are available for both reading and
writing (although it does seem odd to be able to write to STDIN and read from STDOUT).
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ow, let's take a look at the results of the lsof command from inside a script that's opened a couple
of alternative file descriptors:

N
$ cat test18 #!/bin/bash
# testing lsof with file descriptors
exec 3> test18file1
exec 6> test18file2
exec 7< testfile
/usr/sbin/lsof -a -p $$ -d0,1,2,3,6,7
$ ./test18
COMMAND PID USER FD TYPE DEVICE SIZE NODE NAME
2 /dev/pts/0
test18 3594 rich
0u CHR 136,0
test18 3594 rich 1u CHR 136,0
2 /dev/pts/0
est18 3594 rich 2u CHR 136,0
2 /dev/pts/0
18 3594 rich 3w REG 253,0 0 360712 /home/rich/test18file1
18 3594 rich 6w REG 253,0 0 360715 /home/rich/test18file2
18 3594 rich 7r REG 253,0 73 360717 /home/rich/testfile
The script creates three alternative file descriptors, two for output (3 and 6) and one for input
(7). When the script runs the lsof command, you can see the new file descriptors in the
output. I truncated the first part of the output so that you could see the results of the file
name. The filename shows the complete pathname for the files used in the file descriptors. It
shows each of the files as type REG, which indicates that they are regular files on the filesystem.

Suppressing Command Output
There are times when you don't want to display any output from your script. This often occurs if
you're running a script as a background process .If any error messages occur from the script
while it's running in background, the shell e-mails them to the owner of the process. This can get
tedious, especially if you run scripts that generate minor nuisance errors.
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To solve that problem, you can redirect STDERR to a special file called the null file. The null
file is pretty much what it says it is, a file that contains nothing. Any data that the shell outputs to
the null file is not saved, thus lost.
The standard location for the null file on Linux systems is /dev/null. Any data you redirect to that
location is thrown away and doesn't appear:
$ l s - a l > /dev/null
$ cat /dev/null
$
This is a common way to suppress any error messages without actually saving them:
$ ls -al badfile test16 2> /dev/null
-rwxr--r-- 1 rich
rich 135 Oct 29 19:57 test16*
$
You can also use the /dev/null file for input redirection as an input file. Since the /dev/null file
contains nothing, it is often used by programmers to quickly remove data from an existing file
without having to remove the file and recreate it:
$ cat testfile
This is the first line.
This is the second line.
This is the third line.
$ cat /dev/null > testfile $ cat testfile
$
The file testfile still exists on the system, but now it is empty. This is a common method used to
clear out log files that must remain in place for applications to operate.

Using Temporary Files
The Linux system contains a special directory location reserved for temporary files. Linux
uses the /tmp directory for files that don't need to be kept indefinitely. Most Linux
distributions configure the system to automatically remove any files in the /tmp directory at
bootup.
Any user account on the system has privileges to read and write files in the /tmp directory. This
feature provides an easy way for you to create temporary files that you don't necessarily have to
worry about cleaning up.
There's even a specific command to use for creating a temporary file. The mktemp
command allows you to easily create a unique temporary file in the /tmp folder. The shell
creates the file but doesn't use your default umask value. Instead, it only assigns read and
write permissions to the file's owner and makes you the owner of the file. Once you create
the file, you have full
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access to read and write to and from it from your script, but no one else will be able to access it
(other than the root user of course).
Creating a local temporary file
By default, mktemp creates a file in the local directory. To create a temporary file in a local
directory with the mktemp command, all you need to do is specify a filename template.
The template consists of any text filename, plus six X's appended to the end of the filename:

The mktemp command replaces the six X's with a six-character code

to ensure the filename is unique in the directory. You can create multiple temporary files and be
assured that each one is unique:
As you can see, the output of the mktemp command is the name of the file that it creates. When
you use the mktemp command in a script, you'll want to save that filename in a variable, so
you can refer to it later on in the script:
$ cat test19
#!/bin/bash
# creating and using a temp file
tempfile=`mktemp test19.XXXXXX`
exec 3>$tempfile
echo "This script writes to temp file $tempfile"
echo "This is the first line" >&3 echo "This is the
second line." >&3 echo "This is the last line." >&3
exec 3>&echo "Done creating temp file. The contents are:" cat $tempfile
rm -f $tempfile 2> /dev/null
$ ./test19
This script writes to temp file test19.vCHoya
Done creating temp file. The contents are: This is the first line This is the second line.
This is the last line.
$ ls -al test19*
-rwxr--r-1 rich
$

rich

356 Oct 29 22:03 test19*
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As you can see, the output of the mktemp command is the name of the file that it creates. When
you use the mktemp command in a script, you‘ll want to save that filename in a variable, so
you can refer to it later on in the script:
$ cat test19
#!/bin/bash
# creating and using a temp file
tempfile=`mktemp test19.XXXXXX`
exec 3>$tempfile
echo "This script writes to temp file
$tempfile" echo "This is the first line" >&3
echo "This is the second line." >&3
echo "This is the last line." >&3
exec 3>&echo "Done creating temp file. The contents are:"
cat $tempfile
rm -f $tempfile 2> /dev/null
$ ./test19
This script writes to temp file test19.vCHoya
Done creating temp file. The contents are:
This is the first line
This is the second line.
This is the last line.
$ ls -al test19*
-rwxr--r-- 1 rich rich 356 Oct 29 22:03 test19*
$

The script uses the mktemp command to create a temporary file and assigns the file name to the
$tempfile variable. It then uses the temporary file as the output redirection file for file
descriptor
3. After displaying the temporary file name on STDOUT, it writes a few lines to the temporary
file, then it closes the file descriptor. Finally, it displays the contents of the temporary file and
then uses the rm command to remove it.

Creating a temporary file in /tmp
The -t option forces mktemp to create the file in the temporary directory of the system. When
you use this feature, the mktemp command returns the full pathname used to create
the temporary file, not just the filename:
$ mktemp -t test.XXXXXX
/tmp/test.xG3374
$ ls -al /tmp/test*
-rw------- 1 rich rich 0 2007-10-29 18:41 /tmp/test.xG3374
$
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Since the mktemp command returns the full pathname, you can then reference the temporary
file from any directory on the Linux system, no matter where it places the temporary directory:
$ cat test20
#!/bin/bash
# creating a temp file in /tmp
tempfile=`mktemp -t tmp.XXXXXX`
echo "This is a test file." > $tempfile
echo "This is the second line of the test." >> $tempfile
echo "The temp file is located at: $tempfile"
cat $tempfile
rm -f $tempfile
$ ./test20
The temp file is located at:
/tmp/tmp.Ma3390 This is a test file.
This is the second line of the test.
$
When mktemp creates the temporary file, it returns the full pathname to the
environment variable.You can then use that value in any command to reference the temporary
file.

Creating a temporary directory
The -d option tells the mktemp command to create a temporary directory instead of a file. You
can then use that directory for whatever purposes you need, such as creating additional
temporaryfiles:
$ cat test21
#!/bin/bash
# using a temporary directory
tempdir=`mktemp -d dir.XXXXXX`
cd $tempdir
tempfile1=`mktemp temp.XXXXXX`
tempfile2=`mktemp temp.XXXXXX`
exec 7> $tempfile1
exec 8> $tempfile2
echo "Sending data to directory $tempdir"
echo "This is a test line of data for $tempfile1" >&7
echo "This is a test line of data for $tempfile2" >&8

$ ./test21
Sending data to directory dir.ouT8S8
$ ls -al
total 72
drwxr-xr-x 3 rich rich 4096 Oct 29 22:20 ./
drwxr-xr-x 9 rich rich 4096 Oct 29 09:44 ../
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drwx------ 2 rich rich 4096 Oct 29 22:20 dir.ouT8S8/
-rwxr--r-- 1 rich rich 338 Oct 29 22:20 test21*
$ cd dir.ouT8S8
[dir.ouT8S8]$ ls -al
total 16
drwx------ 2 rich rich 4096 Oct 29 22:20 ./
drwxr-xr-x 3 rich rich 4096 Oct 29 22:20 ../
-rw------- 1 rich rich 44 Oct 29 22:20 temp.N5F3O6
-rw------- 1 rich rich 44 Oct 29 22:20 temp.SQslb7
[dir.ouT8S8]$ cat temp.N5F3O6
This is a test line of data for temp.N5F3O6
[dir.ouT8S8]$ cat temp.SQslb7
This is a test line of data for temp.SQslb7
[dir.ouT8S8]$
The script creates a directory in the current directory, then it uses the cd command to change to
that directory before creating two temporary files. The two temporary files are then assigned
to file descriptors and used to store output from the script.

Logging Messages
Sometimes it‘s beneficial to send output both to the monitor and to a file for logging. Instead of
having to redirect output twice, you can use the special tee command.
The tee command is like a T-connector for pipes. It sends data from STDIN to two destinations
at the same time. One destination is STDOUT. The other destination is a filename specified on
the tee command line:
tee filename
Since tee redirects data from STDIN, you can use it with the pipe command to redirect
output from any command:
$ date | tee testfile
Mon Oct 29 18:56:21 EDT 2007
$ cat testfile
Mon Oct 29 18:56:21 EDT 2007
$
The output appears in STDOUT, and it is written to the file specified. Be careful: by
default, the
tee command overwrites the output file on each use:
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$ who | tee testfile
rich pts/0 2007-10-29 18:41 (192.168.1.2)

$ cat testfile
rich pts/0 2007-10-29 18:41 (192.168.1.2)
$
If you want to append data to the file, you must use the -a option:
$ date | tee -a testfile
Mon Oct 29 18:58:05 EDT 2007

$ cat testfile
rich pts/0 2007-10-29 18:41 (192.168.1.2)
Mon Oct 29 18:58:05 EDT 2007
$
Using this technique, you can both save data in files and display the data on the monitor for
your users:
$ cat test22
#!/bin/bash
# using the tee command for logging
tempfile=test22file
echo "This is the start of the test" | tee $tempfile
echo "This is the second line of the test" | tee -a
$tempfile echo "This is the end of the test" | tee -a
$tempfile
$ ./test22
This is the start of the test
This is the second line of the test
This is the end of the test
$ cat test22file
This is the start of the test
This is the second line of the test
This is the end of the test
$
Now you can save a permanent copy of your output at the same time that you‘re displaying it to
your users.
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Chapter Twelve : Script Control
Handling Signals
Linux uses signals to communicate with processes running on the system. You can also use these
signals to control the operation of your shell scripts by programming your shell script to
perform commands when it receives specific signals from the Linux system.

Linux signals revisited
There are over 30 Linux signals that can be generated by the system and applications
Signal
1
2
3
9

Value
SIGHUP
SIGINT
SIGQUIT
SIGKILL

15
17

SIGTERM
SIGSTOP

18

SIGTSTP

19

SIGCONT

Linux Signals
Description
Hang up the process.
Interrupt the process.
Stop the process.
Unconditionally terminate the
process.
Terminate the process if possible.
Unconditionally stop, but don't
terminate the process.
Stop or pause the process, but don't
terminate.
Continue a stopped process.

By default, the bash shell ignores any SIGQUIT (3) and SIGTERM (15) signals that it
receives (this is so that an interactive shell can't be accidentally terminated). However, the bash
shell processes any SIGHUP (1) and SIGINT (2) signals it receives.
If the bash shell receives a SIGHUP signal, it exits. Before it exits though, it passes the
SIGHUP signal to any processes started by the shell (such as your shell script). With a SIGINT
signal, the shell is just interrupted. The Linux kernel stops giving the shell processing time on the
CPU. When this happens, the shell passes the SIGINT signal to any processes started by the
shell to notify them of the situation.
The shell passes these signals to your shell script program for processing. The default behavior
of shell scripts, however, is to ignore the signals, which may have an adverse effect on the
operation of your script. To avoid this situation, you can program your script to recognize
signals, and perform commands to prepare the script for the consequences of the signal.
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Generating signals
The bash shell allows you to generate two basic Linux signals using key combinations on the
keyboard. This feature comes in handy if you need to stop or pause runaway programs.

Interrupting a process
The Ctrl-C key combination generates a SIGINT signal, and sends it to any processes currently
running in the shell. You can test this by running a command that normally takes a long time to
finish, and pressing the Ctrl-C key combination:
$ sleep 100
$
The Ctrl-C key combination doesn't produce any output on the monitor, it just stops the current
process running in the shell. The sleep command pauses operation for the specified number of
seconds. Normally, the command prompt wouldn't return until the timer has expired. By pressing
the Ctrl-C key combination before the timer expires, you can cause the sleep command
to terminate prematurely.

Pausing a process
Instead of terminating a process, you can pause it in the middle of whatever it's doing.
Sometimes this can be a dangerous thing (for example, if a script has a file lock open on a crucial
system file), but often it allows you to peek inside what a script is doing without actually
terminating the process.
The Ctrl-Z key combination generates a SIGTSTP signal, stopping any processes running in
the shell. Stopping a process is different than terminating the process, as stopping the process
leaves the program still in memory, and able to continue running from where it left off. In the
''Job Control'' section later on you'll learn how to restart a process that's been stopped.
When you use the Ctrl-Z key combination, the shell informs you that the process has
been stopped:
$ sleep 100
[1]+
$

Stopped

sleep 100

The number in the square brackets is the job number assigned by the shell. The shell refers to
each process running in the shell as a job, and assigns each job a unique job number. It assigns
the first process started job number 1 , the second job number 2 , and so on.
If you have a stopped job assigned to your shell session, bash will warn you if you try to exit the
shell:
$ exit logout
There are stopped jobs.
$
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You can view the stopped job by using our friend the ps command:
$ps
au
USER

PID

rich

2056
0
2060
5
2060
6

rich
rich

%CPU %ME VSZ
M
0.0
0.2
0.0

RSS TTY

1.2 268 1624 pts/0
8
0.4 156
552 pts/0
4
0.5 258
740 pts/0
4

STAT

START TIME

S

05:15

0:00

T

05:22

0:00

R

05:22

0:00

COM
MAN
D
- bash
sleep
100
ps au

The ps command shows the status of the stopped job as T, which indicates the command is
either being traced or is stopped.
If you really want to exit the shell with the stopped job still active, just type the exit
command again. The shell will exit, terminating the stopped job. Alternately, now that you know
the PID of the stopped job, you can use the kill command to send a SIGKILL signal to
terminate it:
$ kill - 9 20605
$
[1]+ Killed sleep 100
$

When you kill the job, initially you won't get any response. However, the next time you do
something that produces a shell prompt, you'll see a message indicating that the job was killed.
Each time the shell produces a prompt, it also displays the status of any jobs that have changed
states in the shell. After you kill a job, the next time you force the shell to produce a prompt, it
displays a message showing that the job was killed while running.

Trapping signals
Instead of allowing your script to ignore signals, you can trap them when they appear and perform other commands. The trap command allows you to specify which Linux signals your shell
script can watch for and intercept from the shell. If the script receives a signal listed in the trap
command, it prevents it from being processed by the shell, and instead handles it locally.
The format of the trap command is:
trap commands signals
That's simple enough. On the trap command line, you just list the commands you want the shell
to execute, along with a space-separated list of signals you want to trap. You can specify the
signals either by their numeric value or by their Linux signal name.
signals:
Here s a simple example of using the trap command to ignore SIGINT and SIGTERM
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$cat test1 #!/bin/bash
# testing output in a background job
trap "echo Haha" SIGINT SIGTERM echo
" This is a test program" count=1
while [ $count -le 10 ]
do
echo "Loop #$count" sleep 10
count=$[ $count + 1 ] done
echo "This is the end of the test program"
$

The trap command used in this example displays a simple text message each time it
detects either the SIGINT or SIGTERM signal. Trapping these signals makes this script
impervious to the user attempting to stop the program by using the bash shell keyboard Ctrl -C
command:
$ ./testl
This is a test program
Loop #1
Haha
Loop #2
Loop #3
Loop #4
Haha
Loop #5
Loop #6
Loop #7
Haha
Loop #8
Loop #9
Loop #10
This is the end of the test program
$
Each time the Ctrl-C key combination was used, the script executed the echo
statement specified in the trap command instead of ignoring the signal and allowing the shell
to stop the script.

Trapping a script exit
Besides trapping signals in your shell script, you can trap them when the shell script exits. This
is a convenient way to perform commands just as the shell finishes its job.
To trap the shell script exiting, just add the EXIT signal to the trap command:

$ cat test2 #!/bin/bash
# trapping the script exit
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trap "echo byebye" EXIT
count=1
while [ $count -le 5 ]
do
echo "Loop #$count"
sleep 3
count=$[ $count + 1 ]
done
$ ./test2
Loop #1
Loop #2
Loop #3
Loop #4
Loop #5
byebye
$
When the script gets to the normal exit point, the trap is triggered, and the shell executes
the command you specify on the trap command line. The EXIT trap also works if you
prematurely exit the script:
$ ./test2
Loop #1
Loop #2
byebye
$
When the Ctrl-C key combination is used to send a SIGINT signal, the script exits (since that
signal isn't listed in the trap list), but before the script exits, the shell executes the trap
command.

Removing a trap
You can remove a set trap by using a dash as the command and a list of the signals you want to
return to normal behavior:
$ cat test3 #!/bin/bash
# removing a set trap
trap "echo byebye" EXIT
count=1
do
while [ $count -le 5 ]
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echo "Loop #$count"
sleep 3
count=$[ $count + 1 ]
done
trap - EXIT
echo "I just removed the trap"
$ ./test3
Loop #1
Loop #2
Loop #3
Loop #4
Loop #5
I just removed the trap
$
Once the signal trap is removed, the script ignores the signals. However, if a signal is
received before the trap is removed, the script processes it per the trap command:
$ ./test3
Loop #1 Loop #2
byebye
$
In this example a Ctrl-C key combination was used to terminate the script prematurely.
Since the script was terminated before the trap was removed, the script executed the
command specified in the trap.

Running Scripts in Background Mode
There are times when running a shell script directly from the command line interface is
inconvenient. Some scripts can take a long time to process, and you may not want to tie
up the command line interface waiting. While the script is running, you can't do anything
else in your terminal session. Fortunately, there's a simple solution to that problem.
When you use the ps command, you see a whole bunch of different processes running on
the Linux system. Obviously, all of these processes aren't running on your terminal
monitor. This is called running processes in the background. In background mode, a
process runs without being associated with a STDIN, STDOUT, and STDERR on a
terminal session
You can exploit this feature with your shell scripts as well, allowing them to run behind the
scenes and not lock up your terminal session. The following sections describe how to run
your scripts in background mode on your Linux system.

Running in the background
Running a shell script in background mode is a fairly easy thing to do. To run a shell script
in background mode from the command line interface, just place an ampersand
symbol after the command:
$ ./test1 &
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[1] 19555
$ This is test program
Loop #1 Loop #2

$ ls -l
total 8
-rwxr--r-$ Loop #3

1 rich

rich

219 Nov

2 11:27 test1*

When you place the ampersand symbol after a command it separates the command from the
bash shell and runs it as a separate background process on the system. The first thing that
displays is the line:
[1] 19555
The number in the square brackets is the job number assigned to the background process by the
shell. The next number is the PID the Linux system assigns to the process. Every process
running on the Linux system must have a unique PID.

As soon as the system displays these items, a new command line interface prompt appears. You
are returned back to the shell, and the command you executed runs safely in background mode.
At this point, you can enter new commands at the prompt (as shown in the example). However,
while the background process is still running, it still uses your terminal monitor for STDOUT
and STDERR messages. You'll notice from the example that the output from the test1 script
appears in the output intermixed with any other commands that are run from the shell.
When the background process finishes, it displays a message on the
terminal: [1]+

Done

./test1

This shows the job number and the status of the job (Done), along with the command used to
start the job.

Running multiple background jobs
You can start any number of background jobs at the same time from the command line prompt:
$ ./test1 [1] &
19582 $
This is test program
Loop #1
$ ./test1 [2]
19597 $
This is test program
Loop #1
$ ./test1 [3]
19612 $
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This is test program
Loop #1
Loop #2
Loop #2
Loop #2
Each time you start a new job, the Linux system assigns it a new job number and PID. You
can see that all of the scripts are running using the ps command:
Each of the background processes you start appears in the ps command output listing of
running processes. If all of the processes display output in your terminal session, things can
get pretty messy pretty quickly. Fortunately, there's a simple way to solve that problem.
which we'll discuss in the next section.
Exiting the terminal
You must be careful when using background processes from a terminal session. Notice in
the output from the ps command that each of the background processes is tied to the
terminal session (pts/0) terminal. If the terminal session exits, the background process
also exits.
Some terminal emulators warn you if you have any running background processes
associated with the terminal, while others don't. If you want your script to continue
running in background mode after you've logged off the console, there's something else
you need to do. The next section discusses that process.

Running Scripts without a Console
There will be times when you want to start a shell script from a terminal session, then let
the script run in background mode until it finishes, even if you exit the terminal session.
You can do this by using the nohup command.
The nohup command runs another command blocking any SIGHUP signals that are sent to
the process. This prevents the process from exiting when you exit your terminal session.
The format used for the nohup command is:
$ nohup ./test1 &
[1] 19831
$ nohup: appending output to `nohup.out'
$
Just as with a normal background process, the shell assigns the command a job number, and
the Linux system assigns a PID number. The difference is that when you use the nohup
command, the script ignores any SIGHUP signals sent by the terminal session if you close the
session.
Because the nohup command disassociates the process from the terminal, the process loses the
STDOUT and STDERR output links. To accommodate any output generated by the command,
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the nohup command automatically redirects STDOUT and STDERR messages to a file, called
nohup.out.
The nohup.out file contains all of the output that would normally be sent to the
terminal monitor. After the process finishes running, you can view the nohup.out file for
the output results:

$ cat nohup.out
This is a test program
Loop #1
Loop #2
Loop #3
Loop #4
Loop #5
Loop #6
Loop #7
Loop #8
Loop #9
Loop #10
This is the end of the test program
$
The output appears in the nohup.out file just as if the process ran on the command line!
If you run another command using nohup, the output is appended to the existing
nohup.out file. Be careful when running multiple commands from the same directory,
as all of the output will be sent to the same nohup.out file, which can get confusing.

Job Control
Earlier in this chapter, you saw how to use the Ctrl-Z key combination to stop a job running in
the shell. After you stop a job, the Linux system lets you either kill or restart it. You can kill the
process by using the kill command. Restarting a stopped process requires sending it a SIGCONT
signal. The function of starting, stopping, killing, and resuming jobs is called job control. With
job control, you have full control over how processes run in your shell environment.
This section describes the commands to use to view and control jobs running in your shell.
Viewing jobs
The key command for job control is the jobs command. The jobs command allows you to
view the current jobs being handled by the
shell:
$ cat test4
#!/bin/bash
# testing job control
echo "This is a test program $$"
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count=1
while [ $count -le 10 ]
do
echo "Loop #$count"
sleep 10
count=$[ $count + 1 ]
done
echo "This is the end of the test program"
$ ./test4
This is a test program 29011
Loop #1
[1]+ Stopped ./test4
$ ./test4 > test4out &
[2] 28861
$
$ jobs
[1]+ Stopped ./test4
[2]- Running ./test4 >test4out &
$
The script uses the $$ variable to display the PID that the Linux system assigns to the script,
then it goes into a loop, sleeping for 10 seconds at a time for each iteration. In the example,
I start the first script from the command line interface, then stop it using the Ctrl-Z
key combination. Next, I start another job as a background process, using the
ampersand symbol. To make life a little easier, I redirected the output of that script to a
file so that it wouldn't appear on the monitor.
After the two jobs were started, I used the jobs command to view the jobs assigned to the
shell. The jobs command shows both the stopped and the running jobs, along with their job
numbers and the commands used in the jobs.
The jobs command uses a few different command line parameters, shown in Table
You probably noticed the plus and minus signs in the output. The job with the plus sign is
considered the default job. It would be the job referenced by any job control commands if
a job number wasn't specified in the command line. The job with the minus sign is the
job that would become the default job when the current default job finishes processing.
There will only be one job with the plus sign and one job with the minus sign at any
time, no matter how many jobs are running in the shell.
The jobs Command Parameters
Parameter
Description
- l List the PID of the process along with the job number.

-n List only jobs that have changed their status since the last notification from the
shell.
-p List only the PIDs of the jobs.
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- r List only the running jobs.
- s List only stopped jobs.

$ ./test4
This is a
29075
Loop #1

test

[ 1 ] + S to p p e d
$ ./test4
T h i s is a test
29090
Loop #1
[ 2 ] + S to p p e d
$ ./test4
T h i s is a test
29105
Loop #1

program

./test4
program

./test4
program

[ 3 ] + S to p p e d
$ jo b s - l
[ 1 ] 2 9 0 7 5 S to p p e d
[ 2 ] - 29090 S t o p p e d
[3]+ 29105
Stopped
$
kill
-9
29105
$ jo b s - l
[ 1 ] - 29075 S t o p p e d
[2]+ 29090
Stopped
$

./test4
./test4
./test4
./test4

./test4
./test4

In this example, I started, then stopped, three separate processes. The jo b s command listing shows
the three processes and their status. Note that the default process (the one listed with the plus sign)
is the last process started.

I then used the k i l l command to send a SIGHUP signal to the default process. In the next jobs
listing, the job that previously had the minus sign is now the default job.

Restarting stopped jobs
Under bash job control, you can restart any stopped job as either a background process or a
foreground process. A foreground process takes over control of the terminal you’re working on, so be
careful about using that feature.
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To restart a job in background mode, use the bg command, along with the job number:

$ bg 2
[2]+ . / t e s t4 &
Loop #2
$ Loop #3
Loop #4
$ jobs
[1]+ Stopped
./test4
[2]- R u n n i n g
./test4 &
$ Loop #6
Loop #7
Loop #8
Loop #9
Loop #10
T h i s i s t h e e n d o f t h e t e s t program
[ 2 ] - Done
$

./test4

Since I restarted the job in background mode, the command line interface prompt appears, allowing
me to continue with other commands. The output from the jo b s command now shows that the
job is indeed running (as you can tell from the output now appearing on the monitor).
To restart a job in foreground mode, use the f g command, along with the job number:

$ jobs
[1]+ Stopped
$ fg 1
./test4
Loop #2
Loop #3

./test4

Since the job is running in foreground mode, I don’t get a new command line interface prompt until
the jobs finishes.

Being Nice
In a multitasking operating system (which Linux is), the kernel is responsible for assigning CPU time for
each process running on the system. Only one process at a time can actually be running in the CPU, so
the kernel assigns CPU time to each process in turn.
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By default, all processes started from the shell have the same scheduling priority on the Linux system.
The scheduling priority is the amount of CPU time the kernel assigns to the process relative to the
other processes.
The scheduling priority is an integer value, from −20 (the highest priority) to +20 (the lowest
priority). By default, the bash shell starts all processes with a priority of 0.
This means that a simple script that only requires a little bit of processing time gets the same CPU time
slices as a complex mathematical algorithm that can take hours to run.

Sometimes you want to change the priority of a specific command, either lowering its priority so that it
doesn’t take as much processing power from the CPU or giving it a higher priority so that it gets more
processing time. You can do this by using the n ic e command.

The nice co mman d
The n ic e command allows you to set the scheduling priority of a command as you start it. To make a
command run with less priority, just use the - n command line option for n ic e to specify a new
priority level:

$ n i c e - n 10 . / t e s t 4 > t e s t 4 o u t &
[1] 2 9 4 7 6
The n ic e command causes the script to run at a lower priority. However, if you try to in- crease
the priority of one of your commands, you might be in for a surprise:

$ n i c e - n - 1 0 . / t e s t 4 > t e s t 4 o u t &[ 1 ]
29501
$ n i c e : c a n n o t s e t p r i o r i t y : P e rm i s s i o n d e n i e d
[1]+
$

E xit 1

n i c e - n - 1 0 . / t e s t 4 >t e s t 4 o u t

The n ic e command prevents normal system users from increasing the priority of their com- mands.
This is a safety feature to prevent a user from starting all of his or her commands as high priority.

The renice co mm and
Sometimes you‘d like to change the priority of a command that‘s already running on the
system. That‘s what the r e n i c e command is for. It allows you to specify the PID of a running
process to change the priority of:
$ . / t e s t 4 > t e s t 4 o u t &[ 1 ]
29504
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The r e n i c e command automatically updates the scheduling priority of the running
process. Just as with the n i c e command, the r e n i c e command has some limitations:
■ You can only renice processes that you own.
■ You can only renice your processes to a lower priority.
■ The root user can renice any process to any priority.
If you want to fully control running processes, you must be logged in as the root
account.

Running Like Clockwork
I‘m sure that, as you start working with scripts, there‘ll be a situation in which you‘ll want to run a script
at a preset time, usually at a time when you‘re not there. The Linux system provides three ways of
running a script at a preselected time:

■ The a t command
■ The b a t c h command
■ The cron table
Each method uses a different technique for scheduling when and how often to run scripts. The
following sections describe each of these methods.

Scheduling a job using the at com m and
The a t command allows you to specify a time when the Linux system will run a script. The
a t command submits a job to a queue with directions on when the shell should run the job.
Another command, a t d , runs in the background and checks the job queue for jobs to run.
Most Linux distributions start this automatically at boot time.
The a t d command checks a special directory on the system (usually / v a r / s p o o l / a t ) for
jobs submitted using the a t command. By default the a t d command checks this directory
every
60 seconds. When a job is present, the a t d command checks the time the job is set to be run.
If the time matches the current time, the a t d command runs the job.
The following sections describe how to use the a t command to submit jobs to run and how
to manage jobs.
The at com mand form at
The basic a t command format is pretty simple:
a t [ - f filename] time
By default, the a t command submits input from STDIN to the queue. You can specify a
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filename used to read commands (your script file) using the - f parameter.
The tim e parameter specifies when you want the Linux system to run the job. You can get pretty
creative with how you specify the time. The a t command recognizes lots of different time formats:

■ A standard hour and minute, such as 10:15
■ An AM/PM indicator, such as 10:15PM
■ A specific named time, such as now, noon, midnight, or teatime (4PM)
If you specify a time that‘s already past, the a t command runs the job at that time on
the next day.
Besides specifying the time to run the job, you can also include a specific date, using
a few different date formats:
■ A standard date format, such as MMDDYY, MM/DD/YY, or DD.MM.YY
■ A text date, such as Jul 4 or Dec 25, with or without the year
■ You can also specify a time increment:

■ Now + 25 minutes
■ 10:15PM tomorrow
■ 10:15 + 7 days
When you use the a t command, the job is submitted into a job queue. The job queue holds the jobs
submitted by the a t command for processing. There are 26 different job queues available for different
priority levels. Job queues are referenced using lower-case letters, a through z.
By default all a t jobs are submitted to job queue a, the highest-priority queue. If you want to run a
job at a lower priority, you can specify the letter using the -q parameter.

Retrieving job ou tp u t
When the job runs on the Linux system, there’s no monitor associated with the job. Instead, the Linux
system uses the e-mail address of the user who submitted the job as STDOUT and STDERR. Any output
destined to STDOUT or STDERR is mailed to the user via the mail system.
Here’s a simple example of using the a t command to schedule a job to run:

$ cat test5
# !/ b in /b a s h
# t e s t i n g t h e a t command
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t i m e = ` d a t e +%T`
e c h o "T his scrip t ran at $ t i m e "
e c h o " T h i s is t h e e n d o f t h e s c rip t"
$ date
S a t Nov

>&2

3 1 2 : 0 6 :0 4 EST 2007

$ a t -f test5 1 2 : 0 7
w a r n i n g : commands w i l l b e e x e c u t e d u s i n g
/b in / s h jo b 6 at 2 0 0 7 -11 -0 3 12:0 7
$ mail
M a i l v e r s i o n 8 . 1 . 1 6 / 6 / 9 3 . Typ e ? f o r h e l p .
" / v a r / s p o o l / m a i l / r i c h " : 1 m e s s age 1 new
>N
1 r i c h @ t e s t b o x S a t Nov 3 1 2 : 0 7 1 4 / 4 7 4
your job "
&
Message
1 : From
Sat
3 12 : 0 7:0 0 2 0 0 7
D e l i v er irce hd - To : rNov
ich@testbox
S u b ject: O u tp u t fro m y o u r jo b
6
Date:
3 Nov 2 0 0 7 1 2 : 0 7 : 0 0 -0 5 0 0
(ES
T)
From:
r
i
c
h
@
t e s t b o x (R ich)
S a t,
T o : u n d i s c lo s e d -re c ip ie nts:;

"Output from

This script ran at 12:07:00
This is the e n d o f t h e s c r ip t

The a t command produces a warning message, indicating what shell the system uses to run
the script (the default shell assigned to / b i n / s h , which for Linux is the bash shell), along
with the job number assigned to the job and the time the job is scheduled to run.
When the job completes, nothing appears on the monitor, but the system generates an e-mail
message. The e-mail message shows the output generated by the script. If the script doesn‘t produce any output, it won‘t generate an e-mail message, by default. You can change that by using
the -m option in the a t command. This generates an e-mail message, indicating the job completed, even if the script doesn‘t generate any output.

Listing pending jobs
The a t q command allows you to view what jobs are pending on the system:
$ at -f test5 1 0 : 1 5
w a r n i n g : commands w i l l b e e x e c u t e d u s i n g
/b in / s h jo b 7 at 2 0 0 7 -11 - 0 4 1 0 :1 5
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$ a t - f t e s t 5 4PM
w a r n i n g : commands w i l l b e e x e c u t e d u s i n g
/b in / s h jo b 8 at 2 0 0 7 -11 - 0 3 1 6 :0 0
$ a t - f t e s t 5 1PM tom orro w
w a r n i n g : commands w i l l b e e x e c u t e d u s i n g
/b in / s h jo b 9 at 2 0 0 7 -11 - 0 4 1 3 :0 0
$ atq
7
2 0 0 7 -11 -0 4 1 0 : 1 5 a
8
2 0 0 7 -11 -0 3 1 6 : 0 0 a
9
2 0 0 7 -11 -0 4 1 3 : 0 0 a
$
The job listing shows the job number, the date and time the system will run the job, and the
job queue the job is stored in.

Removing jobs
Once you know the information about what jobs are pending in the job queues, you can use
the a t r m command to remove a pending job:
$ atrm
$ atq
7
9
$

8
2007-11-04 10:15 a
2007-11-04 13:00 a

Just specify the job number you want to remove. You can only remove jobs that you submit
for execution. You can‘t remove jobs submitted by others.

Using the batch comm and
The b a t c h command is a little different from the a t command. Instead of scheduling a
script to run at a preset time, you use the b a t c h command to schedule a script to run when
the system is at a lower usage level.
If the Linux system is experiencing high load levels, the b a tc h command will defer running
a submitted job until things quiet down. This is a great feature for servers that may experience
different load levels at various times of the day and night. You can schedule a script to run
during the quiet time without having to know exactly when that is.
The b a t c h command checks the current load average of the Linux system. If the load average
is below 0.8, it runs any jobs waiting in the job queue.
The command format for the b a tc h command is:
b a t c h [-f filename] [ time]
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Similarly to the a t command, by default the b a tc h command reads commands from STDIN.
You can use the - f parameter to specify a file to read commands from. You can also optionally
specify the earliest time that the b a t c h command should try running the job.

Scheduling regular scripts
Using the a t command to schedule a script to run at a preset time is great, but what if you
need that script to run at the same time every day or once a week or once a month? Instead
of having to continually submit a t jobs, you can use another feature of the Linux system.
The Linux system uses the c r o n program to allow you to schedule jobs that need to run on a
regular basis. The c r o n program runs in the background and checks special tables, called cron
tables, for jobs that are scheduled to run.
The cron table
The cron table uses a special format for allowing you to specify when a job should be run. The
format for the cron table is:
min hour da yof mon th m o n th da yo fw eek com m a nd
The cron table allows you to specify entries as specific values, ranges of values (such as 1 – 5)
or as a wildcard character (the asterisk). For example, if you want to run a command at
10:15 on every day, you would use the cron table entry of:
15 10 * * * command
The wildcard character used in the d a y o f m o nt h , month, and d a y o fw e e k fields indicates
that c ro n will execute the command every day of every month at 10:15. To specify a
command to run at 4:15PM every Monday, you would use:

15 16 * * 1 command
You can specify the d a y of w e e k entry as either a three-character text value (mon, tue, wed,
thu, fri, sat, sun) or as a numeric value, with 0 being Sunday and 6 being Saturday.
Here‘s another example: to execute a command at 12 noon on the first day of every month,
you‘d use the format:
00 12 1 * * command
The d a y o f m ont h entry specifies a date value (1 – 31) for the month.
The command list must specify the full pathname of the command or shell script to run. You
can add any command line parameters or redirection symbols you like, as a regular command
line:
15 10 * * * / h o m e / r i c h / t e s t 4 > t e s t 4 o u t
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The c r o n program runs the script using the user account that submitted the job. Thus, you
must have the proper permissions to access the command and output files specified in the
command listing.

Building the cron table
Each system user can have their own cron table (including the root user) for running scheduled
jobs. Linux provides the c r o n t a b command for handling the cron table. To list an existing
cron table, use the - l parameter:
$ crontab - l
no c r o n t a b f o r r i c h
$
By default, each user‘s cron table file doesn‘t exist. To add entries to your cron table, use the e parameter. When you do that, the c r o n t a b command automatically starts the vi editor
with the existing cron table (or an empty file if it doesn‘t yet exist).

The anacron program
The only problem with the c r o n program is that it assumes that your Linux system is
operational
24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Unless you‘re running Linux in a server environment, this
may not necessarily be true.
If the Linux system is turned off at the time a job is scheduled to run by c r o n , the job won‘t
run. The c ro n program doesn‘t retroactively run missed jobs when the system is turned back
on. To resolve this issue, many Linux distributions also include the a n a c r o n program.
The a n a c r o n program uses timestamps to determine if a scheduled job has been run at the
proper interval. If it determines that a job has missed a scheduled running, it
automatically runs the job as soon as possible. This means that if your Linux system is
turned off for a few days, when it starts back up any jobs scheduled to run during the
time it was off are automatically run.
This is a feature that‘s often used for scripts that perform routine log maintenance. If the
system is always off when the script should run, the log files would never get trimmed and
could grow to undesirable sizes. With a n a c r o n , you‘re guaranteed that the log files will be
trimmed at least each time the system is started.
The a n a c r o n program has its own table (usually located at / e t c / a n a c r o n t a b ) to specify
jobs. On almost all Linux distributions, this table is only accessible by the root user. The format
of the anacron table is slightly different from that of the cron table:
p e r i o d d e l a y i d e n tifier

command

The p e r i o d entry defines how often the job should be run, specified in days. The d e l a y
entry specifies how many minutes after the a n a c r o n program determines that a command
should be run it should actually run it. This allows you to set different delay values for different
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commands so that you don‘t have them all running as soon as you turn on the Linux system.
The i d e n t i f i e r entry is a unique non-blank character string to uniquely identify the job in
log messages and error e-mails.

Start At the Beginning
The last method of starting shell scripts is to have your script run automatically either as soon
as the Linux system boots or whenever a user starts a new bash shell session. Starting scripts at
boot time is usually reserved for special scripts that perform system functions, such as
configuring a network interface or starting a server process. However, if you‘re a Linux system
administrator, it‘s possible that you‘ll need to perform a function every time the Linux system
boots, such as resetting a custom log file or starting a custom application.
The ability to run a script every time a user starts a new bash shell (even just when a
specific user starts a bash shell) also can come in handy. There are times when you want to
set shell features for a shell session or just ensure that a specific file has been set.
This section describes how to configure your Linux system to run your scripts either at boot
time or each time a new bash shell starts.

Starting your scripts at b oot
Before you can get your shell script to start at boot time, you‘ll need to know a little bit about
how the Linux boot process works. There‘s a specific order that Linux uses to start scripts at
boot time, and knowing that process can help you in getting your script to perform the way
you want it.
The Linux Run Levels
Run level
0
1

Description

Halt
Single-user mode

2

Multi-user mode, usually without networking support

3

Full multi-user mode, with networking

4

Unused

5

Multi-user mode, with networking and a graphical X Window session

6

Reboot
220
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The boot p rocess
After you turn on your Linux system, the Linux kernel loads into memory and runs. The first
thing it does is run the i n i t program. Since the i n i t program (usually located at
/ s b i n / i n i t ) is always the first thing to run, the kernel always assigns it PID 1. The i n i t
process is then responsible for starting all other processes on the Linux system.
As part of the boot process, the i n i t program reads the / e t c / i n i t t a b file. The
i n i t t a b file lists scripts that the i n i t program starts at different run levels. A Linux run
level defines the operating state of the Linux system. Different run levels start different
programs and scripts. Table lists the Linux run levels.
Each run level defines what scripts the i n i t program starts or stops. The normal run level
for a graphical Linux system is run level 5. Most Linux distributions start all of the server
software at run level 3, which allows multiple users to log in to the system.
The Linux system determines what programs to start at what run level by the r c script. The
r c script determines the current system run level and runs the appropriate scripts for that run
level.
The Linux system starts applications using startup scripts. A startup script is a shell script
that starts an application, providing the necessary environment variables for it to run.
This is the part of the Linux boot
because different Linux distributions
distributions place startup scripts in
each run level. Others use the
/ e t c / i n i t . d / r c . d directory.

process where things start to get a little fuzzy, mainly
place startup scripts in slightly different locations. Some
the / e t c / r c . d directory, with a different directory for
/ e t c / i n i t . d directory, and still others use the

Usually a quick glance in your / e t c directory structure can easily determine what
format your distribution uses.

Defining your scripts
It‘s best not to mess with the individual startup script files in your Linux distribution. Often
distributions provide tools to automatically build these scripts as you add server applications,
and manually changing these scripts can cause problems.

Instead, most Linux distributions provide a local startup file specifically to allow the system
administrator to enter scripts to run at boot time. Of course, the name and location of this file
are different in different Linux distributions. Table identifies the location of the startup file in
three popular Linux distributions.
Inside the local startup file, you can either specify specific commands and statements, or enter
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any scripts you want started at boot time. Remember, if you use a script, you‘ll need to specify
the full pathname for the script so that the system can find it at boot time.

Starting with a new shell
Each user‘s home directory contains two files that the bash shell uses to automatically
start scripts and set environment variables:

■ The . b a s h p r o f i l e file
■ The . b a s h r c file
The Linux Local Startup File Locations
Distribution
Debian
Fedora
openSuse

File location
/ e t c / i n i t . d / r c .l o c a l
/ e tc / r c . d / r c . l o c a l
/ et c/ i n i t . d / b o o t .l o c a l

The bash shell runs the . b a s h p r o f i l e file when a new shell is run as a result of a new
login. Place any scripts that you want run at login time in this file.
The bash shell runs the . b a s h r c file any time a new shell is started, including when a new
login occurs. You can test this by adding a simple e cho statement to the . b a s h r c file in
your home directory, then starting a new shell:
$ bash
T h i s i s a new s h e l l ! !
$
If you want to run a script for every user on the system, most Linux distributions provide the
/ e t c / b a s h r c file (note that there‘s no period in front of the b a s h r c filename). The bash
shell executes the statements in this file every time any user on the system starts a new bash
shell.
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ChapterThirteen :Essential System Administration

root: THE SYSTEM ADMINISTRATORS’S LOGIN:
The UNIX system provides a special login name for the exclusive use of the administrator; it is
called root. This account doesn‘t need to be separately created but comes with every system. Its
password is generally set at the time of installation of the system and has to be used on logging
in:
Login: root
Password: *******[Enter]
# _
The prompt of root is #, unlike the $ or % used by nonprivileged users. Once login has been
done, then the placement is in root‘s home directory. Depending on the system, this directory
could be / or / root.
On modern systems, most administrative commands are resident in/ sbin and /usr/ sbin, but if an
older system is being used, these can be found in /etc.root‘s PATHlist is also different from the
one used by the other users:
/sbin:/bin:/usr/sbin:/usr/bin:/usr/dt/bin
Since the superuser has to constantly navigate the file system, it‘s possible that he might
inadvertently execute programs and scripts written by other users. That‘s why the PATH for a
superuser doesn‘t include the current directory.
Many of the strandard scripts supplied with the UNIX systems for system administration work
(especially the scripts related to booting) rely on the Bourne shell for execution. As
administrator, the consequences of using the Korn shell should be weighed carefully since scripts
developed under this shell may not run on another host, which may not have this shell. But these
must not under any circumstances use C shell scripts. Linux uses Bash for normal and system
administrative activities.

su: Acquiring Superuser Status:
Any user can acquire superuser status with the su command if they know the root password. For
e.g., the user Juliet (with the home directory/ home/ juliet) becomes a superuser in this way:
$ su
Password: ********
# pwd
/home/Juliet

root’s password
Prompt changes, but directory doesn’t
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Though the current directory doesn‘t change, the # prompt indicates that Juliet now has powers
of a superuser. To be in root‘s home directory on superuser login, use su – 1.
Creating a user’s environment: Users often rush to the administrator with the complaint that a
program has stopped running. The administrator first tries running it in a simulated environment.
su, when used with a -, recreates the user‘s environment without taking the login- password
route:
su – henry
No password required
This sequence executes henry‘s .profile (or the relevant startup scripts), and temporarily creates
henry‘s environment. Su runs a separate sub-shell, so this mode is terminated by hitting [Ctrl-d]
or using exit.
THE ADMINISTRATOR’S PRIVILEGES:
The superuser has enormous powers, and any command invoked has a greater chance of success
than when issued by others. The command may also behave differently or be reserved for their
exclusive use. The superuser‘s authority is mainly derived from the power to:









Change the contents or attributes of any file like its permissions and ownership. They can
delete any file even if the directory is write- protected.
Initiate or kill any process. The administrator can directly kill all processes except
the ones essential for running the system.
Change any user‘s password without knowing the existing one.
Set the system clock with date.
Address all users concurrently with wall.
Limit the maximum size of files that users are permitted to create with ulimit.
Control users‘ access to the scheduling services like at and cron.
Control users‘ access to many networking services like FTP, SSH etc.

The administrator has to use these powers with utmost caution. An apparently innocent and
unplugged loophole can cause disaster if that knowledge is acquired by a
mischievous person.

date: Setting the System Date:
The administrator uses ―
date‖ as a ―
passive‖ command with a numeric argument to set the
system date. This argument is usually an eight character string of the form MMDDhhmm,
optionally followed by a two or four digit year string:
# date 01092124
Thu Jan 9 21:24:00 IST 2009
UNIX systems will continue to understand the century for some time (until the year 2038, at
least). Ensure that the date is reasonably accurate as the cron scheduler uses the clock time
to run jobs.
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wall: Communicating with Users:
The wall command addresses all users simultaneously. Most UNIX systems don‘t permit
users to run this command (Linux excepted), and reserve it for the sole use of the
administrator:
# wall
The machine will be shut down today
at 14: 30 hrs. The backup will be at 13:30 hrs
[Ctrl- D]
All users currently logged in will receive this message on their terminal. This command
is routinely executed by the administrator --- especially before shutdown of the system.

ulimit: Setting Limits on File Size:
Faulty programs or negligence can eat up disk space in no time. The ulimit command (now a
builtin in all shells) imposes a restriction on the maximum size of a file that a user is
permitted to create. Though a ordinary user can only reduce this default value, the superuser
can increase it:
ulimit 20971510

Measured in 512- byte blocks

This statement will often be placed in /etc/ profile so that every user has to work within
these restrictions. When used by itself, ulimit displays the current setting. Solaris and Linux
show unlimited as the default output, but it could be different on different systems.

Controlling Use of at and cron:
The access to the use of at and batch is restricted and controlled by the files at.allow
and at.deny in/etc/cron.d (/etc in Linux). If at.allow is present, only users listed in the
file are permitted to use at and batch. If it is not present, only users listed in the file are
permitted to use at and batch. If it is not present, the system checks at.deny for users who
are barred from using these commands. If neither file is present. Only the system
administrator is permitted to invoke at and batch.
The cron scheduler is used by the administrator to make commands like find and du compile
useful information about the system, or for automating the backup operations. Like at
and batch, the authorization to use it is controlled in identical manner by two files,
cron.allow and cron.deny, in/etc/cron.d (/etc in Linux).
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Startup: After a machine is powered on, the system looks for all peripherals and then goes
through a series of steps that may take up to a few minutes to complete the boot cycle. The
exact sequence is system- dependent, but the first major event is the loading of the
kernel (/kernel/genunix in Solaris and /boot/vmlinuz in Linux) into memory. The
kernel then spawns init (PID 1) which in turn, spawns further processes. Some of
these processes monitor all of the terminal lines, activate the network and printer.
Eventually, init becomes the parent of all shells.
A UNIX system boots to a specific state (or mode), and this state is represented by a number
or letter, called the run level. The default run level as well as the action to take for each run
level is controlled by init. There are two states. They are:
Single-user mode: This mode is important for the administrator, who uses it to perform his
administrative tasks, like checking or backing up individual file systems. Other users are
prevented from operating the system in single-user mode.
Multiuser mode: In this mode, individual file systems are mounted, and system daemons are
also started. Printing is possible only in multiuser mode and when the lpsched daemon is
running.
The who – r command displays the run level for the system:
$ who – r
.

run- level 3 Jan 09:39 3

0

S

This machine is at run level 3, a state which supports multiuser and network operations.

Shutdown: The administrator also has the duty of shutting down the machine at the end of the
day (If it is ever shut down). The shutdown command controls this sequence. shutdown
usually performs the following activities:








Notifies users with wall about the system going down with a directive to log out.
Users are then expected to close their files and log out. shutdown itself sleeps for a
minute after mailing the first message and may issue a reminder or two.
Sends signals to all running processes so they can terminate normally.
Logs users off and kills remaining processes.
Unmounts all secondary file systems.
Writes information about file system status to disk to preserve the integrity of the file
system.
Notifies users to reboot or switch off, or moves the system to single-user mode.

shutdown finally displays a message that could look like:

Reboot the system now or turn
power off System halted
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The machine can now be considered to have completed the shutdown sequence successfully. The
power can be turned off unless the machine supports a power management feature that does this
job automatically.
The –g option to shutdown overrides the default waiting time of one minute. The command can
be used in the following ways:
shutdown –g2
shutdown –y –g0
shutdown –y –g0 –i6

Powers down machine after 2 minutes
Immediate shutdown
Shutdown and reboot

Some systems like Solaris have the reboot and halt commands that also shut the system down
without warning the users. Unless required, one should stick to shutdown if a multiuser system
is being administered.
Linux: Linux uses the –t option to override the default waiting time of one minute. shutdown
can also be used in the following ways:
shutdown 17:30
shutdown –r now
shutdown –h now

Shutdown at 17:30 hours
Shutdown immediately and reboot
Shutdown immediately and halt

Linux also permits the use of the Windows-styled [Ctrl][Alt][Del] sequence to shut down the
system.
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Chapter Fourteen :TCP/IP Networking
TCP/ IP Basics:
You need to k now some networking to understand TCP/IP. In a network, a computer is
known as a host, sometimes a node. Every host has a hostname which is unique throughout
the network. To know your machine‘s hostname use the hostname command.
$ hostname
saturn.heavens.com
This multiword name is of the type used by hosts on the Internet, where the first word (here,
saturn) actually signifies the name of the host. heavens.com is the name of the domain to
which the host belongs. Some systems omit the domain name from the output of the
hostname command.
When two or more TCP/ IP networks are connected together, we get an internet, popularly
known as an intranet. Note that an internet is different from the Internet (spelled with an
uppercase I), which is the supernetwork of all networks. A local internet of intranet may
easily be connected to the Internet which also uses the same protocol.

HOW THE TCP/ IP WORKS:
Unlike the telephone system, TCP/ IP is a packet- switching system. In a packet- switched
network, there is no dedicated connection between the sender and receiver. Rather, the data is
broken into packets and each packet is provided with a header. This header contains the
sequence number and a checksum, which is a simple number determining the exact
information in the packet. These packets are put inside envelopes, the sender‘s and
recipient‘s addresses are written on them, and the packets are sent on their way.
As the packets travel along a vast network like the Internet, they encounter routers
everywhere. These are special computers or intelligent devices that look at the
envelope addresses and then determine the most efficient route each packet has to take to
move closer to its destination. Because the load on the network varies constantly,
packets may move along different routes and arrive out of order. The packets are
reassembled in the correct order from the information provided in them.
Before assembly, the checksum of each packet is calculated with the number that has been
sent in the packet. If the checksums don‘t match, the packet is corrupted and has to be resent.
When all clean packets are received, they are assembled, their headers discarded and data
fed to the application in their original form.

TCP/ IP FEATURES:
A protocol in TCP/ IP context simply means a set of rules that are used by two or more
machines to talk to one another. The term TCP/ IP expands to Transmission Control
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Protocol/ Internet Protocol, but that‘s not its real meaning. In fact, it‘s a collection of
several protocols (of which TCP and IP are the most important ones). These protocols or
rules are built into the kernel and have the following key features:
 Independence of vendor, type of machine and operating system.
 Delivery of data in multiple packets.
 One-hundred percent reliability of transmission with facilities for full error control.
 Ability to divert data immediately through other routes if one or more parts of
the network went down.
 Facility to connect new subnetworks without significant disruption of services.
TCP/ IP is also characterized by the absence of any formal specification. All TCP/ IP
specifications are available in the form of RFCs (Request For Comments) – documents that ar
available widely on the Internet. These can be downloaded using anonymous FTP from
rs.internic.net.

IP ADDRESSES:
Apart from the hostname, every host in the network has an address called the IP address which
is used by other machines to communicate with it. This address is a series of four dot-delimited
numbers (called octets), which could typically look like:
192.168.0.1

The maximum value of each octet is 255. The IP address of a host is also independent of the
networking hardware and is set at the time of booting the by the system‘s startup scripts. TCP/ IP
applications can address a host by its hostname as well as its IP address:
telnet Saturn
ftp 192. 168. 0. 1
The network administrator sets the IP address of a host to make it unique not only within the
network, but also in all connected networks. And if the network is connected to the Internet, it
must be unique throughout the world.

DAEMONS AND PORTS:
TCP/ IP and the Internet operate on the client-server principle – the division of labor between
two computers connected in a network. An FTP application is split into a server and a client
component --- two separate programs by themselves. The web server‘s job is to send an HTML
document, which the client software (the browser) formats on the user‘s screen.
The server programs are called daemons in UNIX, and it can be seen in the output of the ps
command. They are not associated with any terminal and always run in the background, listening
for input from the clients. The httpd daemon listens for a Web page request. The sendmail
daemon handles the mails.
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How does an FTP packet know that it has to connect to another FTP application at the other end
and not to a Web browser? Specifying the IP address in an FTP packet is not enough; a separate
port number has to be included as well. This number is always associated with the FTP service,
so the packet reaches the FTP server. Port numbers are like telephone extension numbers in an
office. Specifying the office telephone number is not enough; one must know the extension
number also to reach the right person.
Daemons listen for requests at certain specific port numbers assigned to them. sendmail listens
on port 25, FTP on 21 and TELNET on 23. However, their client counterparts use random port
numbers at their ends. For instance, the ftp client (the command named ftp on the machine) will
open a connection using some random number at its end, but the FTP daemon will use the port
number 21 at the server end.

I.

RESOLVING IP ADDRESSES:

IP addresses are used by many utilities like telnet and ftp. For instance, to connect to a remote
site with the IP address 202.54.37.108, one can use these applications in the following ways:
ftp 202.54.37.108
telnet 202.54.37.108
Users find numbers difficult to remember, while network software understands only numbers.
All machines in a network have names, and applications usually access these machines by
their hostnames rather than their IP addresses. A set of routines linked to the application, called
the resolver, translates the name into its corresponding IP address. These names take two
forms:


A simple hostname (like saturn) which can be used by hosts to communicate among
themselves in a small network. IN such networks, one can connect to a host saturn using
commands like:
ftp saturn
telnet saturn

The resolver will look up/ etc/ hosts (called the hosts file) to find out the IP address, and the
command will then use it to connect to the host.


A fully qualified domain name(FQDN) where the hostname is a component.
ftp.download.com is an FQDN, where com is a domain, download is a subdomain and ftp
is the hostname. The Internet uses only FQDNs. These softwares can be downloaded
from the Internet using the ftp command like this:


ftp ftp.download.com
The second “ftp” is the hostname
The resolver in this case will look up a decentralized database to determine the IP address of this
FQDN. This database belongs to the Domain Name System, and is normally maintained on
separate machines that could be spread across the globe.
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Irrespective of the form used in the hostnames, the resolver translates the hostname or FQDN
into its corresponding IP address. The application can only run when this resolution has been
performed.

/etc/hosts: The Hosts file:
In a small network, the name– address mappings are placed in/etc/hosts in each and every host of
the network. This file is often called the hosts file. This database allows the applications to look
up a name and find out its corresponding IP address and vice versa. A look at a sample file
reveals its flexible structure:
$ cat/etc/hosts
# Internet host table
#
127.0.0.1
192.168.35.11
192.168.35.12
192.168.35.13

local host
jupiter
saturn s2
mercury

Aliases permitted

For each machine in the network, this table contains a line mapping the IP address to its
respective hostname. It contains at least two fields for each line – one for each address. The line
for Saturn shows that TCP/ IP also permits the use of aliases. This makes addressing even
simpler as one can now use telnet saturn instead of telnet 192.168.35.12. and if that seems a lot
of work, one can use telnet s2 also.
The network administrator needs to maintain /etc/hosts on all machines in the network. Once
that is done, any user can choose either the IP address, the hostname or an alias to access a host.
The problem arises when a machine is added to the network. In that case, the hosts file has
to be changed on all machines. This could be manageable in a small network, but becomes
tedious in a large one, and absolutely impossible on the Internet.

II. THE APPLICATIONS:
TCP/ IP originally began by the development of a collection of programs called the DARPA set.
Later, Berkeley developed an entire suite of tools known as the r-utilities because all their
command names are prefixed with an r. The DARPA set comprise the telnet and ftp commands
which use the login-password route to connect to the server. The Berkeley suite comprising
rlogin, rcp and rsh offer password-free authentication instead. Both systems are inherently
insecure.
DARPA tools send the password across the network in clear text. This allows network sniffers to
intercept the password and gain illegal access to the system. Berkeley tools assume that the IP
address of the remote host is the correct one, but it‘s possible to subvert DNS and provide a
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wrong IP address. These tools also transmit data in clear text, which could be intercepted and
altered in transit.

III. ping: CHECKING THE NETWORK:
To operate in a network, a host must be equipped with a network interface card (NIC) that is
configured and assigned an IP address. One can then use ping to send packets to a machine
known to be working in the network. The command sends 56- byte packets to a remote
destination which answers back on receipt:
# ping –s earth
option

Solaris; Linux doesn’t need –s

PING earth: 56 data bytes
64 bytes from earth: pdsit.becs.ac.in (192.168.35.140) : icmp_seq=0. Time=0.
64 bytes from earth: pdsit.becs.ac.in (192.168.35.140) : icmp_seq=1. Time=0.
64 bytes from earth: pdsit.becs.ac.in (192.168.35.140) : icmp_seq=2. Time=0.
64 bytes from earth: pdsit.becs.ac.in (192.168.35.140) : icmp_seq=3. Time=0.
[Ctrl- c]
Display interrupted
key
--------earth PING Statistics----------4 packets transmitted, 4 packets received, 0% packet loss
Round- trip (ms)
min/avg/max = 0/0/0

ms
ms
ms
Ms
by pressing this

That there has been no ―packet loss‖ only confirms the connectivity between the local and
remote hosts. ―Pinging‖ a host doesn‘t require any server process to run at the other end. For
instance, if inetd is not started up on the remote machine, neither ftp nor telnet will work even if
ping reports success.

IV. telnet: REMOTE LOGIN:
The telnet command, belonging to the DARPA command set, allows to log on to a remote
machine. If one has an account on a host in a local network (or on the Internet), then they can
use the telnet with the hostname or IP address as argument:
$ telnet 192.168.35.12
Trying 192.168.35.12…
Connected to 192.168.35.12.
Escape character is ‗^]‘.

Sun0S 5.8
login:
Now the login name has to be entered at this prompt, and then the password to gain access to the
remote machine. As long as one is logged in, anything that is typed is sent to the remote
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machine, and the machine just acts as a dumb terminal. Any files that are used or commands that
are run will always be on the remote machine. After finishing, press [Ctrl –d] or type exit to log
out and return to local shell.
The ―Escape character‖ allows making a temporary escape to the telnet> prompt so that a
command can be executed on the local machine. To invoke it, press [Ctrl -]] ([Ctrl] and the ]).
One can then use the ! with a UNIX command, say 1s, to list files on the local machine:
$ [Ctrl -]]
telnet> !1s -1 *.sam
A TELNET session is closed in the same way as any login session. Use [Ctrl –d] or the
command appropriate to the shell. If one is at the telnet> prompt, use quit, an internal command
of telnet. Use help to view telnet‘s internal commands.

V.

ftp: FILE TRANSFER PROTOCOL:

DARPA‘s ftp command is used to transfer files between hosts. It offers a number of UNIX-like
directory- oriented services, and many of its commands have similar names. Like telnet, ftp
can also be invoked with or without the address. By using the hostname:
$ ftp Saturn
Connected to saturn.
220 saturn FTP server (Version wu-2.6.1-18) ready.
Name (saturn: henry) : Charlie
331 Password required for charlie.
Password: *********
230 User charlie logged in.
Remote system type is UNIX.
Using binary mode to transfer files.
ftp>_

henry logs in as Charlie
Enter the password

The ftp prompt

After establishing a connection with saturn, ftp prompts for the username and password. The
local username is prompted s default (henry), and if [Enter] is pressed, then the system would
have logged in as henry. To quit ftp, break the connection with close, and then enter bye or quit:
ftp> close
This can be skipped, if not required
221 Goodbye.
ftp> bye
Quit also can be used.
$_
One has to log on to the FTP server yet again to try out ftp‘s internal commands. For a complete
list, use the help command at the ftp> prompt.
Basic File and Directory Handling:
ftp has all the basic facilities needed to handle files and directories on the remote machine –
like
pwd, ls, cd, mkdir, rmdir and chmod. Single files can be deleted (delete), multiple files deleted
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(mdelete) or files renamed (rename). However all these commands apply only to the remote
machine and not to the local machine.
If one has to use the operating system commands on the local machine, use the ! in the usual
manner. Since the ! doesn‘t work with the cd command, ftp offers the lcd (local cd) command to
do this job.
ftp> verbose
Turns off some ftp messages
Verbose mode
off. ftp> pwd
257 ―/home/sales‖ is current
directory.
ftp> ls
-rw-r--r-l sales
group
1498
Jul
25 18:34 exrc
-rw-r--r-l sales
group
20
Jul
25 18:37 login.sql
-rwxr-xr-x- l sales
group
289312 Jul 25 18:22 perl
-rw-r--r-l sales
group
1457664 Jul 25 18:43 vb4cab.2
……..
ftp> mkdir reports
ftp> cd reports
ftp> pwd
257 ―/home/sales‖ is current
directory.
ftp> cdup
Equivalent to cd ..
ftp> pwd
This is on the remote machine
257 ―/home/sales‖ is current
directory.
ftp> !pwd
This is on the local machine
/home/henry/project3
ftp> delete exrc
* is interpreted on remote machine
ftp> mdelete login.sql perl vb4*
mdelete login.sql? y
mdelete perl? Y
mdelete vb4cab.2? y
Observe that mdelete prompts for each filename. This default behavior is also displayed by the
mget and mput commands which are also meant to be used with multiple files.

Transferring Files:
For the purpose of transfer, files can be seen as belonging to two types –ascii (text) and binary.
All executables, graphics, word processing and multimedia files belong to the binary type. These
files need special attention, so you set the transfer mode to binary before initiating file transfer.
Uploading (put and mput): A Web Site Developer frequently needs to upload Web pages and
graphic files to Web site. The put command sends (uploads) a single file, penguin.gif, to the
remote machine:
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ftp> binary
200 Type set to I.
ftp> put penguin.gif
local: penguin.gif remote: penguin.gif
200 PORT command successful.
150 Opening BINARY mode data connection for penguin.gif.
226 Transfer complete.
6152 bytes sent in 0.04 seconds (150.20 Kbytes/s)

Copied under same name

The destination file name can be changed and also multiple files can be copied with mput:
Put penguin.gif pelican.gif
mput t* .sql

interpreted on local machine

By default, mput behaves interactively and seeks confirmation for every file that has to
be transferred. To make mput behave noninteractively, run the prompt command before
using mput. It can be seen that the message Interactive mode off. prompt is a toggle switch;
the next invocation reverses the previous mode.
Downloading (get and mget): To download files from the remote machine, use the get and mget
commands in a similar manner as their ―put‖ counterparts. This time, turn off all messages with
verbose:
ftp> verbose
ftp> ls
drwxr-xr-x
14 888
drwxr-xr-x
2 888
-rw-r-r-1 888
-rw-r-r-1 888
…….
ftp> binary
ftp> get l s- l R. gz
ftp> _

Turns off noise

999
999
999
999

4096 Jun 15 16: 46
26 May 14 00: 47
323393 Sep 7
28360 Sep 7

communicator
communicator_for_france
17: 22 l s- lR
17: 22 l s- lR. gz
Default on most systems
No statistics this time--- file copied

Like with put, one can change the destination filename, and also copy multiple files with mget:
Get l s- l R. gz netscape_filelist
mget t* .sql

* interpreted on remote machine

The prompt setting that works with mput also works with mget in the same way.
Why does ftp have two transfer modes? When files are transferred in the ASCII mode, newline
conversions take place automatically. That is, if one uses the ftp command on windows to
transfer a file from a UNIX machine in the ASCII mode, all LF will be replaced with CR-LF.
This replacement is desirable for tect files but not for binary files where alteration makes
them unusable.
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ANONYMOUS FTP:
On the Internet, there are several anonymous FTP sites which offer trial and public domain
software for downloading. One can log on to such a site using the account, ―anonymous‖, and
the e-mail address as password. Only downloading of files can be can be done from an
anonymous FTP site. The way to connect to anonymous FTP site of Netscape Corporation is:
$ ftp ftp.netscape.com
Connected to ftp.netscape.com (64.12.168.249) .
220 ftpnscp.newaol.com FTP server (Sun0S 5.8) ready,
Name (ftp.netscape.com; Summit) : anonymous
331 Guest login ok, send your complete e-mail address as password.
Password : sumit204@ebay.com
Not echoed on screen
230 Guest login ok, access restrictions apply.
Remote system type is UNIX.
Using Binary mode to transfer files.
This time ftp was used with an FQDN (ftp.netscape.com) that represents an Internet host. Once
logged in, the get and mget commands to download software can be used. Note that these sites
won‘t allow uploading files to these directories or removing them.

VI. CRYPTOGRAPHY BASICS:
Cryptography is the science of protecting information. This protection is achieved by using
mathematical techniques to transform information to an unintelligible form by a process known
as encryption. The unscrambling of the data to its original form is called decryption. Both
encryption and decryption are achieved by using one or more keys. It is practically impossible to
retrieve the original data without knowledge of the key.
Cryptography is used for authentication, confidentiality and message integrity. When A sends a
message to B, B needs to satisfy itself that the message is indeed from A (authentication). A also
needs to make sure that only B can read the message (confidentiality). Both need to make
sure that the message has not been altered in transit (message integrity). These principles
form the basis of the secure shell.

There are many algorithms that determine the way data is encrypted and decrypted, and
how keys are generated. Generally, these algorithms are divided as belonging to these types:



Symmetric key algorithms that use a single key.
Assymmetric key algorithms that use two keys.

Since the encrypted pattern is largely defined by the key used, the security of the data depends
both on the strength of the algorithm and length of the key. Though it is practically impossible to
decrypt data without knowledge of the key, a brute force attack (one that tries all possible keys)
can theoretically retrieve the data. However, by one estimate, if the key length is 128 bits, a brute
force attack using a billion computers with each able to search a billion keys a second would still
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require over 10,000 billion years to search all keys. This is more than the residual life of our
solar system (four billion years).
Both symmetric and asymmetric systems have their advantages and disadvantages, and SSH
make use of both technologies to provide a completely encrypted session between two ends.
Symmetric Key Algorithms:
Symmetric key algorithms make use of a single key for encryption and decryption of data. Both
sender and recipient must have knowledge of the key. These algorithms enable very fast
encryption and decryption and are thus widely used for bulk data. If there is a large document to
send, then in all probability, one has to use a symmetric key to protect it. The most common
symmetric algorithms in use are DES, 3DES, Blowfish and IDEA.
Symmetric algorithms have one problem, however – key distribution. If two individuals who
trust each other decide to exchange data, then this isn‘t much of a problem. However, on the
Internet, if 10 users agree to exchange data with one another, they would need to exchange 90
keys. Also, they would all need to trust one another. The solution is to use a symmetric key for
encryption and asymmetric cryptography for key distribution.
Asymmetric Key Algorithms:
Asymmetric key algorithms, also known as public/ private key algorithms, make use of two
keys-- public and private. Data encrypted by one key can only be decrypted by the other key.
The two keys are related to each other though it is ―computationally infeasible‖ to derive one key
from knowledge of the other. It‘s the public key that is distributed to all; the private key never
leaves the machine.
When A needs to send an encrypted message to B using an asymmetric key algorithm, there are
two options available to A:
Encrypt the message with A‘s private key so B can decrypt it with A‘s public key. This
achieves the goal of authentication. B is sure that the message has indeed come from A.
 Encrypt with B‘s public key so that B can decrypt it with B‘s private key. The goal of
confidentiality is achieved as A is assured that only B can read the message.
In real life, however, the principles described above are used in somewhat different manner.
Symmetric key algorithms are slow (often, about a thousand times slower than asymmetric ones)
and are thus totally unsuitable for encrypting bulk data. SSH uses the best of worlds. It uses a
symmetric algorithm to encrypt data but an asymmetric one to distribute the key. SSH uses RSA,
DSA and Diffie- Hellman as public key systems for key distribution.


VII. SSH: THE SECURE SHELL:
To understand why the TELNET and FTP services are increasingly being disabled, one needs to
know the steps that typically characterize an FTP session. The insecurity associated with each
step will help to understand why cryptography was adopted in SSH design:
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The client connects to the server. Neither the server nor the client has any means
to authenticate each other. An impostor can manipulate the DNS of the network to
provide an IP address that actually belongs to a different server.
The client logs on to the server using a username and password, both of which are
sent in clear text. It‘s easy to intercept this data.
The client requests a file to be transferred. The entire file is also sent unencrypted,
so it can be read by an outsider (violating confidentiality) and also
altered (violating integrity).

SSH addresses all three issues. It uses a symmetric key to encrypt an entire session, but also uses
the public/ private key mechanism to authenticate hosts and users. There are currently two SSH
protocols in use, and the exact techniques differ in SSH- 1 and SSH- 2.

Host Authentication:
SSH uses public key algorithms to generate a public- private key pair not only for users but also
for the hosts. When the sshd daemon is first started, it generates the host key pair for that host.
When one uses a SSH client, say, ssh itself, to connect to a server running sshd, this is what can
be seen:
$ ssh mercury
The authenticity of host ‗mercury (192.168.35.1)‘ can‘t be established.
RSA key fingerprint is 89:7f:65:bd:dd:af:01:e2:30:51:41:1a:fa:51:64:81.
Are you sure you want to continue connecting (yes/ no)? yes
Warning: Permanently added ‗mercury, 192.168.35.1‘ (RSA) to the list of known hosts.
sumit@mercury‘s password: **********
Last login: Fri Nov 28 10:19:03 2003 `from saturn.heavens.com
$_
SSH here points out that it is connecting to mercury for the first time, and that it has been
provided with the public key of mercury (the host key, referred to as ―fingerprint‖). If one finds
nothing wrong with that then mercury‘s public key is added to ~/.ssh/known_hosts on the client
host.
Once it is decided to go ahead, the client generates a random and symmetric session key. The
client encrypts this key with the server‘s public key and sends it to the server. Henceforth, all
communication between server and client will be encrypted using this session key. The user is
logged in using password authentication but this is not how SSH is intended to be used.

The rhosts/ shosts Authentication Scheme:
The Berkeley r-utilities (comprising the rsh, rlogin and rcp commands) introduced the concept
of trusted hosts to perform password-free authentication. A host either maintained a system-
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wide file, /etc/hosts.equiv that listed those hosts (one per line) who are allowed to connect to
this host. Alternatively a user could also maintain the file ~/.rhosts with similar entries.
Consider that the user romeo on host Saturn has the entry mercury in ~/.rhosts. This implies that
romeo on mercury can use rsh and rlogin to log on to his like-to-like account on saturn without
using a password. However, if .rhosts contains the entry Pluto Juliet, it means that the user juliet
on pluto can also log on to romeo‘s account without using a password. If these conditions are not
met, then a password would be prompted for.
This scheme has drawbacks. The r-utilities use DNS to verify the authenticity of a host and DNS
is vulnerable to spoofing attacks. However, SSH also supports a variation of the above
mechanism. It uses /etc/shosts.equiv and ~/.shosts for authentication, failing which it uses
/etc/hosts.equiv and ~/.rhosts. The entries in both sets are of the same form, and password- free
access is granted if equivalence can be established. If all‘s not well, then SSH prompts for a
password with the difference that the password is sent encrypted to the server.
To use this scheme, it should be made sure that both ~/.rhosts and ~/.shosts are both deleted, both
in server and client. It‘s expected that the administrator won‘t also maintain /etc/hosts.equiv and
/etc/shosts.equiv.
User Authentication with Symmetric Algorithms:
Host authentication is followed by user authentication using public key encryption, provided the
client is set up to work that way. The program ssh-keygen generates the public- private key pair
for a user and stores them in two separate files. As an added precaution, SSh allows to encrypt
the private key using a passphrase which is prompted for at the time of key generation:
$ ssh- keygen -t rsa
Generating RSA keys
Generating public/ private rsa key pair.
Enter file in which to save the key (/home/sumit/.ssh/id_rsa): [Enter]
Enter passphrase (empty for no passphrase): *****************
Enter same paraphrase again: *****************
Your identification has been saved in /home/sumit/.ssh/id_rsa.
Your public key has been saved in /home/sumit/.ssh/id_rsa.pub.
The key fingerprint is:
29:75:68:49:30:e8:8b:e1:5c:db:13:97:01:d6:bc:15 sumit@saturn.planets
We opted for RSA- based authentication (-t rsa), but SSH-2 also supports DSA. A passphrase is
similar to a password except that spaces are allowed. The default locations for the private
and public RSA keys are ~/.ssh/id_rsa and ~/.ssh/id_rsa.pub, respectively. Expectedly, the
private key file is a little more secure than the other:
$ cd ~/ .ssh ; ls - l id_rsa*
-rw------1 sumit
users
-rw-r—r-1 sumit
users

951 2003-11-27
223 2003-11-27

13:10 id_rsa
13:10 id_rsa.pub
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The private key is stored in encrypted form (using the paraphrase provided) in the first file. To
use RSA- based public/ private key authentication, one needs to copy the file containing
public key (id_rsa.pub) to all hosts to which one needs to connect by SSH. ftp could be used
for this job, but the service could be disabled, so use scp, a command of the SSH suite:
$ cd ~/ .ssh
$ scp id_rsa.pub sumit@mercury:.

On the client machine

sumit@mercury‘s password: **********
id_rsa.pub
100% |****************************|

230

00:00

scp still prompts for the password because RSA-based user authentication has not been set up
yet. Log on to the server (here, mercury) and append this file to ~/.ssh/authorized_keys on the
remote host. This file contains the public keys for this user who connects from different hosts:
$ ssh mercury
sumit@mercury‘s password: **********
Last login: Fri Nov 28 10: 25: 49 2003 from saturn@heavens.com
$ cat id_rsa.pub >> ~/.ssh/authorized_keys
$ exit
Back to client
Connection to mercury closed.
If everything has been set up properly, then ssh can be used or any of the tools of the SSH suite
(scp, sftp or slogin) to connect to mercury, the program prompts for the passphrase of private
key:
$ ssh mercury
Enter passphrase for key ‗/home/sumit/.ssh/id_rsa‘:
Last login: Fri Nov 28 10: 27: 24 2003 from saturn.heavens.com
$ _
Here SSH does not prompt for the password, however simply the passphrase used to encrypt the
private key. The server verifies the authenticity of the user by sending the client a challenge—a
randomly selected string encrypted with the user‘s public key. The client decrypts the string and
sends back the challenge string thus proving that it is possesses the private key. The user is then
logged in. There could be a variation of this procedure, but the underlying idea of using public
key cryptography for key distribution and authentication is evident.
Using the SSH agent for Noninteractive Logins:
For regularly connecting to a remote host SSH authentication agent program can be used, sshagent, to cache the unencrypted private key in memory. Once this key is handed over to sshagent, all future connections will be both password-and-passphrase-free.
ssh-agent needs two variables to be set. The default output shows their assignment in the form of
variable=value:
$ ssh-agent
240
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SSH_AUTH_SOCK=/tmp/ssh-XXFh8izh/agent.1655;, export SSH_AUTH_SOCK;
SSH_AGENT_PID=1656; export SSH_AGENT_PID;
Echo Agent pid 1656;
The agent hasn‘t been run yet, but using the services of eval, these assignments can be used and
invoke the agent in a single invocation:
$ eval `ssh-agent -s`
Agent pid 1251

Use -c for C shell

The agent is now running with 1251 as the PID. Now to hand over the private key with ssh-add:

$ ssh-add ~/.ssh/id_rsa
Need passphrase for /home/sumit/.ssh/id_rsa
Enter passphrase for /home/sumit/.ssh/id_rsa: ****************
Identity added: /home/sumit/.ssh/id_rsa (/home/sumit/.ssh/id_rsa)
The private key will remain cached in memory as long as one is logged in. All keys can be
displayed as registered with ssh-agent with the –l option, and delete a key with –d. A passphrase
is no longer needed to connect to the server:
$ ssh mercury
Last login: Fri Nov 28 10: 28: 17 2003 from saturn.heavens.com
$ _
This is noninteractive login. A secure communication channel and every character passing
through this channel is encrypted using a symmetric key algorithm. Now any of the SSH tools
can be used in a noninteractive manner.

VIII. THE SSH TOOLS:
The SSH suite comprises tools that emulate the behacior of both the DARPA set and Berkeley rutilities. These tools also have similar names:
 slogin for remote login.
 ssh for remote login and command execution.
 scp and sftp for file transfer.
Here the ssh command itself can be used both for remote login as well as command
execution. Unlike the conventional tools, however all SSH tools are secure (If configured
properly); all communication between server and client is encrypted. The tools are:

ssh and slogin: Remote Login and Command Execution:
SSH features two commands, ssh and slogin, both derived from Berkeley tools (rsh and
rlogin) for remote login. If one has previously run ssh-agent and ssh-add to save the private
key in memory, then it can login without supplying a passphrase:
$ ssh mercury
Last login: Fri Nov 28 10: 45: 23 2003 from saturn.heavens.com
$ _
However, if one has not used ssh-agent and ssh-add, then ssh will prompt for the
passphrase:
$ ssh mercury
Enter passphrase for key ‗/home/sumit/.ssh/id_rsa‘:
Using the –l option, one can also log in using a different user-id, provided the other user has
permitted to do so by saving the public key in ~/.ssh/authorized_keys on the server:
ssh -l charlie mercury

The slogin command behaves similarly and also supports the –l option.
Sometimes, one may like to run the remote command without logging in .ssh. Simply the
hostname and command name need to be used as arguments:
ssh saturn ls -l

ls -l executed on host saturn

Though ls is run remotely, the output is seen on the terminal. To save this output in the
remote machine as well, excape the >:
ssh saturn ls -l \> dir.lst

>interpreted remotely

If one uses wild cards that have to be interpreted remotely, then need to quote or escape
them so that the local shell doesn‘t interfere.
sftp and scp: Secure File Transfer:
The sftp command is similar to ftp except that it has a restricted set of internal
commands. Log in with or without a passphrase:
$ sftp mercury
Connecting to mercury…
Sftp> _

The sftp prompt

Invoke help and one will find that it uses an l prefix to run a command on the local machine.
This prefix was seen only in the lcd command in ftp, but here one has to use lpwd, lls and
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lmkdir to run pwd, ls and mkdir on the local machine. Here‘s how sftp can be used to
upload a file:
sftp> cd workc
sftp> pwd
Remote working directory: /home/sumit/workc
sftp> lpwd
Local Working directory: /home/sumit
sftp> lcd personal/ workc
sftp> lpwd
Local working directory:
/home/sumit/personal/workc sftp> put shell.c
Uploading shell.c to /home/sumit/workc/shell.c
sftp> quit
Even though the feature is not documented, one can use the mput and mget commands in
the same way as they are used in ftp.
scp has one advantage over both ftp and sftp. It can copy subdirectory structures. scp
accesses a remote file as hostname:filename. This is how a file is copied in both directions:
scp saturn:/home/henry/shell.c shell.c
scp shell.c saturn:/home/henry/

From remote to local
From local to remote

If the file has to be copied from the user‘s home directory, then one can shorten the
command line further. Wild cards also can be used to retrieve the multiple files:

scp henry@saturn:shell.c .
scp henry@saturn:‖* ‖.c .
For copying a directory structure, use the –r option. Both the following commands copy henry‘s
home directory tree from saturn to the local machine:
scp -r saturn:/home/henry .
scp -r henry@saturn: .

Two dots

Shell programmers can use the scp command in shell scripts.

IX. THE DOMAIN NAME SYSTEM (DNS):
Because of the innumerable number of hosts on the Internet, one can‘t use the host files
(/etc/hosts) there. The Internet (or, rather the ARPANET, its ancestor) did have a centralized file,
however since its maintenance was tedious, Berkeley provided the Domain name System
(DNS). DNS is a distributed system that is scalable easily. It introduces three key concepts:


A hierarchical organization of hostnames.
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A distributed database for performing the name-address mappings.
Delegation of authority to individual levels of the hierarchy.

In the Internet namespace, hosts belong to domains, which in turn could belong to subdomains,
and so forth. Like in the file system, these domains and subdomains form a hierarchy with the
root domain as the top, signified by a .(dot). The root domain has immediately below it a number
of top-level domains (TLDs) or generic domains, like edu and com. These in turn have
subdomains or second level domains under them in the same way a directory has subdirectories
under it. For e.g. if Binghamton is a subdomain under edu, and cs a subdomain under
Binghamton, then the host ralph could be uniquely described as:
ralph.cs.binghamton.edu.
In the hierarchy related to these dot-separated strings, edu is above Binghamton, which in turn is
above the cs.raplph.cs.binghamton.edu represents a fully qualified domain name (FQDN) of
the host ralph--- something like the absolute pathname of a file. Another site (a collection of
hosts of a single organization) can also have the hostname Ralph, or the subdomain name cs, but
the FQDN will be unique throughout the Internet.
The Net originally had eight three-character TLDs (Top Level Domains) allocated to
organization‘s based on the nature of their activities. MIT is represented in the edu domain, but
Sun Microsystems (com) and the GNU (org) belong to different TLDs. Moreover, every country
listed in the ISO-3166-1 specification is also represented by a two-letter country-code-top-level
domain (ccTLD).
Agencies spread across the globe allocate domains without creating conflict. However, the
responsibility for maintaining all information related to the Binghamton domain now rests with
the authorities at Binghamton. This responsibility includes, apart from the allocation of further
subdomains, also the maintenance of the relevant portion of the DNS database in one or more
name servers. A name server contains hostname IP-address mappings but in a more elaborate
form than /etc/hosts. The resolver queries the name servers on behalf of the application to obtain
the IP address of a host.

How DNS Works: When a host name or a FQDN is used with an application, the resolver
first has to determine mechanism of resolution that it has to adopt.It looks up its own
configuration file, /etc/resolv.conf, for entries like these:
order hosts, bind
nameserver
nameserver

192.168.35.200
192.168.35.201

The resolver on this machine will first look up /etc/hosts, failing which it will use BIND, the
name of the most common DNS implementation. If the resolver uses the DNS, it will first look
up the name server at the IP address mentioned first. It will try the second name server only if the
first name server can‘t be contacted.
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The name server may not have the answer to the resolver‘s query, in which case it refers the
query to another name server. That name server may not have the answer either, but DNS is so
designed that every name server always provides a partial solution that ultimately leads to
the resolution.

X. INTERNET MAIL:
The mailx command is used to move mails between users on the same host. The mail programs
generally need no special configuration to deliver mail in these single-host situations. However,
the mechanism used to move mail on the Internet is a little complex. Unlike TELNET and SSH,
which work in a simple client-server framework, Internet mail handling requires the work of at
least three agencies:




Mail user agent (MUA) – For reading the mailbox and sending mail.
Mail Transport Agent (MTA) --- For transporting mail between machines.
Mail Delivery Agent (MDA) --- For delivering mail to the recipients‘ mailboxes.

In this three-tier arrangement, the mail-user agent (MUA) like mailx or pine acts as the user‘s
frontend. The MUA reads incoming mail from the mailbox and hands over the outgoing mails to
the mail transport agent (MTA).
The MTA also has two functions: it both sends and receives mails. At the sending end, the MTA
identifies the recipient‘s address and delivers the message directly to the MTA at the other end.
At the receiving end, the MTA passes on mail to the Mail Delivery Agent (MDA). Both these
functions are handled universally by the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP).
The MTA is not responsible for ultimate delivery of the message. It is the MDA that accepts
mails from the receiving MTA and delivers it to the actual user‘s mailbox. This is handled by
separate programs like /usr/lib/mail.local on Solaris and procmail on Linux.
A fourth tier comes in when the MTA is unable to deliver mail to the MDA. This is true for
dialup lines where the user‘s host connects to the network intermittently. In this arrangement,
users typically use their ISP‘s facilities to handle both incoming and outgoing mail. The ISP
stores the user‘s mail on their server, and the user fetches the mail using a separate program.
There are two protocols in use today for fetching mail ---Post Office Protocol (POP3) and
Internet Message Access Protocol (IMAP).
The simple character-based clients like mailx and pine can only view mail that has
been delivered to the host on which they are running; they can‘t retrieve mail from a POP/
IMAP server. However If a mail is composed and received on the workstation using a GUI
client like Netscape Messenger or Mozilla Mail, then one needs to specify the following
parameters as part of client‘s setup:
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The outgoing SMTP server.
The incoming server that may use the OPP3 or IMAP protocol.
The user-id on these servers.

If a workstation is set up to act as a mail server, then the generic name localhost can be used
to signify the hostname or to specify the IP address.
~/.signature and ~/.forward :Two Important Files:
Most mailers make use of the signature facility to append some static text to every
outgoing message. This text is often the sender‘s personal details that are saved in
$HOME/.signature. The contents of this file are attached to the user‘s outgoing messages
provided the MUA is configured properly. Some mailers like Netscape also use the
.signature file but it is located differently.
When one is travelling, they can consider the automatic forwarding facility to redirect
all their incoming messages to another address. Only placing the address where one wants
all mails to be forwarded to in $HOME/.forward is required. If romeo‘s .forward contains
an entry like this:
romeo@yahoo.com
The local MTA forwards the mail to the mail server of yahoo.com without delivering it to
romeo‘s local mailbox. No mailer needs to be configured to use this facility
because forwarding through .forward is a feature of sendmail --- the program that uses the
SMTP and delivers most of the mails on the Internet.

XI. MIME: HANDLING BINARY ATTACHMENTS IN MAIL:
Every mail message consists of several lines of header information. Some of them are
inserted by the MUA and the others by the MTA. A typical message shows at least the first
four fields shown below:
Subject: creating animations in macromedia director from GIF89a
images Date: Fri, 08 Nov 2002 15: 42: 38 +0530
From: joe winter winter@sasol.com
To: heinz@xs4all.nl
Cc: pasha@earthlink.net
The message body follows next, preceded by a blank line. The body contains mostly text, but
it can also contain attachments which are held as a single multipart message. The
original SMTP protocol had two limitations that disallowed the mailing of binary
attachments:
 Only 7-bit ASCII characters could form a mail message.
 The line length could not exceed 1000 characters.
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As mail usage increased, requirement to include 8-bit binary files with arbitrary line
lengths was being increasingly felt. RFC 822 had to be extended by another standard,
Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) that addresses these issues.
MIME extends the definition of mail to include binary files and multiple data formats in
a single message. While RFC 822 was concerned with message headers, MIME
is concerned with the format of the content. It also imposes no restriction on line
length. Attachments containing binary data have to be encoded but the MIME standard
requires two additional headers to be sent with the message:
Content-Type: application/pdf; name= ―interior.pdf‖
Content-Transfer- Encoding: base64
The Content-Type: Header defines the type/ subtype of the data following the header.
Here, pdf is a subtype of application.
The Content-Transfer-Encoding: Header defines the encoding techniques used on the
data.
In the above case, there is a PDF document as an attachment having application/pdf as
its content type and encoded using the base64 technique.
These two headers provide the necessary information that enables a MIMEcompliant mail application at the other end to decode the content. Two configuration
files play a vital role here: mime.types on the sender‘s mail and mailcap on the
receiver‘s side. When one attaches a PDF document to an outgoing message, the
MUA looks up the file‘s extension in mime.types to determine the Content-Type
header. A sample entry for a PDF file (extension: .pdf):
application/pdf

pdf

The MUA sets the content type for the PDF portion of the message to application/pdf. At
the receiving end, the MUA may not have the capability to handle this content type. It
then looks up the file mailcap for the helper application (an external program) that is
specified for this content type. An entry from this file can be:
application/pdf;

acroread

%s

Note the delimiter is ;

This entry directs the MUA to call up the Acrobat Reader to view the PDF document.
Many UNIX systems maintain a systemwide mailcap database in/etc, but many MUAs
(like Netscape Messenger) maintain their own. If mailcap doesn‘t specify a helper
application for a content type, then the MUA would seek the user‘s approval for saving
the file to disk.
Even though MIME was designed to make it possible to deliver multimedia
attachments with mail messages, the standard applies equally well to newsgroup
messages and Web resources.
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Thank You
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XII. THE WORLD WIDE WEB:
The World Wide Webis the Internet‘s latest and finest service yet. It was originally
conceived by Tim Berners-Lee at CERN, Switzerland as a simple mechanism for
interconnecting documents spread across the globe. It acts as a ―one-stop-shop‖ for
everything today.
Even though the Web appears to be a conglomeration of multiple services, it works
within the framework of the simple client-server model. Web Service uses the Hyper
Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP), and Web servers, also known as HTTP servers listen
for requests at port 80. The web‘s access (client) tool is called the browser. A web
browser fetches a document (or any resource) residing on web servers and formats it
using the formatting instructions provided in the document itself. It also displays pictures
if they are in GIF, JPEG or PNG formats. If there‘s a format it can‘t understand, it will
call up a plugin or a helper application to handle it.
The world Wide Web is indeed a ―web‖ --- a vast collection of linked hypertext
documents. This linkage is based on the understanding that if a resource is available on
one server, it makes no sense to have it on another. These links are specified by Uniform
Resource Locators (URLs).
Web documents are written in the Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML), a textbased portable language. HTML can highlight any portion of text to be displayed with
some attributes (like bold, red in color etc). However, HTML‘s real power lies in its
hypertext capability. HTML text contains hypertext links (or hyperlinks) to other Web
pages. Activating a link can take to another place in the same document, another
document on the same server, or any page anywhere on the Internet. Text can also link to
pictures, and even pictures themselves can contain links to other pictures.
The Uniform Resource Locator (URL):
A resource is described by a Uniform Resource Locator (URL) --- a form of addressing
that combines the FQDN of the site and the pathname of the resource. The simplest URL
is one that specifies only the FQDN of the server, and is entered through the URL
window of the browser:
http://java.sun.com

Press [Enter]

This displays the home page of Sun‘s java site. Web servers are often configured to send
the file index.html when you specify the FQDN as above. The home page will also show
a number of hyperlinks in the form of underlined text. Clicking on a link fetches a
different page, and your URL could change to the following:
http://java.sun.com/docs/books/tutorial/information/FAQ.html
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The URL syntax ranges from the simple to complex, but in general, a URL is a
combination of 3 or 4 things:







The protocol (usually http ://) used in transferring the resource. A Web browser
supports other protocols, so one can use ftp:// to transfer a file. One may drop the
http:// prefix when fetching a Web page because that‘s the default used by all
browsers.
The port number, which is not usually specified if the server uses the default port
80.
The
above
URL
is
equivalent
to
http://java.sun.com:80/docs/books/tutorial/information/FAQ.html. Note the colon
before the port number.
The FQDN of the host (here, java.sun.com).
The pathname of the resource (here, docs/books/tutorial/information/FAQ.html).
This need not always be a resource to fetch, but could be a program to run on the
server.

The Web has a strong UNIX tradition, so frontslashes are the rule. Like FTP servers,
Web servers also have their own root directory, which is distinctly different from the file
system‘s root. In other words/ docs is not under the system‘s root.
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Chapter Fifteen : Advanced System Administration

Partitions And File Systems:
The system administrator must understand the file system internals well because it is his job to
maintain it in a healthy and correct state. He must display his efficiency in fixing
inconsistencies that tend to crop up from time to time and ensure that loss of data is minimum.
When the system refuses to boot, he must not panic and reinstall the entire system. The tools
that UNIX provides for maintaining file systems are explained below.
After the disk has been formatted, the next step is to divide it into partitions.
A file system has to be created on each partition. Every file system has four components. They
are:





The boot block ----This block contains a small boot program and the partition table.
The superblock----It contains global information about the file system. Additionally, it
also maintains a free list of inodes and data blocks that can be immediately allocated
by the kernel when creating a file.
The inode blocks --- This region contains the inode for every file of the file system.
The data blocks---- All data and programs created by users reside in this area.

The Boot Block:
The first block of a file system is known as the boot block, containing a small bootstrap
program---- often referred to as the Master Boot Record (MBR).
The Superblock:
The boot block is followed b the superblock, the ―balance sheet‖ of every UNIX file system. It
contains global file information about disk usage and availability of data blocks and inodes.
Its information should, therefore, be correct for healthy operation of the system. This is mainly
what it contains:







The size of the file system.
The block size used by the file system.
The number of free data blocks available and a partial list of immediate allocable
free data blocks.
Number of free inodes available and a partial list of immediately usable inodes.
Last time of updating.
The state of the file system (whether ―clean‖ or ―
dirty‖).

250
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Inode Blocks:
The inode blocks contain all inodes. When a file is created, an inode is allocated here.
Even though the inode contains all file attributes (except its name), it doesn‘t store the inode
number. Since the inodes are laid out sequentially, the kernel uses simple arithmetic to identify
the inode by using the inode number as the index in this ―
array‖ of inodes. I.e. by its position
in this list. The ls command looks up a directory to know the inode number of a file, and
then reads the inode to obtain the file‘s attributes.
Apart from the file attributes, the inode contains an array of 13 to 15 pointers to disk block
addresses. Most of them are actual addresses of disk blocks containing the file‘s data. The other
pointers hold addresses of disk blocks that contain the addresses of other data-bearing disk
blocks. This array of 13 to 15 pointers ultimately keeps track of every disk block used by a file.
When a file is opened, the kernel copies its inode from disk to memory. Like for the superblock,
the kernel works with the memory copy which is maintained in a structure known as vnode. A
perpetually running process (named update or bdflush) uses sync periodically to write this
memory copy to disk.
Data Blocks:
All file data are stored in the data blocks, which occupy most of the file system. Most UNIX
tools like find, df and du assume a block size of 512 bytes (1024 in Linux). find interprets the
argument used with –size as the number of 512-byte blocks. df and du report on disk usage in
512-byte blocks. This is often called as the physical block size, being the size of a disk sector--the smallest addressable disk area.
The physical block is useful for reporting purposes only. However, disk allocation takes place
using a different block size--- often 1024 bytes. This is called as the Logical Block Size, and it is
set at the time of installation of the system.

/etc/fstab: Configuring mount:
This file is generally /etc/fstab (file system table), but Solaris uses the SVR4 styled
/etc/fstab having a different format. There are some minor differences in options too. A
few lines of
/etc/fstab on an old Linux system:
# Mount device
/dev/hda5
/dev/hda6
/dev/hda2
/dev/hda3
/dev/hdc
/dev/fd0
none

Mount Point
swap
/
/dosc
/oracle
/mnt/cdrom
/floppy
/proc

File System Type
swap
ext2
vfat
ext2
iso9660
auto
proc

mount
Options
defaults
0
defaults
1
defaults
0
defaults
1
ro, noauto, user
0
noauto, user
0
defaults
0

0
1
0
2
0
0
0
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When one uses mount –a, all file systems listed in this file are mounted sequentially (unless
specified otherwise). At system startup, the same command is executed, so one always finds
mounted file systems available on their machine. The shutdown sequence runs umount –a.

fsck: FILE SYSTEM CHECKING:
The built-in UNIX feature of delaying the updating of the disk superblock and the inode
blocks by their memory copies leaved scope for file system inconsistency. If the power goes off
before the superblock is written to disk, the file system loses its integrity. There are many
discrepancies that could lead file system corruption, and the most common ones are mentioned
below:









Two or more inodes claiming the same disk block.
A block marked as free but not listed in the superblock.
A used block marked as free.
An inode neither marked free not in use, or having a bad block number that is out of
range.
Mismatch between the file size specified in the inode and the number of data
blocks specified in the address array.
A corrupt superblock containing erroneous summary data.
A file not having at least one directory entry or having an invalid file type specified in the
inode.

# fsck /dev/rdsk/c0t3d0s5
fsck conducts a check in five phases, and the output above is obtained when the file system
is consistent. However, when it is corrupt, messages and questions are seen on the
system console, which one has to answer correctly. This is what fsck does in each phase:









Phase 1 Validates the inodes for correctness of format and the block numbers for bad
and duplicate blocks. fsck declares a block BAD if the block number is out of range
and DUP if it is claimed by another inode.
Phase 2 Checks all directory entries, starting from root, for OUT OF RANGE inode
numbers detected in Phase 1. fsck corrects the errors either by removing the
entire directory or the file.
Phase 3 Looks for unreferenced directories and stores their files in /lost+found for
later examination. The files here are named after their inode numbers. One must make
sure that this directory is always available on every file system because fsck won‘t
create it on its own.
Phase 4
Checks the link count as stored in the inode with the directory entries,
and prompts for the file‘s removal or reconnection (to the / lost+found
directory), depending on the extent of damage caused. fsck then compares the free
inode count it computes with the figure stored in the superblock.
Phase 5 Finally, fsck‘s free-block count is compared with the figure maintained in
the superblock. A salvage operation may be carried out with the user‘s approval,
which will replace the erroneous free block list with a newly computed one.
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SYSTEM STARTUP AND init:
Normally, there are no problems with either the startup or shutdown procedure. Both are run by
automated shell scripts which are changed infrequently. Yet the administrator needs to know the
exact sequence of steps that the system follows during the two events. Things do go wrong,
especially during startup, and he must be able to fix them. For that, he needs to have detailed
knowledge of the system process cycle, and the role played by the initialization scripts in/etc.
The behavioral pattern of init should be known for two vital reasons:



It controls the system run levels (states), and decides which processes to run for each run
level. Most of these processes are daemons, and they keep running all the time.
It spawns a getty process at every terminal so users can log in.

init Run Levels:
Normally, the system would be in any one of these run levels:

0- System Shutdown
1System Administration mode (local file systems mounted).
2Multiuser mode (NFS not available).
3- Full multiuser mode.
5 The graphical environment mode in Linux.
6 Shutdown and reboot mode.
S or s- Single-user mode (file systems mounted).
Using /etc/inittab:
Examine one of the lines of inittab. The line with the label s2 provides this directive: ―For run
levels 2 or 3, run the /sbin/rc2 program and wait for it to complete before moving on to the other
lines of this file.‖ msglog is a special file that is used for logging all messages.
respawn and wait are two of the actions that init understands. There are others, and here are
some of the important ones:
 sysinit --- Used for initializing the system. The system may check the ―
dirtiness‖ of file
systems, activate swap partitions and set the hostname. It may also ask for input from the
administrator.
 respawn ---Makes sure a process restarts on termination. This is always required for the
getty process.
 boot --- Executes only when inittab is read the first time. init ignores any run-level fields
placed here.
 off --- Kills the process if it is running.
 ctrlaltdel --- Executes the shutdown command (Linux only).
init and getty:
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/etc/inittab will always have at least one line that specifies running a program to produce
a login prompt on the console and other terminals (if supported). Solaris uses a
nonstandard program for handling this function. Rather, these lines from a Linux machine
illustrate the relationship between init and the mingetty (the ―getty‖ of Linux) program:

1:2345: respawn: /sbin/mingetty tty1
2:2345: respawn:/sbin/mingetty tty2
The rc Scripts:
init and /etc/inittab completely control the way the system is booted and powered down.
Moreover, when the system changes a run level, init looks up inittab to identify the processes
that should and shouldn‘t be running for the new run level. It first kills the processes that
shouldn‘t be running and then spawns those that should be.
Every inittab specifies the execution of some rc (run command) scripts placed in/etc or
/sbin. These scripts have the names rc0, rc1 and rc2--- one for each run level. This is evident
from the following lines in /etc/inittab:
s0:0: wait: /sbin/rc0
s2:23: wait: /sbin/rc2
s3:3: wait: /sbin/rc3

>/dev/msglog 2<>/dev/msglog </dev/console
>/dev/msglog 2<>/dev/msglog </dev/console
>/dev/msglog 2<>/dev/msglog </dev/console
init executes the script specific to that run level. However, rc2 runs in both states 2 and 3.
Each rc script further specifies the execution of a series of scripts in the
directory/etc/rcn.d. This means that for run level 2, init executes /etc/rc2, which in turn
executes the scripts in
/etc/rc2.d.

SHUTDOWN AND THE sync OPERATION:
The administrator uses the shutdown command to bring the system down. The command
uses it‘s –i option to direct init to change its run level. The possible init levels for this are 0,
1 and 6. The corresponding rc script is then invoked, and so are the kill scripts. File systems
are unmounted and processes are killed, and the system is placed in single- user mode,
rebooted or simply powered down. At run level 1, the machine is not technically shut down
since all processes normally active in the single- user mode continue to live.
shutdown also performs a very important task; it invokes sync to write all memory resident
data to disk. This includes the superblock, inodes and data blocks that are cached in memory.
The update daemon calls sync every thirty seconds during the normal system operation.
When the command is entered manually, the prompt is returned, signifying that writing has
been scheduled; the actual writing could take place later.
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Chapter Sixteen : Editors

Introducing sed and gawk
Text Manipulation
it would be useful to have a simple command line editor that could easily format, insert, modify,
or delete text elements automatically.
The Linux system provides two common tools for doing just that. This section describes the two
most popular command line editors used in the Linux world, sed and gawk.

The sed editor
The sed editor is called a stream editor, as opposed to a normal interactive text editor. In an
interactive text editor, such as vim, you interactively use keyboard commands to insert, delete, or
replace text in the data. A stream editor edits a stream of data based on a set of rules you supply
ahead of time, before the editor processes the data.
The sed editor can manipulate data in a data stream based on commands you either enter into
the command line or store in a command text file. It reads one line of data at a time from the
input, matches that data with the supplied editor commands, changes data in the stream as
specified in the commands, then outputs the new data to STDOUT. After the stream editor
matches all of the commands against a line of data, it reads the next line of data and repeats the
process. After the stream editor processes all of the lines of data in the stream, it terminates.
Since the commands are applied sequentially line by line, the sed editor only has to make
one pass through the data stream to make the edits. This makes the sed editor much faster
than an
interactive editor, allowing you to quickly make changes to data in a file on the ﬂy.
The format for using the sed command is:
sed options script file
The options parameters allow you to customize the behavior of the sed command, and
include the options shown in Table
The script parameter specifies a single command to apply against the stream data. If more
than one command is required, you must use either the -e option to specify them in the
command line or the -f option to specify them in a separate file. There are lots of
commands available for manipulating data.
255
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Defining an editor command in the command line
By default, the sed editor applies the specified commands to the STDIN input stream. This allows you to
pipe data directly to the sed editor for processing. Here's a quick example demonstrating how to do this:

$ echo "This is a test" | sed 's/test/big test/'
This is a big test
$
This example uses the s command in the sed editor. The s command substitutes a second text string for
the first text string pattern specified between the forward slashes. In this example, I substituted the
words big test for the word test.
When you run this example, it should display the results almost instantaneously. That's the power of
using the sed editor, you can make multiple edits to data in about the same time it takes for some of the
interactive editors just to start up.
Of course, this simple test just edited one line of data. You should get the same speedy results when
editing complete files of data:

$ cat data1
The quick brown fox jumps
The quick brown fox jumps
The quick brown fox jumps
The quick brown fox jumps
$ sed 's/dog/cat/' data1
The quick brown fox jumps
The quick brown fox jumps
The quick brown fox jumps
The quick brown fox jumps
$

over
over
over
over

the
the
the
the

lazy
lazy
lazy
lazy

dog.
dog.
dog.
dog.

over
over
over
over

the
the
the
the

lazy
lazy
lazy
lazy

cat.
cat.
cat.
cat.

The sed command executes and returns the data almost instantaneously. As it processes each line of
data, the results are displayed. You'll start seeing results before the sed editor completes processing the
entire file.
It's important to note that the sed editor doesn't modify the data in the text file itself. It only sends the
modified text to STDOUT. If you look at the text file, it still contains the original data:

$ cat data1
The quick brown
The quick brown
The quick brown
The quick brown

fox
fox
fox
fox

jumps over the
jumps over the
jumps over the
jumps over the

lazy
lazy
lazy
lazy

dog.
dog.
dog.
dog.
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Using multiple editor commands in the command line
To execute more than one command from the sed command line, just use the -e option:
$ sed -e ‘s/brown/green/; s/dog/cat/‘ data1
The quick green fox jumps over the lazy
cat. The quick green fox jumps over the lazy
cat. The quick green fox jumps over the lazy
cat. The quick green fox jumps over the lazy
cat.
$
Both commands are applied to each line of data in the file. The commands must be separated with
a semicolon, and there shouldn't be any spaces between the end of the command and the
semicolon.
Instead of using a semicolon to separate the commands, you can use the secondary prompt in the
bash shell. Just enter the first single quotation mark to open the script, and bash will continue to
prompt you for more commands until you enter the closing quotation mark:
$ sed -e '
> s/brown/green/
> s/fox/elephant/
> s/dog/cat/' data1
The quick green elephant jumpsover the lazy cat.
The quick green elephant jumpsover the lazy cat.
The quick green elephant jumpsover the lazy cat.
The quick green elephant jumpsover the lazy cat.
$

You must remember to finish the command on the same line that the closing single quotation
mark appears, for once the bash shell detects the closing quotation mark, it'll process the
command. Once it starts, the sed command applies each command you specified to each line
of data in the text file.

Reading editor commands from a file
Finally, if you have lots of sed commands you want to process, it's often easier to just store them in
a separate file and use the -f option to specify the file in the sed command:
$ cat script1
s/brown/green/
s/fox/elephant/
s/dog/cat/
$ sed -f script1 data1
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The quick green elephant jumpsover the lazy cat.
The quick green elephant jumpsover the lazy cat.
The quick green elephant jumpsover the lazy cat.
The quick green elephant jumpsover the lazy cat.
$
In this case, you don't put a semicolon after each command. The sed editor knows that each line
contains a separate command. Just as with entering commands on the command line, the sed
editor reads the commands from the specified file and applies them to each line in the data file.
We'll be looking at some other sed editor commands that'll come in handy for manipulating data
in the ''The sed Editor Basics'' section. Before that, let's take a quick look at the other Linux data
editor.

The gawk program
While the sed editor is a handy tool for modifying text files on the ﬂy, it has its limitations.
Often you need a more advanced tool for manipulating data in a file, one that provides a
more programming-like environment allowing you to modify and reorganize data in a file.
This is where gawk comes in.
The gawk program is the GNU version of the original awk program in Unix. The awk program
takes stream editing one step further than the sed editor by providing a programming language
instead of just editor commands. Within the programming language you can:
■Define variables to store data.
■ Use arithmetic and string operators to operate on data.
■Use structured programming concepts, such as if-then statements and loops, to add logic to
your data processing.
■Generate formatted reports by extracting data elements within the data file and
repositioning them in another order or format.
The gawk program's report-generating abilities are often used for extracting data elements from
large bulky text files and formatting them into a readable report. The perfect example of this is
formatting log files. Trying to pore through lines of errors in a log file can be difficult. The gawk
program allows you to filter just the data elements you want to view from the log file, then format
them in a manner that makes reading the important data easier.
The gawk command format
The basic format of the gawk program is:
gawk options program file
Table shows the options available with the gawk program.
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The command line options provide an easy way to customize features in the gawk program. We'll
be looking more closely at these as we explore using gawk.
The power of gawk is in the program script. You can write scripts to read the data within a line
of text, then manipulate and display the data to create any type of output report.

Reading the program script from the command line
A gawk program script is defined by opening and closing braces. You must place script commands
between the two braces. Since the gawk command line assumes that the script is a single
text string, you must also enclose your script in single quotation marks. Here's an example of a
simple

gawk program script specified on the command line:
$ gawk '{print "Hello John!"}'

The program script defines a single command, the print command. The print command does what
it says; it prints text to STDOUT. If you try running this command, you'll be somewhat
disappointed, as nothing will happen right away. Since no filename was defined in the command
line, the gawk program retrieves data from STDIN. When you run the program, it just waits for
text to come in via STDIN.
If you type a line of text and press the Enter key, gawk will run the text through the program
script:
$ gawk '{print "Hello World!"}'
This is a test
Hello John!
hello
Hello John!
This is another test
Hello John!
$
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Just like the sed editor, the gawk program executes the program script on each line of text available in
the data stream. Since the program script is set to display a fixed text string, no matter what text you
enter in the data stream, you'll get the same text output.
To terminate the gawk program, you must signal that the data stream has ended. The bash shell
provides a key combination to generate an End-of-File (EOF) character. The Ctrl-D key combination
generates an EOF character in bash. Using that key combination terminates the gawk program and
returns you to a command line interface prompt.

Using data field variables
As I mentioned, one of the primary features of gawk is its ability to manipulate data in the
text file. It does this by automatically assigning a variable to each data element in a line. By
default, gawk assigns the following variables to each data field it detects in the line of text:
■ $0 represents the entire line of text.
■ $1 represents the first data field in the line of text.
■ $2 represents the second data field in the line of text.
■ $n represents the nth data field in the line of text.
Each data field is determined in a text line by a field separation character. When gawk reads a line
of text, it delineates each data field using the defined field separation character. The default field
separation character in gawk is any whitespace character (such as the tab or space characters).
To demonstrate this, here's an example gawk program that reads a text file and displays only the
first data field value:
$ cat data3
One line of test text.
Two lines of test text.
Three lines of test text.
$ gawk '{print $1}' data3
One Two
Three
$
This program uses the $1 field variable to display only the first data field for each line of text.
If you're reading a file that uses a different field separation character, you can specify it by using
the -F option:
$ gawk -F: '{print $1}' /etc/passwd
root
bin
daemon
260
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adm
lp
sync
shutdown
halt ...
This short program displays the first data field in the password file on the system. Because the
/etc/passwd file uses a colon to separate the data fields, if you want to separate out each
data element you must specify it as the field separation character in the gawk options.

Using multiple commands in the program script
A programming language wouldn't be very useful if you could only execute one command. The
gawk programming language allows you to combine commands into a normal program. To use
multiple commands in the program script specified on the command line, just place a semicolon
between each command:
$ echo "My name is Rich" | gawk '{$4="Dave"; print $0}'
My name is Dave
$
The first command assigns a value to the $4 field variable. The second command then prints the
entire data field. Notice from the output that the gawk program replaced the fourth data field
in the original text with the new value.

You can also use the secondary prompt to enter your program script commands one line at a
time:
$ gawk '{
> $4="testing"
> print $0 }'
This is not a good test.
This is not testing good test.
$
After you open the single quotation mark, the bash shell provides the secondary prompt to
prompt you for more data. You can add your commands one at a time on each line until you
enter the closing single quotation mark. To exit the program, just press the Ctrl-D key
combination to signal the end of the data.

Reading the program from a file
Just as with the sed editor, the gawk editor allows you to store your programs in a file and refer
to them in the command line:
$ cat script2
{ print $5 "'s userid is " $1 }
261
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$ gawk -F: -f script2 /etc/passwd
root's userid is root
bin's userid is bin
PostgreSQL Server's userid is postgres
FTP User's userid is ftp GDM User's userid is gdm
HTDIG User's userid is htdig
Dhcpd User's userid is dhcpd
Bind User's userid is named
NSCD Daemon's userid is nscd
X Font Server's userid is xfs
MySQL server's userid is mysql
Rich's userid is rich
test account's userid is testing
postfix's userid is postfix
$
The script2 program script uses the print command again to print the comment data field (field variable
$5) of the /etc/passwd file, a short text message, then the userid data field (field variable $1).
The script2 program script uses the print command again to print the comment data field (field variable
$5) of the /etc/passwd file, a short text message, then the userid data field (field variable $1).
You can specify multiple commands in the program file. To do so, just place each command on a
separate line. There's no need to use semicolons:

$ cat script3
{
text="'s userid is "
print $5 text $1
}
$ awk -F: -f script3 /etc/passwd | more
root's userid is root
bin's userid is bin
PostgreSQL Server's userid is postgres
FTP User's userid is ftp GDM User's
userid is gdm
HTDIG User's userid is htdig Dhcpd User's
userid is dhcpd
Bind User's userid is named
NSCD Daemon's userid is nscd
X Font Server's userid is xfs
MySQL server's userid is mysql
Rich's userid is rich
test account's userid is testing
postfix's userid is postfix
$
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The script3 program script defines a variable to hold a text string used in the print command.
You'll notice that gawk programs don't use a dollar sign when referencing a variable's value, as the shell
script does.
You can specify multiple commands in the program file. To do so, just place each command on a
separate line. There's no need to use semicolons:

$ cat script3
{
text="'s userid is "
print $5 text $1
}
$ awk -F: -f script3 /etc/passwd | more
root's userid is root
bin's userid is bin
PostgreSQL Server's userid is postgres
FTP User's userid is ftp GDM User's
userid is gdm
HTDIG User's userid is htdig Dhcpd User's
userid is dhcpd
Bind User's userid is named
NSCD Daemon's userid is nscd
X Font Server's userid is xfs
MySQL server's userid is mysql
Rich's userid is rich
test account's userid is testing
postfix's userid is postfix
$
The script3 program script defines a variable to hold a text string used in the print command. You'll
notice that gawk programs don't use a dollar sign when referencing a variable's value, as the shell script
does.

Running scripts before processing data
The gawk program also allows you to specify when the program script is run. By default, gawk reads a
line of text from the input, then executes the program script on the data in the line of text. Sometimes
you may need to run a script before processing data, such as to create a header section for a report. To
do that you use the BEGIN keyword. This forces gawk to execute the program script specified after the
BEGIN keyword before reading the data:

$ gawk 'BEGIN {print "Hello World!"}'
Hello World!
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$
This time the print command displays the text before reading any data. However, after it displays the
text, it quickly exits, without waiting for any data.
The reason for that is the BEGIN keyword only applies the specified script before it processes any data. If
you want to process data with a normal program script, you must define the program using another
script section:

$ gawk 'BEGIN {print "Hello World!"} {print $0}'
Hello World!
This is a test
This is a test
This is another test
This is another test
This is the last test
This is the last test
$
Now after gawk executes the BEGIN script, it uses the second script to process any data that
appears. To exit the program, just press the Ctrl-D key combination to signal the end of the
data.
Be careful when doing this, notice that both of the scripts are still considered one text
string on the gawk command line. You need to place your single quotation marks accordingly.

Running scripts after processing data
Similarly to the BEGIN keyword, the END keyword allows you to specify a program script
that gawk executes after reading the data:
$ gawk 'BEGIN {print "Hello World!"} {print $0} END {print
"byebye"}'
Hello World!
This is a test This is a test
This is another test.
This is another test.
byebye
$
This time, after you press the Ctrl-D key combination to signal the end of the data, the
gawk program executes the commands in the END script. This is a great technique to use
to add footer data to reports after all the normal data has been processed.
You can put all of these elements together into a nice little program script file to create a full
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report from a simple data file:

This script uses the BEGIN script to create a header section for the report. It also defines a
special variable called FS. This is yet another way to define the field separation character.
This way you don't have to count on whomever uses your script to define the field
separation character in the command line options.
Here's a somewhat truncated output from running this gawk program script:
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As expected, the BEGIN script created the header text, the program script
processed the information from the specified data file (the /etc/passwd file), and the END
script produced the footer text.

The sed Editor Basics
The key to successfully using the sed editor is knowing its myriad commands and formats,
which are available to help you customize your text editing. This section describes some of the
basic commands and features you can incorporate into your script to start using the sed editor.

More substitution options
You've already seen how to use the s command to substitute new text for the text in a line.
However, there are a few other options available for the substitute command that can help
make your life easier.
Substitution ﬂags
There's a caveat to how the substitute command replaces matching patterns in the text
string. Watch what happens in this example:
$ cat data4
This is a test of the test script.
This is the second test of the test script.
$ sed 's/test/trial/' data4
This is a trial of the test script.
This is the second trial of the test script.
$
The substitute command works fine in replacing text in multiple lines, but by default it only
replaces the first occurrence in each line. To get the substitute command to work on different
occurrences of the text, you must use a substitution ﬂag. The substitution ﬂag is set after the
substitution command strings:
s/pattern/replacement/flags
There are four types of substitution ﬂags available:
■A number, indicating the pattern occurrence for which new text should be
substituted.
■g — Indicates that new text should be substituted for all occurrences of the existing
text.
■ p — Indicates that the contents of the original line should be printed.
■ w file — Write the results of the substitution to a file.
In the first type of substitution, you can specify which occurrence of the matching
pattern the sed
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editor should substitute new text for:
$ sed 's/test/trial/2' data4
This is a test of the trial script.
This is the second test of the trial script.
$
As a result of specifying a 2 as the substitution ﬂag, the sed editor only replaces the pattern in the
second occurrence in each line. The g substitution ﬂag enables you to replace every
occurrence of the pattern in the text:
$ sed 's/test/trial/g' data4
This is a trial of the trial script.
This is the second trial of the trial script.
$

The p substitution ﬂag prints a line that contains a matching pattern in the substitute command.
This is most often used in conjunction with the -n sed option:
$ cat data5
This is a test line.
This is a different line.
$ sed -n 's/test/trial/p' data5 This is a trial line.
$
The -n option suppresses output from the sed editor. However, the p substitution ﬂag outputs
any line that's been modified. Using the two in combination produces output only for lines
that have been modified by the substitute command.
The w substitution ﬂag produces the same output but stores the output in the specified file:
$ sed 's/test/trial/w test' data5
This is a trial line.
This is a different line.
$ cat test
This is a trial line.
$
The normal output of the sed editor appears in STDOUT, but only the lines that include the
matching pattern are stored in the specified output file.

Replacement characters
There are times when you run across characters in text strings that aren't easy to use in the
substitution pattern. One popular example in the Linux world is the forward slash.
Substituting pathnames in a file can get awkward. For example, if you wanted to substitute
the Cshell for the bash shell in the /etc/passwd file, you'd have to do this:
$ sed 's/\/bin\/bash/\/bin\/csh/' /etc/passwd
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Since the forward slash is used as the string delimiter, you must use a backslash to escape it if it
appears in the pattern text. This often leads to confusion and mistakes.
To solve this problem, the sed editor allows you to select a different character for the string
delimiter in the substitute command:
$ sed 's!/bin/bash!/bin/csh!' /etc/passwd
In this example the exclamation point is used for the string delimiter, making the pathnames
much easier to read and understand.

Using addresses
By default, the commands you use in the sed editor apply to all lines of the text data. If you only
want to apply a command to a specific line, or a group of lines, you must use line addressing.
There are two forms of line addressing in the sed editor:
■ A numeric range of lines
■ A text pattern that filters out a line
Both forms use the same format for specifying the address:
[address]command
You can also group more than one command together for a specific address:
address {
command1
command2
command3
}
The sed editor applies each of the commands you specify only to lines that match the
address specified.
This section demonstrates using both of these addressing techniques in your sed editor scripts.

Numeric line addressing
When using numeric line addressing, you reference lines using their line position in the text
stream. The sed editor assigns the first line in the text stream as line number one and continues
sequentially for each new line.
The address you specify in the command can be a single line number or a range of
lines specified by a starting line number, a comma, and an ending line number. Here's an
example of specifying a line number to which the sed command will be applied:
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$ sed '2s/dog/cat/' data1
The quick brown fox
The quick brown fox
The quick brown fox
The quick brown fox
$

jumpsover the lazy dog
jumpsover the lazy cat
jumpsover the lazy dog
jumpsover the lazy dog

The sed editor modified the text only in line two per the address specified. Here's another
example, this time using a range of line addresses:
$ sed '2,3s/dog/cat/' data1
The quick brown fox
The quick brown fox
The quick brown fox
The quick brown fox
$

jumpsover the lazy dog
jumpsover the lazy cat
jumpsover the lazy dog
jumpsover the lazy dog

If you want to apply a command to a group of lines starting at some point within the text,
but continuing to the end of the text, you can use the special address, the dollar sign:

$ sed '2,$s/dog/cat/' data1
The quick brown fox
The quick brown fox
The quick brown fox
The quick brown fox
$

jumpsover the lazy dog
jumpsover the lazy cat
jumpsover the lazy dog
jumpsover the lazy dog

Since you may not know how many lines of data are in the text, the dollar sign
often comes in handy.
Using text pattern filters
The other method of restricting which lines a command applies to is a bit more
complicated. The sed editor allows you to specify a text pattern that it uses to filter lines
for the command.
The format for this is:
/pattern/command
You must encapsulate the pattern you specify in forward slashes. The sed editor applies the
com- mand only to lines that contain the text pattern that you specify.
For example, if you want to change the default shell for only the user rich, you'd use the sed
command:
$ sed '/rich/s/bash/csh/' /etc/passwd
rich:x:500:500:Rich Blum:/home/rich:/bin/csh
barbara:x:501:501:Barbara:/home/barbara:/bin/bash
katie:x:502:502:Katie:/home/katie:/bin/bash
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jessica:x:503:503:Jessica:/home/jessica:/bin/bash
test:x:504:504:Ima test:/home/test:/bin/bash
$

The command was only applied to the line with the matching text pattern. While using a
fixed text pattern may be useful for filtering specific values, as in the userid example, it's somewhat
limited in what you can do with it. The sed editor uses a feature called regular expressions in
text patterns to allow you to create patterns that get pretty involved.

Grouping commands
If you need to perform more than one command on an individual line, group the commands
together using braces. The sed editor will process each command listed on the address line(s):
$ sed ‘2{
> s/fox/elephant/
> s/dog/cat/
> }‘ data1
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.
The quick brown elephant jumps over the lazy
cat. The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.
$
Both commands are processed against the address. And of course, you can also specify an
address range before the grouped commands:
$ sed '3,${
> s/brown/green/
> s/lazy/active/
> }' data1
The quick brown fox jumpsover the lazy dog.
The quick brown fox jumpsover the lazy dog.
The quick green fox jumpsover the active dog.
The quick green fox jumpsover the active dog.
$
The sed editor applies all of the commands to all of the lines in the address range.

Deleting lines
The text substitution command isn't the only command available in the sed editor. If you need to
delete specific lines of text in a text stream, there's the delete command.

The delete command, d, pretty much does what it says. It'll delete any text lines that match the
270
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addressing scheme supplied. Be careful with the delete command, because if you forget to
include an addressing scheme, all of the lines will be deleted from the stream:
$ cat data1
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog
$ sed ‘d‘ data1
$
The delete command is obviously most useful when used in conjunction with a specified
address. This allows you to delete specific lines of text from the data stream, either by
line number:
$ sed '3d' data6
This is line number 1.
This is line number 2.
This is line number 4.
$
or by a specific range of lines:
$ sed '2,3d' data6
This is line number 1.
This is line number 4.
$
or by using the special end of file character:
$ sed '3,$d' data6
This is line number 1. This is line
number 2.
$
The pattern-matching feature of the sed editor also applies to the
delete command:
$ sed ‘/number 1/d‘ data6
This is line number 2.
This is line number 3.
This is line number 4.
$
The sed editor removes the line containing text that matches the pattern
you specify.
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You can also delete a range of lines using two text patterns, but be careful if you do this.
The first pattern you specify ''turns on'' the line deletion, and the second pattern ''turns off''
the line deletion. The sed editor deletes any lines between the two specified lines
(including the specified lines):
$ sed '/1/,/3/d' data6 This is line
number 4.
$
I mentioned that you need to be careful with this, as the delete feature will ''turn on'' whenever
the sed editor detects the start pattern in the data stream. This may produce an
unexpected result:
$ cat data7
This is line number 1. This is line number 2.
This is line number 3. This is line number 4.
This is line number 1 again.
This is text you want to keep.
This is the last line in the file.
$ sed '/1/,/3/d' data7 This is line number 4.
$
The second occurrence of a line with the number 1 in it triggered the delete command
again, deleting the rest of the lines in the data stream, as the stop pattern wasn't
recognized. Of course, the other obvious problem occurs if you specify a pattern that never
appears in the text:

$ sed '/1/,/5/d' data7
$
Since the delete features ''turned on'' at the first pattern match, but never found the end pattern
match, the entire data stream was deleted.
As you would expect, like any other editor, the sed editor allows you to insert and append text
lines to the data stream. The difference between the two actions can be confusing:
■ The insert command (i) adds a new line before the specified line
■ The append command (a) adds a new line after the specified line
A confusing thing about these two commands is their formats. You can't use these commands on
a single command line. You must specify the line to insert or append on a separate line by itself.
The format for doing this is:
sed '[address]command\
new line'
The text in new line appears in the sed editor output in the place you specify. Remember, when
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you use the insert command, the text appears before the data stream text:
$ echo "testing" | sed ‘i\
> This is a test‘
This is a test
testing
$
And when you use the append command, the text appears after the data stream text:
$ echo "testing" | sed 'a\
> This is a test'
testing
This is a test
$
When you use the sed editor from the command line interface prompt, you'll get the
secondary prompt to enter the new line data. You must complete the sed editor command on
this line, for once you enter the ending single quotation mark the bash shell will process the
command.
This works great for adding text before or after the text in the data stream, but what about
adding text inside the data stream?
To insert or append data inside the data stream lines, you must use addressing to tell the sed
editor where you want the data to appear. You can only specify a single line address when
using these commands. You can match either a numeric line number or a text pattern, but you
can't use a range of addresses (that makes sense, as you can only insert or append before or
after a single line, not a range).
Here's an example of inserting a new line before line 3 in the data stream:
$ sed '3i\
> This is an inserted line.' data6
This is line number 1.
This is line number 2.
This is an inserted line.
This is line number 3.
This is line number 4.
$
Here's an example of appending a new line after line 3 in the data stream:
$ sed '3a\
>This is an inserted line.' data6
This is line number 1.
This is line number 2.
This is line number 3.
This is an inserted line.
This is line number 4.
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$
This uses the same process as the insert command; it just places the new text line after the
speci- fied line number. If you have a multiline data stream, and you want to append a new line
of text to the end of a data stream, just use our new friend the dollar sign, which represents the
last line of data:
$ sed '$a\
> This is a new line of text.' data6
This is line number 1.
This is line number 2.
This is line number 3.
This is line number 4.
This is a new line of text.
$

The same idea applies if you want to add a new line at the beginning of the data stream.
Just insert a new line before line number one.
To insert or append more than one line of text, you must use a backslash on each line of newtext
until you reach the last text line where you want to insert or append text:
$ sed ‘1i\
> This is one line of new text.\
> This is another line of new text.‘ data6
This is one line of new text.
This is another line of new text.
This is line number 1.
This is line number 2.
This is line number 3.
This is line number 4.
$
Both of the specified lines are added to the data stream.

Changing lines
The change command allows you to change the contents of an entire line of text in the data
stream. It works the same way as the insert and append commands, in that you must
specify the new line separately from the rest of the sed command:
$ sed '3c\
> This is a changed line of text.' data6
This is line number 1.
This is line number 2.
This is a changed line of text. This is line number 4.
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$
In this example the sed editor changes the text in line number 3. You can also use a text pattern
for the address:
$ sed '/number 3/c\
> This is a changed line of text.' data6
This is line number 1.
This is line number 2.
This is a changed line of text.
This is line number 4.
$
The text pattern change command will change any line of text in the data stream that it
matches.

$ sed '/number 1/c\
> This is a changed line of text.' data7
This is a changed line of text.
This is line number 2.
This is line number 3.
This is line number 4.
This is a changed line of text.
This is yet another line.
This is the last line in the file.
$
You can use an address range in the change command, but the results may not be what you
expect:
$ sed '2,3c\
> This is a new line of text.' data6
This is line number 1.
This is a new line of text.
This is line number 4.
$
Instead of changing both lines with the text, the sed editor uses the single line of text to
replace both lines.

The transform command
The transform command (y) is the only sed editor command that operates on a single character.
The transform command uses the format:
[address]y/inchars/outchars/
The transform command performs a one-to-one mapping of the inchars and the outchars
values. The first character in inchars is converted to the first character in outchars. The second
character in inchars is converted to the second character in outchars. This mapping continues
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throughout the length of the specified characters. If the inchars and outchars are not the same
length, the sed editor will produce an error message.
A simple example of using the transform command is:
$ sed 'y/123/789/' data7 This is line number 7.
This is line number 8.
This is line number 9.
This is line number 4.
This is line number 7 again.
This is yet another line.
This is the last line in the file.
$
As you can see from the output, each instance of the characters specified in the inchars
pattern has been replaced by the character in the same position in the outchars pattern.
The transform command is a global command, that is, it performs the transformation on
any character found in the text line automatically, without regard to the occurrence:
$ echo "This 1 is a test of 1 try." | sed 'y/123/456/' This 4 is a test of 4 try.
$
The sed editor transformed both instances of the matching character 1 in the text line. You can't
limit the transformation to a specific occurrence of the character.

Printing revisited
The ''More Substitution Options'' section showed how to use the p ﬂag with the substitution
command to display lines that the sed editor changed. There are three commands that also
can be used to print information from the data stream:
■ The lowercase p command to print a text line
■ The equal sign (=) command to print line numbers
■ The l (lowercase L) command to list a line
The following sections look at each of these three printing commands in the sed editor.
Printing lines
Similarly to the p ﬂag in the substitution command, the p command prints a line in the sed editor
output. On its own, there's not much excitement:

$ echo "this is a test" | sed 'p'
this is a test this is a test
$
All it does is print the data text that you already know is there. The most common use for
the print command is printing lines that contain matching text from a text pattern:
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$ sed -n '/number 3/p' data6 This is line number 3.
$
By using the -n option on the command line, you can suppress all of the other lines and
only print the line that contains the matching text pattern.
You can also use this as a quick way to print a subset of lines in a data stream:
$ sed -n '2,3p' data6
This is line number 2.
This is line number 3.
$
Another use for the print command is when you need to see a line before it gets altered,
such as with the substitution or change command. You can create a script that displays the
line before it's changed:
$ sed -n '/3/{
p
s/line/test/p
}' data6
This is line number 3.
This is test number 3.
$
This sed editor command searches for lines that contain the number 3, then executes
two com- mands. First, the script uses the p command to print the original version of the
line, then it uses the s command to substitute text, along with the p ﬂag to print the
resulting text. The output shows both the original line text and the new line text.
Printing line numbers
The equal sign command prints the current line number for the line within the
data stream. Line numbers are determined by using the newline character in the data
stream. Each time a newline character appears in the data stream, the sed editor
assumes that it terminates a line of text.
The basic use of the equal sign command isn't too exciting:
$ sed ‘=‘ data1
1
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.
2
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.
3
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.
4
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.
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$
The sed editor prints the line number before the actual line of text. The equal sign command
comes in handy if you‘re searching for a specific text pattern in the data stream:
$ sed -n ‘/number 4/{
=
p
}‘ data6
4
This is line number 4.
$
By using the -n option you can have the sed editor display only both the line number and text for
the line that contains the matching text pattern.
Listing lines
The list command (l) allows you to print both the text and nonprintable ASCII characters in a
data stream. Any nonprintable characters are shown using either their octal values, preceded by
a backslash, or the standard C-style nomenclature for common nonprintable characters, such as
\t for tab characters:
$ cat data8
This line contains
$ sed -n ‘l‘ data8
This\tline\tcontains\ttabs.$
$

tabs.

The tab character locations are shown with the \t nomenclature. The dollar sign at the end of the
line indicates the newline character. If you have a data stream that contains an escape character,
the list command displays it using the octal code:
$ cat data9
This line contains an escape character
$ sed -n ‘l‘ data9
This line contains an escape character \033[44m$
$

Using files with sed
The substitution command contains flags that allow you to work with files. There are also
regular sed editor commands that let you do that without having to substitute text.
Writing to a file

The w command is used to write lines to a file. The format for the w command is:
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[address]w filename
The filename can be specified as either a relative or absolute pathname, but in either
case theperson running the sed editor must have write permissions for the file. The address can
be any type of addressing method used in sed, such as a single line number, a text pattern, or a
range of line numbers or text patterns.
Here's an example that prints only the first two lines of a data stream to a text file:
$ sed '1,2w test' data6
This is line number 1.
This is line number 2.
This is line number 3.
This is line number 4.
$ cat test
This is line number 1.
This is line number 2.
$
Of course, if you don't want the lines to display on STDOUT, you can use the -n option for the
sed command.
This is a great tool to use if you need to create a data file from a master file on the basis
of common text values, such as those in a mailing list:

$ cat data10
Blum, Katie Chicago, IL
Mullen, Riley West Lafayette, IN
Snell, Haley Ft. Wayne, IN
Woenker, Matthew Springfield, IL
Wisecarver, Emma Grant Park, IL
$ sed -n ‘/IN/w INcustomers‘ data10
$ cat INcustomers
Mullen, Riley West Lafayette, IN
Snell, Haley Ft. Wayne, IN
$
The sed editor writes to a destination file only the data lines that contain the
text pattern.
Reading data from a file
You've already seen how to insert data into and append text to a data stream from the sed
command line. The read command (r) allows you to insert data contained in a separate
file.
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The format of the read command is:
[address]r filename

The filename parameter specifies either an absolute or relative pathname for the file that
contains the data. You can't use a range of addresses for the read command. You can only
specify a single line number or text pattern address. The sed editor inserts the text from
the file after the address.
$ cat data11
This is an added line.
This is the second added line.
$ sed '3r data11' data6
This is line number 1.
This is line number 2.
This is line number 3.
This is an added line.
This is the second added line.
This is line number 4.
$
The sed editor inserts into the data stream all of the text lines in the data file. The same
technique works when using a text pattern address:
$ sed '/number 2/r data11' data6
This is line number 1.
This is line number 2.
This is an added line.
This is the second added line.
This is line number 3.
This is line number 4.
$
If you want to add text to the end of a data stream, just use the dollar sign address symbol:
$ sed '$r data11' data6
This is line number 1.
This is line number 2.
This is line number 3.
This is line number 4.
This is an added line.
This is the second added line.
$
A cool application of the read command is to use it in conjunction with a delete command to
replace a placeholder in a file with data from another file. For example, suppose that you had
a
280
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form letter stored in a text file that looked like this:
$ cat letter
Would the following people:
LIST
please report to the office.
$
The form letter uses the generic placeholder LIST in place of a list of people. To insert the list
of people after the placeholder, all you need to do is use the read command. However, this still
leaves the placeholder text in the output. To remove that, just use the delete command. The
result looks like this:
$ sed ‘/LIST/{
> r data10
>d
> }‘ letter
Would the following people:
Blum, Rich Chicago, IL
Mullen, Riley West Lafayette, IN
Snell, Haley Ft. Wayne, IN
Woenker, Matthew Springfield, IL
Wisecarver, Emma Grant Park, IL
please report to the office.
$
Now the placeholder text is replaced with the list of names from the data file.
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Chapter Seventeen:Linux Firewall
Introduction
In this chapter, you'll learn how to build a Linux iptables firewall from scratch. While the recipes
are aimed at DSL and cable Internet users, they also work for T1/E1 customers. In fact, a Linux
box with a T1 interface card is a great alternative to expensive commercial routers. If you're a
normal business user and not an ISP that needs Buick-sized routers handling routing tables with
hundreds of thousands of entries, then Linux on good-quality x86 hardware will serve your needs
just fine.
A Linux border firewall can provide security and share an Internet connection for a whole LAN,
which can contain Linux, Windows, Mac, and other PCs. A host firewall protects a single PC.
There are a multitude of hardware choices for your firewall box, from small single-board
computers, to recycled old PCs, to rackmount units. Any Linux distribution contains everything
you need to build a sophisticated, configurable, reliable firewall on any hardware.
Definitions and roles get a bit blurry, as an iptables firewall does both packet filtering and
routing. You could call it a filtering router.
iptables is the key to making everything work. Having a solid understanding of how iptables
works and how to write custom rules will give you mighty network guru powers.
At the least, you should know what headers IP, TCP, UDP, and ICMP packets contain, and the
section "Traversing Of Tables and Chains" in the Iptables Tutorial is especially helpful for
understanding how packets move through iptables.
Firewalls and routers are often combined on the same device, which is often called an
Internet gateway. Strictly speaking, a gateway moves traffic between networks that use
different protocols, such as NETBEUI and TCP/IP, which is not something we see much
anymore.

Routers forward traffic between networks. You always need a router between your LAN and
other networks. You may also add intrusion detection, traffic control, proxies, secure remote
access, DNS/DHCP, and any other services you want, though in my opinion, it's better to limit
your firewall to routing, firewalling, and traffic control.
Any computer or network device that is exposed to untrusted networks is called a bastion host.
Obviously, bastion hosts have special needs—they must be well-hardened, not share
authentication services with your LAN hosts, and must have strict access controls.

Separating Private and Public
If you are going to run Internet-accessible services, you need to isolate your public servers from
your private LAN. If you are sharing a single Internet connection, the simplest way is to build a
tri-homed (three network interfaces) Linux router; one NIC connects to the Internet, the
second one connects to your LAN, and the third one connects to your demilitarized zone
(DMZ). A demilitarized zone is a neutral zone between two opposing groups. In computer
terms, it's a separate subnet where you segregate your public servers from your private LAN
hosts, and your DMZ hosts are treated as only slightly less untrustworthy than the big bad
Internet.
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Simply placing your public servers on a different subnet adds a useful layer of protection. DMZ
hosts are not able to initiate connections back into the private network without being explicitly
allowed to do so. If a DMZ server is compromised, an attacker should not find a path into your
private network.
It doesn't matter if your DMZ hosts have public or private IP addresses. Never run public
services from inside your LAN. The last thing you want to do is introduce a big fat Internet hole
into your LAN.
If your servers have public routable IP addresses, then you may elect to connect them directly to
the Internet or on a separate Internet connection. Host firewalls are useful for restricting traffic
to the server and blocking the zillions of automated attacks that infest the Internet. A nice thing
is a standalone firewall in front of your public servers to filter out unwanted traffic before it
hits them.
Iptables and NAT, SNAT, and DNAT
Our Linux-based iptables firewall is going to perform several jobs:
• Packet filtering
• Routing
• Network Address Translation (NAT)
Packet filtering is an extremely powerful, flexible mechanism that lets us perform all manner
of mojo even on encrypted transmissions because TCP/IP packet headers are not
encrypted. iptables rules filter on addresses, protocols, port numbers, and every other part
of a TCP/IP packet header; it does not perform any sort of data inspection or filtering.
Having routing built-in a nice convenience that lets you pack a lot of functionality into a
single device and into a few iptables rules.
NAT is the magic that lets you share a single public IP address with a whole private subnet, and
to run public servers with private nonroutable addresses. Suppose you have a typical low-cost
DSL Internet account. You have only a single public IP address, and a LAN of 25 workstations,
laptops, and servers, protected by a nice iptables NAT firewall. Your entire network will appear
to the outside world as a single computer. (Canny network gurus can penetrate NAT firewalls,
but it isn't easy.) Source NAT (SNAT) rewrites the source addresses of all outgoing packets to
the firewall address.
It works the other way as well. While having public routable IP addresses is desirable for public
services, like web and mail servers, you can get by on the cheap without them and run public
servers on private addresses. Destination NAT (DNAT) rewrites the destination address, which is
the firewall address, to the real server addresses, then iptables forwards incoming traffic to these
servers.
iptables and TCP/IP Headers
iptables reads the fields in packet headers, but not the data payload, so it's no good for content
filtering.
When you're studying the different protocols, you'll run into conflicting terminology. To be
strictly correct, IP and UDP move datagrams, TCP exchanges segments, and ICMP packets are
messages. In the context of
iptables, most admins just
say "packets," though you
run the risk of
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annoying pedantic network engineers. The important part is understanding that every data
transmission is broken into a series of packets that travel independently over the network, often
taking different routes. Then, when they arrive at their destination, the TCP protocol reassembles
them in the correct order. Each packet contains in its headers all the information necessary for
routers to forward it to its destination. IP and UDP are unreliable protocols because they do not
have delivery confirmations, but this makes them very fast. TCP takes care of delivery
confirmations, sequence numbers, and error-checking, so it incurs a bit of overhead, but gains
reliability. TCP/IP together are extremely reliable.

When Is a Firewall Needed?
if you connect to other networks, yes. Ubuntu Linux, for one famous example, does not include a
firewall configurator during installation because it installs with no running services. No services
means no points of attack. But, I think this is missing an important point: things change, mistakes
happen, and layered defenses are a standard best practice. Why let your hosts be pummeled and
your LAN congested by outside attacks, even if they are futile? Head all that junk off at your
firewall. Even public services benefit from being fire-walled. For example, there's no need
to subject your web server to the endless SSH attacks and MS SQL Server worms infesting
the Internet, so you can block everything but port TCP 80. The same goes for all of your
hosts: reduce the load and potential compromises by diverting unwanted traffic before it hits
them.
iptables Overview
iptables is part of the Netfilter project. Netfilter is a set of Linux kernel hooks that
communicate with the network stack. iptables is a command and the table structure that
contains the rulesets that control the packet filtering.
iptables is complex. It filters packets by the fields in IP, TCP, UDP, and ICMP packet headers. A
number of different actions can be taken on each packet, so the key to iptables happiness is
simplicity.
iptables Policies and Rules
Policies are the default actions applied to packets that do not match any rules. There are
three built-in tables: filter, NAT, and mangle. You will use the filter table the most, the NAT
table a little, and the mangle table perhaps not at all (it is for advanced packet manipulation).
Each table contains a number of built-in chains. You may also create custom chains. A chain
is a list of rules that defines the actions applied to packets. Rules end with a target
specification that tells what to do with the packet. This is done with the jump (-j) command,
like this simple example that permits all loopback traffic with the ACCEPT target:

iptables -A INPUT -i lo -j ACCEPT
Once a packet reaches the ACCEPT target, that is the end of the road, and it does not traverse
any more chains. Rules can be run from the command line or put in a script. This is what
each part of this rule means:
• iptables = The iptables command
• No table is specified, so the default filter table is used
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• -A INPUT = Append this rule to the built-in INPUT chain
• -i lo = Apply this rule to packets going to interface lo
• -j ACCEPT = Jump to the built-in ACCEPT chain, which moves packets to their final
destinations

iptables does stateful packet inspection, which is done via its connection tracking mechanism.
In other words, it knows if a packet is attempting to start a new connection or if it belongs to
an existing one. Seeing packets in context is very powerful, and makes it possible to do a lot
of work with a few rules. If you are running no public services, you can then easily block all
outside attempts to create a connection, because they have no legitimate reason to try to
connect to you. When you do run services such as SSH, FTP, or a web or mail server, iptables
can allow only traffic targeted for the services you are running, and reject all the rest. You
might block all outgoing traffic initiated from your servers because they're only
supposed to respond to connection attempts from the outside, not initiate them. These
things would be difficult to do without stateful packet inspection.
iptables is extensible with the addition of custom kernel modules, so iptables features vary by
Linux distribution and user modifications. To see what your installation supports, check your
/boot/config-* file. If you're not thrilled by the notion of managing a bunch of kernel modules
(and iptables can use quite a few), build a custom kernel with the iptables functions you want
built-in.
Tables Overview
There are three tables in iptables. Any rules or custom chains that you create will go into one of
these tables. The filter table is the default, and is the one you'll use the most. You can think of it
as the firewalling portion of iptables. The filter table contains these built-in chains:
INPUT
Processes incoming packets FORWARD
Processes packets routed through the host OUTPUT
Processes outgoing packets
The NAT table is used only to change the packet's Source Address field or Destination Address
field. If you have a single public, routable IP address in front of a LAN that uses private
addresses, which is common, NAT translates the source IP addresses on outgoing packets to the
public address. It doesn't matter if you have a hundred hosts sharing the connection—it will
appear that all your traffic is coming from a single host. Conversely, you may use it to enable
access to public services with private IPs. The NAT table has these built-in chains:
PREROUTING
Alters incoming packets before routing
OUTPUT
Alters locally-generated packets before routing
POSTROUTING
Alters packets after routing
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The mangle table lets you alter packet headers as you like. This has a host of uses that we will
not cover in this book, but here are a few ideas for inspiration:
• Change the TOS field of packets for QoS (there are now better ways for managing QoS, but
there it is)
• MARKing packets to collect statistics for filtering, logging, or routing
• Limit packet rate
It has these built-in chains:
PREROUTING
Alters incoming packets before routing
OUTPUT
Alters locally generated packets before routing
INPUT
Alters packets destined for the local machine
FORWARD
Processes packets routed through the host
POSTROUTING
Alters packets on their way out, after routing
Packets coming into your network must first pass through the mangle table, then the NAT table,
and finally, the filter table.
User-defined chains can improve performance because packets traverse your rules and chains in
the order they are listed. Defining your own chains lets you create shortcuts, so packets can jump
directly to the chains you want them to traverse, instead of passing through a bunch of irrelevant
rules and chains first. Or, you may save some configuration steps by building a custom chain to
use over and over.

7.1 Displaying the Status of Your Firewall
Problem
You want a quick way to check the status of your firewall so you can see if it's up, and what
rules are active.
Solution
These iptables commands tell all:
# /sbin/iptables -t filter -L -v -n --line-numbers
# /sbin/iptables -t nat -L -v -n --line-numbers
# /sbin/iptables -t mangle -L -v -n --line-numbers
You need to specify all three tables to see all rules. This is easy to script, like this /usr/
local/bin/fw_status script:
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#!/bin/sh
##/usr/local/bin/fw_status script #displays all active
rules and chains
#define variables ipt="/sbin/iptables"
echo "These are the currently active rules, chains, and packet and bytecounts:"

$ipt -t filter -L -v --line-numbers $ipt -t nat -L -v -line-numbers $ipt -t mangle -L -v --line-numbers
Make it owned by root, mode 0700, and run it whenever you want to see what your firewall is
doing:
# fw_status
Discussion
-L means "list rules," -v is verbose, and --line-numbers makes line numbers. You may wish to
use -n to display IP addresses instead of hostnames.

7.2 Turning an iptables Firewall Off
Problem
Turning on your firewall is easy, just run the fw_nat script. But you also want an easy way to
turn it off. This will allow you to quickly determine if a problem is caused by the firewall, and to
make and test changes easily.
Solution
Use the following script, which I call /usr/local/bin/fw_flush. This example deletes all the
rules in the filter, NAT, and mangle tables; all chains; and resets all packet and byte counters to
zero. It also resets all the default policies to ACCEPT (so that nothing is blocked), and
turns off forwarding. It's like having no firewall at all:
#!/bin/sh
##/usr/local/bin/fw_flush
#flush script, which deletes all active rules
#and chains, and resets default policies to "accept"
#this is like having no firewall at all
#define variables ipt="/sbin/iptables"
echo "The firewall is now being shut down. All policies are set to ACCEPT, all
rules and chains are deleted, all counters are set to zero."
#Set default policies to ACCEPT everything
$ipt -P INPUT ACCEPT $ipt -P FORWARD
ACCEPT $ipt -P OUTPUT ACCEPT $ipt -t nat -P
OUTPUT ACCEPT $ipt -t nat -P PREROUTING
ACCEPT $ipt -t nat -P POSTROUTING ACCEPT
$ipt -t mangle -P INPUT ACCEPT $ipt -t mangle -P
OUTPUT ACCEPT $ipt -t mangle -P FORWARD
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ACCEPT $ipt -t mangle -P PREROUTING
ACCEPT $ipt -t mangle -P POSTROUTING
ACCEPT
#Zero out all counters $ipt -Z
$ipt -t nat -Z $ipt -t mangle -Z
# Flush all rules, delete all chains
$ipt-F
$ipt-X
$ipt-t nat -F
$ipt-t nat –X
$ipt -t mangle -F $ipt -t mangle -X
Remember to make this script owned by root only, mode 0700. Run this anytime you want to
turn your firewall off:
# fw_flush
The firewall is now being shut down. All policies are set to ACCEPT, all rules and chains are
deleted, all counters are set to zero, and routing is turned off.
This leaves you wide open, so you should not be connected to untrusted networks.

Discussion
iptables is not a daemon, so turning off an iptables firewall is complicated. Rules are loaded into
memory. If you just flush all the rules, your default policies will still be active, and as the default
policy is usually DROP, no traffic will get through. So, the easy way is to use a script like the
one in this recipe, which flushes all rules and sets the defaults to ACCEPT.
If you have no firewall scripts activated at boot, rebooting really turns the firewall off—
kernel modules are unloaded, and no iptables rules of any kind remain in memory.

7.3 Starting iptables at Boot, and Manually Bringing Your Firewall Up and
Down
Problem
Your three new iptables scripts (see previous recipes) are tested and ready to be put to work—
you have fw_nat, a fw_status script, and the fw_flush script. You want your firewall to start
automatically at boot, and you want to start, stop, and check iptables status manually like any
other service. How do you do this?
Solution
First, get rid of any existing firewall scripts, including any that came with your Linux
distribution. On Fedora Linux and all of its relatives, also remove the iptables-save and
iptables- restore scripts to prevent conflicts and accidental changes.
The different Linux distributions manage starting and stopping iptables in all sorts of different
ways. This init script, called firewall, is as simple as it gets, and it works on any Linux. It calls
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the scripts used in the previous three recipes, so be sure you already have those tested and ready
to use:
#!/bin/sh
##/etc.init.d/firewall
# simple start-stop init script for iptables
# start builds the firewall, stop flushes
# all rules and resets default policies to ACCEPT
# restart runs the start and stop commands
# status displays all active rules, and packet and byte counters
# chkconfig: 2345 o1 99
startfile="/usr/local/bin/fw_nat"
stopfile="/usr/local/bin/fw_flush"
statusfile="/usr/local/bin/fw_status"
case

in start)
echo "Starting $startfile: iptables is now starting up" /bin/sh
$startfile start

stop)
echo "Stopping $stopfile: iptables is now stopped, all rules and chains are flushed, and
default policies are set to ACCEPT" /bin/sh $stopfile stop
status)
/bin/sh $statusfile status
restart)
/bin/sh $stopfile stop
echo "The firewall has stopped."
/bin/sh $startfile start
echo "The firewall has now restarted."
esac
Put this script in /etc/init.d, then use your distribution's runlevel manager to start it at boot. On
Debian, use the updated-rc.d command to start it on runlevels 2, 3, 4, and 5, and stop it on
runlevels 0, 1, and 6:
# update-rc.d firewall start 01 2 3 4 5 . stop 99 0 1 6 .
On Fedora, use chkconfig:
# chkconfig firewall --add
# chkconfig firewall on
Now, you can manage it with the standard init.d-style commands:
# /etc/init.d/firewall start|stop|status|restart
You may also run the scripts individually if you prefer. It's a simple, flexible scheme that is easy
to customize.
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Discussion
Give /etc/init.d/firewall the highest priority at startup, and lowest priority for shutdown, because
you want it to come up first and shut down last. Theoretically, if networking started first, an
attacker could exploit the unprotected milliseconds before the firewall came up.

Keep in mind that you are not starting and stopping a daemon, but loading rules into memory,
then flushing rules out of memory and setting a default ACCEPT policy. iptables works in the
kernel—it's not a service.
These scripts should work on any Linux, so you only need to learn one way to manage iptables.
They are as simple as possible to keep them understandable and maintainable. Ace scripting
gurus are welcome to add error and sanity checks, and gussy them up as much as they like.
Every Linux distribution handles iptables a bit differently. Fedora and its ilk store the rules in the
/etc/sysconfig/iptables file, which is sourced from the /etc/init.d/iptables script. The Red Hat
manual teaches users to enter their iptables commands on the command line, then use
the
/sbin/service iptables save command to write the rules to the /etc/sysconfig/iptables file. This is
a nice way to create, test, and edit new rules if you are proficient enough to create them on the
fly.
Debian Sarge has a different way of handling iptables. It does not use an /etc/init.d script
anymore, but instead expects the user to control iptables with ifupdown. This means adding
inline directives in /etc/network/interfaces, or placing scripts in the /etc/ network/*.d
directories, and then iptables goes up or down with the network interfaces.

7.4 Testing Your Firewal Problem
You want to be able to test your Linux firewall from inside your LAN and outside it so you can
see your network from both sides of your firewall. You especially want to see your network the
same way the big bad outside world sees it. What are some good ways to do this?
Solution
Simply network with a second PC and run your tests. Assume your firewall box is named
firewall, with a WAN IP address of 172.16.0.10, and your PC is called testpc at 192.168.2.10.
Connect testpc to the WAN port of firewall with a crossover cable. Then, give them temporary
IP addresses and routes to each other:
root@testpc:~# ifconfig eth0 192.168.2.10 netmask 255.255.255.0 up
root@firewall:~# ifconfig eth0 172.16.0.10 netmask 255.255.255.0 up
root@testpc:~# route del default
root@testpc:~# route add -net 172.16.0.0/24 gw 192.168.2.10 eth0
root@firewall:~# route del default
root@firewall:~# route add -net 192.168.2.0/24 gw 172.16.0.10 eth0
Run ping to confirm connectivity.
Here are some quick tests you can run for debugging your new Linux firewall. These commands,
run on firewall, show your active iptables rules:
# /sbin/iptables -t filter -L -v --line-numbers
# /sbin/iptables -t nat -L -v --line-numbers
# /sbin/iptables -t mangle -L -v --line-numbers
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Nmap is an excellent tool for seeing what your firewall looks like from the outside:
root@testpc:~# nmap 172.16.0.10 root@testpc:~#
nmap -P0 172.16.0.10
Run netstat on firewall to see what sockets are open and listening for new connections:
root@firewall:~# netstat -untap
This shows the listening interfaces and port numbers, the program names, and user IDs. The safe
thing to do is turn off all services until you are satisfied with your firewall. Then, bring them
back up one at a time, testing your rules until everything works right. You really shouldn't be
running a lot of services on a firewall anyway— keep it lean and mean.
Discussion
To get completely outside of your network, get a shell account on a PC on a different network.
The remote PC needs to be equipped with Nmap, ping, traceroute, and text web browsers. If you
can't do this, the next best thing is a dial-up Internet account, because this still gets you outside
of your local network.
My own preference is to use remote shell accounts kindly provided by friends for external
testing, because this is more like a "live fire" exercise, with all the complications that come
with connecting over the Internet.
Here are some sample command outputs from testing an iptables NAT firewall. This Nmap
command run from a remote PC to the WAN IP address shows that iptables is blocking all
inbound connections except port 80, and that the web server is up and accepting connections:
user@remotehost:~$ nmap 1.2.3.4
Starting nmap 3.81 ( http://www.insecure.org/nmap/ ) at 2007-10-01 07:11 = EST Interesting
ports on 1.2.3.4: (The 1662 ports scanned but not shown below are in state: filtered) PORT
STATE SERVICE 80/tcp open http
According to Nmap, you should be able to point a web browser to http://1.2.3.4 and hit a web
page. Lynx (or its cousins links and elinks, or w3m) is good over ssh:
user@remotehost:~$ lynx 1.2.3.4
You cannot tell if the web server is on 1.2.3.4, or is sitting on a separate box somewhere behind
the firewall, because to the world, a NAT-ed LAN looks like a single computer. If you do not
want to run a web server, this shows you better hunt it down and turn it off.

Running Nmap from a neighboring LAN host on the LAN address shows a different picture:
user@lanhost:~# nmap 192.168.1.10
Starting nmap 4.10 ( http://www.insecure.org/nmap/ ) at 2007-10-01 13:51 =
PST
Interesting ports on 192.168.1.10:
(The 1657 ports scanned but not shown below are in state: filtered)
PORT STATE SERVICE
22/tcp open ssh 631/tcp open ipp
MAC Address: 00:01:02:03:04:05 (The Linksys Group) Nmap finished: 1
IP address (1 host up) scanned in 22.645 seconds
So now we see that the SSH daemon and CUPS are running on the firewall. (Look in
/etc/services to see which services are assigned to which ports.) Port 80 is not open, so this
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means the web server is on a different computer. If we run netstat on the firewall itself, we can
see which ports are open, and which interfaces they are listening to:
admin@firewall:~# netstat -untap
Active Internet connections (servers and established)
Proto Recv-Q Send-Q Local Address Foreign Address State User Inode
PID/Program name
tcp 0 0 192.168.1.10:22 0.0.0.0:* LISTEN
0 44420 12544/sshd
tcp 0 0 0.0.0.0:631
0.0.0.0:* LISTEN
0 142680 22085/cupsd
So we see that the SSH daemon is listening to the LAN IP address on TCP port 22, and the
CUPS daemon is listening on all interfaces on TCP 631. TCP port 80 is not open because it is on
a different machine.
Now we have a good picture of what is happening on both sides of our firewall.
Application-level security
The netstat output illustrates an important point—application security is separate from the
border security provided by a firewall. The SSH server has been configured to listen only to the
LAN IP address, but cupsd is listening to all interfaces. Nmap showed us that the firewall is
blocking both of those at the WAN interface. Don't feel too safe with just a firewall; the best
practice is to use border and application-level security. iptables can keep the bad bits out,
but if someone succeeds in penetrating your firewall, you don't want them to find a wideopen welcome into your servers.
All Linux services have access controls, and most of them also incorporate various types of
authentication controls. This example from /etc/ssh/sshd_config shows how interface access
controls are configured:
# What ports, IPs and protocols we listen for Port 22
# Use these options to restrict which interfaces/protocols
# sshd will bind to ListenAddress
192.168.1.10
OpenSSH also restricts access by host, user, and domain, and gives the choice of several
different types of authentication. Security is a many-layered beast—don't rely on a firewall to be
your entire security.

7.5 Configuring the Firewall for Remote SSH Administration
Problem
You want to SSH into your firewall to do remote administration. You might want to log in from
over the Internet, or you might want to restrict SSH to LAN access only. You also want the
option of restricting access to certain specific source IP addresses.
Solution
There are several ways to handle this. SSH has a number of access and authentication
controls, so you should configure those first. Then, configure iptables to add another layer
of access controls.
To restrict SSH access to LAN hosts only, add this rule:
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$ipt -A INPUT -i $LAN_IFACE -p tcp -s 192.168.1.0/24 --dport 22 --sport \ 1024:65535 -m
state --state NEW -j ACCEPT
Of course, you must use your own LAN address and SSH port. To allow SSH logins via the
WAN interface, use this rule:
$ipt -A INPUT -p tcp -i $WAN_IFACE --dport 22 --sport 1024:65535 \
-m state --state NEW -j ACCEPT This rule accepts SSH logins
on all interfaces:
$ipt -A INPUT -p tcp --dport 22 --sport 1024:65535 -m state --state NEW -j ACCEPT Or,
you may restrict SSH logins to a specific source IP address:
$ipt -A INPUT -p tcp -s 12.34.56.78 --dport 22 --sport 1024:65535 \
-m state --state NEW -j ACCEPT
If there are additional source IP addresses you wish to allow, each one needs its own separate
rule.
Discussion
Let's take a look at what these rules do:
-A INPUT -p tcp ! --syn -mstate --state NEW -j DROP
A subtle iptables gotcha is that the NEW state will allow TCP packets through that do not
have the SYN flag set, so we must make sure that only SYN-flagged packets are allowed.
SYN is always the first step in initiating a new TCP session, so if it isn't present, we don't
want to accept the packet.
-A INPUT -i $LAN_IFACE -p tcp -s 192.168.1.0/24 --dport 22 --sport 1024:65535 -m
state --state NEW -j ACCEPT
This accepts new SSH (TCP port 22) connections coming in on the LAN interface and from
the local subnet only, from high-numbered ports. Anything originating from a privileged port
is suspect.
-A INPUT -p tcp -i $WAN_IFACE -p tcp --dport 22 --sport 1024:65535 -mstate --state
NEW -j ACCEPT
This rule allows connections coming in on the WAN interface only, so LAN access is not
allowed.
-A INPUT -p tcp --dport 22 --sport 1024:65535 -m state --state NEW -j ACCEPT
This rule accepts all new SSH connections from any host anywhere. Again, the new
connection must come from an unprivileged port.
-A INPUT-p tcp -i $WAN_IFACE-s 12.34.56.78 --dport 22--sport 1024:65535 -mstate
--state NEW -j ACCEPT
This rule accepts incoming SSH on the WAN interface only, from the named IP address; all
others are dropped.
You don't need to add the RELATED,ESTABLISHED states to the rules because there already is
a global rule for this.
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Chapter Eighteen:OpenSSH
8.0 Introduction
In this chapter and the next, we'll look at some of the ways Linux offers to administer a server
and access your workstation remotely. Linux gives users great flexibility and functionality. You
may have command-line only or a full graphical desktop, just as though you were physically
present at the remote machine.
OpenSSH is the tool of choice for remote command-line administration. It's secure, and easy to
set up and use. It's also good for running a remote graphical desktop because you can tunnel X
Windows securely over SSH. This works well over fast local links. However, it's less satisfactory
over a dial-up or Internet connection because you'll experience significant lag.
Rdesktop is a simple Linux client for connecting to Windows Terminal Servers, and to the
Windows XP Professional Remote Desktop. This is useful for some system administration tasks,
and for accessing Windows applications from Linux.
For dial-up users who want a remote graphical desktop over dial-up, FreeNX is just the ticket. It
is designed to deliver good performance over slow links. Currently, you can use it to access a
Linux PC from Linux, Windows, Mac OS X, and Solaris.
VNC is the reigning champion of cross-platform remote graphical desktops. With VNC, you can
do all sorts of neat things: run several PCs from a single keyboard, mouse, and monitor, mix and
match operating systems, and do remote technical support.

In this chapter, we'll look at how to use OpenSSH. The next chapter is devoted to
Rdesktop, FreeNX, and VNC.
OpenSSH is the Free Software implementation of the SSH protocol, licensed under a modified
BSD license that pretty much lets you do whatever you want with it, including modifying and
redistributing it, as long as you include the copyright notices.
OpenSSH is used to foil eavesdropping and spoofing on network traffic by encrypting all traffic
during a session, both logins and data transfer. It performs three tasks: authentication,
encryption, and guaranteeing the integrity of the data transfer. If something happens to alter your
packets, SSH will tell you.

There are two incompatible SSH protocols: SSH-1 and SSH-2. OpenSSH supports both of them,
but I do not recommend using SSH-1 at all. If you have to log in to remote systems under
someone else's control that are still using SSH-1, consider exercising some tough love and telling
them you are not willing to risk your security any more, and they must upgrade. SSH-1 was great
in its day, but that was then.
SSH Tunneling
You may use SSH port forwarding, also called tunneling, to securely encapsulate non-secure
protocols like wireless and VNC, which you'll see in various recipes in this book.
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OpenSSH supports a number of strong encryption algorithms: 3DES, Blowfish, AES, and
arcfour. These are unencumbered by patents; in fact, the OpenSSH team has gone to great
lengths to ensure that no patented or otherwise encumbered code is inside OpenSSH.

OpenSSH Components
OpenSSH is a suite of remote transfer utilities: sshd
The OpenSSH server daemon.
ssh
Stands for secure shell, though it doesn't really include a shell, but provides a secure channel
to the command shell on the remote system.
scp
Secure copy; this provides encrypted file transfer.
sftp
Secure file transfer protocol. ssh-copy-id
Nice little program for installing your personal identity key to a remote machine's
authorized_keys file.
ssh-keyscan
Finds and collects public host keys on a network, saving you the trouble of hunting them
down manually.
ssh-keygen
Generates and manages RSA and DSA authentication keys. ssh-add
Add RSA or DSA identities to the authentication agent, ssh-agent. ssh-agent
Remembers your passphrases over multiple SSH logins for automatic authentication. sshagent binds to a single login session, so logging out, opening another terminal, or rebooting
means starting over. A better utility for this is keychain, which remembers your passphrases
for as long you don't reboot.
Using OpenSSH
OpenSSH is very flexible, and supports different types of authentication:
Host-key Authentication
This uses your Linux login and password to authenticate, and your SSH keys encrypt the
session. This is the simplest, as all you need are host keys. An SSH host key assures you that
the machine you are logging in to is who it claims to be.
Public-key Authentication
Instead of using your system login, authenticate with an SSH identity key. Identity keys
authenticate individual users, unlike host keys, which authenticate servers. It's a bit more work to
set up because you need to create and distribute identity keys in addition to host keys. This is a
slick way to log in to multiple hosts with the same
login, plus it protects your system login because the identity key has its own passphrase.
Simply distribute copies of your public key to every host that you want to access, and always
protect your private key—never share it.
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Passphrase-less Authentication
This works like public-key authentication, except that the key pair is created without
a passphrase. This is useful for automated services, like scripts and cron jobs. Because
anyone who succeeds in thieving the private key can then easily gain access, you need to
be very protective of the private key.
Using a passphrase-less key carries a bit more risk, because then anyone who obtains your
private key can masquerade as you. One way to use passphrases with automated processes is to
use ssh-agent or the keychain utility. These remember your passphrases and authenticate
automatically. Their one weakness is they do not survive a reboot, so every time you reboot you
have to reenter all of your passphrases.
Key types
There are two different uses for authentication keys: host keys, which authenticate
computers, and identity keys, which authenticate users. The keys themselves are the same type
of key, either RSA or DSA. Each key has two parts: the private and the public. The server
keeps the private key, and the client uses the public key. Transmissions are encrypted with
the public key, and decrypted with the private key. This is a brilliantly simple and easy-touse scheme—you can safely distribute your public keys as much as you want.
Server and client are defined by the direction of the transaction—the server must have the
SSH daemon running and listening for connection attempts. The client is anyone logging in
to this machine.

8.1 Starting and Stopping OpenSSH
Problem
You installed OpenSSH, and you configured it to start or not start at boot, according to your
preference. Now, you want to know how to start and stop it manually, and how to get it to reread
its configure file without restarting.
Solution
The answer, as usual, lies in /etc/init.d. On Fedora, use
these commands:
# /etc/init.d/sshd {start|stop|restart|condrestart|reload|status} On Debian
systems, use these:
# /etc/init.d/ssh {start|stop|reload|force-reload|restart}
If you elected to not have the SSH daemon run automatically after installing OpenSSH on
Debian, you will need to rename or delete /etc/ssh/sshd_not_to_be_run before it will start up. Or,
you can run dpkg-reconfigure ssh.
The OpenSSH configuration file, sshd.conf, must be present, or OpenSSH will not start.
Port 22, the default SSH port, is a popular target for attack. The Internet is infested with
automated attack kits that pummel away at random hosts. Check your firewall logs—you'll see
all kinds of garbage trying to brute-force port 22. So, some admins prefer to start up the SSH
daemon only when they know they'll need it. Some run it on a nonstandard port, which is
configurable in /etc/ssh/ssh_config, for example:
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Port
2022
Check
/etc/services
to make sure you don't use an already-used port, and make an entry for any
nonstandard ports you are using. Using a nonstandard port does not fool determined
portscanners, but it will alleviate the pummeling a lot and lighten the load on your logfiles. A
nice tool for heading off these attacks is the DenyHosts utility
Red Hat's condrestart, or conditional restart, restarts a service only if it is already running. If it
isn't, it fails silently.

The reload command tells the service to reread its configuration file, instead of
completely shutting down and starting up again. This is a nice, nondisruptive way to activate
changes.
If you like commands such as condrestart that are not included with your distribution, you may
copy them from systems that use them and tweak them for your system. Init scripts are just shell
scripts, so they are easy to customize.

8.2 Creating Strong Passphrases
Problem

You know that you will need to create a strong passphrase every time you create an SSH key,
and you want to define a policy that spells out what a strong passphrase is. So, what makes a
strong passphrase?
Solution
Use these guidelines for creating your own policy:
• An SSH passphrase must be at least eight characters long.
• It must not be a word in any language. The easy way to handle this is to use a combination of
letters, numbers, and mixed cases.
• Reversing words does not work—automated dictionary attacks know about this.
• A short sentence works well for most folks, like "pnt btt3r l*vz m1 gUmz" (peanut butter loves
my gums).

• Write it down and keep it in a safe place.
Discussion
Whoever convinced hordes of how-to authors to teach "Don't write down passwords" should be
sent to bed without dessert. It doesn't work. If you don't want to believe me, how about a security
expert like Bruce Schneier? From his essay "Write Down Your Password"
(http://www.schneier.com/blog/archives/2005/06/write_down_ your.html):
I recommend that people write their passwords down on a small piece of paper, and keep it with
their other valuable small pieces of paper: in their wallet.
Easily remembered passwords are also easily guessed. Don't underestimate the power and
sophistication of automated password-guessers. Difficult-to-remember passwords are also
difficult to crack. Rarely used passwords are going to evaporate from all but the stickiest of
memories.
I use a handwritten file kept in a locked filing cabinet, in a cunningly labeled folder that does not
say "Secret Passwords In Here," plus my personal sysadmin notebook that goes with me
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Port 2022

Check /etc/services to make sure you don't use an already-used port, and make an entry for any
nonstandard ports you are using. Using a nonstandard port does not fool determined
portscanners, but it will alleviate the pummeling a lot and lighten the load on your logfiles. A
nice tool for heading off these attacks is the DenyHosts utility
Red Hat's condrestart, or conditional restart, restarts a service only if it is already running. If it
isn't, it fails silently.
The reload command tells the service to reread its configuration file, instead of
completely shutting down and starting up again. This is a nice, nondisruptive way to activate
changes.
If you like commands such as condrestart that are not included with your distribution, you may
copy them from systems that use them and tweak them for your system. Init scripts are just shell
scripts, so they are easy to customize.

8.2 Creating Strong Passphrases
Problem
You know that you will need to create a strong passphrase every time you create an SSH key,
and you want to define a policy that spells out what a strong passphrase is. So, what makes a
strong passphrase?
Solution
Use these guidelines for creating your own policy:
• An SSH passphrase must be at least eight characters long.
• It must not be a word in any language. The easy way to handle this is to use a combination of
letters, numbers, and mixed cases.
• Reversing words does not work—automated dictionary attacks know about this.
• A short sentence works well for most folks, like "pnt btt3r l*vz m1 gUmz" (peanut butter loves
my gums).
• Write it down and keep it in a safe place.
Discussion
Whoever convinced hordes of how-to authors to teach "Don't write down passwords" should be
sent to bed without dessert. It doesn't work. If you don't want to believe me, how about a security
expert like Bruce Schneier? From his essay "Write Down Your Password"
(http://www.schneier.com/blog/archives/2005/06/write_down_ your.html):
I recommend that people write their passwords down on a small piece of paper, and keep it with
their other valuable small pieces of paper: in their wallet.
Easily remembered passwords are also easily guessed. Don't underestimate the power and
sophistication of automated password-guessers. Difficult-to-remember passwords are also
difficult to crack. Rarely used passwords are going to evaporate from all but the stickiest of
memories.
I use a handwritten file kept in a locked filing cabinet, in a cunningly labeled folder that does
not say "Secret Passwords In Here," plus my personal sysadmin notebook that goes with
me
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everywhere. If any thief actually searches hundreds of files and can decode my personal
shorthand that tells what each login is for, well, I guess she deserves to succeed at breaking into
my stuff!

8.3 Setting Up Host Keys for Simplest Authentication
Problem
You want to know how to set up OpenSSH to log in to a remote host, using the simplest method
that it supports.
Solution
Using host-key authentication is the simplest way to set up remote SSH access. You need:
• OpenSSH installed on the machine you want to log into remotely
• The SSH daemon to be running on the remote server, and port 22 not blocked
• SSH client software on the remote client
• A Linux login account on the remote server
• To distribute the public host key to the clients
Your OpenSSH installer should have already created the host keys. If it didn't, see the next
recipe.
First, protect your private host key from accidental overwrites:
# chmod 400 /etc/ssh/ssh_host_rsa_key
Next, the public host key must be distributed to the clients. One way is to log in from the client,
and let OpenSSH transfer the key:
foober@gouda:~$ ssh reggiano
The authenticity of host 'reggiano (192.168.1.10)' can't be established. RSA key
fingerprint is 26:f6:5b:24:49:e6:71:6f:12:76:1c:2b:a5:ee:fe:fe Are you sure you
want to continue connecting (yes/no)?
Warning: Permanently added 'reggiano 192.168.1.10' (RSA) to the list of known hosts.
foober@reggiano's password:
Linux reggiano 2.6.15 #1 Sun June 10 11:03:21 PDT 2007 i686 GNU/Linux
Debian GNU/Linux
Last login: S Sun June 10 03:11:49 PDT 2007 from :0.0
foober@reggiano:~$
Now, Foober can work on Reggiano just as if he were physically sitting at the machine, and all
traffic—including the initial login—is encrypted.
The host key exchange happens only once, the first time you log in. You should never be asked
again unless the key is replaced with a new one, or you change your personal ~/.ssh/known_hosts
file.

Discussion
The public host key is stored in the ~/.ssh/known_hosts file on the client PC. This file can
contain any number of host keys.
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It is a bad idea to log in as root over SSH; it is better to log in as an ordinary user, then su or
sudo as you need after login. You can log in as any user that has an account on the remote
machine with the -l (login) switch:
foober@gouda:~$ ssh -l deann reggiano
Or, like this:
foober@gouda:~$ ssh deann@reggiano
Don't get too worked up over client and server—the server is whatever machine you are logging
in to, and the client is wherever you are logging in from. The SSH daemon does not need to be
running on the client.
There is a small risk that the host key transmission could be intercepted and a forged key
substituted, which would allow an attacker access to your systems. You should verify the IP
address and public key fingerprint before typing "yes." Primitive methods of verification,
like writing down the fingerprint on a piece of paper, or verifying it via telephone, are effective
and immune to computer network exploits.

8.4 Generating and Copying SSH Keys
Problem
Your OpenSSH installation did not automatically create host keys, or you want to generate new
replacement host keys. Additionally, you don't trust the usual automatic transfer of the host's
public key, so you want to manually copy host keys to the clients.
Solution
Should you create RSA or DSA keys? Short answer: it doesn't matter. Both are cryptographically strong.
The main difference to the end user is RSA keys can be up to 2,048 bits in length, while DSA is
limited to 1,024 bits, so theoretically, RSA keys are more future-proof. The default for either
type of key is 1,024 bits.
This example generates a new key pair, using the default host key name from /etc/
ssh/sshd_config. Never create a passphrase on host keys—just hit the return key when it asks for
one:
# cd /etc/ssh/
# ssh-keygen -t dsa -f ssh_host_dsa_key
Generating public/private dsa key pair. Enter passphrase
(empty for no passphrase): Enter same passphrase again:
Your identification has been saved in /etc/ssh/ssh_host_dsa_key. Your
public key has been saved in /etc/ssh/ssh_host_dsa_key.pub. The key
fingerprint is:
26:f6:5b:24:49:e6:71:6f:12:76:1c:2b:a5:ee:fe:fe root@windbag
You may wish to be extra cautious and copy the public key manually via floppy disk, USB key,
or scp over an existing OpenSSH connection to avoid any possible hijacking in transit. You need
to modify the key if you're going to copy it manually. Here is the original public host key: sshdss
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AAAAB3NzaC1kc3MAAACBALeIrq77k20kUAh8u3RYG1p0iZKAxLQZQzxJ8422d+uPR
wvVAARFnriNajoJaB9L7
qu5D0PCSNCOuBMOIkkyHujfXJejQQnMucgkDm8AhMfO8TPyLZ6pG459M+bfwbsByb
yWav7eGvgkkTfZYDEd7H
mQK6+Vkd9SYqWd+Q9HkGCRAAAAFQCrhZsuvIuZq5ERrnf5usmMPXlQkQAAAIAUq
i61+T7Aa2UjE40hnO8rSVf
FcuHE6BCmm0FMOoJQbD9xFTztZbDtZcna0db5l+6AYxtVInHjiYPj76/hYST5o286/28M
cWBF8+j8Nn/
tHVUcWSjOE8EJG8Xh2GRxab6AOjgo/
GAQli1qMxlJfCbOlcljVN8VDDF4XtPzqBPHtQAAAIBn7IOv9oM9dUiDZUNXa8s6UV46
N4rqcD+HtgkltxDm+t
RiI68kZsU5weTLnLRdZfv/o2P3S9TF3ncrS0YhgIFdGupI//
28gH+Y4sYvrUSoRYJLiDELGm1+2pI06wXjPpUH2Iajr9TZ9eKWDIE+t2sz6lVqET95Syn
Xq1UbeTsDjQ== root@windbag
Delete the hostname at the end of the file, and prefix the key with the fully qualified
domain name and IP address. Make sure there are no spaces between the FQDN and address, and
there is one space after the IP address:
windbag.carla.com,192.168.1.10 ssh-dss
AAAAB3NzaC1kc3MAAACBALeIrq77k20kUAh8u3RYG1p0iZKAxLQZQzxJ8422d+uPR
wvVAARFnriNajoJaB9L7
qu5D0PCSNCOuBMOIkkyHujfXJejQQnMucgkDm8AhMfO8TPyLZ6pG459M+bfwbsByb
yWav7eGvgkkTfZYDEd7H
mQK6+Vkd9SYqWd+Q9HkGCRAAAAFQCrhZsuvIuZq5ERrnf5usmMPXlQkQAAAIAUq
i61+T7Aa2UjE40hnO8rSVf
FcuHE6BCmm0FMOoJQbD9xFTztZbDtZcna0db5l+6AYxtVInHjiYPj76/hYST5o286/28M
cWBF8+j8Nn/
tHVUcWSjOE8EJG8Xh2GRxab6AOjgo/
GAQli1qMxlJfCbOlcljVN8VDDF4XtPzqBPHtQAAAIBn7IOv9oM9dUiDZUNXa8s6UV46
N4rqcD+HtgkltxDm+t
RiI68kZsU5weTLnLRdZfv/o2P3S9TF3ncrS0YhgIFdGupI//
28gH+Y4sYvrUSoRYJLiDELGm1+2pI06wXjPpUH2Iajr9TZ9eKWDIE+t2sz6lVqET95Syn
Xq1UbeTsDjQ==
Starting with AAAAB, the file must be one long unbroken line, so be sure to do this in a proper
text editor that does not insert line breaks.
You may also use the hostname, or just the IP address all by itself.
If you manually copy additional host keys into the known_hosts file, make sure there are
no empty lines between them.
Discussion

How much of a risk is there in an automatic host key transfer? The risk is small; it's difficult to
launch a successful man-in-the-middle attack, but not impossible. Verifying the host IP address
and public key fingerprint before accepting the host key are simple and effective precautions.
It really depends on how determined an attacker is to penetrate your network. The attacker
would first have to intercept your transmission in a way that does not draw attention, then
possibly
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spoof the IP address (which is easy) and public-key fingerprint of your trusted server, which is
not so easy to do. Because most users do not bother to verify these, most times it's not even
necessary. Then, when you type "yes" to accept the key, you get the attacker's host key. To avoid
detection, the attacker passes on all traffic between you and the trusted server while capturing
and reading everything that passes between you and the trusted server.
How hard is it to hijack Ethernet traffic? On the LAN, it's easy—check out the arpspoof utility,
which is part of the Dsniff suite of network auditing and penetration-testing tools. How
trustworthy are your LAN users? Over the Internet, the attacker would have to compromise your
DNS, which is possible, but not easy, assuming your DNS is competently managed. Or, be in a
position of trust and a place to wreak mischief, such as an employee at your ISP.
In short, it's a small risk, and the decision is yours.

8.5 Using Public-Key Authentication to Protect System Passwords
Problem
You are a bit nervous about using system account logins over untrusted networks, even though
they are encrypted with SSH. Or, you have a number of remote servers to manage, and you
would like to use the same login on all of them, but not with system accounts. In fact, you would
like your remote logins to be decoupled from system logins, plus you would like to have fewer
logins and passwords to keep track of.
Solution
Give yourself a single login for multiple hosts by using public-key authentication, which
is completely separate from local system accounts. Follow these steps:
Install OpenSSH on all participating machines, and set up host keys on all
participating machines. (Host keys always come first.)
Then, generate a new identity key pair as an ordinary unprivileged user, and store it in your
~/.ssh directory on your local workstation. Be sure to create a passphrase:
$ ssh-keygen -t rsa
Generating public/private rsa key pair.
Enter file in which to save the key (/home/carla/.ssh/id_rsa): Enter
passphrase (empty for no passphrase): Enter same passphrase again:
Your identification has been saved in /home/carla/.ssh/id_rsa. Your
public key has been saved in /home/carla/.ssh/id_rsa.pub. The key
fingerprint is:
38:ec:04:7d:e9:8f:11:6c:4e:1c:d7:8a:91:84:ac:91 carla@windbag Protect your
private identity key from accidental overwrites:
$ chmod 400 id_rsa
Now, copy your new public key (id_rsa.pub) to all of the remote user accounts you'll be using,
into their ~/.ssh/authorized_keys2 files. If this file does not exist, create it. Using the ssh-copy-id
utility is the secure, easy way:
$ ssh-copy-id -i id_rsa.pub danamania@muis.net
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Discussion
ssh-copy-id copies identity keys in the correct format, makes sure that file permissions and
ownership are correct, and ensures you do not copy a private key by mistake.
The authorized_keys2 file may be named something else, like authorized_keys, o r freds_ keys, or
anything you want; just make sure it agrees with the AuthorizedKeysFile line in
/etc/ssh/sshd.conf.
Always put a passphrase on human-user authentication keys—it's cheap insurance. If someone
manages to steal your private key, it won't do them any good without the passphrase.
Using public-key authentication combined with sudo is a good way to delegate admin chores to
your underlings, while limiting what they can do.
Ordinary users may run SSH, which wise network admins know and have policies to control
because all manner of forbidden services can be tunneled over SSH, thereby foiling your wellcrafted firewalls and network monitors.

6.

Managing Multiple Identity Keys Problem

You want to use different identity keys for different servers. How do you create keys with
different names?
Use the -f flag of the ssh-keygen command to give keys unique names:
[carla@windbag:~/.ssh]$ ssh-keygen -t rsa -f id_mailserver
Then, use the -i flag to select the key you want to use when you log in to the remote host:
$ ssh -i id_mailserver bart@192.l68.1.11
Enter passphrase for key 'id_mailserver':

Discussion
You don't have to name your keys "id_" whatever, you can call them anything you want.

7.

Hardening OpenSSH

Problem
You are concerned about security threats, both from the inside and the outside. You are
concerned about brute-force attacks on the root account, and you want to restrict users to prevent
mischief, whether accidental or deliberate. What can do you to make sure OpenSSH is as
hardened as it can be?
Solution
OpenSSH is pretty tight out of the box. There are some refinements you can make; take a look at
the following steps and tweak to suit your needs. First, fine-tune /etc/ sshd_config with these
restrictive directives:
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ListenAddress 12.34.56.78 PermitRootLogin
no Protocol 2
AllowUsers
carla foober@bumble.com
AllowGroups admins

lori meflin

You may want the SSH daemon to listen on a different port:
Port 2222
Or, you can configure OpenSSH to disallow password logins, and require all users to have
identity keys with this line in /etc/sshd_config:
PasswordAuthentication no
Finally, configure iptables to filter traffic, blocking all but authorized bits
Discussion
Specifying the interfaces that the SSH daemon is to listen to and denying root logins, are basic,
obvious precautions.

Protocol 2 means your server will only allow SSH-2 logins, and will reject SSH-1. SSH-1 is old
enough, and has enough weaknesses, that it really isn't worth the risk of using it. SSH-2 has been
around for several years, so there is no reason to continue using the SSH-1 protocol.
AllowUsers denies logins to all but the listed users. You may use just the login names, or restrict
them even further by allowing them to log in only from certain hosts, like foober@bumble.com.
AllowGroups is a quick way to define allowed users by groups. Any groups not named are
denied access. These are normal local Linux groups in /etc/group.
If you prefer, you may use DenyHosts and DenyGroups. These work the opposite of the Allow
directives—anyone not listed is allowed to log in. Do not mix Allow and Deny directives; only
use one or the other.
Changing to a nonstandard port will foil some of the SSH attacks that only look for port 22.
However, determined portscanners will find out which port your SSH daemon is listening to, so
don't count on it as a meaningful security measure—it's just a way to keep your logfiles from
filling up too quickly.

8.8 Changing a Passphrase Problem
You want to change the passphrase on one of your private keys.
Use the -p switch with the ssh-keygen command:
$ ssh-keygen -p -f ~/.ssh/id_dsa
Enter old passphrase:
Key has comment '/home/pinball/.ssh/id_dsa' Enter new
passphrase (empty for no passphrase): Enter same passphrase
again:
Your identification has been saved with the new passphrase.
Discussion
Passphrases are not recoverable. If you lose a passphrase, your only option is to create a new key
with a new passphrase.
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9.

Retrieving a Key Fingerprint

Problem
You are sending a public host key or identity key to another user, and you want the user to be
able to verify that the key is genuine by confirming the key fingerprint. You didn't write down
the fingerprint when the key was created—how do you find out what it is?
Solution
Use the ssh-keygen command:
[carla@windbag:~/.ssh]$ ssh-keygen -l
Enter file in which the key is (/home/carla/.ssh/id_rsa): id_mailserver
1024 ce:5e:38:ba:fb:ec:e7:80:83:3e:11:1a:6f:b1:97:8b id_mailserver.pub

Discussion
This is where old-fashioned methods of communication, like telephone and sneaker-net, come in
handy. Don't use email, unless you already have encrypted email set up with its own separate
encryption and authentication because anyone savvy enough to perpetrate a man-in-themiddle attack will be more than smart enough to crack your email. Especially because the vast
majority of email is still sent in the clear, so it's trivial to sniff it.

10.

Checking Configuration Syntax

Problem
Is there a syntax-checker for sshd_config?
Solution
But of course. After making your changes, run this command:
# sshd -t
If there are no syntax errors, it exits silently. If it find mistakes, it tells you:
# sshd -t
/etc/ssh/sshd_config: line 9: Bad configuration option: Porotocol
/etc/ssh/sshd_config: terminating, 1 bad configuration options
You can do this while the SSH daemon is running, so you can correct your mistakes before
issuing a reload or restart command.
Discussion
The -t stands for "test." It does not affect the SSH daemon, it only checks /etc/sshd_ config for
syntax errors, so you can use it anytime.

11.

Using
OpenSSH
Easier Logins

Client

Configuration

Files

for

Problem
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Solution
Put individual configuration files for each server in ~/.ssh/, and select the one you want with the
-F flag. This example uses the configuration file mailserver to set the connection options for the
server jarlsberg.
[carla@windbag:~/.ssh]$ ssh -F mailserver jarlsberg

If you are logging in over the Internet, you'll need the fully qualified domain name of the server:
[carla@windbag:~/.ssh]$ ssh -F mailserver jarlsberg.carla.net
IP addresses work, too.
Discussion
Using custom configuration files lets you manage a lot of different logins sanely. For example,
~/.ssh/mailserver contains these options:
IdentityFile ~/.ssh/id_mailserver
Port 2222
User mail_admin

It's easier and less error-prone to type ssh -F mailserver jarlsberg than ssh -i id_ mailserver -p
2222 -l mail_admin jarlsberg.
Don't forget to configure your firewall for your alternate SSH ports, and check /etc/ services to
find unused ports.
You may open up as many alternate ports as you want on a single OpenSSH server. Use netstat
to keep an eye on activities:
# netstat -a --tcp -p | grep ssh
tcp6
0
0 *:2222 *:* LISTEN
7329/sshd
tcp6
0
0 *:ssh *:* LISTEN
7329/sshd
0 ::ffff:i92.l68.l.l:2222 windbag.localdoma:35474 ESTABLISHED7334/
tcp6
0
sshd: carla
tcp6
0
0 ::ffff:192.168.1.11:ssh windbag.localdoma:56374 ESTABLISHED7352/
sshd: carla
Remember, /etc/sshd_config controls the SSH daemon. /etc/ssh_config contains the global SSH
client settings.
You may have any number of different SSH client configuration files in your ~/.ssh/ directory.
The SSH daemon follows this precedence:
• Command-line options
• User's configuration file ($HOME/.ssh/config)
• System-wide configuration file (/etc/ssh/ssh_config)
User's configuration files will not override global security settings, which is fortunate for your
sanity and your security policies.

8.12 Tunneling X Windows Securely over SSH Problem
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OK, all of this command-line stuff is slick and easy, but you still want a nice graphical
environment. Maybe you use graphical utilities to manage your headless servers. Maybe you
want to access a remote workstation and have access to all of its applications. You know that
X Windows has built-in networking abilities, but it sends all traffic in cleartext, which of course
is unacceptably insecure, plus it's a pain to set up. What else can you do?
Solution
Tunneling X over SSH is simple, and requires no additional software. First, make sure this line is
in /etc/ssh/sshd_config on the remote machine:
X11Forwarding yes Then, connect to the server using the -X
flag:
[carla@windbag:~/.ssh]$ ssh -X stilton
Enter passphrase for key '/home/carla/.ssh/id_rsa':
Linux stilton 2.6.15-26-k7 #1 SMP PREEMPT Sun Jun 3 03:40:32 UTC 2007 i686
GNU/Linux
Last login: Sat June 2 14:55:10 2007
carla@stilton:~$
Now, you can run any of the X applications installed on the remote PC by starting them from the
command line:
carla@stilton:~$ ppracer
SSH sets up an X proxy on the SSH server, which you can see with this command:
carla@stilton:~$ echo $DISPLAY
localhost:10.0
Discussion
The X server runs with the offset specified in /etc/sshd.conf:
X11DisplayOffset 10
This needs to be configured to avoid colliding with existing X sessions. Your regular local X
session is: 0.0.
The remote system only needs to be powered on. You don't need any local users to be logged in,
and you don't even need X to be running. X needs to be running only on the client PC
Starting with version 3.8, OpenSSH introduced the -Y option for remote X sessions. Using the Y option treats the remote X client as trusted. The old-fashioned way to do this was to configure
ssh_config with ForwardX11Trusted yes. (The ForwardX11Trusted default is no.) Using the -Y
flag lets you keep the default as no, and to enable trusted X forwarding as you need.
Theoretically, you could find that some functions don't work on an untrusted client, but I have
yet to see any.
The risk of running a remote X session as trusted matters only if the remote machine has been
compromised and an attacker knows how to sniff your input operations (e.g., keystrokes, mouse
movements, and copy-and-paste). Also, anyone sitting at the remote machine can do the same
thing. Old-timers from the pre-SSH days like to reminisce about their fun days of messing with
other user's X sessions and causing mischief.
It is possible to tunnel an entire X session over SSH, and run your favorite desktop or windows
manager, like Gnome, KDE, IceWM, and so forth. However, I don't recommend it because there
are easier and better ways to do this, as you will see in the next chapter.
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Don't use compression over fast networks because it will slow down data transfer.

13. Executing Commands Without Opening a Remote Shell
Problem
You have a single command to run on the remote machine, and you think it would be nice to be
able to just run it without logging in and opening a remote shell, running the command, and
then logging out. After all, is it not true that laziness is a virtue for network admins?
Solution

And, you shall have what you want because OpenSSH can do this. This example shows how to
restart Postfix:
$ ssh mailadmin@limberger.alrac.net sudo /etc/init.d/postfix restart
This shows how to open a quick game of Kpoker, which requires X Windows: $ ssh -X
192.168.1.10 /usr/games/kpoker
You'll be asked for a password, but you'll still save one whole step.
Discussion
You have to use sudo when you need root privileges with this command, not su, because you
can't use su without first opening a remote shell. This is also a handy way to script remote
commands.
And yes, laziness is a virtue, if it leads to increased efficiency and streamlined methods of
getting jobs done.

14. Mounting Entire Remote Filesystems with sshfs Problem
OpenSSH is pretty fast and efficient, and even tunneling X Windows over OpenSSH isn't too
laggy. But sometimes, you want a faster way to edit a number of remote files—something more
convenient than scp, and kinder to bandwidth than running a graphical file manager over SSH.
Solution
sshfs is just the tool for you. sshfs lets you mount an entire remote filesystem and then access it
just like a local filesystem.
Install sshfs, which should also install fuse. You need a local directory for your mountpoint:
carla@xena:~$ mkdir /sshfs
Then, make sure the fuse kernel module is loaded:
$ lsmod|grep fuse
fuse
46612 1
If it isn't, run modprobe fuse.
Next, add yourself to the fuse group.
Then, log in to the remote PC and go to work:
carla@xena:~$
sshfs
uberpc:
sshfs/
carla@uberpc's password:
carla@xena:~$
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Now, the remote filesystem should be mounted in ~/sshfs and just as accessible as your local
filesystems.
When you're finished, unmount the remote filesystem:

$ fusermount -u sshfs/
Discussion
Users who are new to sshfs always ask these questions: why not just run X over SSH, or why not
just use NFS?
It's faster than running X over SSH, it's a heck of a lot easier to set up than NFS, and a zillion
times more secure than NFS, is why.
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Thank You
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